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The smallest body, or molecule, has four parts.

KATIE'S LEGACY.
To my dear daughter K't:
Before enter·i ng the doo1· of
Fi'i·st

TEST

Ere seeking

THIS

and see that your
HEREIN

college,

MIND

be free,

for knowledge.

For as you receive these tntths of mine,
Shall 1 1·emain fore?:er thine.
Here's .1Vatw·e, grand, supreme, sublime;
The1·e are no dead, there is not time,
),..,.oi' yet no

LIFE,

as we 'll unfold,

TVhile

there

n~ay

HEAT

be, yet no cold.
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INTRODUCTORY.

As the author of this ·w·ork received what little education he has in the next thing to a log cabin, a singlerooin seboolhouse, we hope that " we demn folks,"
at least, will he fair to middling in criticising our
poverty in rhetorical .flourishes, and will understand
that an impressional \Yriter does not receive the
\rORDS from his control but that they come to hiln
1uore in the form of a picture; he sees it, senses it, or
just gets it. In fact, it is difficult to describe. You
will understand that Truth and facts are not necessarily words which are only a convenience 1nade by
man, who is not infallible. It is not in the power of
n1an to give to the world reliable instruction when
starting from a point in the UNKNO\\..,:N and, we may
say, UXKXO\\r._<\..BI..~E.
Nearly all philosophers who have given to the
world treatises on metaphysics, from Bruno to Kant,
have in variably started from the \vrong end of the
question by assuming as their :first postulate that
which 'Ye think should have been their very last and
highest conclusion, namely: .A. FIRST CA.USE. .A.
thing, if existing, must, from the very nature of the
thing, be forever beyond tbe comprehension of finite
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n1an, and would be better. understood as a LAST
CAUSE, so far as the object of the investigator is concerned. For if man should ever reach that knowledge,
it would naturally be the last end of his labor and not
the first. By pursuing the course they have they were
compelled, fron1 the start, to build in the dark on an
unknown quantity and quality for a foundation. Fron1
working the question, first on a downward course of
reasoning from an assu1ned first cause to the physical
world and tl1en trying to retrace their logic back to
this imaginary starting-point, they found it invariably left the result of their labor in a chaotic state
which neither satisfied themselves or the student.
vVhile such a course of reasoning may be good
enough for the Church, to prove the Bible right by the
Church,' and the Church right by the Bible, yet it does
not satisfy the Truth.
vVould these same philosophers consider it a proper
course to instruct a child i u the mysteries of Euclid
by beginning w·ith the classics, or would they begin
with the nun1erals and tnultiplication table? Would
they begin to teach a boy how to construct a compound steam-engine by giving him charge of the engineer's departinent of an ocean steamer? Recognizing this as the cause of their failure in the past, and
seeing the utter ilnpossibility of man's ever being able
to prove a first cause, the very nature of which places
it forever beyond hun1an comprehension, ·we, in this
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work, have thought it advisable to begin at the little
end (the atom) and trace upwards from effect to
cause, instead of from cause to effect. By assuming
this position we are not required to say to our student
at the very beginning of his labor: "Just please accept our first postulate, ex nihilo nihil fit, and leave
reason behind," for you must take it for granted that
only in this one instance was the very first cause from
nothing, but all else, my son, had a cause.
"In the beginning 'vas God." Well, how about before this beginning? No, my friend; such logic will
convince no one, for, ho·wever reluctant man is to acknowledge his ignorance, this is a case where he has
just got to, whether he likes it or not, so ·we 1night as
well be honest about it and sav
.. we do not kn0w that
it is a person, a being, an idea, or a condition, and all
that we do know is that life exists ( i. e., as thought
and force).

By starting our investigations from the ato1n of life
and 1natter w·e assume nothing, but have a known and
fixed point of demarcation to work from, and by following on such lines of truth as have already been
proven such ( i. e., from effect to cause), ·we have the
satisfaction of being able to prove our ·work as we
proceed. In this manner we will endeavor to lead the
student to the known truth of SJ)irit. From this point
we have the right to form an a priori opinion; but one
step further and we will infer that from Spirit is pro-
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duced a Soul ; beyond this point all is purely conjecture, even ,,~ith th~ spirit.
Furtl1er1nore, you n1ay examine the chain we have
'vrought for you now that we think that we have completed it, fron1 either end you please, either from effect to cause or from cause to effect, and see if you can
:find a reasonable flaw, bearing in mind that,
The noblest attribute of man is to be charitable in
your thoughts of others.

Recognizing the extreme difficulty of teaching the
essence of the Occult Science in such a " 'ay as will enable us to place this little volume in the hands of the
middle class of people, we thought our work could
best be acco1nplished by adhering as closely as possible to the following co1nmon-sense rules:
First-To boil it down to as few words as possible.
Second.-To refrh .. n fron1 a1nbiguous words and
stick to plain United States.
Third.-Recognizing, as we do, that all religions or
creeds are founded on Truth and the good of Inankind,
-as they understand it,-and that the intentions of
the founders of all creeds were pure and sincere, and
knowing, as \Ye do from experience and otherwise,
that the universe is constructed upon that 1nJ·stic law
of the positive and negative of life and matter, \\·e recognize that for man or spirit to do and to act good
is to acknowledge the presence of the negative of good,
which is error.
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Bere we assert that wherever man finds error or
evil there also ·will he :find good, if he is anxious to find
the one as the other; for it is not only the nature but
the necessity for the existence of the one to be found
in company of the other; i. e., the positive and the
negative. Nor will this condition be changed until
all shall ha-re becon1e at one with Infinite, or Perfection. Hence you will perceive the impossibility of a
so-called )Jil1ennium.
In all teachings where a body o~ people join together for the pron1ulgating of some discovered or revealed truth, there is to be found a certain percentage
of error; and it \vould appear fro1n past experiences
that the older the creed the more the weeds accumulate. But be the weeds ever so tl1ick, the truth that exists among the ·weeds should ever be n1an's most
sacred charge, and to bring thf.· .3 truths to light his
bounden duty to progression.
In this ·work \Ye have endeavored to steer clear of
those shoals that have in the past wrecked so many
creeds. In particular, ·we have not advanced or attempted to sustain any part of this work on belief;
nor do we appeal to your credulity or offer you our
own opinion, but offer you known scientific facts in
one unbroken chain of e-ridence 1vhich must appeal to
your own reasonable common sense.
We deny that any thing ·was ever created) or that
there is one particle of known evidence in existence to
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sustain the theory that some thing can be, or ever was,
produced from nothing, and we claim that all known
scientific researches lead directly to the contrary.
For the enlightened mind at this advanced age to entertain such a preposterous supposition or belief is
to erect one of the false gods which this work has endeavored to overthrow.
In our use of the words positive and negative we
wish to be understood as having reference to the opposites, such as with the crooked you have straight,
good and bad, love and hate, attraction and repulsion,
sleeping and awakening, truth and error, etc. We
have also refrained from abusing the other lawyer;
nor have we been compelled to wander off into a lofty
flow of rhetoric, in order to show our want of live matter to consume printer's ink-for, had we done so, we
should have defeated the very object of this work,
which is intended as a guide or text-book on only
known laws and facts, laid down in an abstract manner. Another object was that it might be the means
of saving the young investigator a few dollars and
some time, by steering him in the right direction. We
think, at least, that after he reads this book carefully
he will not invest five dollars in so-called magnetized
slates. However, I shall be sorry if I shall have
robbed him of some of the supposed sweets that generally accompany the kissing and hugging of his best
girl when she con1es in the form of a materialized
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( 'Yith all due respect to the spirit or aldon~
aton. Ahem!)
The author will here state the circumstances which
induced him to undertake this ·work, and the reader
must use his own judgment as to the truth or probability of the deductions that it was written under
spirit control, for I have no proofs to offer except the
book itself. It is my desire tllat the compiler will
place the various days, months, years, etc., at such
points in the writings as he finds them in the manuscript. This will, I hope, be some evidence.
For about a month previous to January 5, 1894,
some power seemed to continually urge me to take up
a blank tablet and write. \Veil, I knew that I could
not write as I could wish, and I was afraid of a failure. Finally it grew so very urgent that I picked up
the book, sharpened a pencil,-and posi ti \ely, reader,
I bad not the slightest idea what I was going to \\?rite.
.As soon as I placed the pencil on the paper, the first
sentence came into my mind, and by the time I had
that down another sentence took its place. It did not
appear to make any difference how fast I wrote, the
other sentence was always ready; in fact, I soon
learned that the faster I wrote and the less I tried to
think, the better I progressed. This would continue
until I had written about six or seven hundred words,
when right in the middle of a sentence some times,
the force, intelligence, or \\Thatever it was, would leave
spJrit.
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me, and I could not think of a word to save me. The
next day, about the same time, the same desire to
write would come over me, and away we would go
again. After I would get through, it was just as interesting to me as though I had never seen it before.
This would keep up sometimes for three or four days;
then I would not be able to write for several days.
Then the power left n1e for over a year, then stayed
for a "reek, and again left a breach of one and a half
years, beginning again in February, 1897.
At this time I found that I could write almost continuously. After looking over the writings, I seldom
(~ver changed a word or made a correction; all told, I
probably changed in the whole volume one hundred
words. I do not clain1 the article on healing or my ex]'erience with mediun1s as impressional, but the rest
uf this book certainly is, to the best of my knowledge,
for several explanations found within were entirely
eontrary to my previous ronvictions,-especially so
the article on the automaton theory of materialization
and the declination of the earth's axis. .Again you
must ren1ember that it should cut no figure with you
by whon1 or how the ·work was done; the Deril could
utter a truth as ·well as a saint. It is not a question as
to who Cialileo was, or whether such a 1nan lived or
not. The question is: Is it a truth, and "~ill it benefit ruan to know it? I cannot see that the personality
of the author has anything to do with it whateYer.
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NOTICE TO THE READER.

'Ye would Inost respectfully call the attention of the
reader of this book to the most important consideration of all, and that is: Do not attempt to read this
book; in particular, if you are at the same time thinking of ·what you are going to have for dinner, or bow
your new dress :fits, or the state of the wheat market;
when you do get started with it, and you :find yourself
getting sleepy, for God's sake, lay it down and take a
nap. If any one should annoy you at the time, offer to
loan them the book, stating that you will finish it
when they are through; for unless you can raise your
moral courage to that extent and be able to enter into
the spirit of the subject, or read between the lines, so
to speak, it will be perfectly useless for you to attempt
the study of so delicate a subject as n1etaphysics.
Neither will it benefit you to skip through it in a cursory manner, as you will find that each succeeding
page is but the result of the preceding one, our object
being from the beginning to start the edifice from
tbe foundation (an atom.), knowing full "Tell that we
should find a place for the keystone when we had to
use it.
\\Te n1ost sincerely hope that the reader will 1neet
' success.
with the same
One writing from impression stands in relation to
the inforination received in the same light or position
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as the shorthand reporter to a court. ~e is simply a
machine putting down in symbols representing cer·
tain vibratorv
waves of motion or sound that which
"
you call language, and is not responsible for the truth
or philosophy of that which be records.
'fhe impressional writer gets his information in the
form of a mental or illustrational picture of those
truths or facts which the higher spirit intelligence
wishes to convey to their reporter or sensitive. IIere
you will observe that somewhat similar laws govern
the accuracy of both reports; i. e., if the court reporter, for instance, should be slightly indisposed from
various physical causes,-loss of =sleep, pressed for
money, on a tear, sickness, etc.,-he may be slow to
catch or note every sound called language, and in
his anxiety to keep up with his work, he may make his
notes a trifle too short;" then when he comes to put his
notes into typewriting, those places where he has
" foreshortened " his already shorthand, he is compelled to coin his own language.
lienee you will be generous enough to allo"'~ that
the impressional ":rriter, being physical, must of necessity be subject to the same liabilities; hence the
necessity of the reader using extreme care in receiving any and all so-called spirit communications,
whether in inspirational speaking, clairvoyant or impressional writing,- for if with the very best of court
reporters errors will creep in while receiving the
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words themselves on the auditory nerve, how much
more difficult must it be for a sensitive to properly
place in language those truths conveyed to him
through impression"? Is not his physical body subject
to the same errors of the flesh? The fact of his beinu.....
a sensitive does not emancipate him from these errors of inharmony any more than any other mortal.
This idea, which many investigators of spirit phenomena have, that because John Jones is a medium,
then per se, he is a sort of tin god on wheels, is all nonsense; for, of a truth, all mortals .are 1nediun"s,-'t is
only a question of degree, the same as reason and intelligence. There J.S no gulf separating the least from
the greatest,-merely a question of addition, or a
uniting of the units.
Note: By the above explanation, a just and impartial critic or student of this work, 1ve hope, will understand that in reading a report of any 'York on the
philosophy of metaphysics, if he wishes to arrive at
the spirit of the coiniuunication, he should not take
every word as an absolute and unalterable statement
of all the essential facts.
As every individual has his o1\·n peculiar manner of
arriving at conclusions of the '"arious phenomena as
they present themselves for consideration, yet, after
all is said, the abstract question is: Does this road
also lead to Rome?
One of the objects of human life, as we understand
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it, is to gather wisdom from experience, and, as one of
the essentials to wis<lom is time, you will perceive
that it requires a vast deal of time to travel all of the
various roads to Hon1e before you are enabled to arrive at even a partially correct opinion of which is the
most advisable road to follow; i. e., which of the various philosophical statements up to the present day
makes the most direct appeal to com1non sense as to
the abstract truth of the cause of causation.
P. S.-'rhe student or reader of this little book will
observe that we have frequently written in the first,
second, or third person. The best explanation that I,
the a1nanuensis, can offer is, that you, the reader,
will find, as you advance in the book, that Ptolemy
eautioned n1e that I must learn to separate my
thoughts from his. As I told hiln at tl1e time, I 'vas
afraid that was easier said than done. I find in looking over the work that I was pretty nearly correct, and,
therefore, would ask tl1e reader to use his or her own
judgn1ent in the n1atter, for now I haYe about finished
the "·ork, I find it still a difficult thing to do. As it is
a question of revolutionary as well as evolutionary
truth bearing on the old accepted philosophy, the
question of who is writing it or whether all the conventional rules of writing have been adhered to should
cut no figure as to the abstract truth of the deductions
Yours in charity of thought,
here advanced.
c. H. FOSTER.
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PHILOSOPHY VERSUS SCHOLASTIC
THEOLOGY.
To the student w·e 'vish to say, that in beginning
vour search after the absolute truth of the cause
"
of causation, ·we think that you will be willing to adInit that the first and most essential consideration on
your part is to determine whether you ha-ve arrived
at that condition in life that you can for a fact declare
that your mind, conscience, or will is in a free condition, and not at all tinctured or influenced by either
your preYious teachings or fixed opinions to such an
extent as ·would debar you the free exercise of your
:th·e natural senses; through and by which all men in
their individual capacity must, if free1 determine for
themselves as to the shnple truth of all phenomena.
If this be the fact, it would appear to us that, in
beginning our investigations, the first move should
be to fully inform ourselves as to the difference between Theory and Facts, Belief and Kno·wledge, or
the hereditary teachings of the opinions of others, or
so-called Fai tb, and the facts furnished you fron1 the
experience gained through the evidence of your o·wn
natural senses when ·a pplied to the subject in a
ration al1nanner.
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f

Hence we are presumptuous enough to hope that
the student 'viii pardon us 1vhen we say that this is
the gulf that always has remained, and probably ever
will remain, as an impassable barrier between Knowledge and Belief, Reason and Superstition, or common
sense and scholasticism.
In order that the student may be enabled to in a
measure judge the state of his own mind, or I am, as
regards to whether he is free) we will lend him a scale
to temporarily measure his idea of freedom; which
scale is : JJJ an for a fact knows nothing.
He only arrives at a conception of what appears or
seems to him to exist as a truth or fact by the application of his five senses, and as it is conceded by all profound thinkers that no two individuals arrive at
precisely the same opinion,-i. e., word for word,in describ1
. . orne one thing ·which they have witnessed at the ::;a-lll.~ moment of time, then this of itself
is sufficient evidence that the physical senses are not
absolttte evidence of truth.
Hence we deduce that all so-called knowledge is
only relative seeming, or appearing to be so. For, as
all is ceaseless motion, then all is ceaselessly changing,-i. e., Thought, Force, and Substance; and as
thought is the basis of knowledge, it follows, that that
which was knowledge at one second has changed in
the next second; which would place it only relatively
to that which has passed, and if this be the truth, it
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would naturally follow that human existence is not a
real but a relative condition.
This is the philosopher's scale "Thich we loan to you
for this occasion, the reasonable application of which
depends entirely upon your own unbiased common
sense.
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CHAPTER I.
THE ATOi\1.

As the foundation of this ·work is based upon the
atom, it is permissible for us to inquire: 'Vhat is an
aton1? And as it is of the utmost importance that the
reader should fully and clearly comprehend what that
atom really and practically is in all its various conditions, positions, and compositions, in order that all
visionary or chimerical ideas may be entirely reU10ved fron1 your n1ind, we will endeavor to give you a
plain and ~imple definition.
Pirst. An atom is that single piece of tnatter that
is so sn1all as to be no longer susceptible of a diYision into 1nore than one part.
Second. It is the beginning or birth of the three
dilnensions of length, breadth, and tbicknes~, and the
first occupant of space, or the unit of commensuration.
You " rill first understand that there are really t""o
classes of atoms. The first atom we will designate the
infinite atotu, which is only recognized by science in a
conjectural sense and this conjecture is from the
known fact that, as far as the ingenuity of man has
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been enabled to go, either in chemistry or with the
most powerful mieroscope, we find clear and abundant
proof that it is hnpossible for the mind of man to comprehend a last division of matter; hence we are compelled to designate it as the Infinite atom, and outside
the con1prebension of man, and, being such, you 'Yill
perceive it "·ould be a useless waste of time for man to
try to comprehend that 1rhich is incomprehensible.
'Ve will therefore take up the second class of atoms,
to "~hich, in this "·ork, "·e have given the appellation
of the ultimate atom., for the very good reason that it
is the ultimate limit of human comprehension of the
subdivision of matter.
e will first define this aton1
as a rrhing "rhich is the very next akin to No Thing,
or nothing, and just barely within the limit of coinprehension by 1nan when observed in the accumulated
form of countless numbers, such as the so-called tail
of a co1net, the light of the sun, or the n1ost minute
microscopic object. No hun1an being ever has or ever
·will be able to see a single ultimate atom, even "~hen
the senHe of sight is aided by the most po"·erful microscope. Take, for instanee, the smallest object on
the field of your 1nicroscope; in order to see
it you are compelled to gather together countless thousands of other single atoms of light,
by means of your reflecting mirror, and concentrate the1n on the object in order to aid the optic nerve
in sensing it; the very fact of your being able to see it

"r
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even in this manner is practical proof that it is again
subject to division; for, in your mind, you can conceive of a half or a tenth part of that which the aided
eye beholds. As this fact proves that the mind of man
has no idea of the amount of space a single atom occupies, then it becomes evident that no man can say
or know whether this microscopic object is composed
of a hundred, a thousand, or even a million of single
atoms.
You ·will also bear in mind that sound is matter in
motion, in the form of vibratory " ..aves. No".., try to
conceive of the condition of that n1atter when set in
motion by the wing of a n1osquito; or take atmospheric air, "rhich is a con1position of other atoms,-if you
cannot see an atom of air, how 1nuch smaller are the
atoms of oxygen or nitrogen which cou1pose the air.
As the atom is no longer subject to diYision, it becomes the only Thing which you can truthfully call a
SOLID for all other 1natter " ..ould be con1posed of
more than one atom and, as the atoms when iu groups
of two or more, do not touch each other but have a
space between equal to their own diameter (see Physical Chen1istry), then it is a self-evident fact that no
object matter can be solid.
By this analysis of the first, or undeveloped, atom of
rnatter, you will see that man can not have any real
knowledge of what n1atter is composed of; we are
only 1nade aware of its actual existence after it has
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passed through at least one, if not several, changes, by
its joining itself to another atom. In this work, therefore, ·we designate it as the point of beginning of ht. ·
man comprehension, and will request the readers to
keep this fact at all thues foremost in their minds
·while studying the -various positions in ·which they
will be called upon to -vie-w and weigh this ATO~I in
the many changes we shall be required to place it as
we advance in our endeavors to unfold to you the many
almost insurmountable difficulties surrounding the
)fYSTIC TE)JPLE of LIFE and the ATO)f.
\Y.hich "·as constructed from the FIRST to the
LAST, of the LEAST and the GREATEST, for the
BEGI:XXIXG and the EXD.
In these our priinary ren1arks "·e use the term atom
of m-atter)· but as the student advances out of the old
orthodox philosophy, that all is matter, "·e shall endeavor to gradually develop the understanding as to
the differenC'e behYeen 1natter and substance. (See
Chapter xxx·vr.)
In order that the lay mind or student may be en·
abled to clearly comprehend the vital importance of
the atom, and the part it will be called upon to play in
this volume, we will here present a practical illustration by taking four marbles and assume that each
Inarble represents an atom and that each atom is a
point in space. It is a conceded fact that a point has
neither length, breadth, nor thickness.
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0

Figure 1 represents the beginning or promise
of n1athematics or extension, but not matheFig. 1 matics or extension itself.
\-Vhen two atoms
co1ne to,gether, as in Figure 2, ''"e have the birth of
one of the three din1ensions of space,-i. e.
length· or extension only,-and the prom- . .
ise of a form; when these are joined by a
Fig. 2 •
third aton1, as in Figure 3, we have the
birth of the second dimension,-i. e.
breadth, and also the birth of form, in the
Fig. 8 ·
form of a triangle; when these three are
joined by the fourth atom, we ha-re the full
birth of the three dirnensions,-i. e. thickness,-as shown in F'igure 4. 'fhis is the
birth of a body or a body of physical
Fig. 4•
1natter. This is the first appearance of a 1nolecule of
n1atter composed of four aton1s of substance; it no"·
has an interior, and only at this stage is it for the first
tin1e subject to in-rolution or capable of receiving
sotnething "?itbin a body that was eYolYed from onr.
atom, the only one thing that is absolutely solid being
no longer divisible. (See Chapter XXXIX.)
Ether, or spirit, is but another name for the atoms
of substance that fill all space. 'T is often called a
fluid, and is so Inentioned on account of its exceeding
fineness, "·hich allows it to penetrate--or perhaps we
n1ight say, permeate--all kno·wn forms or so-called
solids. You must r'emen1ber that up to the present
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date the extent of human knowledge as to the nuntbet
of simple substances is but ·sixty-five, which is but a
fractional part of the whole.
The peculiar properties of the various substances
that are yet to be. developed by the onward march of
eYolution and harnessed for the benefit of n1ankind,
J?Ou cannot forn1 the slightest idea of; yet you are
a'yare fro1n a backward glance that additions are frequently being n1~Hle to the number known. Some philosophers are inclined to draw a distinction between
this ether and substance, but they are wrong; for if it
bad an actual existence apart from atomic substance,
how could you recognize it? What ·would be its functional relation to the tl1ree dimensions?
As ·we advance in this work· ,ye shall endeavor to
show you that the position this ether occupies is as
an atmosphere, and is both ponderable and imponderable, but substance ne.Yertheless, and is the source
from whence all forn1s draw their supply of life, force,
intelligence, and material to build from, and is ceaselessly flo·wing through the earth, the sea, and the sky;
in its passage, leaving a little of its own vitality while
removing that which has accomplished its object in the
Io·wer for1n of expressed life to a higher state of progression.
1Vere it possible for you to stand in space ten thousand n1iles a"?ay and hold up in your hand a cambric
needle, the extreme point of this needle would touch
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thousands of single atoms at the same instant, and
each atom would be in possession of its proportional
share of life, force, and intelligence.
In order that you may form some idea of how it is
possible for the various atomic substances-i. e. progressed and unprogressed, ponderable and imponderable-to work out each its own destiny in, around, and
about the earth, ·without coming into serious conflict
with its neighbor, though operating in a complete vortex whirl, we will illustrate it in this manner: By
giving you an Argus eye, we will place you in a position over the city of New York and allow you to behold
every individual in that city at precisely th.e same
moment, say three o'clock P. ~r.J and their occupations
at the time. Here you will observe generosity and
avarice, the sick and well, rich and poor, the idiotic
and the philosopher; in fact, you "·ill find red spirits
and white, black spirits and gray, mingle, mingle,
mingle, you who mingle 1nay. Eaeh individual ap·
parently with but one idea a nd object,-i. e. the world
was made expressly for 1\IE and the balance of humanity.
"\Vould not this picture represent a complete vortex,
and, though each single individual (or atom) appear:-5
to be solely concerned with his own personal affairs,
yet there is a la\Y or influence flowing through, regulating and goyerning the \Yhole mass.
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CHAPTER II.
FIRST IMPRESSION.

What is Truth ?-But three Eternal Facts- B·irth

of the World.
ALAl\IEDA)

January 5, 1894.

After about three years of investigation of 1vhat is
called spirit return, I am ilnpressed to 'vrite the conclusions I have so far con1e to up t9 the present date,
believing that I ·will get other facts from time to time,
as I ad,·ance into that sensitive condition, that may
change some of my present deductions.
I began by spending about one thousand dollars in
the space of six months for private and public sittings
with :\Irs. Helen Fairchild for the purpose of positively assuring myself of the fart of full form 1\Iaterialization, rrrun1pet ·voices, :\Iaterialized Voices, Independent "'"riting, Clairvoyance, etc., which I soon found to
be an absolute fact. Then commenced within me an
uncontrollable desire to know the mysterious
Ia"· or
,_
process by which it was done. During my sittings
with )Irs. Fairchild, there came to me many spirits
who, from tbeir conversations and general appearances, seemed to 1ne to be those whom they repre-
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sented themselves to be. One of these in particular,
I wish to say, gave me the name of Ptolemy Philadelphus, the second of the reign of the Ptolemies in
Egypt, who was able to give me much assistance and
infortnation necessary for me to have in order to arrive at a proper understanding of the different bear·
ings or relations each part of this wonderful truth
bore to the whole or part of the 'vhole. At the end of
about two years I found, by following his instructions,
that, at times, I could bring myself into some kind of
a rapport with an intelligence (and that is the only
word that will truthfully express it) that "~ould clearly, practically, and scientifically explain many of the
phenomena that I have " ritnessed. ....L\..nd I wish the
reader of this to understand that the intelligence or
information 'vas not given in any language containing words. This will tnake it difficult for me to put
it into words, as I may, from time to tin1e, haye to coin
or invent a word to practically convey my meaning.
H·e re again I wish particularly to notify the reader
of several facts which are absolutely necessary for
their proper guidance in forming their opinion of such
o-f the laws and facts as to what is the simple truth
and what is only belief.
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WHAT IS TRUTH?

First, when I speak of ·what I know) I do so fully
realizing the meaning of the 'Yord,-i. e. that one or
all of my fir-e or six senses as can be brought to bear
on the matter under investigation by me in my normal
state of mind has been so applied as free from a p1·iori
opinion as an ordinary 1nortal is usually expected to
be on a witness-stand. Hereafter, throughout this
book, when I say I know I ·wish to be understood as
haYing applied the above senses and ·when I say I believe or conclude, I only mean that I draw my deductions from ·what I know. The reader, in order to do
justice to himself or herself (and the sought-for·
truth), should hold their opinion in check until they
have finished the reading of this ·work to its end ; for
only one ·who is capable of so doing is at all qualified
to sit in a jury-box and act as a just judge of the Truth
on any matter, and particularly so on the fact of a
sixth sense or the facts and fallacies of spirit return.
BUT THREE ETERNAL FACTS.

And now as to what I kno,v. I know that there are
but three eternal facts ·which are: Life, l\Iatter, and
Space,-and so does all the human family, yourself included. Life could not 1nake itself manifest ·w ithout
n1atter and space; matter could not exh;t without
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life and space, and is but the expression of life; and
all three facts are each and all beyond human (and, I
believe, spirit) comprehension. Now, let us see what
"~e know in regard to these. three things. All men
of ordinary intelligence vdll admit that life produces
energy, energy produces force, force produces motion,
and motion produces change, which is ceaseless. All
this tends to establish the grand la\Y of evolution.
BIRTH OF THE 'VORLD.

We know again that matter is divided into two
parts-ponderable and imponderable. "'\"Yhile we acknowledge our inability to c01nprehend infinite matter, let us begin at that point of matter ·where human
con1prehension is supposed to hegin,-the 1nicrocosn1
or atom of in1ponderable tnatter, such as light, heat,
Inagnetisin, etc.,-and proceed to build a world. Now,
there being no such thing as a Yaeuu1n or a space not
containing anything (matter), then it follows that
space, the third known fact, is filled with the ultimate
atoms of imponderable matter, and, as each atom has
atomic life, there we have the corner-stone of our proposed world, for in that live aton1 we find our first
fundatnental principles-·force, motion, and change.
No"r' ·we :find motion also produces friction, friction
produces electricity, and electricity produces tnagnetism, and by this known fact of magnetisn1 we produce
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attraction. And no'" "~e will lay this corner-stone of
our proposed world by attracting one atom to another
until "·e have an embryo "yorld in the form of a gaseous body similar to, if not actually, a comet's tail,
composed of atoms so attenuated that a mass of them
ten thousand miles thick does not obstruct the human
vision fron1 the stars beyond. And so, behold, "·e have
an accouchen1ent,-behold the new-born world! And,
strange to observe, not once haYe we been called on to
create something out of nothing, but simply have applied the kno"·n truths of evolution.
. ..\.nd
.
no"T' after having assumed the responsibility
of projecting this ne"r-born "?orld into the eternal family of accumulated life, "·e deem it incumbent upon us
to pro-vide a suitable nurse, to "·hom we "·ill give the
name of Soul. She, we find, is superior to matter in
the unit or single ultimate, although only produced by
that affinity which in itself is first produced by the
joining of the :first two atoms, understood as positive
and negative; they, the first positive and negative,
being the Father and :Mother of what "·e of the earth
life understand as electro-magnetic attraction. No'v
we instruct the nurse that the Soul, being superior to
matter or next aboYe in degree toward what "·e call
God or OYer-Soul, " ·e seat her over these t"To atoms,
telling her one known truth: First, that she is and
here represents that mystic symbol known in the
brotherhood of the )Jystic Circle as the BEGINNING
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and the END, where the FIRST shall be LAST and
the LAS'r shall be FIRST.
And no-w we give unto this nurse her first instructions: We give unto thee as a tried and trusted member of our Brotherhood of spheres (worlds) all
sufficient power to reach out and gather in a
sufficient number of atoms, or world-food, through the
influence of the positive and negative la"T to nourish
this infant world; be ye careful at the same time to
infuse into its corporate life those ~Iystic attributes
of whieh you have been given a knowledge: to wit,
Love, Truth, and Charity, for thus " re Involve to be
again Evolved, round and round, on and on and on,
until your work as an object world shall have been
finished, when you, in turn, shall place the labor of
your Earth Life into the bands of those of the next
in degree, which is Spirit Life, there to begin again a
cycle at the threshold of a higher comprehension.
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CHAPTER III.
SPIRIT LIFE.

No such thing as time-Atorn life and the sixth
sense- Investigating phenomena.
NO SUCH THING AS TLME.

Before we begin this subject it is necessary to understand one fact: that, in our endeavor to arrive at
a correct solution of the phenomena now occurring
throughout the world, it will be necessary for the
reader to bear one fact in mind,-i. e. that there is no
such thing as tinte. Time is only a man-made rule or
gauge to measure events by, for, in the T"ast field of
eternity to recognize time is to recognize a beginning
which often proves a W"ill-o'-the-wisp to confuse and
mislead the student. Ho\\~ever, "~e may occasionally
be required to use it as a comparison, that you may
more readily grasp our meaning; therefore "·e will
class it as the godfather of ET"olution, at least as far
as this and the spirit "yorld is concerned. And, if in
this work we shall succeed in solving the riddle of
these two worlds, the ponderable and the iinponder-
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able (spirit) world, 1 think we will find the atmosphere sufficiently deared thereby to give us at least
a beautiful dream of the home of the Soul.
ATOM LIFE.

Atom Life, Object or Physical Life, and Soul Life.
All atoms are either positive or negative. When
the first two ato1ns of any object life come together by
attraction we have the first stage of embryo life, and
right there begins our tin1e and also t.be first appearance and c-omprehension of electro-magnetic attraction, frou1 out of the n1ysteries of those three known
truths, Life, ~latter, and Space. What mind can comprehend the size of these atoms when brought together
as one united whole; yet that is also a fact. Now,
throughout the mass of the united whole, is ceaselessly
passing a life principle. Let us, for the purpose of a
partial comprehension, call this over-life the over-soul
influence, or God; 't is but a name, a handle, a convenience to truth.
The sa1ne law that caused two atoms to come together will cause any number to come together. Now,
when, as before n1entioned, the positive and negatiYe
meet, there we first establish a current. Bear in mind
that I do not 1nean to assert that this is the same kind
of electro-magnetisn1 in every-day use for mercantile
purposes, but something similar in its operation. It
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is that super-sensitive magnetism that is the real
connecting-link that binds this ponderable, or object
matter, with the imponderable, or spirit \\'orld, and
where it is necessary to have a battery called a sensith·e, or medium. This link is best understood as a
sixth sense, and can be deYeloped in any human being
to a more or less degree and, as \Ye kno·w that there are
no two things alike, then it follo·ws that no two mediums are alike.
ll\7YESTTGA'riNG PHENO:\fENA

To properly investigate these phenomena one should
distinc.tly understand that spirits are really hut man
afte1· all, only in a sublimated state or condition; they
are subjert t0 all the errors and 1nany of the mistakes
of 1nan, and 'Yhen you come to ronsider that they have
to Yoire Rurh truths as they may ha\e gathered in their
new condition, through a n1edium, that they still are
laboring under a very grave difficulty in having only
a physical man brought to that super-sensitive condition and only to that fineness that the 1nedium's own
organism will admit. .A.s there are no hvo organisms
or sole ronditions alike, either on the earth or on the
spirit plane, then it stands to reason that the one who
wishes to kno·w or to be able to dra\\' as near the Truth
as possible should go to, say not less than t\\·enty medi ·
\uns. Let these mediums have their own \\'ay entirely.
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Do not, under any circumstances, let them know what
your object is. Talk but little nor give them any clew
to work on, for the mediurn's control can sense what
is on your mind when the conditions are favorable
for so doing. Keep your mind in as negative a condition as you possibly can. Be kind and gentle to th~
medium, let your opinion of the medium be ·what it
may. For you 1nust remember that to be a good instrument is to be able to throw yourself into a highly
nervous or sensitiYe condition. This I absolutely
know from my own feelings. Now, after having sat
privately with twenty or more, then sum up, as it were,
the general results, and, if you kno"r ho"r' di \ide by
twenty, and you arrive at a generally correct i.dea.
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CHAPTER IV.
DEVELOPl\!ENT OF THE SIXTH SENSE.

Growth of the World-Birth of the Spirit World.
Speaking from my O"\\"n experience, as regards the
de-velopment of the sixth sense, I must admit that all
the way through the last four years it has been one
agreeable surprise after another in finding all rules,
regulations, la,ys, and advice as laid down by the different wiseacres entirely different from what I had
expected to find them;-which bas about convinced me
that every person has a different life-aura, or magne.tism,-just as different as one man's countenance is
from another's; and every one that sits to develop
this sixth sense will find it out as they advance, and
not before. And here let n1e say that it being a supermagnetic force or law, you will find that it is a physical or practical fact that like attracts like. Hence the
law of the gold atorn attracting gold, iron attracting
iron, apple attracting apple, rose attracting rose, etc.
\'\'"here do you suppose the millions of atoms come
from that go to build the object life called an apple?
Do you say as of old, " Oh, the mysteries of God are
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past finding out"? Then burn this book aud live on
in ignorance. I say this super-sensitiYe tnagnetistn
that holds or draws the ultimates of matter togethel',
being goYerned by that particular object life of tl1e
apple, "·hich object life is again governed by the oversoul or life of our world as a whole world. said world
'
again being go\·erned by the infinite life which flows
through and penetrates every spot of unknown eternity, "~hich I call the oYer-soul of life.
Do not be in a burry at this point~ my dear reader,
but take a retrospectiYe Yiew from this point backward, step by step, in the regular known order of such
of the established la"\\·s of EYolution as haYe already
been ackno"·ledged by your most enlightened 1ninds,
and note with care how all the various degrees of
change have taken place, from the first point of man's
comprehension, fron1 the ultilnate ato1n, to the second
change in evolution, which is the invisible or magnetic
body.
GRO'\\'rii OF THE "·oRLD.

Next, "·e baT'e, when a sufficient bulk of these atoms
is dra"\\·n togetber,-say, for the purpose of comprehension, a sphere of one 1ui11ion miles in diameter,there, in the Yery center, reason teaches us, will be the
greatest density, when we have the third change in
evolution; for this pressure, however slight at the surface of this sphere, is of sufficient force to produce
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lun1inosity at the center, the attraction being to,-varu
t.he center. After the ful1ness of time, or a period
which may be aeons of ages, "Tith the assistance of the
life force per1neating through the whole mass~ it takes
on the fourth change of a fluid condition, a liquid,
purifying fire, changing the whole into one homogeneous 1nass. This im1nense heat drives off that imponderable matter (it is the only name at this stage that
I can find for it), such as steam, atmospheric and
other gases, while the heated sphere, together with its
outer environments, air, etc., thro·ws off still another
matter, which is about the beginning of the fifth
c·hange, for at this point in evolution a very important
factor is introduced or produced, to wit, The Spirit
7
'\'\ orld.
BIRTH OF THE SPIRIT WORLD.

which is that part of the first or primeval matter that
bas passed through the fire of, let us say, purification,
and is the beginning of that mystic circle known to the
highly sensitized organisn1 as the spirit world, and
from this stage on constant additions are being made
to it from spirit emanations of imponderable matter
from this lower or ponderable world as they reach·
their several stages of the highest possible earth developnlent or unfoldment. This spirit sphere is gathered around the earth planet in something the same
manner as heat is thrown off from a red-hot cannon-
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ball, i. e. the last anq densest emanations being next
the surface of our earth.
. Now while tl1ese imponderable atoms haYe reached
their highest unfoldtnent as ponderable or earth matter, the dross is thrown back into the mills of the gods
(Earth) their impurities there to be ground oYer and
over by the forces of evolution until they, in their turn,
become spiritualized.
Here let the reader understand that the spirit "·orld
is a real world or sphere, and is a part and parcel or
continuation of our \Yorld, even the trees and fruit~
rivers and lakes, etc., only they are in an imponderable
condition where the spirit of matter is still working
out higher and grander unfoldment through higher
stages of this object life, but constantly moving on·w ard to the unknown home of the soul.
\l,.hQe I call the spirit sphere imponderable, I use
the ·word in our "~orldly or chemical sense; for while
it is invisible to the unde\eloped human eye, it has in
many \Yell-authenticated cases been clearly prov-en
that clairvoyance, slate-wTiting, mesmeris1n, materialization, the n1ost convincing of all the phenomena, are
established facts, and, as I said in the first part of this
book, I have had several phases of these phenomena in
my O\Yn roo1n with not a soul present but myself.
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CHAPTER V.
DEVELOP~IENT

OF A MEDIUM.

Spirit Hypnotism.
Those spirits ·who have lately passed from earth
life haYe just entered the lower sphere or condition of
the spirit; hence their magnetism or attraction
reaches the nearest to us of the earth. By sitting, say,
every third or fourth day, in a semi-darkened room (a
cabinet is better), and, by practice, learning to keep
yourself in as negative a condition as possible, you
thereby raise the quality of your magnetism. Here
understand, by the same ever-present law, that as like
attracts like in the object life, such as apple to apple,
rose to rose, etc. ; here steps in a more pronounced
condition,-good to good, bad to bad, etc. This ·will
be more readily understood when you consider that on
the spirit side is found the lowest spirit magnetic
aura which links the ponderable with the imponderable.
Here again let the reader understand in beginning
your search after these mystic truths that just such
thoughts as are cultivated in your innermost spirit or
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soul, just such spirits do you attract as your band (or
battery) on the other side; for as a man thinks so he
is. Your o'vn common reason will tell .,vou that .
They, your band of spirit controls, ·will in like manner,
by the sante law, attract or reflect the voices of intelligences next in degree above them. Therefore, in beginning your sittings cultivate the highest aspirations.
Do not by any means let the idea run away with you
that the spirits will make you one particle better.
You must live your own life and know that you must
go to knowledge, for kno·wledge will not co1ne to you,
either here or in the spirit world. The development
of this sixth sense does not add n1aterially to your
knowledge, such as telling fortunes and such nonsense; but it m.erely acts as a sort of illumination
or quickening of your ordinary se.nses, and it also is
a kind of king over one· or all of your five senses for a
short time, generally from one to two hours, such as
wholly or partial entrancement, etc.
As a further evidence of like to like, go, to four mediums, and get a communication, if possible, on the
same business matter. You will find three times out
of four that the answers, which may be correct, are
nevertheless all tinctured with the style and characteristics of the mediun1, or sensitive. ~ot but what
the medium is perfectly honest, for I have given them
questions ·which I had every reason in the world to believe they did not kno,v, either the question or the an-
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S'wer; yet they were answered correctly. But had I
asked the medium some such question as an
ordinary friend would ask 'While in a normal ,
condition, the answer would be in their own
personal phraseology. Therefore, al '\\'"ays keep one
thing in mind ''hen intervie\\ring the spirits through
any n1edium's forces,-that the tone of the light "rhich
you receive in the room is always depending on the
color of the glass (medium) through which it is
passed. Always use your own judgment, and '\\'"eigh
carefully any communication that you may receive,
for strange spirits can and do come and represent
themselves as your own friends, and it is almost impossible for you to tell the difference. )Iy spirit band
has frequently cautioned me on this point. This
false personation is to-day the most deplorable fact
that the investigator has to contend "'"ith, and "·hat
makes this fact still more unfortunate is, there are
always to be found among the ranks of spiritualists
many w·eak-minded and foolish people, as in eyery
other "·alk of life, ever ready to S'\\'"allow anything
that n1ay be told them, provided they think it comes
from a spirit. This is all caused from such people
being too ignorant to look belo"- the surface of the
mere mechanical or chemical phenomena, and so being
unable to separate the dross from the pure metal.
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SPIRIT HYPNOTISM.

Spirit mediums are often used by their band to influence, or, in a manner, to hypnotize, a person into
giving them (the mediums) money, je·wels, and other
property, sometimes leading the sitter to believe that
they are giving to the spirits; and yet the mediums,
in a large measure, may not be to blame. The medium, being the battery on this side and their spirit
band the battery on the other side, brings the two
batteries into direct harmony.
Now, \Vhile Inediums are in their normal condition
they are like any one else. They see a fine ring on
your finger or a beautiful jewel in your necktie, and
the medi11m, being human, in her soul thinks: " How
I wish that were mine," and, from day to day it grows
on her mind; then, when she goes under the control
of her band, they (the band) take on that "·ish or condition and voice the 1nind of the medium to the sitter,
often personating your friends and telling you that it
will benefit you in many " rays if you " rill give it to
them (through the medium, of course), making you
all sorts of absurd promises to gain their ends,-and
they have a very winsome way oftentimes in doing it,
n1ore especially if the sitter should be more or less a
negative to hypnotism, which is only a branch la"r of
spirit control. \Vitness the case of Lawyer ~larsh and
l\1 adame Des De Bar, of N e"r York; l\lrs. Len1ond and
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I\Iary Smith, of Alameda, Cal.; I\lrs. I\lartin, of Oakland, Cal., and many others. This should convince you .
that ·while a man may be perfectly clear and levelheaded in ordinary business matters, these occult laws
n1ust be handled w-ith a cool and careful judgment.
I "\Yill recite a case of my own of a medium "\vith
whom I was ·well acquainted. "\Vhile she "Tas entranced (and it "Tas no sham entrancement, for it "Tas
during a materializing seance) the medium's control
begged me to buy her medium a fine ring she had seen
in a showcase. I told her no, that I had no money to
"Taste on rings. She kept up her importunities for
two or three days, and w·hen she found that I "Tas not
to be gulled in that "Tay she begged me not to mention
the matter to her mediun1 when she came out of her
trance. ~o"T' "Thile I have no doubt that the desire
to possess the ring was on the medium's mind, nothing
could haYe induced her to even hint of such a thing to
me.
Again, these spirit bands 'vill play on a "reak mind
for years to work them up to giving and "rilling property to their 1nediums. Ask any medium's control,
and they will tell you that they are more attached to
their mediun1 than a n1other is to her own child and
think more of her, and the medium "Till give you the
san1e ans"\Yer as regards her affection for her band.
Ho'v could it possibly be otherwise? And yet mediums often haYe disagreements with their bands, and
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refuse to be governed by them at all times in local matters. Such mediums, however, who have done so and
with whom I have conversed on the 1natter have
ahvays said that they "\\'"ere sorry for it afterwards, as
time proved in the end that their band ·was right.
Grant me your patience for one or two n1ore instances on the above facts of the media and their bands
being almost as inseparable as one thought and o.ae
1nind. On one occasion, while pursuing n1y investigations through the mediumsbip of l\Irs. Helen Fairchild, Forest Queen, her Indian control (and she '"'ras
almost a perfect control), said to me: "~Ir. Foster,
don't they have lots of pretty things at the big store
on the corner?" meaning O'Brien's large dry-goods
store on the corner of J\1arket and )lcAllister Streets,
San Francisco. "I often try to influence my n1edium
to go there just to see the things. Don't you know,
yesterday we were in there, and I made her buy two
or three yards of beautiful red silk, and when she came
home and opened her packages and saw it she did not
know what in the world she bought it for." " \Vhy,"
I asked Queen, " cannot you go there by yourself and
enjoy the sights?" She answered, "No, not without
my medium's eyes to see with, the same as I have to
have her n1outh to talk with. Don't you know, when
I was eating the candy you gave me 'vith my medium's
n1outh, that you sn1elled its flavor on your Sylvia's
breath while she was talking to you?" I answered,
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"Yes.'' " \\.,.ell, it is just the same, we could not do
anything without our medium's organism for a bat-_
tery."
Again Ptolemy Philadelphus, my guide, in some of
his instructions to me told me I must learn to separate
their (my band's) thoughts from mine " Thenever I got
impressions from then1, for, as I got the flavor of the
candy the control was eating from the breath of spirit
Sylria, ·who "~as at that tin1e conversing with me in
full form materialization while the medium under
control of Forest Queen was sitting in full view in the
further corner of the room,, just so would I become a
part of their thoughts and they a part of mine.
At another time I wrote some eight or ten questions
on a long strip of paper, and folded and sealed it carefully. Son1e of the questions I intended as test questions; i. e. directed to friends not dead. Other quest ions were on a matter of patent papers "·hich "·ould
lead the spirits to believe that the Patent Office bad
not yet decided on them, but of which I knew the contrary. This ·was through the mediumship of Dr.
:\Ians:field, better kno·wn as "The Spirit Postmaster.''
This sealed paper never left my sight. He laid the pellet on the table before him and commenced to tap it
with his finger, at t he same tin1e writing the answer.
\\Tell, it proved to me one thing that I " ·as fishing for,
namely, the spirit force or sixth sense in ~Iansfield enabled hin1 to read the writing by a sort of clairvoy-
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ance, but he or a personating control wrote the
ans·wer, as in every case the trap caught, which shows
the necessity of being very careful in your investigations.
And now for one other case-the opposite. I ·wrote
on a piece of paper five different questions to fi"Ve different spirit friends, among them my father, ·whose
signature I know ·well. This ·was in .A..lameda. I took
them, folded lightly, to Fred Evans in San Francisco.
I had them in my vest-pocket. I asked him if he could
get me an answer, and he replied that he ·would try.
He placed five clean slates on the table in the full light
of day, two of them being double. I laid the pellet on
the double slates and placed my fingers on it and kept
them there. In about fifteen minutes raps came signifying that they w·e re done. I picked up the pellet and
placed it back in my pocket, 1\Ir. Evans ne"Ver once
having touched it. Each ans·wer ·was correct and
signed by the one to " Thorn it "?as addressed.

WHY DO WE GET THE BEST RESULTS FROl\1 A DARK ROO:\I
IN SITTING FOR SPIRIT PHENOMENA) OR '\'\?HY
IS IT Nl~CESS.\.RY FOR A DARK ROOl\1?

When a person wishes to find out if he possesses
those qualifications requisite for spirit communications, it is at first advisable to use a darkened room,
for the following reasons: You, my friend, found by
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experience that you could place yourself in a much
more negative condition in the dark, and you soon
learned that the least ray of light would completely
upset you.
1Ve think that this question can be best answered by
calling your attention to a number of well-recognized
facts. By ".,.ay of an illustration, let any one who
wishes to test this matter try sitting in a fully lighted
room at a time "Then he 'vishes to cogitate or hold communion "rith his innermost sense, soul, or being, on
so1ne ,~ery important subject, ·when it is desirable to
concentrate his thoughts. Try this for about fifteen
minutes and note tl1e result; then darken the roon1
and try again, and you will find that in the dark your
1uind or thoughts will flow 'vith far more ease and
rapidity.
It is also a ".,.ell-kno·wn fact, not only with the human but also with the brute, that when brought low
with a wound or sickness, they seek a dark place to
repose. vVby do you always tone do·w'n the light in a
sick-chamber? If you should neglect it, how quickly
the patient will request it. l'ake the chicken in the
shell, or the corn on the cob as the grains begin to form
and ripen, and note the complete exclusion of light
tl1at Nature bas provided. Or take a seed under cover
of tbe earth, the rose-bud, the ".,.omb, or in fact take
ninety per cent. of all Nature, and does she not proYide a dark chamber to materialize, produce, or repro-
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duce an object, when, we may say, she rearranges her
aton1jc substance?
In your investigation of these phenomena you must
first aceept the facts as they present themselves to
you; but it does not follo·w that you must cease your
investigation at this point for fear you may be eneroaching on the omniscience-with our apology to
~Ir. l)avidson for differing with him.
Light is composed of several substances. Hence ·we
call it Inatter, and as pl1ysically it is the most penetrating 1uatter at present known to man (in fact it is
so infinitely subdivided that 1nan loses sight of it as it
passes fron1 the ponderable to what we may almost
call the iinponderable), how insinuating this fluid is
or ho·w impossible the task of excluding it completely
from a chamber can be comprehended when you consider the vast an1ount of labor that has been expended
upon it in the city of 'Yashington by one of the Government officials in his fruitless endeavor to build an
absolutely dark room.
This being one of the phenomenal facts that present
themselves for your consideration, then the question
will arise: Are there not many other substances in existence ·which 1nay be equally as sensitive, if not far
more so, that are as yet unkno·wn to man; such as
magnetisn1, electricity, thought, etc?
Your observation of effect proves to you that beyond a doubt these substances can be and are subdi-

J
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Yided to a point beyond the comprehension of 1nan;
and if this be the case, 'Youlcl not your own common
sense teach you that they could best operate on the
ponderable or physical matter through the imponderable by way of this so-called darkness, in precisely
the same "·ay that the germ of reproduction operates;
i. e. the light, being substance and antagonistic to certain other substances, acts as an obstruction to a
union or an1algamation of said substance with the .
matter of a body while in process of organizing.
As you further find that ~t is not alu;ays necessary
for the light to be excluded ~n the case of a reproduction ( i. e. the ten per cent.), neither is it al"?ays necessary for it to be excluded in all spirit phenomena.
One of the finest illustrations "·e can offer yon on
the disintegrating effect of light on other matter is to
call your attention to photography, the fading or disintegration of color, snow-blindness, etc. These explanations, 1\·e are aw·are, ·will be received by an
unprejudiced philosopher as both possible and probable. He seeks only for a knowledge of the cause of an
effect and pays no attention to the ravings of blind
fanaticism or the dogmatic teachings of the credulist.
You do not find such well-balanced minds as Wallace,
Crooker, Flammarion, Reichenbach, Edmons, Varley,
Barrett, 1Yagner, and others too nun1erous to mention, carrying on their investigations of these and
other natural phenomena by asking why this or that
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phenomenon js in the dark or in the light, and then
jumping to the conclusion that because an ear of corn
will not n1ature in the light ·without the husk, it 1nust
be a fraud. But they first satisfy themselves if the
phenomenon is an existing physical fact; then they,
as free philosophers, seek to find out ho·w far physical
la1\r can be applied to arrive at a solution of the cause,
and, if they fail to arrive at a natural solution, they
are honest and unprejudiced enough to accez)t the phenornena as they present themselves, by ad1nitting that
the solution is beyond their present comprehension,
but that it is not impro~able that they may be better
understood as man develops other knowledge in the
not distant future as the wheel of evolution rolls
slowly onward.
A large majority of those w·ho claim to be investigators of the truth of these and other phenomena, not
being sufficiently well-inforn1ed as to the way of ap11lying even physical science in a philosophical manner, are lia.ble to drop into the error of thinking that
science should have the right to de1nand that any and
all phenon1enal truths should present themsel\es for
consideration in anv 1nanner that these 1\Tould-be
scientists saw fit to dentand.
In refutation of this, allow us to ask this class of
investigators if they 1\rould deny the existence of life
because it chooses to n1ake its first appearance in the
dark. ~:fan, in seeking knowledge of Nature, must go
'IJ
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to Nature and inquire of her; and remember, that
:Nature is not seeking of you, but you of her, and she
will give you only such truths as you are capable of
digesting. Therefore, if you should fail to comprehend her, it is not because she does not lay an abundance at your feet, but because you cannot pick it up.
"'\"Vhy, my friend, it is the constant and ceaseless de·
sire of man to reach after that ·which he does not possess that forms one of the spokes of the wheel of
eYolution, Excelsior.
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CHAPTER VI.
THE 1\tiYSTIC

CIRCI.~E.

Destiny.
We will now endeavor to convey to the mind of the
reader what it is we n1ean by the term ")lystic Circle.. ,
It is that vast and inconceivable amount of truth that
is in existence, not alone in the earth life, but permeating all space, which yet re1uains to be known anti
comprehended by the people of the earth. For every
one thing or truth which you know there are yet morf!
than a million of truths of which mankind is in entire
ignorance. Now, my friend and student, stop right
here and ponder well on the above assertion in all it~
various phases, and settle this point in your n1ind,
which we 'vill take for granted is in the affirn1atiYe.
No"T 've find your mind in a condition to proceed.
The physical as well as the occult truth is and has
its existence as a scientific fact in the past, present,
and future, '\Yithout regard to 'W01~d8 or a language,
and has nothing "·hatev-er to do "Tith names of any
kind, (please to bear this in mind); for all truth "·as,
is, and will be self-existent long before "·ords ·were
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invented; in fact, words and language, like time, are
only man-made conveniences to partially convey one
man's kno"·ledge or meaning to another of ·what he
kno·ws; and, as he cannot convey to another inf~rrua
tion of such truths as he does not kno\v (for you must
kno"· it before you can coin a \Yord to c-onvey it to another), then you will see that all of those millions of
truths yet remaining undisco-vered in the vast realm
of eternity by the people of earth can only be called
the Jfystic C·ircle) a circle ·without a center or a circumference. Truly this is mystic.
And no"·, my friend, if it should be your desire to become a 1nember of this Brotherhood of the
JUystic Circle, its doors are at all times and forever
open to those \vho \YOuld partake of the feast; for
know ye, all who enter its portal are received "rith the
open arms of Love, Truth, and Charity, without regard to race, creed or condit-ion) where Truth alone
prevails.
In this school was Socrates, Buddha, Christ, and
many other of earth's sensitfves, or mediums, developed and feasted on the good things only to be found
on the tables, ·which are many and varied, of the ~1ys
tic Temple of the Brotherhood. And while you will
find the doors at all times "ride open, there you will
also find your (so-called) guardian angel standing at
the threshold \Vith open arms, ready to receive and
conduct you through your initiation, teaching and ex-
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plaining to you step by step, as you yourself shall
desire to progress, the many mysteries of the temple
as you advance.
We are not now speaking of your soul-passage after
the so-called death of the physical body, but have
reference to the present moment of your life. You
h?-ve been told of old, "J{nock and it shall be opened
to you, seek and ye shall find." This is a literal truth;
you must have an inner soul desire for these mystic
truths,-not from mere curiosity, but that you may
become more illuminated or spiritualized, and you
1nust live up to and absolutely put into your daily life
the practice of these truths; for know ye, we will give
unto you one piece of silver; now go ye your way a
free and independent soul, and afte.r a time return to
us that piece of silver and tell us what use you made
of it, for until you have learned the usc of that which
·we have given you we cannot advance you any further,
-i.e. you cannot learn to ·w rite until you have learned
to spell; you must creep before you ·walk.
You will find as you advance in this circle that the
most ·wonderful knowledge will be given unto you, and
in the queerest n1anner,-so remarkable and yet so
comprehensible that you will frequently find yourself
exclaiming, " Of a truth, this is mystic." And the
most beautiful part of it is that you seem to know·
absolutely beyond all doubt that it is a fact, and one
of the queer or mystic parts of it is that you cannot
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giYe this knowledge to any who have not progressed
themselYes that far into the mystic circle.
Note the wisdom of the master of this circle right
here, in that it is incumbent upon every individual
soul to hew out its own end; see how beautifully the
lines con1e in :"There's a destiny that shapes our ends,
Rough-hew them how we will."

By destiny here is meant the guardian angel or
spirit familiar who stands at the threshold of that
n1ystic temple to assjst you in your honest ( ?) delving
after kno·wledge; and when you come to understand
that you are at this moment standing and knocking at
that door, with your dearest spirit friend that you
ever had standing at your very shoulder trying, oh so
hard, to turn your innermost thoughts in a spiritual
direction, then, and then only, " r.ill you begin to comprehend the A B C of our Brotherhood.
A.s it is our object in "rriting this book to give inHtructions or information regarding such facts as we
have been able to gather " re w·ill refrain as much as
'
possible from moralizing~ and try to confine our remarks as closely to the facts as a clear comprehension
of the subject will admit of and leave to the student
the privilege of spreading it over a larger space.
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CHAPTER VII.
SENSITIZED, PROGRESSED OR SPIRIT ETHER.

Spirit Return-Sympathetic Attraction.
After I had, by many and various investigations,
fully satisfied myself of the truth of materialization,
clairvoyance, etc., there took possession of me an unconquerable desire to kno·w the law or facts in detail
as to how these were accomplished, and to that end I
have bent and am now bending all my intelligence.
When sitting in my cabinet as negative as I could,
I still found my thoughts would be inclined to drift;
then I ·would steer them to,vard the great question,
How in the name of God was it done? In the course
of five or six months I began to realize that n1y
thoughts ·were drifting into strange but beautiful and
logical realms; I was shown, given, or got knowledge
of practical facts, hut how I got it, from whence it
came, by ·whom delivered, or in what rnanner, is beyond n1y ability to tell. Now, some ·wiseacres "~in tell
you it was impressions, while others will say it ,yas
inspiration, and yet again we " yill be told it was a
super-illun1ination of the brain, or perhaps soul. 1
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will say it ·was a little of all of them, a.nd will express
it thus:
I saw that around the earth body there was a large
imponderable body of electro-magnetic ether, extending around and about the earth in an outward direction for many thousands of miles, but belonging to
the earth only. Upon examination, I found that this
ether was composed of atoms that had at one time
been a part of the earth Inatter, but, by a la"r of continuous progression or advancement, after they had
read1ed the highest state of unfoldment that the earth
could furnish them, that they then left the ponderable
earth, in son1ething of the same manner that the ripe
apple leaves the tree, and that right there our law of
gravitation bad no longer a control over them, but that
they still owed allegiance to the law· of attraction.
I also found that in passing outward from the surface of the earth that the further I went the less the
attraction, the less dense but the more sensitive these
atou1s becan1e; in fact, the mo1nent I entered ·within
the domain (let us call it) of the spirit, I found a sensitized field so delicate that it entirely passed all human comprehension. I found that this ether could
and did retain and record all happenings of the earth
even to your very thoughts, something similar to Edison's au<liphone.
I saw that on or in this field of ether (spirit "rorld)
all things that were or ever had been on the earth
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plane were here reproduced, but far, far more beautiful and real; such people, flo"rers, landscapes, birds,
fruit, etc., that I know of no words that can possibly
convey to you even a partial idea of their magnificence. Just imagine for a moment the most perfect
human form clothed in garments composed of the
prisms of the rainbow, moving to and fro, up and
down, without any apparent effort of their own. I
no longer wonder that those favored mortals who have
been permitted to visit this mystic circle should so
long for the change called death; for death indeed is
but a grand victory of the in~ponderable over the pon(lerable.

In order that you may in a measure comprehend
something of the fineness or subdivision of this ether
(for the greater the division of atomic life the more
sensitive it becomes), I will say that I found that the
people of this super-sphere did not use or require a
language. You have, as it 'vere, but to think or will
what you wish to say and the other understands you,
so very sensitive is this ether in which all live and have
their being. There are spirits who make this and other
spirit laws a deep and patient study, spending centuries of devotion to the subject, w·here you of the
earth spend days of your time. All spirits do not understand these la-\vs of spirit return or how to raise or
develop the mortal medium's organism up to that sensitive condition that they (the spirits) may use them.
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'l'his law is purely a che1nicallaw on the spirit side of
life, as well as on the earth plane.
Now, 1ny friend, "·e " ·ill again ask you to stop and
consider, llo·w 111any of you of the earth life are qualified to go into a laboratory and fully analyze the different matters (atom life)? 1Vhy, not one in a
million! How many sons of earth are organized as a
Jlozart, a \Yebster, or an Edison, etc? Not one in ten
n1illion!
'fhe spirits on our side of life find many obstacles in
our path "~hich only time and great patience can remove; for nearly all spirit intercourse with the people
of earth depends largely on the moral or spiritual adYancen1ent of the people of the earth; as you become
n1ore lo,·aule, kind, and charitable, you raise the sensibilities of the ether "·hich you thro"r off, which allo\\·s us ( the spirits) to draw nearer unto you and
more properly control your thoughts.
I also found in the phenomena of painting in oil
and drawing or \\Titing on slates that the spirits did
not actually consume any of the pigment of the paint
or pencil, but that they dre"Tfrom these articles that
part of the n1atter that had reached its highest enfoldment; i. e. the spiritualized or imponderable part
\Yithout any apparent wasting away of the earthly
atom. To satisfy yoursel'res of the truth of this, go to
a good slate-writing n1ediun1 and note the size of the
s1nall crumb of pencil be places between the slates;
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then, after you open the slates and find both sides of
them fully coyered with writing, again note the size of
the crumb of pencil, and you will find that it has· not
diminished a particle.

SYMPATHETIC ATTRACTION.

(Or no ponderable matter is real.)
All objectiYe matter is built up by sympathetic attraction of the ultimate atoms of their respectiYe
kinds. These atoms in their single state are so inconceiYably small as to take on something of the nature of
an influence, and are able to pass through other socalled solid rnatter,-for the only solid matter is the
single infinite atom, the single ulthna.te aton1 being
composed of many infinite atoms.
Flere let me again explain what is meant by an ultimate aton1. It is matter di--rided down to the ~mallest
point of human comprehension; such as an atom of
magnetism, electricity, sunlight, thought, color, etc .
.A.s all object tnatter is ceaselessly taking on and
thro·wing off matter in the atomic form, then it follow~
that objecti-ve matter is constantly changing; therefore, it is always in motion. Then it is neYer, for the
sn1allest fraction of time, the same; hence it has no
real exiRt?.nce as one or the same object at any one
point in thne. Take, for an instance, the apple just
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after the blossom has left the pod, then take the full
ripe apple as it falls fron1 the tree. Did the apple
c·hange in the fraction of a second, and, if not, at what
comprehensive point in thne did it change from a pod
to a full ripe apple? All of the atoms that entered into
the growing fruit during its progress did not remain
with the fruit by a very large percentage, but passed
off, leaYing in their passage a portion of the ultimates
with the growing apple. .A.s a positive knowledge of
this truth, apply your sense of smell at any stage of its
growth. Is not the fragrance matter being cast off
by the fruit? Physical science bas long since acknowledged that all kno,Yn so-called solids are composed of
spl1erieal-shaped atoms having a space between them.
How, then, can they be solid?
And now your attention, please. How about the
single infinite atom? Is not that a solid, and therefore real, as it cannot ehange, being infinite and eternal? And, as we cannot see it, then only that which
we do not see is real.
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CliAP'rER VIII.
PONDER.A.BLE AND IMPONDERABLE, OR OBJECT BODY) SPIRIT
BODY AND SOUL.

In order to convey our idea to the reader of the
truth of 1natter in the ponderable and imponderable
state and its relation to life or soul, we will have to
begin at a point just previous to human and also spirit
cou1prehension, which is the ultimate ato1n. All of
your scientists agree that all matter, whether in a
gaseous or solid state, even including light~ heat, etc.~
is c·omposed of atoms supposed to be in a spherical
shape and so s1nall as to be beyond human com prehension; hence the necessity of our beginning our
explanation at or a little previous to human comprehension,-i. e. life and the atom.
If the aton1 is so sn1all that even the spirits cannot
see or comprehend it, then how' much 1nore incotnprehensible would be and is the life force or principle that
is "·ithin the single atom? This life we will designate
as God or over-soul, as "·e know that it permeates and
flows through and through all matter and all spare,
and is superior to and governs all things whatsoeYer;
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and l>eyond this "~e, the spirits, cannot advise you, but
will begin at this point by saying that the atoms \Yhieh
fill all space in the original single ato1n state of atom ·
life are imponderable to the spirit as " rell as the mortal. It is only when two or more atoms come together
by mutual attraction, such as rose to rose, color to
color, etc., that they become visible to the advanced
spirits, and only then to a very limited extent; and it
is by studying this law of accumulative atoms that we
find the law of spirit communication. These atoms
that \\?e have just spoken of are not the atoms that
compose the spirit world, but are the atoms of which
you and your 'vorld are composed; and in this condition, as a ·world, they have taken on their second
change,-for they have to pass through the various
laws of the earth evolution and gradually rise from
cycle to cycle in their earth condition until the earth
can no longer furnish them any more advancement or
unfoldment, " rhen then, by this wonderful law of life,
they take on a higher condition of spirit and become
the component part of that which goes to produce the
spirit and spirit world.
Now, in order that the student may more readily
understand us, we will first run down the line of
known facts again. When two or more atoms come
together they form objective life; this again produces
a gaseous body, and this produces a fluid body, caused
by pressure and chemical changes; this produces the
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rock life. Next we haYe vegetable life, next animal
life, next spirit life, and then soul life, which is as far
as 've can comprehend. N O\Y, in the first stage of the
world's evolution all was in a rank and crude condition. For the purpose of a clearer understanding, let
us take the vegetable life of the primeval age and compare it with the present advanced stage of vegetation,
your ahnost perfect fruit and flowers; all this was not
wrought in a day but required vast cycles of time. In
the fullness of time nlother Earth gave forth her fruits
to be again disintegrated (not destroyed), and then
again reproduced one step in advance of the order of
life unfold1nent, and the sarne order is followed out in
regards to the rocks and animal life. The rocks were
crude and unclassified at their first appearance out of
the seething fires of the liquid cycle, and just so ·was
the human family. No one ·will doubt for a 1noment the
advanced condition of man to-day oyer the primeval
man. And wllat has caused this change? \\,.hy, as man
reached his three-score years and ten (the so-called
Biblical limit of the average human life), his body being purely physical or ponderable, reaches its earth
limit as an object life; but in its conception as an object it also takes on an undeveloped spirit body, and
the purpose of this physical life is to furnish a condi·
tion for the spirit to unfold, preparatory to its second
change or advent into yet another condition.
Now, understand that the spirit is a body composed
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of atoms, similar to the earth or physical body, with
the difference that it is imponderable, having no
longer any use for a ponderable body. The spirit body,
\fhile it is a tenant of the earth body, is at the same
time the possessor of a soul or life principle; at first,
as in a new-born infant, so delicate as to be hardly discernible. N o·w, as the physical body fosters the spirit
and is responsible for a perfect piece of work, so is
the spirit again responsible for a good soul, and this
order applies to matter of whatsoever nature, the
primeval stage merely preparing the way for the advanced change; round and round, on·ward and still
onwal~d, until it passes beyond not only human but
spirit comprehension.
Now, my friend, you see nothing here irrational, but
simply a straight, onward course of logical deduction
from cause to effect. Now, please compare the above
assertion with the o1d mythological and ignorant
teachings of a still more unlearned and self-aggrandizing teacher, such as nothing containing nothing out of
·which came a personal God. This God was not created, Oh, no! But after that, ·what? \Vhy, everything
else was created out of nothing. Does not your own
enlightenn1ent in this present age, backed by all the
wise teachers of to-day, go to prove beyond all doubt
that nothing '"hatever can be destroyed, cease to be, or
be reduced to nothing? Then, if it cannot be· reduced
to nothing, it follo·ws, by a natural course of reason-
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ing, that it never came fron1 nothing but the atom
which fills all known space; 1nerely change, change,
change, from one condition or form of life to still another and higher condition of life, on and on and on
until all passes beyond human comprehension into the
vast unknown, a space so large as to pass all human
understanding and every minute part of said space
:filled exactly full, without crowding, ·w ith atom life, so
small that they, on their part, pass all comprehension.
Therefore, as all space is exactly filled 1\. . ith atoms, you
will readily see that there could not possibly be any
such thing as a vacuum, or a space containing not anything; and as all atoms have atom life, and life is
God, or the soul of things (for it is only a name),*
then you can very clearly see how it is not only possi·
ble but a logical fact that God is everywhere.
STRANGE GODS.

'\Vhenever a man or a set of men claim a knowledge
of facts previous to or beyond the point of human comprehension, that man is either a knave or a fool and
\Yould have you to 1\'orship strange gods. Far more
will it profit the children of earth to confine their 1\'0rship within the limit of their understanding, giving
preference at all times to that which they know over
that which they believe.
"'Life is only an effect or expression of three entities, which are Thought,
Force, and Substance. (See Chapter 38.)
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CHAPTER IX.

(We do not claim this as impressional.)
HEALING BY THE ULTil\fATE ATOM.

After having practiced and experimented with the
forces used in healing, for something like three years,
testing it by every kno·wn principle at my command,
and being mindful of the facts of the penetrating properties of the refined or spirit ultimates, I have arrived
at the following deductions:That by sitting at regular intervals, as directed in
a former chapter, so as to develop such forces as your
individual organism is endo"~ed " ?ith, you raise the
quality of your earth condition sufficiently to allow
the spirit band that you thereby attract to you, to pass
the atom of health, or pure atoms, of life-giving imponderable matter, through your physical organism
into the organism of the one aftlicted. Sometimes it
happens that the one afflicted stands very low in spiritual de\elopment of his or her organism ; and, in that
case, you may not al"Tays be successful.
I do not wish to be understood as meaning that the
one " ?ho is spiritually undeveloped is morally what
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the creedal world calls a bad person, but that he has
never given these occult or psychological la-ws a sufficient investigation, so as to be able to place himself in
a negative or receptive condition to the healer or to
his band.
In applying these psychological la-ws, one who has
not delved deeply below the surface knowledge of your
creeds and false roads to truth, unless he is very careful, is apt to weigh the natural truth with a f~lse pair
of scales, and hence to arriYe at false deductions; and
·while I acknowledge my inability to clearly convey to
you a full explanation of the 1nodus operandi of healing,-Jnore from the 'vant of a word or of ·words at the
proper plare,-yet I ·will do the best I can.
This whole occult :field is so vast, and so very much
remains for the student to know and comprehend, and
the still greater misfortune that the study of psychology has only ·within the last ten years (this is 1897) become sufficiently recognized by your professors of
learning as to allow it a chair of special study in your
universities, that I hope the reader of this little book
will be charitable enough "'ith me to remember that
I am only one of the pioneers, ·with no :fine library on
occultism to refresh my n1emory, but that I must of
necessity plunge right ahead into the briars and underwood and he"' a path, rough and crude though it
he, for those who may dare to follow my lead, sincerely
hoping that they may :find sufficient inducements, as
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they progTess along the road, to plant and cultivate
such rare and beautiful flowers of truth along the way
that they, in their turn, may be blessed by the next
generation in evolution for daring to forever anni- .
hilate the gemon Drug from the human family.
When I first began to heal, I placed my right hand
on the spot ·where the most pain was, and the left hanfl
just opposite. I alway prefer the bare flesh, but there
were times when circumstances required a cloth of
some kind, and I then found the results the same, or
nearly so. I would sometimes have to give five or six
extra treatments. ~ly hands would feel to the patient
as if they ,yere covered ·with dry mustard; that is, a
slight pricking or burning sensation, while at the same
time the back of my hand would be very cold. I would
keep my hands on the patient about ten minutes, or
sometilnes twenty minutes. There seemed a sort of
premonition or instinct "~hich warned me when to
take them off; and very often I would feel the influence
cense to flow, 'vhich at first -that is, the first yearwas a kind of burning sensation in my hands.
At the end of the first year I noticed a radical
change. \Yhen I put my hands on a person, in less
than a minute there "rould generate a queer buzzing,
whirling, or vibratory motion in my right breast. This
w·ould .flo"T do"·n my right arm and give off, through
my hand ancl fingers, a vibration of about five hundred
to one thousand beats per minute; at the same time
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the hack of my hands being very cold, wbile the palms
of the hand ·would som.e times burn the patients so badly that they could not stand it. This was not an imaginary feeling, for the patients felt the vibration as
'Yell as I; hence the false deductions of some, calling
it magnetism. But let 1ne say to you, my friend, those
who call it magnetism, or electricity, have no knowledge of facts whatever to so assert, but do so from the
old habit of the human race, of giving it a name at all
hazards, for fear that so1ne one will think them ignorant if they do not profess to kno·w all about it. And
thus again is planted the seed of error.
How can any one but the healer possibly feel these
psycho-physical forces, and they only as they deYelop
them? for not only the beat, cold, and vibratory motion does the healer feel, but that tnystic feeling that
cannot be described in 'vords.
On one occasion, when I was treating a patient for
pleurisy, I placed my hand over the bo"~els. In a fe"r
ruinutes, "Te both began to s1nell tallow very strong,
"·hen I began to stroke the bo"Tels lightly before reDlOYing my hands,-which I al"~ays do for two or three
udnutes,-I found the patient was covered with something like tallow under my hand. Question: "rhere
did it come from? I answer truthfully: I do not
kno,v.
At another time, I have had a lotion come under my
lland, which seen1ed half "rater and half oil, in such
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quantity as to drip off on the floor. This could not
have be€n 1nagnetism, mind-cure, or Christian Science. .
The object in stroking the patient just before you
remove ..,vour hands is to break the condition bet1reen
the patient and the healer. Then you should immediately place your (the healer's) hands in cold water for
a couple of minutes. This seems to absorb the disease
fron1 tlle healer; for, by experilnenting, I found that
\Yhenever I neglected to put my bands in cold \Yater,
I 'vas sure to feel the effect of tlle ailment.
A\.t the beginning of the third year, another change
in treating came oYer 1ne; i. e. when I placed my
hands on the patient, not only the trembling began,
but some internal force ·would try to make me talk,
although they have not as yet succeeded in articulating any plain words. This is explained by the spirit
of old )Iassasoit (an Indian \vho has been "·ith me for
eight years) on the ground that he cannot yet speak
English~ but is learning it very fast.*
I .will no\\· give you an article on Healing " ·hich I
"·rote about t"·o years ago, as I think it "·ill throw
some light on the subject.
HEALIXG BY THE

I.~AYIXG 0~

OF HANDS,

"\Yithout the inevitable accon1panilnent of our faith,
in our 1Jarticular creed) did the business. Eighty-five
c-ured out of the first one hundred trials, and done
""But this I doubt.-C. H. F.
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without faith, prayer, Christian Science, concentration of mind, magnetism, or massage treatment. But
done by a law of nature as old as the human race,
an<l 'vhich embraces all of the above claims in such
proportion to the whole truth, as six drops of water
does to the mighty ocean.
About one year ago (now three years) I developed
this san1e wonderful po·wer, and I concluded to investigate it as carefully as my liinited intelligence ·would
allow. I decided to treat every case just as it came
along, keeping a record of each case, and at the same
tilne try to keep n1y mind as free from creedal influence or a pr,iori opinion as I possibly could, until I
had treated one hundred cases free of charge, testing
and experin1enting as I ·went along.
The result is, I found, that to cure people of pain
and disease by simply laying my hands on them is a
detnonstrated fact. And so far as my experiments
have gone (i.e. eighty-five per cent. cured), I find that
neither Christian Science, faith, mind, magnetism, or
n1assage have anything whatever to do with it.
As an illustration, people have come to me suffering
from pain or disease and said they did not haYe any
faith or belief in Christian Science, mind-cure, etc.
~fy invariable answer to such people has been: " I do
not care what you believe. \Yhen I put n1y hands on
you and the pain leaves, it will be a 1natter of knou·led,qc and not belief/'
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And I also find that -very many people ha-ve this
same latent force within their o·wn organism and
could de-velop it to a more or less extent, if they \YOuld
only pursue the proper course, rem em bering at the
satne time that the poet, artist, inYentor-in fact, all
our geniuses,- ha-ve their peculiar forces slumbering
within the1n, until brought forth by a proper course
of de-velopment. H ic labor) hoc opus est.
And right here, many \Yill naturally ask " If this
power to heal is not mind, magnetisn1, etc., as claimed
hy many, then what is it?" .A. s to that, I can only an·
swer: It is a power to be felt by those \Yho possess it,
but not described, as it is beyond human comprehen·
sion, and no language has yet been coined by which it
may be described. .A..nd for me to attempt it, ·would
only lead to the old error of mind, faith, etc. And
furthermore, I do not find anything of the miraculous
or instantaneous cure; but I have cured some in two
minutes, and as n1any as twenty in ten minutes, ·~yhile
the majority required from ten to sixty days, with a
gradual gain in health from the first treatment to the
end; thus showing it to be a natural law, incomprehensible to a very large majority of the denizens of this
world, I will adn1it, but nevertheless a truth, as many
c·itizens of AJan1eda, California, can testify.
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CHAPTER X.
A LITTLE GRAIN OF CORN OR THE QUICKENING
GER~1:

(~fay

OF LIFE.

25, 1895. 'l,he first of series nun1ber 2.)

The average physical scientist ·will tell you that
nature reproduces in this way: By planting the grain
in proper moist soil, etc., the germ of life is brought
to a quickening sense by the heat and moisture, and is
a purely <:hemical transaction. Now, let us see if they
have really gone to the botton1 of the subject, or, in
other words, reached the lhnit of human conlprebension. But I will ask, from whence can1e this (or these)
extra germs? Por at the very mon1ent of its quickening, right there is ingrafted the first object life of
every single grain of eorn that will lJe found on the
matured ear 'vhen it shall have reached its full deYeloprnent.
It 'vas at this point of knowledge that the ancient
alchen1ists, adepts, ~Iahatmas, and other deep students of Nature's 1nystic storehouse began to investigate the hidden or mysterious la"·s of life. From this
point they began to trace back"·ards by a process of
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reasoning s01nething after this manner: If life produces energy, and energy produces force, and force_
produees motion, and n1otion produces change, and
change produces e-vo1ution, then does it not follow by
the san1e la-w of deduction that motion pr~duces electricity, electricity produces magnetis1u, and magnetisln produces attraction? 1Vhy, yes; of course. \Vell
then, ·what does it attract? Reason teaches us there
could be no attraction without so1nething to attract.
'Yhy, by the quickening process of conception, it attracts that ·which is nearest or next in the degree of
progress, which is the single ultimate of life or soul,
fr01n that life-fluid that is constantly flowing through
and pern1eating all1natter and all space.
'rhen we find that up to this point, i.e. so far as our
own researches haYe carried us, all power is derived
fro1n life. And as we find, after centuries of investigation, that hu1nan cmnprehension can go no farther,
then let us see what other truths we can extract fron1
life.
No"~, as all matter, even the little grain of corn, is
but the expression of life, then it follo\\~s that, had the
life-fluid for some unkno,rn reason failed to be attracted to tbe seedling "Thile undergoing the process
of quickening, then another and far different result
would be the outcome of heat and moisture, to wit,
a disintegration of tbe atom life of that grain of corn,
said aton1s to be again passed through the mills of the
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gods, and be again reproduced in some other and
higher form of expressed life.
Having reached thus far in our investigation, we
will take it for granted that as with the vegetable
1ine of evolution or progress, so also is it with the
animal kingdom. We find by looking backward for
countless ages of time that ~!other Earth has evi·
dently reached the physical lin1it of her 'vork "·hen
she produced man, and ·w'e are perfectly justified in
this conclusion from the fact that the next step onward is the spirit 'vorld. No·w again, ·we bring our
reasoning faculties into play and ask oursel'res the
question: If the spirit which is next abo-ve us in degree
can take a step backwards in such a tnanner as to
control a physical earth man, then is there not a la"·
by which a physical rnan can control that life ·which
is next below him? That is, Hypnotisn1?
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CH.A.PTER XI.
HYPNOTIS:.\f.

July 1, 1895.-After waiting for a space of two
1nonths, I an1 again in1pressed to continue this 'vork.
As we find that the earth man is composed of three
separate and distinct parts,-i.e. the physical body,
the spirit body and the soul,-then may not these, by
son1e law, be temporarily separated, acted upon, or
influenced in their separate and distinct paths? And
if so, by what force and in what manner?
'Ve will reason thus: If we ·wish to reduce wine
we would not resort to sand or flesh, but would
naturally seek a fluid ·whose atomic life or parts would
be the nearest in dh·ect sy1npathy or harmony 'vith
the wine as our o"·n knowledge of the subject ·would
suggest. Now", the spirit man, being a separate and
distinct part from the physical man, is capable of separating itself from the p1lysical body at times, as has
been abundantly proven on ntunerous occasions, at
least to those ancient and n1odern students who have
patiently and carefully . applied themselves to a fair
and in1partial inYestigation of the subject matter.
Right here allow me to add my own testimony. I
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haYe while wide awake seen my spirit body, standing
fifty feet away, conversing ·with two other spirits, just
as plainly as I ever saw 1ny physical body. I could
not hear \rhat they said, but \\"as perfectly aware that
it was my so-called second self and was particular to
study it closely for a space of four or :five minutes,
'"'hen it passed away. (For the benefit of those "·ho
n1ight be disposed to treat this assertion with leYity,
I "rill say that I did not see any snakes around it or
n1yself.)
Then, it would naturally follow that the law and
forces to be investigated and applied, for the purpose
of controlling those of our physical race, n1ust be
through and by that :field in which both parties ran
and do moYe the nearest in harn1ony, which is the
spirit ether, spirit ""orld, or spirit 1nagnetism, just
as it suits the student's fancy to call it.
As I haYe said in a former part of this work, I have
no tilne or disposition to cori..ectly select a name or
classify these la-ws. I ..et the student always bear in
1nind that I am only blindly pushing ahead into the
briars and rocks, trying to bring to light the crude
truths, in order to break the "·ay for those ""ho 1uay
choose to follow, hoping tha~ there may be some one
of those who <:'are to in\'estigate who shall be scholarly
and enlightened enough to put these truths into a
n1ore detailed and comprehensive manner before their
fellow man.
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1Yhile the spirit part of your physical body can project itself from you to ahnost any distance by means of
this spirit ether, it can also, while remaining in your
body, so control certain properties in this ether as to
reach the spirit of other bodies that are negative to the
controlling spirit, and even here, distance appears to
cut no figure.
Now, by controlling the negative spirit, that spirit
again controls the negative body; for the body, in
this case, is lo"'rer in the order of evolution than its
spirit. To illustrate: I, being the positi'Ve, con1mand
1ny spirit to take possession or con1mand of John
Doe's spirit. ~Iy spirit then says to John, "You must
obey my \rill, John; your hand is made of cork and
can feel no pain." Norw, John's spirit, being under my
control, so conveys this impression to his physical
hand, and it really feels no pain "~hen you pass a
needle through it. It is by this la"~ or force that I
haYe been more or less successful in relieving pain;
'i. e., by a part of this law, for it is subdivided into
n1any parts. That you may clearly understand me,
I will now make a bold assertion :-

YOU DO NOT SEE WITH YOUR EYES.

)Jan does not see "yith his physical eyes at all;
neither does he hear with his physical ears, nor does
he really recei\e any of his knowledge through his
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physical organs of sense; they are merely pieces of
mechanism belonging to and subject to his spirit. For
instance, your eye is a window for the soul or life
fluid, through ·which the spirit looks and conveys an
impression to the soul.* This is definitely proven
by the fact of clairvoyance. I know that I can see,
feel, hear, taste, and smell just as 'Yell ·when I am in
one of those sensiti-ve conditions 'rith all of my physical senses lying dormant as I can ·when in a normal
condition, ·which is the best proof in the ·world that
the spirit of your body is the real1nan.
No\r, do not jump off the platform at this point and
reply, "If you put n1y physical eye out I cannot see,"
but bear in mind one thing, and that is that I am
~peaking now· of the psychological la-w of the :\Iystic
Circle, many things of which you may or may not
know very little about, for you absolutely 1nust develop these forces before you can clearly understand
the1n. I an1 only calling your attention to those
knotcn truths in nature which directly connect the
physical and the spirit of matter by means of this
spirit ether, ·which is psychology.
Again, I now command John's spirit to go on a journey of one hundred miles to a certain house, describing how he must n1ake the journey, the route, position,
etc. I order hiln to go into a certain room and to tell
1ne ·what he finds there. The spirit of John starts,
*See article on "Spirit the Effect of a Physical Cause," page 108.
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describing the scenery on the way, until he reaches his
destination. Xow, the spirit of John is the closest
.allied, in this case, to his physical body and senses. ·
The spirit conveys to the physical, and the physical
repeats to me. Here we find that a distance of one
hundred miles has been oYercome while time has
almost been annihilated, the entire time occupied
being but two or three minutes. Question: Who and
what "?as it that traveled that distance, describing
scenery on the way? Surely not the physical body,
"·hich neYer left our sight.
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CHAPTER XII.
REPLY TO PROFESSOR HUXLEY ON THE PHYSICAL BASIS OF
LIFE.-PRO'rOPLASl\1 DIES) OR DEAD J.\lATTER.

Protoplasm is composed of four substances- carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and ni trogen,-each in their
turn containing life, as a co1nbination. It may disintegrate, but life cannot die, for there is no matter in
life to die; 1natter is but the expression of life. Professor Jluxley uses the words, "The matter of life."
There is .no such thing. But there is such a truth as
the life of 1natter. Such errors only lead to other mistakes. I predict that before this generation shall haYe
passed away the works of Descartes, Huxley, and
1nany others of like opinion will be looked upon as the
tail end of the dark ages; for right where our present
and past physical scientists have been compelled to
halt the spirit or occult science begins.
Nevertheless, Huxley and others have done their
\vork \Veil up to this point, and I only object to their
using the term dead n~atter for matter. Subdivide
it as small as you please, even to the infinite a tom, yet
that atom is but the expression of life, for life could
not be the expression of matter. Protoplasm, I will
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admit, n1ay be the first condition in which object or
ponderable matter takes on, as the first position, the
combination assumed before changing from one object
life to another. There being not less than four kno"~n
substances,- oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen,
- ·w hat caused them to come together to form one
object life or protoplasn1? "Thy the over-soul, or life
fluid of the physical earth.
:.\Jr. Huxley speaks of converting dead protoplasm
into living 1natter. Ho"· can he kno"' that it is dead
when he admits that oxygen (air) alone contains the
ger1ns of life. He here falls into the very error that
he "·arns others to be"·are of, to wit, "That only is
science " hich "'e know, and not that which we do not
kno"'·" As lUr. Huxley does not know of any other
properties in the protoplasm than the four elements
mentioned, does it follow that his decision is final?
He cannot testify in the negative and record it as
scienee. For instance, he denies spirit. ~lay not
spirit exist and Huxley kno"r nothing of it? :.\lay
there not be other properties in the protoplasm, so
attenuated as to be beyond the reach of the microscope
or retort of the physical scientist, and yet be " ·ithin
the reach of the occult science ""'hich begins "rhere
Huxley's physical science ends- that is, at the protoplasm?
.A.s far as the physical or ponderable earth science
goes, I agree with hin1 until he evidently reaches the
7
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end of his journey and finds himself in a most deplorable dilemma, and is cotnpelled to kill his last production in order to begin again, and he calls it the
dead matter of life (protoplas1u).
Alas, poor matter, why must ye die? 'Yhat doe~
l\!Ir. Huxley or any other 1nortal know of lifef Can he
see it, weigh it, or comprehend it at all? 0 ye mighty
minds of earth, pray tell me of \Yhat 1nanner or combination is the death of life) or in what condition the
cadaver finds itself!
Let us see: He uses the words " matter of life,"
·which "·ould ilnply that tnatter was deriYeu fron1 or
produced fro1n life, the one being a thing capable of
being separated fron1 the other the same as the oil of
tar, attar of rose, etc. Now, we take away or destroy
the rnatter, and "-e haYe the life reinaining. The
question then arises, 'Yhat is this remainder? BY,,
"·hat 1neans uoes the aYerage sense of comprehension
recognize it as a known truth? Is it a pllysienl thing,
condition, or " ·hat? Can you demonstrate it (life)
by physical science? I think not; and yet it is a kno"·n
or scientific truth, for it exists. Then, if it is not a
physical, is it not an occult scientific truth? Is it not
also infinite? Being infinite, ho"y can you destroy it?
He draws his deduction- and it is only a deduction-that life ceases "·hen motion ceases, taking it
for granted that when 1notion ceases in matter there
life ceases. But has motion ceased to be in the proto-
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plasm merely because the microscope fails to record
it? Is it not an acknowledged fact by all scientists
that no matter whatever is in an ab8olute state of rest'?
\fhy, his very theory of the chalk ages, the grad\:
rising from the bottom of the sea, requiring vast
cycles of time, shows that the Inotion 111ust have been
so slo'\1" as to be entirely beyond the reach of any
microscope; and ~lr. Huxley or any other scientist,
I think, \Yill acknowledge that where there is motion
there must be energy) and where there is energy there
must be life .
.A.s a matter of fact, however reluctant physical
scientists n1ay be to ackno'\'\~Iedge the truth, the component parts, quality or quantity of life, are entirely
beyond their comprehension. They cannot deny that
life exists; they acknowledge it is not matter. Then,
if it is not spirit, what is it? If they do not know what
1ife is, ho"? dare they say that they can destroy it.
Physical scientists have always claimed that the
foundation of all science is not to accept any phenomenon as truth until it 1a~ :)een absolutely proven so to
the sense of comprehension by often-repeated investigation. Then, by this very particular rule of caution,
they should not deny a phenomenon (such as spirit,
for instance) or any other thing that they had not as
equally exhaustively investigated. Hence in my deduction when )Jr. Huxley denies spirit, a truth that many
thousands of intelligent people can swear to, I can
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co1ne to but one conclusion, and that is that he never
properly or fairly investigated' it.
l\lr. Huxley is some"rhat severe on the theologians,
and perhaps justly so. HoweYer, those who live in
glass houses should not thro'Y stones. He says the
lobster dies, and thereby furnishes dead protoplasm
to a live man, who eats it and con\erts it into live
protoplasn1. The man is drowned and furnishes dead
protoplasm to the live lobster, who eats it and converts it into live protoplasm. Or, in other words, the
Church proves her religion right by the Bible, and the
Bible right by her religion. He acknowledges that
his lobster evidence is somewhat lame for a scientist
to advance when he calls it paradoxical) and so do
son1e others.
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CHAPTER XIII.
PROPHECY, OR HOW

COMING

EVENTS

CAST

THEIR

SHADOWS BEFORE.

(February 7, 1897. Beginning of third series.)
\Ve feel it advisable to-day to give you a brief out·
line of the probability of the actual truth of the aboYe
much disputed but existing fact by drawing a com·
parison "~ith those truths which your physical life has
already demonstrated to you as facts, in the follow·
ing manner: Let a man stand on the ocean beach at
the incoming of the tide, "'hen a beautiful calm rests
upon its glorious surface, and note the little "'avelets
as they roll in ward towards your feet. He will see
each succeeding 'Yave drawing nearer and nearer. The
little child of five, standing at his side, whose reasoning faculties are just beginning to bud, inquires:
" What makes the "Taves keep growing higher and
higher? \Vhere does the "i'ater come from, father, and
how far will the next "'ave cotne?" He takes the little
one and raises him in his arms that he may the better
see and comprehend the lesson, and points out to bhn
a slight shado"T far, far out on the bosotn of this
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mighty ocean (of time) and tells him to carefully keep
his eye on the one spot and ·w atch it and note the results. He sees it creeping nearer and plainer until he
discovers that the shadow is· caused by what, at first,
was the slightest and apparently insignificant rising
of the surface of the (then passing events) "Tater; and
more, he learned that as it rolled it gathered in importance until it spent its force on a more substantial
substance, the sand (of time). And as he stood on the
border of this ocean of time for thousands of years,
gathering kno"Tledge and wisdom, by carefully and
accurately noting the effect of each and every 1rave,
he found he could, by co1nparing notes, figure out
almost to a grain of sand the exact amount of change
that 'vould occur at the breaking of a 'Yavelet, and
also the proportionate amount of force and change
(evolution) that would take place at the incoming or
far-off wave that the spirit eye of this old man of the
sea then saw in its first or in cipient formation far, far
out on the bosom of time. From that high and exalted
position to which he had unconsciously grown in the
long lapse of ti1ne--say ten thousand years-when,
like Rip Van V\7inkle, he suddenly bethinks himself to
look at his feet, when lo! he discovers that his father
has gone, himself hath gro,yn to knowledge, and he
beholds still another little boy of five at his feet seeking knowledge of 'rruth.
And now, my student friend, to again appeal to your
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reasoning faculties, the father can gi\e to the child
only tbut amount of knoTdedge ·which it is qualified
to receiT"e; he would be a poor teacher should he attenlpt to explain to the child by a reference to chemistry or algebra, kno"·ing such a course would confuse
instead of enlighten. Just so is it with the lo~ver
sphere of spirit life; "·hile they, the lo"·er spirits, who
ha\e but reached the first leYel above you, and undoubtedly are qualified to teach you only the ]Jrimary
les::;ons, or only such as you can receive, so they, the
lo,,·er spirits, again are taught to the full amount of
their capacity to receive, by yet higher spirits; and
thus it is, on and on, ad infinitum. You ·will be pleased
to remetnber, as a father, that you as such cannot retrograde and beco1u~ a little child and teach ·with a
child~s understanding, being at the same time mindful that eyen a little child can sometimes ask ques·
tions, and that, while yon are 'Yell a-v,are of the solution of the question, you find yourself utterly at a loss
how to convey or impart that knowledge of Truth to
the child in such a "·ay that it will not be Jnisleading)
and thereby become an injury instead of a blessing to
the budding Inind.
By this lesson, my friend, you w·ill perceh·e that one
n1ore link is forged in the chain of the truth of evolu·
tion.
'--
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CHAPTER XIV.
THE GREAT OVER-SOUL) OR GOD, AND ITS AFFINITY TO
MATTER.

February 8, 1897.-~Iy dear friend: Having already
explained to some extent the existence of the infinite
atom of matter and its unfoldment through the nebular formation of the various planets now existing,
and hoping ,ye have succeeded in clearing a way the
coh·webs and rubbish of ignorance, fanaticism, and
superstition from your n1ind, you "~ill now find yourself in a free condition to know and con1prehend the
true relation of the Great Spirit to matter.
As at first we began at the s1nall end or atomic formation to better fit your small capacity for the psychic
or mystic, so now we will begin at the large end-i.e.,
the ove.r-soul-of infinite life, matter, and space, at
least as far as spirit comprehension can reach out,
and convey to you our knowledge. In order to do this
as effectively as possible, we deem it advisable to subnlit to you one or more geometrical illustrations as
w·e proceed. The first shall be a cross-section of the
earth and spheres, showing the life forces or spirit
conditions 'Yhich we have formerly spoken of as
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but belonging to the earth planet, and, by a dose stu<ly
of this progressed 1natter, which is sho\Yn on the drawing in the form of rings. .A.s you vdll perceive, they
are very dense near the surface of the earth and
beron1e more and more etherealized as they progress
for thousands of 1niles out ward in every direction,
forming a perfect sphere in shape until you \Yill obserYe that they interblend with the neighboring
planets of your solar system. This field is your spirit
"·orl<l or the first spirit borne or sphere. (See illustration.)
'Ye will now proceed to gil'e you a brief description
of the spherical illustration, first begging the privilege
of a few supplementary remarks. In \ie:wing this
plan you will please un<lerstaucl that where we show
the undel'eloped aton1s of rna tter extending to the
utmost limit of imagination, yet they possess life
and this life principle or fluid (call it what ~rou ·w ill)
owes allegiance to the great center or over-soul of
space.
Now, you 'Yill notice first, the birth or dawning of
a nebula, ·which, after the fullness of time, becmnes
an aerolite. This aerolite will become a cou1et, which
seems to you to be ''andering through space without
any fixed position in any constellation; but, my
friend, you are wrong, for fro1n the first joining of the
first two aton1s together, at that moment it had a pur-
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pose, very slight and allnost imperceptible at the beginning, but, as it increased in its accumulation of the
atoms of matter, it started on its journey through
space, faster and faster, attracting other atoms unto
and after it; the atoms rush towards the comet as it
gro"·s in bulk, w·hich increases its power of attraction,
and these streams of atomic substance are called by
your astronomers its tail. Now, my friend, stop here
and consider for a mon1ent the absurdity of such an
assertion as a co1uet haYing..... two or 1nore tails-some
located on its side, and sorrte in front of it.
Some of these new-born worlds are s1nall, whil(l
others are many thousands of times larger tlutn your
earth; some of the smaller ones 1rill condense into a
star like we show you at the moon and beeome fixed
in their positions, while others are still traYeling in
space and gradually drawing to the center of their
destiny, some of which you recognize as shootingstars, but, as they beco1ne fixed in their partieular
place in space, they forn1 one member of that fatnily.
Ro you ·~viii see by the illustration that as the star is
the father to and goyerns the aerolite family, so does
the moon become father to and go\ern the star and its
f.an1ily; and again, the earth, in like manner, becomes
father to its moon and fixed stars. So, again, our sun
becomes father to and governs or influences the earth,
:\Iars, and the balance of our planetary system. Then,
again, our sun and its numerous family of neighbor-
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ing suns, become children to the second sun, or Polaris, and so on, with one spherical systen1 overlapping
another, until it reaches the limit of comprehension.
~t\..nd I think you will admit that the limit is reached
'vhen, by a continuous multiplication of these systems:
the periphery of the last sphere becomes so great that
its surface forms a straight plane. This is a problent
in your practical geometry, to wit: If you place a
circle within a square, and a square within this circle,
and repeat a circle within the square, what will be the
last figure that you can place within? \Ve will tell
you-a circle; for, as the circle or sphere represents
the atom, and contains the greatest amount of matter
within the least amount of surfa<.'e area, it will represent the infinite fraction of subdiYision. Now, ·we "Till
begin where you began, at the square, and go the other
way, and place, say, hYo circles side by side, and.
· around these describe another circle; place two of
these greater circles side by side, and so on, repeating.
'Vha.t will the result be, and how will you describe it
or illustrate it except by a straight line or surface
that would be tbe infinite of space? If you should
think otherwise, just imagine yourself starting on a
journey and follow this straight line. \\There would
you fetch up? '"\Vhy, you would never return in your
mind. \\Thereas, if it 'vere the last conception of
a circle in your mind, you n1ust return to the point of
beginning. You could not reverse the order after
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reaching a straight Une and describe an upward curve,
for by so doing you ·would return to a cir·cle which
·would compel you to inclose these two circles that you
would find lying side by side. This is 'vhy we illustrate the boundary of space by a straight line, as the
practical lin~it of human and spirit comprehension.
Now, around ~'Iars, Saturn, and the other planets, as
well as around the various stars lying within the circle or influence of your sun, they each and every one
of then1 throw off a progre~sed or imponderable
1natter in every respect the same as that emanating
fro1n your earth. Of course, you " rill understand that
the emanations from these various planets are not all
of the same degree of advancetnent, son1e of the1n
heing 1uuch farther advanred and some less than the
earth planet. As you already understand, these
planets and stars revolve around your sun the same as
the n1oon and some stars revolve around your earth;
and as those bodies belonging to our earth revolve
around and owe allegiance to the earth as its especial
family, so also do the various families of ~fars, Jupiter, Saturn~ etc., owe allegiance to and become separate members of the family of the sun. The sun
exercises a potent influence on each member of the
family, by and through the interblending of this imponderable or life principle, as represented by the
outer rings shown in the illustration of the earth.
X o"T' as the sun and its imn1ense family form one
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enorn1ous sphere in space, "Thich we will call the solar
sphere, this sphere thro\\TS off a super-refined matter
~Thich extends out\Yard for untold millions of miles
and interblends ~Tith a brother system of solar spheres
in precisely the same manner as the earth influence
blends with l\Iars; and thus are thousands of these
innnense solar systems again revolving around a still
greater sun, c-alled Polaris; and so this compounding,
or "rheel "Tithin a wheel, "Te find, extends out\\Tards,
still repeating itself in boundless space until it passes
all spirit comprehension.
WHO A:ND WHAT IS GOD?

He is the one who receives your log-book at the end
of your cruise and exan1ines the contents found therein with a just and critical eye, and spreads the same
upon the pages of the journal of eternity. He is the
LIPE, the LA"\Y, and the CAUSE, and the only one
who is PERFECT.
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CI:IAPTER XV.
GOD) LIFE) OR OVER-SOUL) ARE BUT SYNONY~lOUS TERi\lS;

AND LIFE IS ALL THE GOD \YE KXO\Y.

\\.,.e will again re,·erse our argument, and begin at
the small end--i.e. the atom. 'Yhen a number of atoms
cdn1e together they produce, let us say, a monad, or
1nolecule. The cotnbining of these atoms of life form
a family of ato1ns centered in and around the monad.
"·hich is the over-life or one life of the monad. \rhen
a number of monads eome together as a family, they
produce a microbe or the beginning and :first appearance of physical or objective life, a cell, over which,
by such union of monads, there is an over-life of the
1nicrobe. \\'"e should have mentioned that at the first
beginning or joining of the first two atoms,- one
being positive, the other negative,-one of these atoms
was an unprogressed hu 1nan soul from out of the infinite 1natter of all space. This might have been the
soul of an apple or any other ponderable or objective
1natter; but we prefer to select and trace up the line
of deYelopinent of a human soul, and "·e can assure
you that the beginning of human or spirit comprehension begins here, at the ultiinate aton1 of substance.
Xo"·, this microbe, by that O\er-life of matter, seeks
a place in physical n1atter to progress, and, by this
L. of C.
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life law of like to like, it is attracted to the ovum, or
egg, through sympathetic attraction. ..t\..t this stage
hegins a psychic condition, the truly spiritual advancement of that soul, depending almost entirely
upon the physical condition that fron1 this point surrounds and accompanies it as it passes through the
various phases of its earth journey.
'Vhen the ehild is born into the world, and e\en
before it reaches a reasoning age, you will observe that
the n1other and father have a control1ing or soothing
influence o-ver it. 'Yhence cometh this controlling
influence? Certainly not from any po,Yer to reason
that the ehild 1nay have at three months of age. The
fa1nily has no'Y increased to, say, six children. One
of these children becomes very sick or meets ·with a
serious accident, and there is felt an influence which
per1neates the entire family. Let the parent come into
the nursery during an angry contro-versy, without the
parent speaking a "·ord discord quietly settles down
and harmony reigns. Thus 'Ye endeavor to sho"r you
that that which affects one me1nber of the family is
felt by the entire family. 1'~his mystic influence is the
one over-life of that collection of souls, and is produced by the close unity that "·as, little by little,
added together as the number increased. Around
this family has accumulated a sphere of this life influence or sympathetic attraction and repulsion.
\Vhen many families join together, as in a city, their
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loves and interests, being centered in the well-being
of their city, form a sphere around this city, whi(.n is
the over-life of the city. ~Iany cities join to form a
state, and all these cities are interested in the state for
its "~eal or "~oe, and thus again is a life sphere of this
-\Ye will call it fluid- formed around the state. So
it is with the United States, to be again repeated
among all nations, and finally throughout the "rorld.
A. nd thus it is brought to pass that the entire civilized world to-day, having a sincere desire to do away
"~ith w·ars and other inharmonious matter by the best
n1eans at hand, have caused to be felt in the various
oL-·er-li·-,;es of the single nations that same desire
through the medium of this over-life which e1nbraces
all nations, and thus it is transmitted to the state, and
from thenee to the city, and again to the family, and
from the family to the individual member. As this
1rorld is only one mernber of a f1tmily 'vhich is
governed or influenced by the solar system, so it is
enlarged and repeated to infinity, by which you ·will
see that, while the city has an influence in controlling
your affairs, yet you are at the same time a free agent
in 'vhich your slowly de-veloping soul admonishes you 1
"As ye sow, so shall ye reap." From an undeveloped
atom you came to a progressed atom; you return, and
thus is brought t.o pass the saying, " The first shall be
last, and the last shall be first/'
"Ashes to ashes, and dust to dust.''
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CHAPTER XVI.
VITALITY IN STONES-LIFE IS FOUND IN ALL THINGS.

"It does move, for all that."-GALILEO.

We see our physical sc-ientists are somewhat
startled out of their boots by Professor von Schroen's
assertion that the stones do InoYe, and are still inclined to hang onto the tail of the Dark Ages.
As I understand it, the professor does not dain1 to
he the first to disrover 1notion in so-railed inanimate
matter, but that he is the first one to be able to demonstrate it in an indisputable tnanner by a rerord of its
various changes, leaving no possible room for a doubt.
Of course, there is al-ways to be found in the ranks of
1nen a dass of would-he wiseac-res that would haYe \OU
"
to understand that unless the thing is first subniitt(:l<l
for their approval, why, it is lunacy, hu1nbug, in1possible, etc., whirb, after all, only serves the purpoRe of
demonstrating to us poor mortals the fallibility e\en
of some of our srientists.
((CONSISTENCY) THOU ART A JE\\.EL.JJ

Let us compare a few 'Yell-know'll sc-ientific facts
·with Professor von Schroen's assertion, and see if it
is so very remarkable, after all. Scienc-e tearhes us
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that nature abhors a vacuum, and, in like manner, she
also teaches us that there is no such thing as an absolute state of rest. Then, if not at rest, it (matter)
must haye motion, its velocity being a secondary considei~ation, "\Yhich von Schroen claims to be the first
to record, and by so recording, leaves your wiseacres"'"here?
And no"'" for a few· acknowledged facts of science.
To produce change, requires motion; to produce
motion, requi~es force; to produce force, requires
energy (or animation) ; to produce energy, requires
life; and to produce life, I will refer you to Professor
Huxley and his protoplasm, or his (Huxley's) Physical Basis of Life. He thought he had it dead to rights
·when he submitted his lobster story. While I am free
to admit that life is forever beyond all human comprehension, and it is only by the above law of nature
that man is enabled to recognize life in the atom of
matter, and it is further corroborated to man in his
dealings with the elements of the so-called simple
sixty-five substances, w·bere like is attracted to like by
this power of life or sympathetic attraction.
'T is passing strange bow· ready some men are to
sneer at and positively deny the discoveries of others,
when they are never know·n to discover truth themselyes. How far w·ould the "'Torld be advanced over
the Dark Ages to-day if our Galileos were to be
fro,Yned do"'"n by these slow-going kno·w-it-alls?
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'Tis a well-known axiom that nature builds on the
one side but to tear uown on the other, and this change
is ceaseless. This inf'on1prehensible 1ife-:fiuid has the
po,ver and does permeate and :flow through all
objective or physical matter, leaving a part of its
atomic formation to advance the growth of the object
matter, and at the san1e time taking away from the
object that part ,ybich has served the law of progression or evolution. Note the passage of the perfurne from the growing apple or rose. Is it not matter
whose vibratory waves ilnpinge on the olfactory
nerves?
And the only 'Yonder is that tna.n to-day, after all
the impedin1ents that are constantly being thro,Yn in
his way, has succeeded in positively recording the
'relocity of said change in so-called inanitnate n1atter,
there real1y being no such a thing in existence as in,
an-imation) or matter 'vithout motion .
. L\.s
. 've now have tl1e matter of motion in stones under consideration, "Te hope the student will excuse us
for a gradual digression from the caption of this article and bear with us as we swing the subject around
the circle to better demonstrate the law of matter and
tnotion through the mystic la'v of life and its vehicle,
the atom of tnatter.
Phvsical science bas thus far succeeded in subdi"
viding matter into sixty-five simple substances.
Thirty years ago the nutnber w-as, I think, sixty-two.
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'Yhence cou1es this inerease of number? We will tell
yon. It 'yas the slow but sure advance or evolving of
truth, which must inevitably follow in the fo~tsteps
of e-volution. By this increase you are warned that
the end of knowledge is not yet.
A NEW SUBSTANCE.

\Ye here predict to you that before this generation
shall have passed the Huhicon of physical life there
will be discovered several so-called new substances,
prominent an1ong ·which will be a substance that has
the po"~er to flow through all objective matter, carrying- "~ith it, among other things, the secret of disease
and health. VVhile this n1ystir substance is at this
thne positively known to have existence by some of the
advanced thinkers and experimentalists, it at the
same time is con1paratively unkno·wn to classified
scienee. To satisfy yourself of this_fact converse with
some conscientious and intelligent so-called magn~tic
healer-we 1nean one who has made many successful
cures, and not a pretender. He, or she, "~in tell you
there is a positive physical force ·which sometimes
passes through their body and, at tin1es, feels like a
heavy chill whirb shakes thern from their head to their
heels; and as we have already proven to you that motion (the chill) is the effect of force acting on substance or n1atter you can readily see that the healer
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receives a mystic something which passes through his
skin into his nerves, and from him into the patient.
As there are but three infinite truths,-life, matter,
and space,-it naturally follows that it is not life
alone, but matter of some kind yet to be classified or
harnessed for man's benefit when better understood,
.
and the sooner your medical doctors give this substance a closer investigation (catch on, so to speak,)
and stop displaying their intolerable ignorance by
ho·w ling about Galileo being a crank, humbug, etc., the
quicker they will find themselves at the head of their
profession.
As this same law has power to pass matter through
one physical body into another, leaving a load of new
material, and in its outward passage carting away the
debris, should it be considered as anything remarkable
that the same law should be applied to the vegetable
ldngdon1? And if it is applicable to the vegetable,
why not to the mineral or stone?
We have already sho·wn you ho·w the grain of corn
is built up by the gradual addition of atoms, ·while
at the same time it is subject to health and disease
'vhile undergoing its earth deYelopment. Now, this
very same process of growth applies to the mineral or
stone. A lump of gold " ras not produced in a moment
of time; your iron ore is the result of a slow atomic
growth; and all, all known objective matter is but the
result of a slow process of atomic formation or growth~
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and, as we have before stated, Nature builds but to
tear down, or integrates to disintegrate.
There are manv
., well-kno"~n instances "~here the
rock or stone becomes rotten or dead, which is only in
truth a process of a separation of its atomic parts, and
by that well-known analogical law of reason if a thing
has a so-called death it must ha\e had a birth; in
other words, it must first be born or integrate before it
can die or disintegrate.
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CHAPTER XVII.
SPIRIT THE EFFECT OF A PHYSICAL CAUSE.

June 1, 1897.-0n page 82 we made you a somewhat
remarkable assertion that rnan had but one natural
sense, or that he did not see with his eyes, and as this
question will naturally have a connection with the last
article--i. e. motion in stones-we will continue the
subject in another direction, and endeavor to make
plain to your understanding \Vhere the dividing-line
between the physical science and the occult science
crosses, or where at least one of the numerous bridges
is located that cross the mystic streatn between the
ponderable and ilnponderable, and where you will
readily see how it is possible for the physical to gradually merge into and produce, from a physical cause,
a spirit or itnponderable body. The brain of man is
divided into two great parts-the right and left lobes
-which is also the positive and negative position
that all objective matter assumes. The two lobes "'\V"e
will call one family, n1ade up of separate 1nembers.
Each men1ber of the family has its especial work to
accon1plish in its journey through life development or
progression.
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will take up the eBpeeial work of one member
of this family and follow it on in its work, na1nely,
eolor. ~['he eye receives the vibratory waves of the
physical matter of color called red, and impinges this
vibration of matter in motion on the optic nerve. This
nerve is a vast accumulation of, let us say, wires ·which
were not all for1ned at the birth of the child, but were
forined as the child advanced in age, and ·were produced as the child required them. The 'vires of red
run directly to a single cell which forms a group of
cells in the brain, whose duty in the 'yorking of the
brain is to rece~ive and record on the entire brain the
laws which determine the various colors. Hence you
will hear of color-blindness or partial color-blindness
-i. e. a rnan may be insensible to the color of blue, and
yet retain a sense of all the other colors, which we "rill
explain by saying that the particular tvire running
from the optic nerve to the blu e cell has become inoperative or paralyzed, or the cell itself may be paralyzed, or the whole group or section of the brain
pertaining to color n1ay have become paralyzed or inoperatiYe by disease, which would result in total
color-blindness. Again, this "~hole section of the
brain, which is the life of and receives all vibrations
of matter through the eye, 1nay become inoperative,
which 'Yould result in temporary or total blindness,
according to the nature of the disease. This same
condition applies to the olfactory nerve, the auditory
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nerve, the nerve of taste, and the nerve of touch;
hence you will see that all of the so-called five senses
subm,erge into one, which is the sense of touch, or feeling of matter coming into contact with other matter,
generally understood as vibratory waves, and all of
[hese subdivisions of the sense are of a slow and gradual development, receiving each its particular share
of knowledge in its passage through life, and storing
it a way-·where? Certainly not in the nerve cell of
gray matter, as matter in bulk, or the shell would
burst from the accumulation of matter, especially
\vhen acting as a judge where you "Tere compelled to
listen to a long-winded lawyer.
The brain is merely a machine to receive the highest
progressed 1natter. After these waves have been received on the brain, they leave behind thetn the life
principle in the form of in1ponderable matter or matter advanced beyond the physical earth condition, anil
form a surr-ounding sphere of life around the 1nan,
which assumes the condition of a spirit.
The \\'riter can record his own experience in the
matter of sn1ell. Never in n1y life have I been enabled
to smell the perfume of the violet. I have gathered
large bunches in my hands fresh from the bed, buried
my nose in them, and have held them over a steaming
kettle, but invariably failed to note the slightest fragrance; and yet I have no difficulty in sensing the perfume of other flowers, which will illustrate to you that
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the waye motion belonging to the violet perfume finds
nothing to receh·e or record it in my brain.
There is also another subdivision of the brain
whose duty is to temporarily record the work of these
so-called five senses. n""e use the word temporarily
advisedly, because all men inust acknowledge that
1nemory is no more reliable than ~ight) sound, and the
other senses, which are often deceived; and as memory
has its allotted space in the cavity of the brain the
same as sight, then why not call it a sense, making
six senses? Y\.,.e know by experiment that there is a
certain spot or portion of the brain that is subject to
disease or disarrangement the same as the other
senses, sho·wing all the peculiar variations, such as:
You can remember some things that occurred ten
years ago, "'hile you have entirely forgotten things
that occurred five r.ears ago. (See Chapter XIX.)
All of these various physical effects are the results
of ponderable n1atter acting on other ponderable matter, or n1erely one family of atoms acting on a larger
family of ato1us, and in this case the entire brain represents one human fa1nily, the over-life of which has
the faculty of reducing tbe general results of the labor
of its Yarious members, such as sight, touch, smell,
etc., to an itnponderable condition (it still being matter), from which condition the spirit is eYoh·ed. This
condition of spirit surrounds the individual or soul,
· and gro"·s as he grows from birth upward. Therefore,
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you will see that surrounding conditions are the sponsor for that state in which the spirit finds itself during
your earth advancement, and in this mann(:r if at the
beginning of childhood you surround the child with
nothing but vile, obscene, lying, and other inharmonious waves of sound, and 'vhile the wires of the auditory nerve are just beginning to bud, Nature, by that
law of the fitness of things, 'vill prouuce that kind of
a deformed brain which will again produce a deformed
spirit, and the san1e law applies to sight, feeling, etc.
Bow could it possibly produce that of which it had
never bad experience?
This spirit condition begins "rith the birth of the
child and is of a gradual growth and surrounds the
pllysical man during his earth life, the quality of
which is deter1nined hy his o"~n environ1nents. It is
thi~ imponderable n1att~r surrounding hiln that the
~piritualist and theosophist calls his atn~osphere and
fron1 this ilnponderable matter the theosophist clailns
that his astral shell is produced \Yhile we, the progressed spirits, will tell you that it is through and by
this atinosphere that we are enabled to produce the
various phenon1ena no·w occurring· throughout the
earth plane.
To further illustrate this advanced matter called
spirit surroundings, we call your attention to your
O\vn experience. Have you not at times been engaged
in a conversation with a friend and, while paying par-
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ticular attention to "·hat he was saying and giving him
a proper reply, yet at the very san1e moment you were _
thinking of so1nething else entirely foreign to the
subject? Now, let n1e ask: \Vhat or who was this
silent thought en1anating from? There were ·waves
of vibration; from whence came they? Was it not the
refined, hnponderable matter that is the only real part
of you., the I AJ!, the so-called inner conscience or
8pirit 1nan, the part that never disintegrates?
.Again, ·when you have retired to rest and have
passed into that profound sleep when your physical
~enses such as sight, hearing, smell, etc., are, as you
Inust adtnit, lying in a dormant or inactive condition,
.,vet ..vou have a most vivid and realistic dream. You
plainly distinguish -color, smell, taste, etc., and it is
so real that upon a"yakening you can hardly realize
that it was but a dream. Here is one of the evidences
that time is not real, only man-made, for the convenience of recording e\yents; for in that dream you found
your time all mixed up, and also in that dream you
realized a sort of vagueness; you "Tere unable to connect facts, dates, and conditions systematically together.
~Iy friend, while yon are in that dreamy state, you
are in the same state that n1any spirits who have just
left the physical body and entered the spirit "rorld or
imponderable condition of life find themselves; and
this dreamy state is but another one of those mystic
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bridg·es that leads you over the great divide frotn the
physical to the occult side of life (the p8ycllopllysi('al
state). H€re on the spirit side of life many spirits
continue on and on for a long time, still thinking that
they are dreaming, and advanced spirits find it Rornetimes very diffirult to bring them to a realizing sense
of their condition.
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CHAPTER XVIII.
J)IATERIALIZ.-\.TION.

(June 9, 1897.)
After having prepared your mind to receive a little
more light in regard to the mystic bridge that leads
from the physical to .the occult, "re will call your attention to the verv
., difficult situation in "~hich we are
placed in having to harmonize the spirit and the physical with your understanding. \Ve feel that it is incumbent upon us to ad-ranee slowly, taking up one
subject at a time, or being careful to select but one
bridge at a time for you, the student, to investigate.
By so doing, our object "\Yill be to confine your attention to the one particular bridge or subject; for our
experience is, that a very great majority of investigators fail in comprehending these mystic truths, by
endea-roring to cross too many bridges at one time,
and thereby defeat their o\\·n object, by their confusion of the various forces used by the spirits in producing the numerous phenomena; and, to illustrate
this, we will no\\r take up the phenomena of materialization.
\Yhen you are looking upon, handling, or seeming
to conYerse "·ith a 1naterialized spirit, "·e will say that
ninety-nine out of one hundred are Yery apt to be in a
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1neasure deceived and led to invariably draw wrong
deductions; so real, so lifelike are these phenomena:
that, unless the investigator is constantly on his
guard, he will be disappointed, unsatisfied, and bewildered; and all caused h~r his own ignorance of the
real, basic facts that govern the phenomena.
A.nd right here "~e will call the attention, not only
of the younger student, but also of 1nany old veterans
to the cause of their often becoming unsatisfied and
apparently mystified, by describing the real state of
affairs, as follows :The body that you really see and touch is a physical
body-a body on1y, and purely autontatic. It at times,
and in fact quite often, 'vill be made up in the exact
image of your friend; but it is no more your friend's
body than a ""ooden post is.
This body is n1ade up by purely chemical laws, understood and operated by the spirits of the imponderable atoms of matter in the room, and of which you
are breathing, and also of other matter "rhich the
spirits find in space. In fact, the body is made up of
several substances not yet fully understood by your
scientists, as ·we have already remarked. After the
body is made up, the spirits can furnish that body
with the power to locomote a short distance from the
mediun1 by using the medium's physical forces, and
also give it the power to articulate, using again the
medhun's vocal organs. This is done some-what in the
same manner as the hypnotist controls his subject,
both in motion and speech.
The hypnotic subject and the materialized body are
1nere automatons, controlled entirely by the "·ill of
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another. The materialized body, while talking to you,
has no n1ore kno·wledge of "·hat it is saying or doing
than a parrot, and not as much. \rhen you ask it
questions, the controlling influence hears you and
causes it to reply to your question, giYing you as cor·
rect a reply as the control can sense from your surr oundings.
This is the common practice in seances, and it is to
be deplored to this extent : the medium for materialization, as a general rule, is entirely ignorant of the
so-called higher laws- for what is higher than trttth?
-go\erning his o"Tn seanee, and is really as 1nuch
mystified as you are. But the almighty dollar must be
n1ade, for the spirit's n1edium- or they, the spiritscannot gratify their desire to communicate-with mortals. They are well aware that if they "'ere to explain
the plain truth, their occupation would be some"rhat
curtailed. Hence it is to their interest to leave you to
beliere you are talking to your own friends.
\\.,.e do not "·ish to be understood as saying that yoL
o"·n spirit friends are not at times present in the
room; for oftentimes they are, and can convey their
thoughts, in a measure to the controlling spirit who
tnanipulates the auton1aton. To test this, ask your
spirit friends when you meet them at some other
medium's seance, "That they told you at the other seance. You " rill find that aln1ost the invariable ans"rer
is: " I do not knott}. I see1n to forget/) This same an·
swer you will get from the hypnotic subject after his
release from the influence.
Howe--rer, there are times when your spirit friends
find the conditions and the controlling spirits in har-
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mony with the spirit and yourself-i. e. your atmosphere-so that they can communicate quite plainly to
you; and if you should be so fortunate as to visit another medium under the same favorable circumstances
(which is very rare), they could give you only scraps
of their former conversation.
(June 10, 1897.)
If this W€re not the case, and the spirit of your father was actually occupying this materialized body at
the time, made up to look exactly like your father, and
·was capable of using his o"rn power of thought or intelligence, then why, in the name of common sense and
the laws of philosophy, can he not ans,ver such plain
questions as, " How many brothers and sisters have
I? \Vhat are their names? \Vhere " ·as I born? " etc.
It has always been asserted (and truthfully so) that
these phenomena are purely scientific facts, and operated by scientific laws; while if, on the other hand,
you take nothing for granted, that is not a direct appeal to your own common sense, and investigate on the
line of a purely automaton figure, controlled by a
psychical law similar to hypnotis1n, which is already
a proven scientific fact, then this seeming unsatisfactory interview of a materialized spirit will be fully
explained on a purely scientific basis.
THE OB.TECT OF MATERIALIZATION.

And when you come to consider the object of spirit
materialization and why it is found expedient by the
spirits to produce the pheno1nena, you will readily see
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its usefulness, which we will endeavor to explain to
you.
'l'here are a. very great number of the people on
earth who are not qualified to comprehend any very
deep subject, who generally rely upon their neiglrbors
or common report for their information and belief to
guide them on their journey through life, being too
busy seeking after the almighty dollar to spend sufficient of their time to enable them to separate their
belief from actual knowledge. The spirits recognize
the fact that these people can be reached in some direction-if not by their love of knowledge, · then by
their lower animal curiosity.
ANIMAL CURIOSITY.

To prove that the -a nimal has a curiosity, we will
suggest that you place a horse in an inclosed lot;
then place a buffalo-robe or an open umbrella on or
near the fence. N o,v, observe the horse, keeping yourself out of his sight. You will see him first becoming
frightened (and this sometimes applies to your first
experience in a seance room) ; then he will gradually
begin to circle around the further side of the inclosure,
but gradually dra"ring nearer to the object of his
fright, until he can smell it and touch it with his nose.
If it was not curiosity in him, " rhy did he go up to it?
If it was fear alone that was acting on his sense, he
w·ould have kept as far away from it as the fence
w·ould allo"r· Therefore, by this same knoton latv, the
spirits can and do approach man that is found on the
lo·wer planes of life, by working on his curiosity in
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producing such phenomena as he, like the horse, can
see, s1nell, hear, and touch.
"'hen, after a·wakening his lower dev-elopments
through his animal curiosity alone, he at that time
having but little spiritual developnu~nt, sees, and light
begins to da:wn on his comprehension, and slowly he
arrives at the kno,vledge that it n1ight be possiblejust barely possible-that even he is the possessor of
a soul, and, by often repeated inYestigations, he comes
to the conclusion that, if he possesses a soul, it must
be so1nething beyond the physical, and if so. must it
not continue after the so-called death of tl1e body?
Having no'v succeeded in awakening in the lower man
a desire to investigate, the next step, then, is that he
finds it necessarv
... for him to know more of the laws
w·hich govern these phenon1ena, if he '"'ishes to arrive
at a proper understanding of the truth.
EDUCATED PARROTS.

This class of people n1ay be highly educated, as the
'vorld's idea of education goes; but to be educated in
this manner does not imply a very great amount of
practical kno"~ledge of truth. 'rake, for instance, a
doctor of medicine, and add to his anatomical knowledge a kno\\·ledge of the classics, etc.; no"? ask hin1
'vhat a foot-pound really represents. Again, ask him
·what he knows practically of life, hypnotism, magnetisn1, etc. Take, in fact, nine out of ten young student~
just fresh from college, plastered all over with sheepskins, n1edals,a.nd diplomas, crammed to the brin1 with
education, and ask them to give you a practical solution of matter and space, the cause of the rotary and
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rerolutionary movmnent of the planets, or ·what causes
the declination of the earth's axis, etc., and they ·will
either stare in open-mouthed wonder at your audacity
or fall into that childish error of repeating, parrot·
like, SOUle ancient, musty quotation; taught to them by
some old fossilized fogy that ""ill neither satisfy you
or themselves.
'Yhat tuatters it whether the w·ord is spelled cor·
rectly or not, " "hether the English or Greek pronun·
ciation is correct, or · whether you are a trained elocutionist or not, if you have a practical knowledge of
truth and common sense? Or whether it ·be called a
rose or a stink""eed? 'Yha t signify words after all
when compared to the actual living and existing
truth? ".,.ords are but man-made and often lead you
into a serious mistake of the real truth. For instance,
you are educated into the belief that there is such a
thing in existence as inanimation, darkness, cold, a
vacuum, death, time, etc. 'Vrong, "\\Tong, all wrong,
my friend; for by teaching the budding mind of youth
that such things exist only beclouds their vision of the
living and existing truth, " ·hich in after yea.rs of their
own more mature minds helps to blunt and obscure
the truth when they come to try and harmonize these
false gods with their OV\"n common sense.
One of the greatest sttunbling-blocks the spirits
find in their "·ay to a proper explanation of the occult
science, is your improper, indefinite, and misleading
words called language. Your language is behind the
age in "·hich you .live and badly needs overhauling
to fit the many newly discovered truths, not only by
addition, but by subtraction.
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CHAPTER XIX.
THAT WHICH THINKS THOUGHTS, OR BIRTH OF THE
SPIRIT BODY.

(June 11, 189·7.)
We will now proceed to build you another bridge
over the mystic stream that is supposed to run be·
tween the physical and the occult, sometimes known
as the River Styx, and 'vill endeavor to show you how
physical matter is gradually transformed or changed
into the imponderable or spirit matter; and v;re pray
you to watch and weigh carefully every step you take
in crossing this bridge, and satisfy your mind whether
or not it is a direct appeal to philosophy and your own
common sense. And as, in the preceding chapter, we
selected but one of your senses and applied but one object of matter, so will ,ye proceed in this discourse, and
will select the sense of smell and the progress of the
apple, which rule of progression will apply to all
other waves of perfume.
The apple is built up in two directions, or, more
properly speaking, by tw·o active forces of energy; one
by way of the sap beneath the bark, and the other by
means of this substance we have before spoken of as
carrying with it, among other things, the secret of
disease and health. In this discourse, we will call it
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the vehicle that conveys the unprogressed atom, which
at all times is seeking a means of advancing and unfolding to its highest earth-development. The atom
of matter which is in affinity to the apple is conveyed
along its journey until brought in contact with the
growing apple, and, with the assistance of this energy,
is passed through the skin of the apple and takes its
place among the family of atoms that is engaged in
building up the object, or perfect apple. These single
atoms are not lying idle in their ne\Y position~ but· are
constantly in motion, something like bees in the comb,
bringing with them on their arrival certain elements
and departing when their work in that direction is
accomplished, by means of this same subtle fluid-substance or vehicle--call it what you may-carrying
with them that atom of matter which has done its
·work in the apple. Then this outgoing atom finds itself in au advanced condition from that in which it
found itself \\ hen it first entered the apple, and is
recognized by man as the 1Jerfum,e of the apple. And
you \\'"ill here admit that this flow of matter is constant from the blossom to the mature apple, and cannot for one moment be denied that it is in the form of
vibrating tvaves.
And now a question, please. If all vibratory waves
are not 1natter in motion, then, in the name of common sense, what are they? You are aware that there
could be no such thing as 1not-ion "'"ithout some thing
to move. In this case, the thing moved was the onward n1arch of the progressive atom of the apple, still
seeking further means and opportunity to advance in
the grand and wonderful order of evolution.
7
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In their second stage of progression, they come in
contact with the olfactory nen;e) and from thence
they are conveyed to tbe particular cell in the brain
whose duty it is to receive and record the perfume of
an apple; and, while acting on this brain-cell, it finds
it has undergone another or second birth, and has
again changed to a still more refined or advanced condition and slightly begins to understand the condition
that the in1ponderable n1atter assumes. The work
that this atom found it was called upon to do in the
brain-cell ·was to leave a physical impression on the
brain, called a Think_; and at this stage it is only a
think; for this cell is subject to disease and disintegration, in which case the think will have become lost,
~o to speak. This is im.m.ediate cognition.
Perhaps the expression may somewhat wrinkle the
sheepskin of our college professors and cause you to
smile; therefore, we will explain what we mean by a
Think. You will obser\e that we started to build this
bridge on one single aton~ of matter, or that which
thinks thought. Now, try to comprehend or define the
amount of space, by the three dimensions of length,
breadth, and thickness, that this ultimate aton1 would
occupy, and then consider that there is located in the
brain a cell, especia1ly pro-dded to receive that partic.1.ar kind of an atom, and whose duty it is, to refine or
separate the gross frotn the finer matter, passing the
finer on its journey; then, at this stage, would be
produced the :first conception or single atom that is
reql.1ired to build or produce a concept) or Tho-ught.
And as a. whole thought, like the apple, requires a
number of atoms in its construction, then a single
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atom is but one integral part, or a Think). which we
think ( ex<:use the bull) will uetter represent the singu- _
lar number, and in this first stage of conception, is
not a full-blo·wn or crystallized thought until it is
passed into the keeping of that whole section of the
brain pertaining to smell; and fro1n this explanation
we will proceed.
This think, or special wav~, does not become knowledge until the c~ll performs its work on it, similar to
tl1e ~ervice the growing apple rendered it. This cell
then !'enders a report to that particular portion or
family of the brain whose 'York is to. receive and
classify all sense of smell, and when this is done its
duty is to impinge on or report its work to the ~whole
brain, when a third birth of matter takes place and it
ns~u1nes the form of gross or physical knowledge. Up
to this stage, it is ahnost purely a mechanical operation or animal condition, and in man is recognized as
your flr st or physical sense, which is built up of the
reHued aton1s of the various substances of earth,
which, like the atom of the apple, are seeking the
means and opportunity to advance. This is the b·irth
of Cf"~Ju·eption.
Now; my friend, we have brought you to about the
middle of our bridge, or the dawning of light and
knowledge, from out of the physical and grosser
matter of earth. And right at this point you will
observe how necessary it is for you to be careful in
selecting the surroundings of the building mind of
childhood, for these laws are but the 1nills of the god.~,
who grind slow, sure, and exceedingly fine, whose
work is inevitable from cause to effect.
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And now we will proceed to the fourth birth. The
duty of the entire brain is to receive the various reports or work of its separate groups or families and
their experiences and to assort out and strike a mean
value of their separate works, which we will call, for
the want of a better name, the family that Think.~
Thouyhts. At this stage, the atom finds it has reached
a condition that is but little short of imponderosity,
and is associated with innumerable atoms in like con~
dition, and this family of atoms constitutes the purely
physical or animal intelligence that accompanies your
first or physical body through its life journey. The
duty or work of this family is to select the refined
matter of thought and to reject or throw off that part
which has not yet reached a sufficient development.
At this point, you will see that the judgment neces·
sary to a proper selection is dependent on all previous
conditions of the body while in a state of progression,
the first paving the way for the second, and so on.
Hence you can now comprehend why the surround·
ing conditions ar€ responsible for a perfect body; for
the body, at this stage, is now called upon to produce
the fifth birth, which assumes the condition of a spirit
body, said spirit body having to depend entirely upon
such materials as you, the physical body, may have
gathered in your journey through life and transferred to it, the spirit, of imponderable matter.
And at this stage of growth you can comprehend
why, and how it is, that two apparent sets of thoughts
can seem to occupy your brain at the same moment of
time. We say seen~, for you will now readily recognize that there are two of you, thinking at the same
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time; one, the ponderable or physical body, 'vhich
"'orks through a purely mechanical process of gray
matter, and the spirit body of imponderable or ad·
vanced matter.
BIRTH OF THE SOUL.

This brings us almost over the bridge, but not quite,
as the spirit body has at this point emerged from the
earthy or ponderable matter (dropped the earthy, so
to speak) but still is composed of matter in an im·
ponderable condition. And from this spirit condition
is produced a sixth birth, which we call the soul of
matter, beyond which point of change we cannot
advise you in a definite manner. But ·we presume-and it is only a presumption-that the soul itself is
still subject to a higher change, on and on and on_.
into the very essence of life, the great Over-Soul, the
Infinite.
THE CAUSE OF ALL CAUSATION.

But you can now see, as we stated in the earlier
part of this work, that your surroundings develop a
good or bad body, 'vhich develops the spirit, which
again is responsible for a perfect soul.
I And now, my brother, as " re have endeavored to
pilot you over this mystic bridge-and we hope we
have succeeded-pause and look around; drink of this
cup of knowledge and common sense, and realize how
very simple, how exact, how perfect and without
waste, does Nature perfo·r m her grand march of evolu·
tion-turning neither to the right nor to the left, but
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an exact, merciful, just and loving Father to us all,
without regard to race, creed or condition.
And thus it ever \Yas, is no1v, and eYer ·will be: Life,
matter, and space without end, the Cause of all causation.
As a further illustration, \Ve "?ould ask: \Vhy do
a large majority of people close their eyes, "'hen suddenly called on to SOlYe SOine probleiu, if it is not for
the purpose of concentrating their thoughts? Arid if
it does concentrate them it is in order to inquire ho"r
it practically does so.
First we assert that thought is an entity and occupies space as such, but does so as something other
than substance.
We may hypothecate that thought and force are
things that occupy the space that 1\'0uld be between
the ultimates (spherical a toms) of substance, or that
part of infinite space assu1ned by De1nocri tus as a
void or his second principle of matter. To concentrate a thing is to make it occupy a smaller place,
similar to compressing a bale of cotton, etc.
Thought manifests its presence in some cases by
vibrating from other objects.
We are accustomed to say we see an object,-an
apple, for instance,-but thts is not the absolute fact,
for it is just the contrary-the apple sees us j and 1\·e
substantiate our assertion in this manner.
The rays of light must first come in contact 1\?Hh
the object, and are then reflected front the object into
the eye. It does so by vibration. This is n1otion.
Hence we kno\\r that where you ba:ve motion you haY~
the force to impart it and the thought to dirfct it.
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This thought at its passage from the apple on to tbe
brain, by "·ay of the optic nerve, produces "·hat is
ter·med a concept) or an embryonic think.*
The reason for closing the eye " ·bile concentrating
your thoughts is to assist the I (1111, or spirit self, in the
act of reflecting back on to your brain fully crystallized ,thoughts· from out of your spirit atmosphere to
organi.~·_e t·eason; this atmosphere is recognized hy
some as mind, by others as will, and by this back
action it directs and controls your physical organs of
speech, and a word or language is born.
1Yith the eyes open, standing in an orchard, a
variety of objects are reflecting rays on the eye at the
same moment, and as each object or ray must be
accompanied "·ith its director (thought), the same
n1edley is produced as though a dozen voices "·ere all
trying to speak at the same time, and affect the auditory nerve in precisely the sa1ne manner.
This is designated by some as conscious and subconscious, by others as the sublimary self; that is, they
recognize the act of doub_le thinking) and feel called
upon to account for it in some manner, and if not in
a common sense or comprehensive n1anner, then otherwise,- such as sublimary self, for instance.
As we have denied the existence of a void or
vacuum, and assume a priori that the form of the
atom is spherical, then these t\\·o seeming incongruities we are obliged to har1nonize or break the chain of
our philosophy; so "·e \\·ill explain it in this w·ay.
A.fter placing these four n1arbles (atoms) in the
form of a molecule, or body, this would leave a void
"'See

Con~ciousness.
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in the center, and if not occupied by something other
than substance, it would indeed represent a vacuum;
but we contend that this space is :filled with that
essence, the existence of which we recognize a priori
by its seeming effect on matter, two existing things,
(if anything does exist) of which the human senses
are the most cognizant of from experience and yet
know the least of namely, T'HOUGHT and FORCE.
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CHAPTER XX.
PL..iNETA.RY AND

ELE~IENTARY

SPIRITS, SO-CALLED.

Before advancing with our remarks on the above
subject, 'We will allow that it is not exactly our object
to take the negative of truth, i. e. it is not incumbent
upon us to endeavor to offer you the evidence of the
non-existence of every fad or fallacy that may become
seated in the various minds of the people of earth.
\\Te think that such an undertaking ,would be a tri1ie
too much, to say nothing of the useless waste of paper.
However, "·e will crave your indulgence for this
one subject, as it has a tendency to beguile and mislead the student after those false Gods of which ·we
have warned you before. And, as we find that many
spiritualists of to-day are inrlined to cast a smiling
eye on this old Hindu myth, we do not think what few
remarks we may have to offer for your consideration
"·ill seriously incommode your studies; therefore 've
will begin by taking the bull by the horns at once and
say that, either "·e are entirely mistaken in all that w·e
have advanced as regards the truth of evolution, i. e.
that it begins "·ith the very first original atom of
matter in an undeveloped state as it then and now
fills a.ZZ space, awaiting a time and opportunity to advance to a. higher and better condition, or "!e have
asserted the simple truth as human nature in the nineteenth century can understand it.
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So far we have endeaYored to give you one unbroken
chain of kno·wn evidence, as vie\Yed .and acknowledged
by your scientific laws. 'rherefore, the question now
forces itself upon us: shall we break the chain at this
point; or rather, should \Ye not seek to strengthen it'?
A.nd no,v, my friend, in speaking of elementa1·y
spirits, it is but just to those who advocate the existence of such spirits for us to concede that words uo
not always convey the truth; and it 1night be said by
such ad\ocates that, while it is probable that the ·word
"ele1nental," as used in the above sense, is incorrect
when applied to spirit, that they still insist on the
actual existence of a spirit that had never yet been
possessed at any previous time of a form or passed
through the earth conditions.
THE BIRTH OF INTELLIGENCE AND WISDO:M.

Physical matter, in its first known state, is that
body of substance that fills all known space in the
form ·of the atom. The first change or move of advanceinent of this atom is to seek to join another
atom, which is the very first beginning of-let us say
-our toorlcl. And right at this point you have the
first undeniable evidence of life and intelligence. You
have the evidence of life in the force and motion it
displays; you have the evidence of intelligence by the
proofs of its seeking another atom and pern1anent1y
joinip.g the same for a particular preconceived purpose. If this does not constitute intelligence, pray
what does? That is, if intelligence does not begin at
this very point, then it could not have a beginning.
And at this point, you will see, is the very ulti-
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mate beginning of human comprehension of elementary organization and the subdivision of·
intelligence, -which follo"\\"S the life of the atom
through all of its various stages of advancement,
from the nebulous or gaseous stage to the liquid,
thence the solid or rock, thence the vegetable,
again the animal. .A.nd at this point, as "\\7 e have
shown you elsewhere, by a description of the atmosphere of the apple, the atom of intelligence finds an
opportunity to advance in the form of a Think) when,
by a union of this think matter, derived from sight,
hearing, smell, and the other nerves of sense, it ad·
vances to the condition of an embryo thought and is
impinged on the entire br ain, ""hose duty it is to refine
and classify it into human intelligence. This intelli·
gence is not made 1nanifest to a child of one day old
to any appreciable · extent, but gathers around the
child, atom by a.to1n, following the gradual develop·
ment of the budding mind or reason. The infinite
object of h uutan life on the earth planet is to develop
this same reason into intelligence, w·hich is ga.ther(?d
around you as you make your journey through earth
life; and by a constant opportunity being given you
to exercise your human or physical senses, you develop wisdom from the experience of these physical
senses.
ASTRAL SHELL.

This wisdom, intelligence, experience, etc., are
gathered around your physical body in the sa1ne
manner as the perfume is gathered around the apple,
in the form of imponderable matter. Out of thiR
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matter is produced a spirit,-you may call it at thi:S
stage your earth spirit, which has often been nlisunderstood by the neophyte investigator,-as an
astral shell or elementary spirit) and it is by this
atn1osphere of imponderable aton1s that sensitives are
enabled to read your surroundings whereyer you are
or may haye been. Being in a roon1, for instance, and
you have left the room, you leaYe a portion of that
atmosphere behind you in precisely the sa1ne manner
as the apple leaves its fragrance in the roo1n after it
has been renlo\ed, that ·whieh is left is that portion of.
matter that has not ad\aneed sufficientl-v to be able to
take the next step in eYolution, hence the necessity
of its being returned to the earth, or the mills of the
gods, to be again ground over.
You will no\Y be enabled to n1ore clearly understand
from this description of the order of advancement
(evolution) how impossible and illogical it "Tould Le
for a spirit to be produced frotn an element of undeveloped matter before that aton1 bad first passed
through the \arious primary degrees of earthly organization or form.
One of the first objects of infinite life is order ot•
classification. 'l'his is accomplished by first bringi"lg'
two or more elementary atoms of primary matter
together, which deYelops the form or shape of an
object. Could the apple be produced before the tree,
or the tree before the sprout? Is it rational to suppose that the soul "Tas produced before the spirit, or
that the spirit body was before the 1Jhys1·cal or earth
body? For those "rho clain1 to kno"r of snell elflmentary spirits as half horse and half man, we w·ould
~
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like to ask, \'\.. here did these abnormal spirits get their
kno·wledge and experience of form and shape from -in
order to build on? N o"T' my friend, we hardly think
it necessary for us to proceed any further on this suLject, as we are inclined to think it condemns itself, but
"'ill proceed to inquire into the truth of the planetary
spirits being able to manifest to the denizens of the
earth.
In order to illustrate this matter to you, "re will say
that the earth is eight thousand miles in diameter, and
around the earth is, ",.e will call it, a supermundane
sphere, extending out-ward for a distance of, say, one
n1illion of 1niles. This we ·will call the spirit ·world or
this earth, and it is composed of the eliminations of
hnponderable matter that has passed through the
necessary earth conditions, but is still a part of your
globe or "Torld, only in a higher condition. Please
remember that the fact that you cannot see it is no
proof of its non-existence; for you cannot see a tmospheric air, thought, etc., yet they have an actual
existence. r\gain, you 'ivill remember that all objective earth matter is only seeming and only entered
that state in order to enal>le it to make further advancement and ",.ill eventuall.,v return to a state invisible to the human eye. Now, all matter, of
whatsoever nature, is only held in the spirit "rorld
after it has secured all the advancen1ent that the
physical earth or world can give it, and, as "re have
stated in another part of this "'ork, the denser matter
is held next the surface of the earth. No"r' the same
law of progression governs the spirit world that
governs the ponderable matter of earth.
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To illustrate for this purpose, we will say that you
cannot retrograde,-that is, the father cannot become
a little child again, nor can he impart all of his knowledge to a child of five years of age; he may explain
to the child the mysteries of the steam-engine, but how
much does the child comprehend of the matter? Just
so the spirits try to teach you, and so again the progressed or higher spirits teach of their discoveries of
the outer circles of spirit life.
Once more your attention, please. We ·will suppose
again that Jupiter, 1\Iars, and the other planets of our
sun are of just the same dimensions, with each a spirit
sphere of like dimensions. 1Ve ·will place these
spheres in space just two millions seven thousand
miles apart, that is, from center to center,-by so
placing them you ·will see that the outer circle of the
two planets interblend to the depth of one thousand
miles. Spirits that have advanced to this great and
glorious condition are so refined as to dazzle the
understanding of those spirits who are next to the
surface of the earth, and "·e do not "'onder that they
take them for demigods, in the same manner that
medireval man mistook the earth spirits for gods,particularly poor old 1\ioses, ·who never was very
bright when at his best.
As each planet has an over-life of its own, and is
bent on working out the problem of that life in the
same manner as the child has its individual life to
pursue, though its aches and pains are sensed to a
limited degree by the other members of the family, so
it is ·with the family of planets that form individual
members of our sun family; and as the goal of ambi-
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tion of the spirits of our planet earth is to advance
into the home of the soul or the outer circle of our
mother sun, then it stands to reason that for them to
seek an ad\ancement in the direction of a brother
planet ·would lead them baoktoc~;rds to·wards another
planet. Therefore the only attraction that prevails
among planetary spirits is after they have left their
spirit spheres and become members of the outer sun's
sphere or ho1ne of the soul. Whatever influence ·was
felt by one planetary spirit from another would only
be at that extreme point in the outer environments of
the two supermundane spheres, and then only as one
member of a family feels or senses the wish of another
under \ery lofty conditions. You \\ ill see, therefore,
that for our advanced spirits to return or be attracted
to )Jars, or the spirits of ~Jars to be attracted to the
earth, "·ould be a retrograde ·movement. That the
spirits of our earth who ha\e advanced to the outer
periphery of our supermundane sphere can and do
con\ey, by impression, a part of their knowledge to
those spirits \\·ho are a degree below them is true in
the same manner as the father conveys impressions
to his children; he explains to the oldest, ·who, in
turn, explains, to the best of his ability, to the younger
men1bers. So you will see about how near under these
conditions you, the people of earth, can come to an
exact comprehension of "That is taking place physically on the planet )Jars.
It is thus "·e explode the bubble of planetary spirit
communication. \\.,.hy, not one medium in a hundred
can really understand and interpret the communications that you are now· receiving from the low·er spirit
7
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world, and until you learn to live and surround yourselves and families "'ith a higher sense of spiritual
life, you never ~will.
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REINCARNATION.
The only authority you have for a belief in
reincarnation is from the fact that many people now
living on the earth plane who are kno·w n a1nong you
as Yery intellectual persons, and even yourself, intel·
1ectual or otherwise, have positively asserted that
they can remember vaguely circumstances that
see1ned to have occurred to them when they were in
some previous life. This is all of the evidence, if it
may be accepted as evidence, those so asserting can
advance, and is one of the principal arguments ad·
"anced by the Theosophists in support of re·embodi·
ment.
The cause of this feeling which at times comes over
those "~ho so testify is, that they, at the time of such
occurrence, are being influenced or acted upon by
some ancient or modern spirit who does not possess
the knowledge or po"Ter to successfully control their
1nentality so as to make himself recognized by them,
but can only partially hypnotize them; this places
them in a sort of dazed condition where they become
slightly obsessed-not sufficiently to do them any
harm at first, but it is like taking the first drink or
opium pill-the beginning of the units, so to speak,
or first cause.
You may frequently see a professional medium
characterize a spirit, and in this condition they lose
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their own individuality and become at the time the
ancient spirit, and, as such, remember of course only
their past life, but the spirit, while obsessing the
medium or sensitive, may only be able to faintly recall the past, ·owing to the conditions of harmony between you at that moment.
A great many people can recall instances of their
lives 'vhere they have done or said things in a moment
when, in the next moment, they could not for their
lives tell why they did or said it, and have felt extremely mortified therefrom. This is from the same
cause.
As a partial illustration, ·we "rill ask you "yhat it
is or whence comes the great physical force suddenly
developed by the heart, "Thile sitting in a passive con·
clition, after having been informed by a friend of the
death of, or severe accident to, a dear relative; or,
again, you may be lying down in that comatose state
between sleep and a"Take when suddenly your heart
gives a great jump and you feel as though you had
just escaped some great accident by a hair's breadth~
This '\Vas not caused by the action of your physical
senses; you " rere not even drawing on your imagination, yet here "ras a physical result of a violent 'Yorking of the heart. This "'ill serY€ to show· you that
you are surrounded at all times by an ether, atmosphere, or call it 'vhat you please, that co1nes in contact 'vith a sin1ilar atmosphere of your o'vn in which
the real I Al\f of you exists, and can and is acted upon
by an hnponderable substance almost entirely independent of your physical hody. ~fany persons observe this phenomenon just at that period " Then pa~s-
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ing from wakefulness to sleep; at this stage the physical body, and especially the brain-cells, are in a .
negative condition, but sensitive to spirit forces.
:X o·w, a spirit, ·we will say, that was removed from
the body by some sudden and violent cause,-say
blo·wn up or knocked overboard and drowned,-comes
into your atmosphere and, by so doing, the spirit
instantly takes on the condition that caused its removal from the body. This shock is precipitated on
to the negative or sleeper's atmosphere, V\ hich, in
turn, suddenly casts it on to that group of the physical
brain governing the organism of the heart in so violent a manner that the brain-cells can not systematically receive and classify it,-in almost the same
manner, in fact, as a birthmark is produced. (See
Chapter XXIV.) Your physical brain "Tas not thinking at the time; therefore this sudden, startling sensation cannot be attributed to the imagination. All
that you seem to realize at the moment is that something a"Tful is about to happen. If not from a wandering spirit, where does this feeling of dread come
from? Alas, ho"r many unfortunate mortals have
been and are no'v incarcerated in lunatic asylums
charged with lunacy that OV\"e their presence in such
institutions solely to obsession through this cause!
This phenomenon is a known fact, and almost every
one has at some period of his life experienced such a
shock. Here, you will perceive, is a direct communication to the 1nuscles from the brain that controls
them. This fact will serve to show that thought
exists independent of words or language; ~Iax
::\Iuller's "Science of Thought" to the contrary, about
which we shall have more to say later.
7
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spirits on first entering into the spirit condition, either from violence or otherwise, do not
realize that they have made the passage which you
call death, and drift around in a some"That dazed
condition, being strongly attracted to the physical or
earth matter, when they find themselves in the atmosphere of some mortal who happens to be sensitire to
that particular spirit. There is an influence generated
by such contact that a"rakens or enervates both the
spirit and sensitive, and this influence is felt from the
faintest degree to the "·ildest state of obsession, depending entirely on the amount of harmony at the
moment existing bet"reen the two; hence, while to
some the impression of a past existence is very vague
and shadowy, to others it is more pronounced.
As you are aware, there are many "'ell-authenticated instances "There persons ha-ve suddenly lost
their own identity or individuality and taken on all
the men1ory and personality of another, the one
personated invariably being one of your so-called
dead) and this condition has continued in some for
only a few moments, "·bile in others it has continued
for years.
And now, my friend, just exercise your own
common sense in passing judgment on this, our explanation of the fallacy of reincarnation, and see if those
'vho advocate such an antagonizing theory to the inevitable law of evolution can or do offer you any
evidence that is sustained by any as "·ell-known or
as fully recognized phenomena as w·e have had the
pleasure of subtnitting for your consideration.
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CHAPTER XXI.
AXI.MALS IN THE SPIRIT WORLD; OR) DOES ALL
OBJECTIVE MATTER PROJECT A SPIRIT?

(June 23, 1897.)

illy friend, I observe upon your mind this morning
an inquiry or birth of another question which was produced by our erection of the bridge called Thought,
namely: If thought is matter, then it naturally follow·s that, as thought produces mind or intelligence,
that also must be composed of matter. This produces
the spirit 'Yhich again must be composed of matter.
And here follo\rs in your mind the question: As. the
apple thro,ys off a progressed atom which is attracted
to human mind, what becomes of that part of the apple
that contributes the over-life, spirit, or soul, of the apple? In other words, we see that you are reaching out
and endeaYoring to solve the question, either in the
afl1rmative or negative, as regards the existence or
non-existence of the spirit of the vegetable and lower
animals in the spirit ·world, and if in the affirmative,
being matter, it n1ust have form.
\\.. e will begin by answering your compound ques
tion in the affirmative, and will endeavor to advance
for your consideration such self-evident facts as we
think will be as ronvincing to you as your comprehension of the subject at this stage of your earth develop·
4
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ment will admit. As all atomic matter had an avowed
or special purpose in coming together in the begin·
ning or first conception of the earth planet, it is permissible for us to inquire what that purpose ·was, in
order to avoid as much as possible. a repetition of all
that we formerly advanced on the question of the overlife or one life of objective matter.
~.,. e will assu1ne that our efforts to establish only the
truth have thus far been crowned with success, and
will advance our remarks on that hypothesis; and
as we have met with so much success in segregating
the question, and thereby avoiding the confusion and
clouds that must necessarily intervene on all ques·
tions of the truth regarding the occult, you will see the
advantage of continuing in the same manner.
We " rill therefore begin with the apple, and again
follow its course of progress, and as with the apple,
so it is also with the so-called lower animals and all
natural forms. of objective matter (by this we mean
rocks., vegetables, and any thing having a form that
'vas produced by the natural process-produced by
and through the law of the earth when acting out
the natural law of evolution). Here we vdsb you to
clearly understand that we do not include-nor do
we deny-such objects as were wrought by the artifice
of man's ingenuity, etc.
The purport of all matter is to seek to advance or
to better its condition. Now, "rhat produced this condition in the :first place,-that is, the desire,-if it was
not the presence of the lowest, the very lowest, expression of life? Matter, you "rill understand in this
instance, is only a 1neans for an end, and assumes the
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form of a vehicle to, convey something. That something- is life. Now, it does not follow that all life is
human life; in fact, human life forn1s but a small
percentage of the great over-life ·which some recog-nize
as the over-soul, God, the Infinite One, etc .
...-\nd ·when you consider, as "·e have before stated,
that the g-reat outermost surrounding sphere, the
limit of human comprehension,- that sphere that
embraces all that exists,- is composed of the accumulations of all kinds and qualities and the very
essence of life, and, by the very fact of its unity into
one :final sphere, it must have an over-life of one and
the only :final object of all that is; and as it embraces
and fio"ys through all, and could not be "yithout all,
then you "·ill see that the smallest atom is _just as
1nuch an integral part, in proportion to the whole
(G-od), as the largest known planet. And as we
watch and study the evolution of one atom and its
change to something higher, and ag-ain its change to
still higher, higher, and higher conditions, and, as all
1natter takes precisely the same course, only differing
in degree and time, and, as we know of no other process) either in the spirit or the physical, by which matter progresses, then we can but come to the conclusion
that all life-and hence all matter- is governed by
the one grand desire to seek the highest possible
attainment-"·hich is perfection.
Xow, my friend, "ye are aware that at the :first
glance you take of this assertion it will somewhat
stagger you; but -when you come to consider that the
human spirit is produced in precisely the same "yay,
please allow us to ask, Is the one more wonderful or
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impractical or unreasonable than the other? For, as
'vith the hu1nan matter it is 'vith the vegetable, also
with the mineral. You cannot deny that the apple
and the horse have reached an advanced position from
the volcanic period of the earth-atoms; and it is contrary to all known la"~s of evolution for this advanced
matter, in the form of an apple or a horse, to go back'vards. Then, pray tell us, with better logic than we
have advanced, what becomes of this matter-for you
cannot destroy it.
' VILL THE \YORLD EVEKTUALLY TURN TO A GREASE-SPOT?

It is true that this would lead to a probable surmise
-and only a surmise-that all the matter composing
this 'vorld " 'ould eventually pass into some other kind
of a world, leaving nothing of this "'"orld but a greasespot, so to speak. To this " 'e "'ill ans"~er first : How
do you knotv that i t ~will not? Secondly, how do we
know that the final termination of all matter is not
to be absorbed by the great over-soul or universalism?
Or that, " rhen perfection is reached, it ends there?
Of a truth, this question is so far in the infinite of
eternity that it is absolutely beyond all human or
spirit comprehension, and is almost analogous to
chasing a 'vill-o'-the-"'" isp, and " 'e "·ill insist that "'"e
have not only a right, but that it is perfectly proper to
advance the truth in any manner or by any road that
is built on known facts)-from cause to effect,-and
that this line should never be departed from in favo1·
of mere belief or baseless conjecture. Yet "'"e are also
free to adn1it that belief is oftentimes necessarv
.., to
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paYe the 'yay to knowledge, but claim that it at no
time should be allowed to take zn·ecedcnce as evidence
of facts over well-kno·wn truths.
X ow, take the question in a graduated life. If man
possesses a spirit, "~here does the object called a man,
in the sense of evolution, begin? And at ·what point
does the man cease to be and the higher class of the
lower animal begin? For instance, take the lo"-er class
of the African negro, the chimpanzee, the elephant,
etc., or, in other words, take Darwin's origin of species
and honestly put your finger on the point ·where the
one leaves off and the other begins. If Darwin ·was
unable to dra-w· a positive line "-here not only the
human species began or the rock or mineral ceased to
be such, after spending his ·whole life in his researches,
have we not in this one of the best evidences known to
seience to sustain our assertion that all matter progresses to higher conditions?
"WILL "WE BE AXXOYED BY FLEAS AND THINGS IN THE
SPIRIT \rORLD?

It is true that we hear flippant remarks from time
to time, from some of the ·would-be considered profound thinkers, that there would be danger of their
ueing annoyed in the spirit ·world by fleas and things.
Alas, we do fear they "-ill be annoyed, especially by
thin!Jii that they would like to get rid of.
\\..e might add our o"""ll testimony to the truth of
animal spirits, but as 'Ye started out to ·write this book
on purely known facts, such as would be sustained
hy science and common sense alone, it would be break-
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ing away from our clear line of instructing you on
only knou.;n farl s that bear out all that we haYe advanced, and, therefore, ·were we to so assert, it would
only be hearsay or belief; and if you should hunger
for that sort of kno"rledge, just drop in on some of the
churches some Sunday morning.
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CHAPTER XXII.
CL..liR\OYAXCE AXD CL..liRAUDIENCE.

(June 26, 1897. )
Again we sense upon your mind the question, How
do the spirits con,ey to mortals those truths which
they wish to impart? And we also see upon your
mind that, if our ans·wer is not satisfactory, you \Yill
not use it. , ...ery \Yell, my friend, "-e do not ·wish to
forte our opinion upon you, nor ha\e 1\·e done so as
yet, ha:ring as little use for opinions as yourself, but
shall continue the same course as heretofore. Ho\YeYer, my dear friend, \Ye beg of you not to put yourself
in a positi ce ·mood. or you will defeat your O\rn object
as "·ell as ours. \Ye thought we had already schooled.
~-ou sufficiently well in that direction, and as it "·as
our intention fron1 the beginning to clothe all of our
1·eu1ai'ks in plain T.Jnited States, and a\oid as much as
possible those antedilu-dan, ja\\·-twisting terms used
hy your metaphysicians, in order that this \York might
he 1·ead by the middle class of people comprehensi\ely,
we hope that you will be kind enough to still realize
how difficult it is for us to clearly expound e\en this
la~t question of yours, coming, as it does, so directly
to the door of the occult.
\Ye will take for our subject Clair-voyance, as tL·
will gi-ve you a general idea of the "·hole 1natter.
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First, you ·will remember that, as there are all manner
of minds and organisms in a state of development on
the earth planet, from extreme ignorance to the wellrounded-out philosopher, so also is it in the spirit
world; and 'vhen the average mortal " rishes to have
some profound question solved, he naturally seeks out
some one highly learned· in that especial line of
thought.
Again, you are aware that different minds are developed or are trained in different directions; for
instance, one n1an ·will make botany a study, another
mineralogy, and another state-craft or the political
and social attributes. If you should go to one of these
philosophers, he " 'ould tell you to begin with that.
In order to clearly and fully explain the problem of
which you seek kno"·ledge, you 'vould have to read
up a little, in order that he n1ight make himself understood; but as you probably had not the time or opportunity, he "rould do the very best he could under the
circumstances to make you understand. Just so is it
in the spirit world.
Now, go back in this little volume and again read
our remarks on prophecy; there you will learn that
the Old l\lan of the Sea had been studying the effects
of coming events for thousands of years; that was his
hobby~ so to speak. He had grown wise on this particular subject,-so wise that ordinary spirits do not
question his 'visdom at all. So much for our prelude.
The medium 'vhose forces are adaptable for clear
seeing attracts a spirit ·who is above the average of
spirits in spirituality. This spirit selects by attraction other spirits of less degree, generally, to assist
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him in his work. In so doing he accomplishes a
double purpose; for he teaches or gives to those lower
spirits a part of his kno·wledge and assists them to
ad-vance, ·while they, being able to come into closer
Tapport with the medium, impart a portion of their
kno\Yledge to the medium, and benefit him and other
mortals by conYincing them of these higher truths.
Now, the guide or spirit at the head of the band can
put himself in harmony or communication with this
or that wise spirit by means of thought-waves and
gather such information as the mortal seeks; that is,
he can get shadows of the truth, for there is witb
spirits, as ·with men, an almost impassable barrier to
a full co1nprehension of any matter between the
Yarious intelligences. The guide no"T impresses on the
1ninds of the band that "Thich he receives from a
higher source; they, in turn, to the best of their
ability, transfer these in1pressions to the medium's
spirit "?ith which they ha-ve become by practice in
close rapport, and, in something the manner as hypno·
tism, when the spirit of the medium (sometimes
called his second self) thro"·s it on the physical brain
of the man. This is son1etimes accomplished by causing an impressional picture of the information sought
to be cast on the spirit ether that surrounds the spirit
of the medium, which the spirit of the medium senses
and again reflects on the physical brain. By thh;
process, you "·ill see, the sought-for truth has had to
be transmitted back"·ards through four circles of progression, losing necessarily a little at each change,
in ahnost the same ratio as kno"?ledge ·was gained in
the for"·ard changes. This will explain to you why
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it is that very often your sittings ·w ith a sensiti"Ve are
not at all times satisfactory, there being so many
hands for it to pass through, so many disturbing
influences to meet and overcon1e, that the only wonder
is that you can get anything at all.
The reasonably well-progressed spirits do not have
to be always present with another spirit to communicate their desires. They do not have to use the auditory nerve to hear by atmospheric vibration. Not
being physical, you will understand that they require
none of the physical nerves to sense a truth, but, by
a n1uch finer imponderable matter, they are able to
project their thoughts to a great distance, time
cutting no figure in the transaction.
OLAIRA UDIENOE.

Clairaudience is accomplished in almost the same
manner. The spirit, or seeond self, refleets on the
physical brain in a sort of badc-aetion the imponderable matter of sound, "rhich is heard on the brain only
'vhile the mortal, being accustomed to receiving by
way of the auditory nerve, thinks it is his ear that
hears. Since you, my friend, have heard clairaudiently, you " rill remember that it seemed as though a wee,
tiny voice " ras away inside of your ear, or as though
you "rere hearin·g through a very "reak long-distance
telephone. "'"hy it seemed to sound thus w·as because
it 'vas being transmitted in a back"rard manner-that
is, from the spirit to the brain, instead of from the
brain to the spirit, somewhat as if you were to look
through the small end of a spy-glass, the objects being
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enlarged or drtnYn near to you, while, if you reverse
the glass, the object is reduced or far a:way.
...-\.nd now, hoping that our communication ·will not
be hastily cast into the··waste-basket,
\Ve remain,
Yours truly.
The amanuensis ·will here acknowledge that the
rebuke \Yas \Yell deserved, and I take it all back; but
must be allowed to confess that such indeed were my
thoughts-that the query ·would prove a "corker."
Ho·wever, an honest confession is good for the soul,
and" all's ·well that ends ·well."
C. H. F.
INVESTIGATING 1\IATERIALIZ.ATION.

At this point of our remarks it ·will be appropriate
to allow our scribe to give you a little of his, experience while pursuing his investigations of
1naterialization, by a concise report of a number of
private sittings ·with two or three most excellent and
honest mediums.
I ·will begin by saying that in the early part of the
.-vear 1890 I ~Tas a confirmed ath~ist. I had read something of spiritualism, but lacked the positive evidence
of spirit return, or life after the so-called death.
A.bout this time there came a lady from the East to
San Francisco, by the name of ::\Irs. Helen Fairchild,
whom I had often heard spoken of as one of the best
mediums for the phase of full-form materialization
to be found in the United States; so I decided to have
a prh·ate circle with her, for in case I found it only a
fake, there ~Tould be only the medium and myself to
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do the laughing act. I found she did not have to go
into the cabinet at all, but remained out in the room~
all the time, although at the time she was under the ·
control of an Indian .woman by the name of Forest
Queen. \\.,.hen the seance began, Queen gave me the
names of six or eight people that I had not thought of
for forty years,-some of ~hem boys that I had not
seen since I ·was ten years old,-and gave me ·an exact
description of them. This was before any spooks
came out. \\.,.ell, to say it staggered me, is the solid
fact. Then something touched me on the knee. I
looked down, and, as I looked, a bright spot came on
the floor at my feet and began to rise. I saw it .was a
man, and no mistake, ·with long gray beard. As his
face came opposite to mine, he began to speak, when
I felt his "~arm breath strike my face. I could see the
carpet very plainly. "'\Vhen he got through gro"ring,
I found he was a man about six feet high and apparently fifty-five years old, "~ho gave the name of
Doctor Rush, and claimed to be the medium's guide.
\\.,.ell, I will admit that, as this w·as my first pointblank evidence of a genuine ghost, that I was knocked
on t the first round. I "~as not in the least nervous or
frightened, but talked to him as natural as you
please; but I mean by "knocked out" that I "~as
pe1·fectly satisfied that there w·as no shenanigan, and
that I "Tas looking at a full-fledged ghost.
\\rell, in a few minutes the Doctor retired, when a
very handsome young lady came out and gave the
name of Sylvia, stating that she was my guardian
angel, etc. I listened to her, and was as polite as a
French dancing-master, when suddenly she kissed me
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on the cheek. That did settle it! Then she said she
"Tould have to go to recover strength. I did not blame
her_. for that kiss "ras too much for the first dose-and
I a stranger and a greenhorn. I said to myself :
"Young lady, you are awful good-looking; but if you
think you can play it on this old rounder and get away
"Tith the goods, you ·will be a heap sight smarter than I
am willing to give you credit for." The fact is, I did
not believe that she "Tas a ghost at all, you see. That
kiss was the pure quill, and she could not fool the old
man just a little bit; he had been there before-or he
thought he had.
Then she began to settle down-through the floor,
apparently-until she disappeared entirely. ".,.ell,
t here I "'as flabbergasted again, and had to take it all
back; for I knew that no human could go down
through that floor "rithout a trap, and I, being a
builder and able to see the carpet at my feet, knew
there "ras none there. .t\.fter several other spirits had
come and gone, the seance ended.
Well, reader, a~ that 'vas my first experience, I am
'villing that you shall say " Chump! " for when I
came away I was half inclined to think so myself.
Still, I had seen either too much or too little, and
made up my mind to see it out and learn the truth if
it took all summer and I had to go broke. Just so,
just so. I found that it did take six months and just
one thousand dollars; and not one dollar of it "Tould
I recall and be without the lesson and the experience.
I 'vill now· give you one of the. most remarkable
seances that I have ever " Titnessed. It was the slo"r
building up of the spirit Sylvia in a strictly privat~
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seance. The l'OOnls "·ere a pair of double parlors,
about t'Yelve by fourteen feet square, with six-foot
sliding-doors bet"·een them. The cabinet "~as in the
front parlor, and cut no figure in the seance whatever.
On one side of the sliding-doors by the wall "Tas a
s1uall coal-oil lamp. 'l'his "·as covered by a piece of
red tissue-paper to take the sharp glare off the light,
and was about six feet up fron1 the floor. Under this
light and at the jamb of the door I took my seat, and
on the opposite side of the door, about seven feet
away, the medium seated herself, under control of
Queen. The light "·as just strong enough to see
easily all the objects in both rooms. .After sitting for
about fiye minutes, I noticed, about eighteen inches
from the medium's side, a faint light, barely discernible, and about six inches w"ide and five feet high. I
kept my eye on it, and saw· that it was getting lighter:
until it had the appearance of the dawn of daylight,
though clear, and I could see through it. At the expiration of a couple of minutes it began to take on a
denser form, until it had the appearance of a round
column of chalk turned true in a lathe. I kept up a
conversation with Queen, but kept my eye on the
eolumn, when it deliberately and slowly widened out
at the bottom until it took the form of a spirit draped
in white, the drapery extending up to and around
over where the head ought to have been, but I could
see no head; then, in a flash, came the eyes, nose and
1nouth, but no hair; then, 'Yhile I am "·riting, it cau1e
-the beautiful black curls-when I recognized her as
R~·lvia. She stepped oYer to me and said she thought
she would show me how she 1nade herself up. She
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then stepped away to the right about three feet, when
she slowly sank through the floor. In less than a
1ninute she rose out of the floor in another place, came ·
over to me and spoke to me, "·hen she sank again to
the left. · This performance "·as repeated five or six
times, and occupied about twenty minutes. Skeptics
and kno,Y-it-alls "·ill here note that the cabinet played
no part in it, nor was the medium out of my sight for
a single
minute.
._
So much hy way of n1y initiation. I will no"r give
you an account of 1ny 1narriage "·ith the spirit Sylvia.
'Ye had been expecting to secure conditions for this
eYen t for seYeral "·eeks, and finally the day "ras fixed
upon. I took the precaution to take along my o"·n
bottle of wine, as they said they would be able to
drink our health. On the day W"e opened the seance,
c,ut can1e Sylvia, and my sister Rhoda, as the best
Jady, and Charley H. Foster, the old medium who had
passed the Rubicon some ten or fifteen years before.
He was 1uy seeond cousin and clailned to be my control and was to act as my best man. Then came
Ptole1ny Philadelphus, Syll"ia's father, who claimed
to be my guide; then I'orest Queen. \Ve all stood up
in a semicircle, and Ptolemy began the wedding cerenlony. ...-\.fter getting about half through he broke
down, and had to wait about t"To minutes, "rhen he
finished; then they all retired, "·hen Ptolemy came
out alone and sat do,Yn in a ehair by my side at a
srnall deal table upon "·hich I had placed some " ·ine,
cake, and a box of cigars. He asked me ·what it 'vas
I had on the table. I told him it was some wine and
cake to entertain my friends with, and invited hhn t:>
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partake. " Certainly I will," he replied. I picked up
the bottle of wine to pour it in a glass, when Ptolemy
began to smile. I ·wondered what he sa-\Y to laugh at,
"hen I noticed that, in my anxiety to see him drink
the ·wine, I had forgotten to dra-w the cork. However,
1 filled a glass for him, but he stood looking at me, and
finally asked 1ne if I "~as not going to join hi 111. I had
again forgotten myself. The faet ""as, I ·will own up,
I was just a trifle rattled.
\Veil, he clinked glasses w-ith me, and, you ma.y
depend upon it, I "ratched that glass of his, rattled or
not rattled; and he certainly s·wallowed all of the
wine. I had also given hiln a piece of the cake, which
I had a close eye on, and I noticed that, " rhile he
placed the cake to his mouth, he did not take any of
the cake into his mouth. So I asked the reason. He
replied that, "-hile it ·was not difficult to dematerialize
a fluid, he found he could not so r&'ldily dematerialize
a solid; but he gave me a long spiritual toast, which I
returned to the best of n1y poor ability.
He then retired to the cabinet, and Sylvia and
Rhoda came out and sat one on each side of me, with a
glass of 'vine. But I chided them that they were not
drinking the wine, but only pretending to. Sylvia
replied: "You know "re do not drink ""ine. It is
only to please you." After they had sat about ten
minutes they arose, and Sylvia retired within the
cabinet, "rhile Rhoda took my hand and began to apparently sink through the :floor, talking as she -~yent.
I had a fair grip on her hand and "¥ondered what
" rould becon1e of her hand, for I intended to hang on to
it like grim death to a dead nigger. \Vl1en only her
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hand ··was left, it melted into nothing, and there "·as
n1y hand, partly closed. I "·as looking at her hand for .
all that I "·as worth. It just simply turned to nothing. Then Charley Foster ca1ne out and took a glass
of wine and a cigar; then old man )Iassasoit, who is
my cabinet spirit, came out and took a cigar. In fact,
tLerc "·ere ele\en spirits came out, se\en of "·hon1
each drank a glass of "·ine; and "·hen the seance "·a~
oYer, I noticed there "·as about one-fourth of the wine
left.
It "·as quite a common occurrence with me to preE~ent the spirit Syl\ia with a large bouquet of flo"·ers,
nnd frequently she would dematerialize in front of
fifteen or t"·enty people, flo,,·ers and all, and no traces
of the· flowers could after1\·ards be found. I have often
stood within bYel\e inches of her "·hen she "·ould
begin to sink do"Tn, holding the flo"·ers in her hand.
'Yhen she "·ould be about three feet aboYe the floor,
~he and the flo"·ers would vanish to apparent nothingness.
During these seances with )[rs. Fairchild, Ptolemy
f-:uggested that he be allo"·ed to give me a series of
writing seances, to ·which I consented. It was done
in this manner: The u1edium procured a new blank
tablet, about eight by ten inches. This I carefully
inspeeted before e\erv
This blank-book "·as
.., seance.
then laid on a chair in the cabinet, and )Jrs. F.-under
eontrol of Queen, of course--"·ould take her seat by
me in the room, and we w·ould indulge in an ordinary
conversation. Sornethnes it "·ould he such Iio·ht and
fri,o1ous gossip as women usually like to ·while a"\\·ay
the tin1e "·ith.
~
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I was always careful to observe that neither ·Queen
nor any of the other spirits ·who called on me could or
would enter into an explanation of the real practical
lfnv governing the phenomena of materialization; that
is, their answers ·were ahyays vague and unsatisfactory, in a practical o::., scientific sense. I found it the
same with C. V. ]Hiller and all others ·whom I questioned on the matter, and it is my candid opinion that
they are as ignorant of the la,vs governing the phenomena as the rest of the rank and file of spiritualists.
1\frs. Fairchild once said to me, in a burst of confidence: " J\Ir. Foster, sometimes 'vhen I am alone I
often wonder to myself, can it really be true that these
forms that come into my room are indeed those who
"·e think are dead? I kno"· that I ought to be the
last one in the "rorld to hold such thoughts, after
fifteen years of experience; yet I sometimes cannot
help it, it does seem so impossible."
But this is "'andering from our subject. During
the writing seance, which 'vould last about one hour,
there would sometimes come out of the cabinet one
or two spirits to entertain me and break the monotony. At the end of the hour "·e "·ould take the book
out and read it, and it w·ould prove quite interesting.
I found that at every seance they "\\"'ould "·rite about
five or six hundred "rords with a lead pencil. These
writings consisted of a description of Ptolemy's coronation and reign in Egypt, and "·ill be found attached
tc• this volume. After I had had about twenty sittings,
Ptolemy concluded to dispense with the writings, stating that he would finish them at some future time,
through my own forces; and I presume that the birth
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of this volume on Occult Science is the fulfillment of
that promise,-for you will allow me to assert one
thing· positively, and that is, that it is not the offspring of my intelligence, several truths being advanced in this book which were contrary to my
convictions, and until they entered into an explanation of materialization on the automaton and hypnotism principles, I ·was in the same mystified condition
as all other writers on that phenomenon, and I was
puzzled to account for it in any rational manner, after
spending thirteen hundred dollars in the investigation
of materialization alone. As was also the cause of
the declination of the earth's axis, that which thinks
thoughts, etc.
I 1rill now give you a description of a few remarkable seances which I had with C. V. 1\:iiller., of San
Francisco. But allo·w me first to state that I had been
accustomed to receive an occasional spirit letter from.
Ptolemy, Sylvia, Chas. Foster, 1\lassasoit, Rhoda, and
others of my band, through l\Irs. Fairchild's forces
fron1 the city of Denver, Colorado, and this was before
l "·as acquainted with l\lr. 1\Iiller. In one of these
letters frmn Ptolemy he stated to me that away out in
the Pacific Ocean there ·was an island, etc. I will here
include an article that I wrote at the time for the
Progressive 1.'hinker and let it speak for itself.
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"PHENO~IENA.L-SOl\IE

CURIOUS
FESTATIONS.

~IANI

"A. STRANGE ISLAND AND A COPPER-COLORED RACE.

•! Wonderful rnan,ifesta.tions at a rnaterializing seance
-A pecnliar stone b?"OLtght f1"01n an island-A
bracelet from~ a 111-tt1nmy casl-vet-.~1aterialized fo·n n
illttminated.
((To the Editor: A short time ago I noticed an
article in your paper, evidently from an investigator
like myself into the various phases of spirit communication, inquiring ·why, when you ask a question of a
spirit, if you "rant ' yes' you get ' yes,' and ' no '
when you ·w ant 'no.' No·w, ·while I admit that my
experience has been some\Yhat similar w·hen investigating the phases generally understood as clairvoyant, or trance mediums, or dark circles, I find it
altogether different 1\'ith a good materializing medium
in a strong light, when the investigator can bring to
bear on the truth of the question, at one and the same
time, at least four out of his five or six senses; and, if
you, ~1r. Editor, will kindly give to the many readers
of The Progressive Thinker the following article (provided it is not too long), they ·will see that 'yes ' and
' no ' cut no figure. Said article embraces. a series
of three or f~ur of the most remarkable materializing
seances that I have ever read about, and, knowing it
will tax the credulity of even old 'stagers,' I shall
affix my affidavit to the same.
''Eight months ago I received a written communication from two members of my band of spirits,
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through the forces of )Irs. Helen Fairchild, then
located in Denver, Colorado, telling me that far in
the l">acific Ocean there was an island inhabited by a
copper-colored race of people, who "·ere very mediumistic and of a kind and gentle disposition. These
people " ·ere governed by an old king who ·was over a
hundred years old; that in the possession of this king
were a pair of stones of great value, " Thich the spirits
"·ished to secure for their temple, as the island and its
people "·ere soon to be destroyed by a tidal "TaYe.
'Yell, I placed the letter in my drawer and told no one
or thougl1t but little about it. Three months ago I
heard of )lr. C. ·v. )liller, of San Prancisco, as being
a remarkable n1aterializing medium, and, as has been
n1y custom for the last three or four years, I "Tent to
hiln to satisfy n1yself. I ga-ve him no information as
to 1uyself or even the nan1e of my spirit friends. At
the third sitting there came out of the cabinet a spirit
"·ho seemed to be an Indian and placed in my hand a
pecuH~r stone. I 'vill give here the conversation that
took place between us : " Q. '\\. .l1ere did you get this stone?'
".-\.. ' I brought it from an island far in the Pacific
Ocean.'
" Q. ' \\rhere did you come from? '
"A. 'I caine from that island. '
"Q. 'Tell me something about that stone.'
"A. 'You " ·ill soon be given another and something else.'
"Q. 'Do you mean to tell me that this is one of
the two stones that I ha-ve already been told of? '
"A. ' It is.'
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" Q. ' What else can you tell me of them? '
"A. 'That is all I was instructed to say.'
" When he immediately dematerialized at my feet.
" One week after that, old Chief ~fassasoit, an Indian that has been with me for seven years, and
another Indian, called 'War Cloud,' came out of the
cabinet together, and placed in my hands a curious
bracelet composed of twenty-one beads, about three
eighths of an inch in diameter. Eighteen of these
beads were covered with an engraYed pattern of
Egyptian scroll-work and all highly perfumed 'Yith a
peculiar odor that always accompanies my spirit
Sylvia, daughter of Ptolemy Philadelphus. He told
1ne he got it out of a mummy casket in an Egyptian
tomb.
" In a few days after receiving the island stone, I
heard of a good psychologist in Oakland by the name
of Little. I went and had a sitting W'ith him (mind,
we had never before met). I let him go on for a ·while,
and found that he did possess good powers. I then took
from my pocket the stone and gave it to him to read.
He im1nediately answered: ' This stone takes me
a'vay out in the Pacific Ocean, a little south of ".,.estto a little pear-shaped island. This island is the top of
a range of mountains that went down with Atlantis.,
I could get no more from him. About a month after
this, I, with nine others, had a private sitting with
~1iller, when the spirit son of one of the gentlemen
present came out side by side with the mediun1 and
posed before a snap-shot kodak for two different
·pictures. These pictures I have seen, and the gentleman, his wife, and daughter all pronounce it a
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wonderful likeness. At this seance old Massasoit
can1e out. The gentleman gave him a cigar and requested him to light and smoke it. He retired to the
cabinet, and in a moment returned with the cigar fully
lighted, and stayed for five minutes, smoking away
like an old stager. At this same seance my friend
Sylvia came out and gave to me the other stone, ·weighing about one pound, with private instructions regarding it.
" One week previous to this seance, I had a strictly
private seance 'vith l\filler, ·when Sylvia came out and
said she was going to stay half an hour. Well, I have
seen over five thousand single cases of full-form
ntaterialization and many illuminated ones, but this
spirit far overtopped any illumination that I ever before beheld. Not only was the lace shawl illuminated,
but, seemingly, all of her under garments and around
the flesh of her neck, for half an inch above the collar
of her dress, the flesh itself 'vas fully illutninated, not
in spots, but of one uniform brightness. She requested
n1e to call in the landlady to see her. After sitting
for ·about ten minutes, I opened the hall door and u,
full flood of light shone on the spirit, while she sat
there as unconcerned as you please. She then gathered
up a double handful of her garments and placed them
in my hands. Well, the only ·way I can describe it is
that it seemed a~ though I was holding onto the corner
uf a rain cloud with the sun shining behind it. At the
same seance Aunt Betsy came out, an old colored
lady, and one of the controls. After sitting " ·ith us
about fifteen minutes, and drinking a glass of "·ine,
she arose and stood about three feet from the cabinet
.
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in a strong light and turned into old )Iassasoit. The
tr·ansformation occupied about hYo minutes, w·hen he
came and talked to us for about fi'\'"e minutes. By the
·way, I forgot to mention that Sylvia stayed out with
us fullY.. half an hour.
"I then made arrangements ·with Dr. Johnson, an
amateur photographer, to bring his kodak and try for
a snap-shot picture of the spirit Sylvia. ArrangeInents ·were made for eight persons in the circle, and
it \Ya.s a. perfect success, as she came and posed for
three different pictures. .A copy of each I send you
with this communication.
")Ir. )Jiller has, by invitation, given a number of
seances in private residences ·where I ·was present,
and alwavs
sits outside of the cabinet for the .first half
.,
hour, when from twenty to thirty forms ·will come,
and most of them give the full name, and ·with the
light ahrays strong enough to plainly see him and the
cabinet, ·which explodes the trap-door and confederate
business, as there is no opening near the cabinet, and I
can eheerfully recommend him to any one, if he should
visit any of your Eastern cities, as a genuine, honest
medium.
0. H. FOSTER.
"Alameda, Cal.
" Subscribed and s'Yorn to before me this tw·entv.,
sixth day of December, 1894.
[SEAL.]
J A:\IES B. BARBER,
"Notary Public."
But I have again gone ahead of my story; for I
should have informed you that, when :\Irs. Fairchild
was about to depart from San Francisco, my spirit
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friends and myself agreed on a private signal to be
kept between us, and to be divulged to no one whatever. As I do not intend that this work shall be published until I shall have crossed the Great Divide, I
will here state what that signal ·was: Each of my five
principal spirits, in the order that I have enumerated
them above, were, in their conversation, or any other
convenient w·ay suitable to the tiine or place, to weave
in their conversation to me their number as we had
agreed upon. For instance, if Sylvia were to come
to me through some other medium, she, in talking to
me, would use the word or figure two·, twice, or second,
ae that ·was her number (such as, "I have twice tried
t0 convince you "). It was understood that if I called
for that test and it was not given, then I could depend
upon it that it "Tas not she, but some other spirit
personating her. This, she assured me, was a common
occurrence, and could be carried out so successfully
that I could not tell the difference.
vVell, at my first sitting with l\fr. :\liller, Sylvia
came out and gave the test, although she "~as made up
differently, which experience had taught me " ras nothing unusual, as each medium and their band use these
laws to suit their own conditions, the same as two
mechanics will often pursue opposite courses to accomplish the same end.
I will now give you a description of a couple of
seances I had with .the Campbell Brothers, in which
I received two oil paintings, one of Sylvia and one of
Ptolen1y, in size seven by eleven inches. Upon taking
my seat at a. small deal table in a room about eight by
ten feet with a 1nantel in it, on which mantel was
placed a large family lamp fully illuminated, and so
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kept, the medium gave me a pair of slates about eight
by twelve inches and a piece of dry sized artist canvas
and requested me to put the canvas between the slates.
lie then snapped a rubber band on them and placed
a small saucer of various colors of paint on the slates
and gave theu1 to me to hold, and then began to walk
the floor. In a few minutes he was controlled bv
Sylvia, w11o informed me if I ·would hold my hands
together she would giYe me her ring, and when I came
the next night to get her father's picture I should
bring her a ring in exchange, and the first time "·e met
at any other medium's seance she would show me the
ring to convince 1ne it was she. I placed my hands
together as requested, when she placed in them a ring
containing tu;o opals and tu' o garnets (the signal) as
a setting. In twenty minutes from the time of closing
the slates, the oil painting ·was finished, a picture that
professional artists tell me would take them ten hours
at least to acromplish. I touched it and found it
perfectly " ret, and had to leave it "·ith him for a couple
of days to dry. The next day I bought a small
dian1ond ring of a peculiar n1ake, one that I could
~asily recognize in a seance room at any time. \\rhen
I took my seat for Ptolemy's picture, I asked her ho"·
I 'vas to give her the ring. She replied: " 0, just place
it on the slates· and hold them under the table for a
n1oment." I did so, and in a moment raps came. I
"·ithdrew the slates, and the ring "·as gone. N o·w,
mind, all this tin1e the medium " ·as walking up and
down the floor in the full light of the lamp, and never
came near the table. In twenty minutes by my watch,
the picture " ras finished. For those two pictures I
paid fifty dollars.
0/
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And no"r the sequel. About t'vo weeks after this
I saw in the paper that the Reverend Jenny J)lore,
from Chicago, was giving seances in the city; so, 'Yithout any warning to any one, I attended a seance.
Every one in the room, including the medium, some
fifteen people, " rere strangers to me. I did not give
my name, but took my seat "rith the rest. In about
half an hour after the seance had begun, the medium
said there was a spirit that came to the old gentleman
" rith the gray beard, meaning myself, and she gave the
name of Sylvia. I replied, "Yes; I kno"\\r a spirit by
that name," " rhen Sylvia presented herself at the
aperture in the cabinet (this medium does not give
full-form materialization-only the bust). I said to
the spirit," If you are n1y Sylvia, the last time we met
there " ras a transaction bet"\\reen us whereby you
agreed to give me the evidence that it "'as you." She
smiled, raised her hand, and drew from her finger a
ring precisely like the one I had given her. Then she
replaced the ring, looked at me and smiled, and again
withdrew the ring and replaced it-twice-the signal!
lFho could doubt it?
While giving 1ny o'vn experience. it " rill be in order
to say to you that when I first made the acquaintance
of my spirit friends, Ptolemy ga.ve me his object in
returning to earth, "rhich, he clahne.d, "·as for the
purpose of fulfilling certain prophecies of Daniel,
stating what they 'vere, and asked my co-operation,
w·hich I agreed to give him, conditionally. One of
these conditions "ras that, as they (the spirits)
claimed that I possessed peculiar mediumistic po"·ers
·which they wished to deYelop for their purposes (the
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old) old cry) generally used to induce yott to spend
your money with their 1nediun~ through your creduli- ,
ty) , I agreed that if they " rould give me ttn1nistakable
evidence that I possessed such forces, by coming to my
room in the city of Alameda and knock a book from
off the table at "·hich I generally sat reading of an
evening, or hit me a blo"· that I would undoubtedly
feel, or write or mark on the slates " rhen I was sitting
for development, and thereby prove to me the truth
of their assertion, then I \\7 0uld continue my sittings
for several years,-provided that they would give
me so1ne evidence from time to time that they were
still trying to accomplish their desires.
'fhey told me that I must be prepared to " rait; that
they could not tell me ho"r long it "rould take, but
must make patience, perseverance, and fidelity my
w·atch\\·ord. "\Vell, in about one year or so-l do not
remember exactly-! got slate-\\rriting once only. I
had been sitting with Fred Evans for about three
weeks a year before. His guide, John Gray, advised
me to pay his medium fi 1;e doll0rs for a pair of magnetized slates, as it would assist my development, and
wbile I took no stock in the assertion, still, to please
them, I bought the slates, " rhich cost nir. Evans the
magnificent sum of ten cents. " Chump again,." I hear
you say. Yes; but I "·as seeking positive evidence)
not belief, as you shall see, and I got it. At the same
time I bought two slates of the same size from a
stationery-store in Alameda. No"r' I made up my
mind that I "·ould first sit a month with Evans'~
slates, then the alternate month "·ith the common
slates. About a year after"·ards I went into the cabi~
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net on my usual day, at 7 :30 A.l\J.) with the common
slates. In a half-hour I can1e out, ·when for the first
time, I noticed that both sides-i.e. outsides-of the
slates ·were scratched all over. I opened the slates
and found seven names in different handwritings.
Four of the names were ~lary, Sofa, Charley, and 'Yilber; the other three were only two thirds written, so I
could not make them out.
And no"\\7 for those wonderful magnetized .slates.
When I " rent to place my slates in the bureau dra"·er
·with l\Ir. Evans's slates, I saw that his were also
covered on the outside with scratches, and "·hen I
opened them nothing but scratches met my eye. .And
thus, by patience, I secured knoton evidence in lieu
of belief. This 'vas some four or five years ago, this
being June, 1897. I always kept those slates, and do
no"'' as clean as soap and water will make them, but
have had no 'vriting since, except an occasional
scratch. Hight here, to be just to my band, I "·ill say
that they warned 1ue at the beginning not to expect
manifestations " ·hile they "·ere developing 1ny force.s;
for to give the manifestations they "·ould have to stop
or arrest the conditions for develop1nent "·bile doing
so, and it had the tendency to throw them back in
their ·work.
So1ne six months after that I had an unmistakable
clairvoyant sight of the li. S. stean1er Charleston and
the Esntcralda \Vhile they were in Acapulco harbor,
l\lexico. On another occasion I " ras sitting in the
room of a friend's house in a half-dreamy state while
the lady and her daughter and son-in-la"' were
engaged in a game of cards, when I spoke to them in
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this manner: " I see a large amphitheater. It see1ns
to be· excavated out of the side of a hill, and is fifty .
feet wide and a hundred feet deep, and has about
thirty tiers of seats, all packed full of Chinamen.
Their faces are about the size of a five-cent piece, yet
I see them as plainly as though they "~ere full size.
This pit is in the shape of a horseshoe, . ·with the heel
to\Yards me. Xo,Y, at one heel of the pit I see a tall
tower-like structure, like a. Chinese pagoda. :XO\Y
tllere comes in front of the to·wer a coffin covered \Yith
a black cloth \Yhich hangs to the ground. At the head
of the coffin stands a beautiful "·hite lady, evidently
a spirit. She reaches over and lifts the black cloth,
and I see a skeleton in the coffin. The skeleton no\v
sits up in the coffin, and the "·hole scene is gradually
n1~lting a"·ay."
Two "·eeks after this the news came fro1n China
that the Yellow· Rh"er had overfl.o"·ed, and that t"·enty
thousand Chinamen "·ere dro"·ned. Several months
after this I "·as sitting in the cabinet "·hen I noticed
that the forces w·ere unusually strong, lights coming
and going continually. I thought, " Now', they are
going to materialize." \Ynil~ looking \"ery intently,
there came a voice within six inches of my face saying: "Ho".. do you do, my beloved earth companion? " loud enough to be heard plainly all o:-rer a
twelve-foot roon1. "\Yell, the hair of my head rose up
on end and the goose-flesh "~as all oV"er me, not from
fright, but from complete astonishment, and "·hen I
got in that condition, of course the forces \anished.
At another time I had them grab me by the shoulders
and almost push me off my feet. They took me first
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pounds, then by the elbow, then by the wrist, then
shift to the other arm and repeat, then place a hand
between my shoulders and almost push me off my feet.
I have had lights roll around the cabinet, and several
times they have reached out of the cabinet and touched
my arm as I passed it. ...\11 these phenomena have
occurred when I wa.s least expecting them. So, you
see, my experience proves all of these facts-to rne at
least- as I got them through my own forces, and, so
far, the band have kept their word.
I shall offer no apology for all this rigmarole about my o·wn experience; for I really think that
it is and ought to be a part of this book, and while I
a1n not a professional medium, expecting no pecuniary
gain from these forces or from these writings, yet I
presume that there are many others who find it hard
to distinguish between the real and the false, and
find it hard to settle the question, If a man dies, shall
he live again? Spiritualists will answer you in the
affirmative, " rhile I will answer you in the negative,
until you can prove to me, at l~st, that death is
superior to life. For if there is no death, which I
affirm, then how can a man die? You see, that little
"~ord "if" represents another of those false gods of
"\Vhich this work treats, and leads you to erroneously
presuppose a part of your question in the affirmative,
which starts you on the "rrong road, where you will
find yourself groping in the dark.
CONSISTENCY) THOU ART A JEWEL!

Ho'v can the spiritualist consistently teach that
their phenomena prove that there is no death; and
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yet they all claim to answer Job's question in the
affirmative?
If you turn into a snake, can you eat frogs? \Vould
H not be advisable and strictly scientific to prove that
you can turn to a snake before taking up the question
of ·what you will need for a diet? Is it any very great
wonder that the people becon.1e mystified, when nearly
all of your best writers keep constantly borrowing
these old exploded ideas, more perhaps for the purpose
of using up printer's ink than for anything else-such as death, inanima.tion, vacuum, cold, darkness,
etc.
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CHAPTER XXIII.
A PARODY ON COl\fi\ION SENSE.

It appears to us that this w·ork would lack completion "·ithout a trifle of the burlesque on some of the
absurdities of human opinion regarding the actuality
and condition of the spirit "·orld. Ho·w common it is
to pick up almost any spiritual paper and :find therein
the scoffs, slurs, taunts, and uncalled-for insinuations
of the superstitions and absurdities of other creeds!
Does it ever strike the "·ri ter of such cheap literature
that it might be just barely possible that the house in
"·hich he himself lived had more or less glass in itg
construction?
How frequently "·e hear such profound logic as
this: that there are no animals in the spirit "Torld,
and that therefore "·e " 'ill not be pestered with fleas
and things, particularly rattlesnakes and other
poisonous objects. These same wise ones, in almost
the same breath, tell us that coming events cast their
shadows before, and that "·e build our own atmosphere, or aura, in this world, "rhich·follows us into the
next. Perhaps this may account for their dread of
the wrath to come. And yet these Yery same w·ri ters
"·ill tell us of the beautiful trees, flowers, fruit, rivers,
1neado"·s, birds of rare plun1age, jewels, buildings,
eities, etc. They also ackno"·ledge that all this is pro-
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duced in spirit from the spirit substance that permeates every object and ent-ity.
Let us advance a step further, and apply a little
common sense and inquire, Are sour grapes an entity
or an object? or the rattlesnakes, the gold-fish, the
sheep for your spirit meadow-for ·what is a meadow
without sheep?-the crooked tree? Or are your
beautiful spirit groves composed of those perfect trees
whose trunks are perfectly straight, the limbs of just
such a proportional length, every leaf of an exact
size and placed precisely such a distance apart?
Would this not be as monotonous and as absurd as
you charge to the Christian idea of a personal God,
seated on a golden throne, with all his chosen ones
seated around on silver camp-stools, singing " Glory
hallelujah, glory hallelujah," for all time? Or will
you tell us that the sour grapes, :fleas, etc., have not
yet reached that stage of perfection that entitles them
to a free ticket into the spirit world, but that they
must be relegated to the mills of the gods, again to
be ground over? And if this be the law of the vegetable and the brute, ·where do you find your line of demarcation or consistency in denying this same privilege to the leper, the horse-thief, the murderer, etc.?
vVhy not also display the same wisdom and relegate
these and also the chimpanzee, the Lilliputian African? And while we are so engaged, let us include
those horrible elementals, such as half horse and half
man, and bar out all that does not just exactly come
up to our idea or im,agination) or else go the whole hog
and fall back on our forefathers' ideas and beliefs, and
elect a plurality of gods; then every one can build a
god and a spirit world to su.i t himself.
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CHAPTER XXIV.
BIRTH~IA.RKS

AXD OTHER

~IA.LFOR~IATIONS.

If all objective formation ·was caused by the life in
the atom seeking an opportunity to advance to a
higher condition, then it stands to reason that all
objects ·were for1ned by one and the same primary law.
This being the case, it ·will naturally follow that the
shape, position, or condition of the object will cut no
figure as regards the spirit of an object- i.e. all objects, ·while in a state of deT"elopment, are at the same
time throwing off a spirit atmosphere composed of
such advanced atoms as can no longer find a physical
or earth condition suitable for their use. Yet this atmosphere still continues to surround and accompany
the object, receiT"ing from time to time additional progressed atoms from the object. Out of this atmospllere, as we haT"e before stated, is produced a spirit.
Xow, all spirits, like all objects, are, primarily
speaking, produced by precisely the same fundamental law, whether it be animal, T"egetable, mineral,
fire, or any other thing. This law follo"\YS the object
until it is again changed. As the perfume represents
the spirit of the apple, and is projected on the human
brain in the shape of vibratory ·waves of matter, so
also does a large fire, a snake, a straw·berry, etc., produce a spirit.
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vVe will first call your attention to a fact which we

have not before had occasion to mention, in regard
to like attracting 1ike, or the affinity that particular
kinds of atoms have for one another or in harmony
'vith each other. In this instance it will be advisable
for us to state that while certain organisms have a
close affinity for each other, there are periods of time,
-perhaps a few minutes, days, months,-ah! and
even years,-"·hen smne member of your band and
your own spirit are not in perfect harmony; and by
this sa1ne law of positive and negative, there are again
periods of time when the reverse is the case, and you
find your sympathetic attraction in such perfect har·
mony that you hardly kno·w whether you are spirit or
mortal.
N O\v, consider the Jnother,-in this exceedingly
high-strung or syn1pathetic condition, w·hen a sudden
flre bursts upon her optic nerve. llerc you :find vast
quantities of vibratory waves of the spirit of the :fire
rushing upon the optic nerve ,\~itll inconceivable rapidity. 1'his n1atter the brain cannot receive, classify,
and refine a.s fast as it is forced upon it. The result
is that a part of it is thrown off into the spirit atmospllere of the rno.ther before it is properly refined. The
spirit cannot receive it in that condition, and it is
thro,vn back or rebounds on that part of the physical
body that is at that instant in the most receptive condition to receive it, which is the fretus. The mother
throws up her hands before her face in her endeayor
to ward off the surplus waves, her left hand being
nearest the heart and her negative side; her spirit
being at the same time in a very receptive mood with
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the fire spirit, and also in perfect harmony ·w ith the
footus, the o"Verplus of the matter "'rbich was thrown.
back by her atmosphere is precipitated on the left
side of the face of the child in the red atoms of the fire
spirit. Had the brain cells of color been in a more
passi"Ve mood,-i. e. not so highly strung at the moment,-thev
.
., could ha"Ve received just so 1nuch of the
wave of the fire spirit as the cell was capable of slowly
refining into organized thought and intelligence, and
no abnormal effect w·ould have occurred. This same
mother might have passed a dozen fires during pregnancy, "~hen her surrounding atmosphere was in a
tranquil state at the moment and not in attune "'rith
the fire or snake spirit, and in this state no evil effect
"~ould ha\e resulted.
Again, you " Till find by careful inquiry that either
the mother or the marked child, or, what is more
likely to be the case, both the mother and the child,
are what is generally termed sensitives to these spirit
laws. Take the case of our amanuensis, C. H. Foster.
Though born in 1837, long before the advent of your
so-called modern spiritualism, yet his mother was a
medium and possessed good healing powers, he being
her ele"Venth child. -nre "~in here give the mother's
Yersion of the affair. It was on an afternoon that she,
feeling somewhat tired, being a farmer's wife, was
lying on a bed w·hich was placed beside an open window. ITer right side "~as close to the windo"'r· Some
three or four feet belo·w the "'Tindo"'~-sill was a shed
roof, and from this roof sprang a black cat onto the
windo"'T-sill. As you are a"'Tare, a cat jutnps almost
perpendicularly. All she saw "~as something black
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suddenly appear before her eyes. She threw her left
hand across her breast and grabbed her right arm
(that being nearest to the cat) half ·way between the
elbow and her shoulder. She felt a queer shock in the
arm, and instantly kne1v she had marked her child.
Some eighteen years afterwards, in trying to explain it to the boy how she knew it, she said she could
not explain the feeling-that she just knew it; and as
she told her sister-in-law at the time, so it pro-ved.
\'\'hen the child was born, it had dark brown hair on
the head, but on the right arm, betw·een the elbo·w and
shoulder, 'vas a black or brown mark on the skin, like
a bright-colored negro, or, the same color as the many
moles you frequently see on people's faces or hands.
This mark "~as covered "·ith long black hair. The
mark at his present age (sixty years ) is about eight
inches long and four inches broad, and is covered with
black hair, slightly gray; and, running down the middle of this mark, or ·w hat might be called its back, is
a streak of dandruff about one inch broad. :\lauy
times during his boyhood he 'Yould try to scrape this
dirty-looking scurf off; and as he found it ahYays became very sore after"~ards, he soon lea rned to let
it alone, as it never troubled him ",.hen he did so.
We "·ill now endeavor
to call vour attention to a
.
few of the facts " rhich this case establishes. First, the
optic nerve received a sudden overwhelming flo"r of
black color, and, being unable to properly receive it,
threw it back on the child. Second, the presence of
the dandruff, similar in appearance to that which is
found on a eat's back, " rould sho"r that the atoms of
matter "rhich surround the cat and formed its ipirit
~
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atmosphere (similar to the fragranoe of the apple),
coming into sudden harmony 1\"ith the optic nerve,
and thence thro·wn hurriedly on the human atmos·
phere before the brain had time to carefully refine it,
""as, of course, rejected and thrown back on the child.
It also shows that, 'vhile the spirit of the atoms form·
ing the dandruff had passed or advanced beyond the
physical body of the cat, yet it ·was still1natter. But
as nature's law of advance or evolution is inexorable,
it must pass through the human brain in an ordinary
manner, there to become refined into thought and in·
telligence before it can become a part of the human
atmosphere.
Another fact: This dandruff w·hich ""a.s precipitated
on the human arn1 has been ""atched by a human eye
for years, and thus ·was impinged on the brain in an
ordinary manner " "hen it became thought and was
advanced in a regular form into the human atmos·
phere.
...t\. stra",.berry mark is produced in a. somewhat
similar 1nanner. The brain is in a high-strung, or
sensitive, condition, the spirit of the stra"Tberry
comes in dire-ct contact with the brain in such an overwhelming wave that the brain is in a manner over·
loaded, and it is thrown back on the child in the same
way.
Another point w·e think will help to clear your mind
on this subject is that it is a well-kno"Tn fact that
there are 1nany individuals "Tho can come in contact
with a vicious dog or a venomous serpeni! or handle
fire ahnost ""ith impunity, or will go up to and, for the
time, pacify a raving maniac, while the ordinary man
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dare not come near them ·without thro·wing the dog,
etc., into a T"iolent rage. Here you see the positive·
and negatiT"e law of harmony and inhar1nony again
demonstrated, and it is accounted for in this manner:
The spirit atn1osphere of the man ·was in sympathy
with or vibrating on the same plane as the serpent or
dog, as the case may be, and ·when the atmosphere of
the one came into contact ·with the other, each realized
a. harmonious feeling. This does not imply that the
man so endowed is on the same spiritual level as the
serpent, by any means; but, on the contrary, it sho·ws
that the one ·who possesses such an atmosphere has
deYeloped that part of his spiritual nature beyond the
ordinar:v
., man to such an extent that even the brute
is his friend and fears him not, though a stranger.
And if this atmosphere did not exist as waves of
matter in motion, how is it that you, when coming
into the presence of son~e people, feel a repelling influence, and in others a sweet, pleasant, and harmonious influence? That this is a fact in your own
experience, you cannot deny.
HoweT"er, it is advisable for us to say that, though
one n1an may be in harmony ·with the dog, it is no evidence that be is in harmony ·with the leopard, or serpent and all the rest of the brute creation; neither
does it follow that he is in harmony w'ith all dogs.
For, as with the birthn1ark, your atmosphere is not
always in perfect harmony eT"en "rith yourself; and so
it is with the dog.
This la"· of marking a child is an existing trttth;
and, as there ner-er ·was an effect ·without a cause, and
as neither your medicine men, your physical sci en-
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tists, nor your theologians haT"e ever yet been able to
adYance a practical solution of this truth in a comInon-sense view, we offer you an occult solution, and
add another link to strengthen the chain of evolution
and the atomic law.
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CH.A.PTER XXV.
THE KEYSTONE; OR) A PEEP BEHIND THE VEIL OF THE
:\IYSTIC TE:\IPLE) WHERE THOUGHT AND REASON
PRESIDE.

I n u:h ich 1nany of the 1nyste1·ious phenontena of
human life ctre rationally explained that have he1·etofore been (~ hard nut for yottr 1netaphysicians to
crack.
(July 27, 1897.)

You have been taught that man is superior to the
brute on account of his power to reason. vVell, let
us see if ·we can analy4e this reasoning faculty of man
from an occult point of view ; and if we shall make
you a startling assertion under this caption, we hope
\OU will sur\h~e it.
"
:\Ian does not derive his po"·er to reason from the
direct working of his brain; but the brain receives
its reason fron1 the spirit, just the reverse of ·what you
ha-ve been taught, and this is a parallel case with
G alileo. You have a physical feeling in your head
when under profound study, and say you have a headnf'he from thinking. This is not the fact. You feel
H because the spirit is projecting organized reason or
thought on the brain fron1 out of the spirit atmosphere
a1 a time ·when your physical body is not in as perfeet
harmony with your spirit as it ought to be.
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For thousands of years the Greek philosophers
taught that the sun moved around the earth (and
r·ight here allow us to say to you that our old Greek
teachers "'ere, in 1nany respects, your superiors). It
fell, however, to the lot of that obscure monk, Galileo,
to brave the intelligence of the "?hole world and first
declare the reverse order of things, and to be declared
a crank, crazy, heretic, etc. There " 'ere in those days
ruany astronomical phenomena that our '-rise men
could not account for (by follo·wing these false gods),
and, like your "·ise men of to-day, they dodged the
question by 1naking poor old Dante 1\Tature assume the
burden, saying that the mysteries of the gods were not
for man to know. Alas, alas, poor, patient, longsuffering madam, how kind and considerate you are
to us all! Yet how little are you understood!
The various cells of the brain receive such progressed matter as may be impinged upon them in a
simple mechanical manner. They refine it to organized Thought. This thought is then advanced into
your spirit atmosphere, and is there stored a'yay for
future use, but is not stored in the brain at all, as
most people suppose. The brain is as much physical
matter as the nerves, the muscles, the bones, etc. You
will see that the physical structure begins "·ith coarse
atoms, such as the bone; then the ligature, "·hich is
a step finer; then the muscles, then the nerves, and
then the brain. All of these are but primary parts of
a physical object, and are con1posed of the various
simple substances of matter, precisely the same as the
apple, and are but atoms on their journey to"·ard
perfection.
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THE

BRA!~

THE HIGHEST PHYSICAL )L\TTER.

The human brain is the highest and most sensitive
condition to "\Yhich, as JJhysical) n1atter can attain.
-n11en the atom has reached this point in its onTrard
march, physically speaking, it can go no farther. But
has it reached perfection at this point? Certainly
not. Then, '-rhat becomes of it? \\.,.hy, as "~e have
already shown you, it here takes its last step in the
ponderable "~orld and crosses the bridge into the iinponderable, and becomes your spirit atmosphere in
the forn1 of thought. This spirit is the real part of
you, the I A. ::n, and this is what directs all of your
actions as a reasoning being. This atmosphere or
spirit becomes your storehouse in '-rhich you keep and
record the experience of each of your five senses. Here
the various thoughts are brought together by a higher
la\Y than the physical, and produce reason. (The
l1ealthy n1anner in which you store a"?ay these progressed thoughts in this atmosphere is "That constitutes your mind or memory. If carelessly stored
it produces a feeble mind.)
Heason, having been produced from out this storehouse of J/emory) causes the effect 'Yhich produces
Intelligence.
The gray matter of the brain is divided into many
ccnnpartments. The duty of one of these groups is
to receive the impression of Reason which the spirit
projects upon it. This same group then distributes
this reason, intelligence, etc., to the various separate
{.?:roups of the physical brain that goYern the various
functions of the body. (See Chapter XVII.)
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HOW A CHILD IS BORN DEAF AND DUl\'lB.

To illustrate this, we will take the organ of speech,
and say that if an expert surgeon were to separate
the nerve that leads from the vocal organ to that
particular group of the brain connected "rith this
organ, the result would be dumbness, or loss of the
power of speech, a merely mechanical disarrange1nent
of the machine. In like manner, w·ere you to separate
the auditory nerve fro1n its group of cells, the result
would be deafness. In this manner a child is brought
into the physical w·orld de<'Lf and dumb, and it is
brought about in this way. The. child's skull has not,
at this time, completely protected the brain by a bony
covering,-that is, the skull is absent on the top of
the head. Here nature has provided for the passage
of the head through the narrow, hard, bony way of
the pelvis, by a.llo,ving the child's head to close to·
gether in an oblong shape. While the head is compressed at this passage, those groups of the brain
governing the vocal organs and the hearing lie side by
side in the head of the child. If the head of the child
should receive too much pressure by a "Tong presentation or some slight malformation, or from numerous
causes liable to occur, there would then arise grave
danger of rupturing the nerves of these organs. The
result would be that the child is born permanently
deaf and du1nb.
Here you will see that the spirit, ·while it is perfect·
ly able to communicate with that group of the brain
·whose duty it is to receive the organized Thought or
reason and distribute the same to the various other
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groups having jurisdiction over the various physical
functions of the body, finds the bridge spanning the .
gulf between the ponderable and in1ponderable has
been destroyed, and it is unable to use the vocal
organs by its inability to reflect on them ; yet these
organs will be found, upon careful exan1ination, to be
in a perfect state of formation in every other respect,
as is proven by their use of the slate and pencil, etc.
Again, ·we vdll c~ll your attention to another case:
"re will suppose a man is talking t.o a friend on the
last day of- December in regard to a dinner to be given
on New Year's day. '\1fiile conversing ·with this friend
something hits him on the head and depresses the
skull at a certain spot. He is. picked up unconscious.
In a fe·w days he apparently recovers his health, but it
is found that he has lost his memory and po·wer to
reason, and in this state he continues for months. In .
every other respect he is perfectly healthy. You
finally take him to the surgeon, "rho performs an
operation called trepanning; in a few minutes after·
'\Yards he comes to himself and immediately continues
the conversation '\Yith his friend about the New Year's
dinner, as though nothing had occurred. Here is a
con1plete void in his memory, and it is accounted for
by the same fundan1ental cause. The bone, by pressing
on that group of the brain ·whose duty it is to receive
and classify the ato1ns of thought and project the1n on
the spirit atmosphere, has only obstructed the bridge
for the time and shut off communication between the
spirit and the physical or the ponderable and the im·
ponderable.
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CHAPTER XXVI.
REASON AND INTELLIGENCE (CONTINUED).
AS A ~fAN THINKSJ SO HE IS.

The active operation and application of the socalled five senses, by their action through the brain,
produces each a single thought at a time, ·which is
refined u1atter, and, as matter, it occupies space. By
a. constant accun~nlation of thought you produce
TetMOn: by the exercise of reason you develop intelli·
genae. 1Ve \Yill illustrate this as follows: take a
child one year old. If it had all the organs of the
brain ready developed at its birth and your po·w·er
to reason \Yas derived from the physical or mechanical
\\·orking of the gray matter, then w·hy does the child
not display its reasoning faculties, if only in a small
·w ay? Stand this child by the side of a railroad track
and let it witness a.fearful collision ·where death and
destruction reign supreme. Does the child display
any einotion or reason, even in the slightest degree?
N'ot at all. Then it is in order for us to ask, 1Vhy not'!
To build an edifice you must lay the first brick. \Vell,
we have laid that brick; but, surely, that is not an
edifice? Nor could you have erected an edifice with
the first, second, or third brick only.
The child has got to build its store-house or spirit
out of the matter furnished it by the five slaves of its
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physical body, viz.: the neryes of sense. Its little eye
sees the ''Teck and thereby lays the first brick, and _
from this tin1e on it is constantly engaged in furnishing material out of ·which, as the edifice takes form
in space, are stored the results of its earth experience.
This experience, refined matter or thought, is the real
part of you, and is t4e part that exists and continues
on and on, still reaching out for perfection, after the
so-called death ~f the physical body.
If the child is so situated as to be constantly surrounded by evil, low, brutish co1npanions, and its
feeble nerves are compelled to receive nothing but the
viJe and polluted atoms of matter or material, out of
which it is again compelled to erect its store-house,
·would you, n1y friend, condemn the child for not being
able to erect a more beautiful edifice?
The noblest attribute of Inan is to be charitable in
his thoughts of others; for as a man thinks, so he
is, and of such materials as you have a.t hand do· you
e1·ect your spirit.
THOUGHT TRANSFERENCE.

-n.. hen you reflect that the spirit is the keeper of
your kno":ledge and reasoJJ., and simply projects it on
~·our brain, and your vocal organs are merely the
n1eans by "·hich your spirit communicates with your
physieal body, you 'viii then understand, or, we hope,
emuprebend, how it is possible for thought transferC'nee, mind-reading, psychomancy, impressional " 'riting, etc.
Other freed spirits can come in
(·otnJnnnication ·with your spirit; your spirit reflects
the san1e on your brain; your brain again refle·c ts on
your physical organs.
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CONSCIOUSNESS.

As we have already stated, it is not the part of a
philosopher to assume the negative or offer proofs of
the non-existence of every fad and fallacy that may
for the moment occupy the mind of the lay world, yet
there are exceptional cases ·wherein he may be reasonably justified in departing from this rule, and particularly so where the question under consideration
involves new issues, new departures, and radically
revolutionary vie,vs of old, accepted theories when
apparently in harmony with orthodox science. And
while we would have the student distinctly understand that we entertain the highest respect for the
profound "'\\ isdom of such deep thinkers as Sir \Villiam .Hamilton, Immanuel Kant, Editor Stead, and
other well-knO"'\\'n advocates of the existence of a subjective consciousness, sublilninal self, etc., yet until
they can offer more s·n bstantia.l evidence than mere
opinion , 'Ye shall insist that others who may differ
·with t~u~m have a perfect right to deny the existence
of a subjective consciousness, subjective mind, subjective memory, subjective thought, subjective "rill,
subjective force, subjective self, or subjective substance, until the advocates of these fallacies produce
such tangible evidence as shall be, of itself, of so plain,
practical, and reasonable a nature as will satisfy the
ordinary intelligence by a description of ·w hat it is
composed of, from ·whence it can1e, how it cam.e to
co1ne) what kno·wn law necessitated its birth, "rhat
becomes of it after it has outlived its usefulness, etr.
I am irnntediately conscious of being touched-i. e.,
7
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the nerve of feeling is being 1noved-"rhereby I think
a thought: touched.
I recognize immediately through and by means of
this nerve vibrating some thi·n g in motion; in other
"'ords, I, for the first instant, become conscious of the
fact.

One minute afte?~ the act, there are those who "'"ould
haT"e us belicce that, in some inco1nprehensible manner, the act is changed to subjective consciousness,
while we shall contend it is simply an act of 1nemory.
'Yhat is that "Thich \Y.e recognize as <.:onscious, aud
how clo you recognize it? Is it not that something
(an entity) con1es in contact with one of the nerves
of seuse, by -vibration, and is precipitated on to that
particular group of the brain, to be there converted
into hun1an thought,-i. e. cognition,-to be again advanced into your spirit atmosphere or I .A.:&I as
crystallized thought?
Does the spirit, or I A)l, sleep "rhen the physical
or gray matter of the brain sleeps? Certainly not.
The spirit, not being physical, does not require a rest
for recuperation. ....-\sin dreaming, here you will perceive that it is the spirit, and not sub-conscience, that
is in full vigor, "·hile the I .A)I, or spirit self, is in
close communion "·ith the physical self, or brain.
The gray physical 1natter of your animal self requires a rest for recuperation, and .·while at rest
(recognized by you as sleep), the spirit is unable to
act or reflect back on the various functions of the
hrain in a systematical manner or in regular detailed
order. This you call dreaming; but upon awakening,
to your mind or memory that which you dreamed is
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in a chaotic condition-faulty, not systematized. This
is upon the same principle as the so-called sundog, or
secondary rainbow, and, to some extent, similar to an
echo.
At other times all o:f the brain functions are not
asleep or at rest. Perhaps it might be the sense of
s1nell, taste, or hearing. Then, in that case, that part
of the dream or reflection from your spirit would be
more fully recogni~d upon a"·akening than some
other parts of your dream.
It is at this point that :\Ir. Stead is in error in his
hasty conclusions as regards the existence of a subconscience or sub-liminal self. Like all an1ateur in' ·estigators, the moment that he is convinced as to the
truth of the phenmnenon of automatic writing
through his ow·n forces, he jumps to the opinion that
he kno,Ys it all, nobvithstanding thousands of others
'vho have produced the san~e z)henontenon declare hinl
to be 'vrong.
Ho"·ever, it is not so very astonishing that S<Y careful a ·writer as Editor Stead, after becoming absolutely convincecl of the truth of the pheno1nenon of automatic writing, in rebounding from the teachings of his
English friend, Newton, tlzat for each and CL'cry force
there is a counter force: " if in seeking a place to rebound against, he should find it nil, hut b~ kept going
until he flopped clear over into the other c.rtrem,e.
Carefully, friend Stead, and remember there are
others: Cookes, Wallis, Flammarion. It "·ent much ·
against the grain of these distinguished gentlemen to
doubt the infallibility of Newton's la."r of force.
Hence their endeavor to segregate force physical from
force psychical.
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For if conscience of itself is not an entity) but the
effect or expression of some thing or entity that has
left its mark or effect on one of the various groups
of the brain by vibration to be crystallized into human
thought, then we can only come to the conclusion that
that which has no actuctl existence of itself could not
produce a sub or substitute. For instance: You suddenly open your eyes; in front of you is an apple; the
rays of light are first reflected from the apple onto the
optic nerye before you can be conscious of the object.
You are only in~n~ediately conscious of a body or
object "~hen son1e thing first 1noves the particular
nerYe of sense applicable to the object. You are only
conscious of sound after the auditory nerve has been
mo&ed: and the same 'vith smell, taste, and touch.
'Yhat physical thing 1noved the physical nerve to
produce the effect called cognition, recognition, or
thought? Is not this the act of knowing, of becoming
immediately conscious of the presence of force? And,
if so, what is it that moves or is moving from the
object towards the eye in that fraction of a second just
before it co1nes in contact "rith the optic nerve? For
you will adn1it that the ray of light must fiTst come
in contaet "~ith the object to be then reflected or rebound onto the eve
., .
X o,Y, if this is the birth of consciousness, or the act
of becoming conscious, then you ·will perceive that
consciousness is only an effect of son1e definite exist"
ing thing or entity that occupies its proportional
share of space as such. And, if this be a fact, ho"r can
it produce a sub-conscious, or sub-liminal self?
Then, is this that you call sub or subjective conscience
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any thing other than me1nory) or subliminal self any
thing other than spirit? For upon the hypothesis of
spirit much of that which has heretofore appeared to
many as at least doubtful in your metaphysics can be
made comprehensible to the average common sense of
to-day.
In the act of becoming conscious if more vibrations
are precipitated on to the cell of gray matter than it
can receive in regular order, the overplus is thro,yn
on to the next most sensitive body that can receive it;
which sometimes happens to be the FOETUS; hence
a birthmark is produced as described in Chapter
XXIV, or you become frightened, shocked, or startled.
This is because the in stan taneous act of cognition has
not had time to be impinged onto the entire brain,
that it may be advanced into recognition, or a fully
crystallized thought.
And now, my dear friend, ·we are aware that many
enlightened scholars will be inclined to deny this
heterodoxical assertion, perhaps yourself included;
but before you arrive at a dogtnatic decision, allow us
to ask, Has it not occurred to you during some time
in your life, if .vou are over the age of twenty, that,
while in company ·with some friend, your conversation
becomes slack, when just at the very minute you were
going to speak on some entirely different subject, your
companion speaks on the same subject,-to use a common expression, takes the very words out of your
mouth? Here you will see that your spirit of imponderable matter can and does come into contact "Tith a
similar substance existing in the spirit atmosphere.
Your friend's spirit thought also impinges on your
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~pirit

thought, and your thought is again thrown on
your physical organs, and they obey.
In this san1e 1nanner does the operator control his
hypnotic subject. He does not control the subject's
physical body, but his spirit, and this spirit controls
its O"\"Yn body.
HYP~OTIC

SUBJECTS.

By close observation you will find that all of those
that are called hypnotic subjects are of a "·eak and
vacillating nature, and are of that class of people ·who
go through life "·ithout 1nuch personal ambition, but
are inclined to lean on some one else, or are al '""ays
serYing in a. fiduciary capacity. But such subjects
are not to blame for this condition. The facts are
tl1eir spirit and lJody are held together by a very "·eak
tie of sympathy, which leaves their spirit at the mercy
of every "·andering spirit of stronger magnetism.
Those people "·ho "·ould be inclined to deny or doubt
the aboYe are the very ones to insist that there never
was an effect w·ithout a cause. "\Yell, here is an undeniable effect. Before you become dogmatic please
explain this phenotnenon in a more rational manner
than we ha-ve attempted to do. Certainly you cannot
assert that the gray tnatter of your brain caJnP into
physical contact "·ith the gray matter of your fl'iend's
lJrain. And yet there was a transference of "·hat, if
not matter? And if matter, in what condition and
position "·as it at the moment previous to its 1notion
from your friend's brain to your brain, or vice versa?
"'\Yhile we have endeavored to refrain as much as
possible frotn repeating, yet a metaphysical work such
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as we have here undertaken, embracing such radically
heterodoxical views, would seem to compel us sometilnes to repeat or run do"rn the line of facts. Therefore the color-we will say blue--is received on one
brain-cell only which projects one thought, viz.: blue.
The violin-string sends the sound 'Yave E, and it is received on another single cell "rhich projects the single
thought of the vibration or music of E. So it is for
every kind of vibration; there is in the brain a special
cell to receive it and refine it into a single thought of
ilnponderable matter.
Spirit, Ego, or the I Al\f, are one and the same thing
and you recognize it as the no1c or inunediate present;
that which is passed, "~hether one 1noment or one year
ago, is memory, and could not come under any one
of the above appellations.
Now, "That is 1nind, or men1ory, but accumulated
thoughts, systematized by classification, and laitl
away in that which constitutes memory's storebouse, as the product of the labor of your five physical
senses and recognized only as reason and intelligence.
Here you perceive that reason and intelligence are
but an expression or effect, and not an entity or a
thing occupying space, such as spirit, or Ego. For
instance, you wish to call to your n1ind, or memory,
some past event or thought, and memory for tl1e
moment lags, "'hen suddenly you exclaim, u.A.h! I have
it!" No"r, until you had possession of it, it 'vas no
part of the Ego, or self, as a thing of knowledge.
This san1e analysis applies to that "·hich you call
life. Life is not a thing that occupies space as an
entity, but is merely an expression or the effect of the
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union of three distinct entities that occupy space as
such, namely: Thought, Force, and Substance; and
while the three are inseparable, so far as kno·wn, yet
tLey are three distinct essences. For you cannot assert
that thought is force or that force is substance; yet
thought and force exist as son~ething other than substance) for as "-e can only conceiYe of an atom as the
last di,ision of substance or as a point in space, then
tbe other t"-o would have to exist as something other
than (for the sake of clearer comprehension, ''e will
say) the atom of the substance of matter. Otherwise
we would ha\e three aton1s as the last division, "'hich
"·ould leave our philosophy in a paradoxical condition.
YOuR THOUGHTS ARE ON THE OUTSIDE OF YOUR BRAIN.

\\-rhere "·e wish to be clearly understood as radically
departing fron1 the old Lady Orthodox is, that all of
your thoughts, instead of their being stored in your
brain, and there, by some incomprehensible hocuspocus, e\olve reason, are located on the outside of
your brain, in the form of a spirit atmosphere, "·hich
is still1natter, but in an imponderable condition; that
these single thoughts also, by the same la'' of sympatl1etic attraction that governs the physical, do associate together and produce harmonious music, reason,
intelligence, etc., according to the state of harmony
existing at the tilne between your physical body and
yonr spirit. Thus it is we explain to you "·hy you
~(?eJn to more quickly and clearly gather your thoughts
tog-ether or why you ran solve a problem more readily
at one time than at another.
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The brain-cells are subject to physical disarrange~·
ruent, the same as any other part of your body, ·which
induces ·w ant of harmony; and this is the reason that
a clairvoyant or clairaudiant cannot at all times receive the impressions that a controlling spirit wishes
to reflect on the brain of their subject. Or, in other
words, a controlling spirit hypnotizes your spirit, and
causes your spirit, by suggestion, to see, hear, smell~
etc. Your spirit reflects this onto the different groups
of your physical brain, and you repeat it to the sitter
who is seeking information. In this case, ·as a rule,
the controlling spirits find that they can secure the
best results by carrying the hypnotic state to what you
understand as the trance condition, or, it may be, partial trance. There are also cases where the controlling spirit can so completely hypnotize your spirit as
to amount to obsession, 'Yhich may continue for years.
A single brain cell is the size of a molecule, and receives but a single atom at a time, but can do its ·work
'vith great rapidity.
In corroboration of the real self, or I AJ)I, being
on the outside of the physical body, and that this real
self is recognized by you as your thought, we ·will cite
any case of obsession where the person obsessed appears to lose all previous consciousness or thought of
their former self, friends, or home, and becomes the
actual representative of the one dead, so-called.
The obsessed in this case had no knowledge of the
previous existence of the dead one; yet he, or shP,
·while under obsession, clearly proves that he, or she,
is in possession of all the former thou.qhts of the other,
and remembers nothing of his, or her, own previous
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self. Here the physical body completely ignores its
for1ner owner and obeys some one else.
This fact 'would appear to us to be unquestionable
e\idence in support of the truth that you do not think
with the gray matter of the brain, nor that the brain
is the seat of reason, or intelligence; for in this case
you establish one fact beyond a question of a doubt,namely, John Jones, being dead (so-called) and cremated years ago, takes possession of the physical body
of Sam Lee for months at a time, and in doing so
appears to cause the real I A1I, or spirit atmosphere,
of Sam Lee to relinquish or cease to control its own
body.
Xow, we are (by this fact being established) compelled to inquire what becomes of the I A1I, spirit, or
consc-ience of Sam Lee while the I~DIVIDUALITl~
or spirit intelligence of John Jones ( "·ho has no physical body of his o·wn) is occupying it. You cannot
deny that the scone gray 1natter or brain is still
occupying the same skull it always occupied, nor can
ron claim that the spirit or intelligence of Sam Lee
has beeome annihilated, for it proves that it is yet
around so1newhere during the period of obsession by
retunzing to and again assuming jurisdiction over its
o-wn bod-v.
,_
\\.,.e will explain it in this w·ay: The spirit of John
Jones, being more positi'e than Sam Lee's spirit, in
drifting around, "-e may say, in the spirit zone, and
not realizing fhat he ha~ 1uade the change called
d~atl1, co1nes in contact with a n1ortal spirit's atinosphere that at the time is in almost complete harmony
with himself.
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Here John Jones, the real or disembodied spirit, by
coming into such an atmosphere, by the Ia·w of affinity
is seized ·with an intense desire to return to his own
home; this intensity of thought on his part sintply
hypnotizes San~ Lee)s spirit in precisely the same manner as a physical hypnotist controls his subject. This
would cause it to appear that the physical brain ·was
nothing more than one of the functional parts of the
human body, by means of ·which the real I A)I, o-t·
spirit, of you projects its thoughts or intelligence onto
and controls or directs the various other functions of
the physical structure; in other words, the brain is
functional to all of the other bodily functions.
By this explanation you ·will perceive that the
spirit, or I Al\1, of a physical body is controlled or
hypnotized by a disembodied spirit, "\Yhile in the other
case the spirit, or I A:\f, of one mortal hypnotizes the
spirit of the w·eaker mortal.
This is additional evidence that there is no gulf
separating the physical from the occult ·world any
more than that which separates the infant from the
sere and yello'v leaf or the past fron1 the now or
future; for from the time the atom of comprehension
first presents itself for your consideration, 'tis one unbroken journey, on and on, into the unsolvable
infinite.
Since that most wonderful of men, Charles Dar·win,
11as clothed your old philosophy ·with so brilliant a
garment, in the form of Evolution, opening wide the
gate for free investigation, thereby relegating your
priests to their antediluvian caves and cloisters, 1'\·hat
a glorious smile now beams forth from the features of
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Dame Nature! The tail end of the Dark Ages is
rapidly passing frotn off the scene! Behold the light!
The day is breaking! Farewell, Ortbodoxy,-and
if foreYer, then fore-rer, farewell! The world has out·
gro·wn your usefulness.
Retrospection teaches us that as the Greek myth·
olog-y e\olYed out of paganism, so the inexorable la'v
of eYolution in time required another advance from
mythology into Christianity. He 'vere a poor prophet indeed that at this, the dawn of the twentieth
century, should fail to note the rapid crumbling of
the foundation of Christianity as it disintegrates, and
thereby paT"es the ·way for yet another change of reason and common sense OT"er gag-law and blind fanaticism supported by the reasoning of a free people, a
free press and a free country.
For, America, it is in thee
That our hope shall ever be,From ocean to ocean and o'er the sea*
The sponsor of immortality! t
WHAT IS IXTELLIGENOE?

Intelligence has no existence as a thing. Like time,
it is merely a gauge or rule, or, better yet, a word
adopted by man to designate the fact that John Doe,
Solomon, a little rhild, the horse, elephant, monkey,
etc., have the po·wer ·within them to tl~,ink and reason.
*The Philippine Islands.

tit was the Hydeville rappings that gave birth to modern

spi_ritualism, startled the world, revolutionized your science, your
philosophy and your religion; for all must be 'recon8trur-ted to
rntionallu account for these phenomena. Shades of Newton, Huxley,
and )fax )fuller, where are ye?-C. H. F.
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You \Vill frequently hear the expression used in this
way: "Agassiz was a very intellectual man;" "That
is a very intelligent horse." But does the \Yord convey any definite fact? Is it any evidence that some
particular definable thing has been established?
By a collection of thoughts, you produce reason,
and in no other way is reason produced. This is
called mind in some cases, and in others intelligence.
Intelligence it unquestionably is, but it is not mind;
for when you come to analyze the word, you ·will perceive that if such a thing as mind had a special existence, it could only be in the form of men1ory.
How frequently you hear the expression, " I ha\e a
poor memory," " ·hen of a truth there is no such a
thing as a 1Joor memory. One must either remen1ber
or not remember, h,e can not half or quarter remember
the name of John or Smith.
Not \vishing to prolong these parenthetical renlarks, we will merely say that, as "~e have likened
your spirit atmosphere to a storehouse in \Yhich you
stored the goods gathered on your journey, just so
does mind represent the order in which you have
stored said goods. If you have been careless in the
manner of your storage, ·when you want some one
particular thought, you realize the chaotic condition
of your mind store-shelving, or memory, and, as the
power to think and reason begins with the atom and
follows it through all of its various changes from the
least to the infinite whole, you \Yi11 perceive that it is
impossible for n1an to establish a line of demarcation
where or at what particular point the reason of the
monad changes into the intelligence of a Solomon or
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a college professor. H ence all nwn are feeble-mind eel
if the term 1nincl represents either reason or intelligence.
\Ye deny that man is superior to the brute because
he has tl1e power to reason,-at least until you can
demonstrate as a fact that man derives his reasoning
faculties from some other source than thought, ·which,
in turn, "·as concei\ed by an application of the senses,
all of " ·hich the brute possesses. And as you cannot
qualify as to the exact number of thoughts requisite
to produce reason, or define them by a standard quality, either ·with a two-foot rule, a quart measure, or a
pair of scales, then you have no authority to claim a
superiority to the brute because you have the po,ver
to reason; for does not the brute possess the same
facultv?
"
That man may have a :finer quality and greater
variety of thought, ""'e do not ·wish to dispute; and
no"-, my friend, as the title to this volume 'vould imply, our object in ·writing it "·as to try and show you
that there practically "·as no gulf that n1ade t1.vo separate conditions or states of existence any more than
there 'Yas a gulf separating the embryo from the fullgrown man .
.As "·e ha\e before stated, there are no t"'o atoms
alike. 'fhen, no two organisms are alike; and that
yon ma3' properly digest this chapter, you must begin
again at the very essence-i. e. "·hen t\\·o atoms come
together there "·e ha\e an organism; and will call it
John; two other atoms con1e together ncar by it as
another org·anism, " ·hich we ""'ill call Dick. Now,
you " ·ill 1·eadily understand that, as no two aton1s are
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alike, then it will be evident that John and Dick are
not alike. Ren1ember, it 1natters not how insignificant the difference may be there is a difference.
As we have had our jokes with ~Ir. Huxley's protoplasnl, or cell, we will no'v explain to you that the
cells that constitute the hun1an brain represent the
highest physical matter that the earth can produce;
therefore, these cells are far more sensitively attuned
than any other earth matter, not excepting the brute;
hence, they are capable. of receiving a greater variety,
both in quantity and quality, of vibration, and, therefore, produce a finer variety of thoughts or reason;
and as no two organisms are alike, either in man or
brute, ·where . will you definitely fix your line of what
constitutes the point of difference between inferiority
and superiority, or how far ·wrong "~as the Indian
when he declared that there "Tas no bad whiskey; that
all whiskey "ras good, only some was better than
others?
Take Darwin's Origin of Species, is it possible for
man to tell or realize where it began or where it "~in
stop in variation? Can man realize the amount of
space an infinite atom occupies as a so-called beginning, or the size of all infinite space?
Is there a definite gulf between these extremes?
Does not all that man has any knowledge of start out
of the incomprehensible and pass slo"Tly before his
senses into the incomprehensible without a perceptible break? Then, after all, does not your boasted
superiority consist in the rational manner in "Tbich
you apply the human senses for the purpose of observation, thereby generating thought and reason; ana
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if you fail to apply them, to what extent are you
superior to the brute?
Is the physical life of man the end of evolution, or
the spirit the end, or the soul the end? Who ·will say?
'Ye feel inclined to acknoV\rledge, like friend Davidson, that there are some things which are inscrutable_;
for certainly out of the inscrutable we came and into
the inscrutable we must :rass.
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CHAPTER XXVII.
SPIRIT DOUBLE.

(August 2, 1897.)
As, from the beginning of this work, it was our
intention to gradually instruct the neophyte in the
prilnary degrees of the mystic temple by introducing
~d instructing you in the use of the various articles
found in each particular chamber of the temple, and
thereby to gradually and systematically reveal to you,
as your n1ind unfolded, the use of these articles, we
no"r feel justified in introducing you into yet another
chamber for your consideration, whieh "·e "·ill call
the Double or the appearance of one who has not left
the physical body. In order to make our explanation
more ·, ~a.rly understood, "~e "~in allo'v our amanuen·
sis to ~l.J.te a case of his o"rn experience.
I " Tas having a private n1aterializing seance with
~1r. C.
~!iller about three o'clock r. :\LJ when two
forms came out of the cabinet and gave the names of
Jane Schrib~e and Frank Barns, the names of t"·o of
my sisters, aged abput sixty-four and seventy years.
I had not heard fro1n hon1e (the State of Delaware)
for a nun1ber of years, and did not kno"T whether they
were living- or dead, and "~as not thinking of then1
at the thne. I asked them if they had passed over,

,r.
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and they answered me yes. There "~as no other con-~
versa tion passed bet\\~een us, and they r~tired. Three
or four days after"~ard, rny oldest sister, Ruth, who I
kne"~ had passed over some thirty years before, came
to me in a seance at the sa1ne place. I asked her if
Jane and Frank were over on her side, and she ans"·ered no, 1Yhich "·as the truth. I then asked her "'hO
those t"·o "·ere ".ho came to me as Jane and Frank.
She said it "·as their Double, and I could get no
further information from her on that subject. I was
positively certain that the medium did not know that
I had a sister, to say nothing of their name8·.
'Ye "·ill no"T endeavor to explain this ·phenomenon
to you; and in order that you may the more readily
understand us, it ·will be necessary for us to dra'W the
veil of the temple a little more to one side and introduce you into this, to you, new roam of our temple.
'Ye will begin by calling your attention to the fact
that, in our last chapter, we frequently made use of
the expression spirit or spirit atmosphere. 'T is true,
as "·e have found it, that man has a physical body, a
spirit body. and a soul. But it does not naturally
or reasonably folio"· that the spirit body is in the
forn1 of your physical body, or that it forever holds
one shape; in fact, from your physical birth on the
earth plane until you have reached the end of your
earth journey, the spirit that accompanies your physical body is more in the nature of a body or cloud of
ether, cornposed of in1ponderable atoms of advanced
1natt~r, and does not assume the form or shape of the
hnn1an body until you reach the end of your earth
journey. Do not misunderstand us in this assertion
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or misconstrue our meaning; for "·hile some 8ensi·
tives can project their spirit atn1osphere for a long
distance and impinge their thoughts on the atmosphere of another sensitive w·ho at the moment is in
perfect harmony with them and receive an ans"·er in
return, and w·hile the one at a distance "·ill sometimes
declare that 'Yhile receiving the communication they
saw the person) it ""as only subjective) and ""as impinged on the receiver's brain in the same manner as
the communication.
Here the spirit, having no further use for the gross
or physical pile of earth matter, then eyolves a real
spirit body out of the mass of hnponderable matter
that your physical body is compelled, by the la"T of
evolution, to leave behind, ""hile the old atoms of your
earth body are again cast into the mills of the gods to
be ground over. As your spirit atinosphere is con1posed of the various atoms of the experience of your
five physical senses, and began to accumulate fron1
your birth up to the present time, and is the real part
of you, although invisible to you, as all other atomic
n1atter is, yet it is perfectly visible to those spirits
\Vho make this phase of spirit life a special study.
'l'hen you certainly ought to understand that nearly
all of your past acts or thoughts are visible to and
understood by controlling spirits.
And now for our explanation of the phenomenon.
Of course, a.t various times of your life, you are thinking of your sister or friend, it may have been ten years
before the phenomenon, but the thought or action at
the thne beca1ne a part of your ahnosphere. 'l_"'his
matter it is that the controlling spirit sees or senses.
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The control mav
., not be aw·are of the fact \rhether your
sister has passed over or not and, ·we are sorry to say,
in many cases, does not care as long as he can play
upon your credulity and pave the "~ay for more sittings for his medium, w·hich means more money for
him and less for you. He and the band of spirits "rith
him make up a materialized body, a 1nere ctutontaton,
"~hich they have under full and complete control, and
can make this machine say and act just as they will,
precisely as you control the ·will of a good hypnotic
subject; and this law applies to the clairvoyant and
trance medium just the same. However, we wish you
particularly to understand that these controlling
spirits are not gods, and cannot read or understand
all of your atmosphere; indeed, there are many atmospheres that they cannot penetrate at all, which
"yill, in a measure, explain to you w·hy some sitters
fail to get any or but indifferent communications.
\Vhen you reflect. that there is much of your own life
that you cannot at the moment recall, and as spirits
are really only one step in advance of the mortal, you
will see that it is not so very remarkable after all.
At the same time, spirits are like mortals in this
way: If you make it a custom to have frequent sittings with some particular medi urn, you will find
from experience that the more you go the better the
control can come into rapport "yith your atmosphere,
and the more satisfactory it 'Yill be to you. What " re
1nean by this is that your atmosphere is 1nore or less
c·loudy to the control as "rell as to yourself,-i. e.
when you forget so1ne past event or name, for instance, you '\Yill remark, " I have it on the end o.f my
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tongue almost, but cannot recall it." .At a later
period, without any thinking on your part, the name
comes pat to your mind. This sho·ws you that the
1natter of thought has never been lost, but is a. fi.retl
part of your atn~,osphere, and the more you come into
the atmosphere of the controls, the better they can
familiarize themselves 1\~ith your spirit surroundings.
IMPERSONA.'.riNG A SPIRIT.

We will call your attention to a very common occurrence in public and private seances ·where the
medium has frequently been kno,Yn to give the name
of son1e one of your acquaintances who has not yet
left the physical body, and also n~unes that you recognize of those that have. ..A.s a general thing, the controlling spirit does not kno'v one from the other, hut
relies on their kno1vledge of human nature and a close
·w atch and study of the sitter to tell them the difference, ·when they can read fragmentary circumstances
that connect the natne with son1e event in your life, all
of 1\Thich is a part and parcel of your atinospher(l.
You 1\rill here observe that they seldom go very far
into the details of the event. All yon have to do to
prove this is to lead them (the controls) to understand that your friend has passed over, and ~Ton will
find that the control "·ill give you the san1e fragtnentary information. \\. .here the control errs is in leading you to believe that your spirit friend is present.
Then, in the interest of truth and for ..vour own information, just make it a case of diamond cut diatnond. 1Ye only state this to he the case, as a general
rule, among· professional mediums. Of course, there
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are, we are happy to say, tuany cases where your spirit
friend is present, and you can enjoy a very agreeable
and satisfactory sitting, 'when the conditions are
favorable. I t is owing to this fact that son1e ·will call
the medium a fake, "'hile others are equally as sure
to the contrar;r, and it leaves the honest investigator
in doubt, or between two fires, as it \Yere. The meclium is not altogether responsible for this state of
affairs; the control is obliged to place him under the
hypnotic condition, in order that they may the better
control his vocal organs, and he, in this state, knows
not what he is saying or doing.
'Ye hope that this will serve as a profitable lesson
to you by showing you how unjust it is to judge others
in matters ·wherein you are entirely ignorant of the
governing facts yourself. It is so convenient to raise
the cry of '' Fraud! " and make it act as a panacea for
our chagrin) when things do not al'\"\rays come our
way.
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CHAPTER XXVIII.
THERE IS NO DEATH.

(August 4, 1897.)
There is no such thing as cold. That which you call
cold is only the absence of so much heat. 'Vherever
you find matter you find motion, friction, and heat.
So also with darkness; that which you call darkness
is only the absence of so much light. Light and heat
are composed of matter, and, as such, have an existence; ·where you :find motion you find friction and
electricity, which produce light. The optic nerve cannot sense an atom of light but there is light, though
it is not sensed by the human eye. A.nd so " rith death:
There is no such thing as death; like cold and darkness, it is only a false term, and conveys no truth.
Were there such a thing as death, it could only be in
the absence of life. As there is no known spot or place
that does not contain atomic matter, which is moved
by atomic life, where then 'vill you find unoccupied
space for death?
You have been taught of old that " Death conquers
all things." Of all absurd ideas, this takes the palm;
if it were true it "rould indeed make death superior to
life, darkness superior to light, and cold superior to

heat. llere three 8'U]Jposed things that have no actual
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existence are n1ade the annihilators of indestructible
1natter. 'Yhat a paradox! If death destroys life it
1nust ha-ve the cadaver on its hands. \Vhat, may ·we
ask, does it do ·with this inanimate matter? Does it,
dec1th, go wandering around space until it finds some
poor, ·weak, unprotected atom and rob it of its life to
reanimate its corpse? And in .that case, ·would it,
death, not still have another corps€, of the despoiled
at01n, on its hands? You will probably answer that
the human body has been robbed of its life by death.
Indeed? Then let us ask : \\7here did the body ge.t
this life from? You "Till admit that you must be in
possession of a thing before you can be robbed of it.
In fact, ·was life at any time out of your possession,
or "~as not life with the very first atom of your body?
"I ant the Beginning and the End ))_Life.
It "·as life-i. e. thought and force-that furnished
the first atom with motion in the beginning. It is
then advanced to an object body, thence to a spirit
body, and thence to a soul, ·which is the end, at least
of con1prehension, and at no time in its travels ha-ve
we lost sight of it. This brings us down to the same
question asked by Immanuel Kant, one hundred
years ago:
H.A YE YOU .A. BODY?

Have yon a body at all, and, if so, how did you be·
come possessed of it? Again, did the joining toge.ther
of a specified number of at<).ms constitute your body,
and at w·hat point in your tbne did the exact or
specified number of atoms co1nplete this body? \Vhen
one of these atoms leaves this con1ple.ted body is
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it then dead? vVhen all but one atom leaves this complete body, is it still alive? "0 Death, ·where is thy
sting?"
As 've kno·w that this object called a body is built
up hy a process of integration at one point while
undergoing a like process of disintegration at another
point, and that this process is ceaseless from the joi~
ing of the first two atoms until a complete segregation
of all the atoms takes place and it is no longer an object. To use a metaphor, it can1e in an unbroken 1narch
from next to nothing, and, ·w ithout ceasing its motion,
returned in an unbroken n1arch next to nothing. This
1'!7ill establish the fact that at no particular time was
it a body, but only secnted to be. Then, if it neYer "·as
a body, how could a body die, to say nothing of annihilation?
The fact is that that which you call your body is
not you at all, nor is it the keeper of your life, but is
~mply a large or s1nall accumulation of aton1 life,
attracted together for 111utual benefit. \rhere a ceaseless strean1 of 1nigratory atoms is taking place, and
where, as one atom ceases to be found useful, it is cast
out and others take its place, '"hen, out of this accumulated mass of atoms is produC'ed a. spirit atmosphere, "·hich is the governing spirit, or life, of the
body. This is produced in the same manner as the
spirit or over-life that governs a family, a city, or a
state, and is not a physical thing, and is, therefore,
not subject to death or disintegration, even were
death a fact. As for Noah \Vebster's purely imaginary
idea of the word or term inanin~ate-well, to be as
charitable as we can, we will say that "·hen "·e come
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across some thing that ·we find is in an absoltttte state
of ~·est. we will ackno,Yledge that 've have found innnhnation, but until then "·e shall insist that the
world has outgrown the term, and that truth has no
further use for it.
Bold out your hand; no"T crook your finger and
tell us what crooked your finger. Do you say it was
your pbysieal life of the body? If so, pray tell us
how the body of a live man kne"r that the fingers of a
dis1ne1nbered ar1n that had been buried for days was
in a cramped position in its grave, and \vas paining
hiln? \\""hen a friend goes secretly and digs up the
arm and finds it true that the hand has been forced
into the box in a cramped position, he straightens out
the hand and says nothing to the patient but the
patient c·omplains no more. In thi's case the arm was
quite a distance from the body and there could not
haYe been any pltysical connection bebveen the two.
\Y·as this ar1u dead? No; no 1nore than it ever was.
There is no dead j but the spirit atmosphere "rhich
is your individual life, and is outside as 'vell as inside
of your pile of ato1nic matter called a body, ·w·hether
dis1uem bered or not, is all the personal life you posRess. It is also an acknowledged fact, of which you
Inay easily procure the evidence by inquiring of those
who have lost a limb, that they 'vho are minus such a
limb ean, or seem to, feel the fingers on the disme'lnhered part. This shows that the ·whole spirit and that
part of the brain governing the fingers is all present
and in full operation, and is additional proof that
n0ither the body nor any part of it is you). while the
spirit, still being able to recognize aU the absent mem·
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bers, is proof of it (the spirit) being the only thing
that is re-al and is ruled by that which accompanied
the first atom when it started on its earth journey
from out of the Infinite) viz., Life) or an undeveloped
Soul.

The student will understand that Life is not an
entity, but only a word or term used to convey the
kno·wledge of the presence of thought) force) and sub·
stance) which are infinite entities;· the effect of these
three is "'hat is called life.
(See Chap. XXXVIII.)
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CHA.PTER XXIX.
IS

PHYSICAL FORCE

TRA~S~IITTIBLE

TO SPIRIT AND

VICE VJ..J11SA?

(August 12, 1897.)
As we know that all physical force is derived from
life only, and as you are a'yare of the fact that object
matter has frequently been moved in the presence of
thousands of reliable witnesses, yourself included~
without any apparent physical cause, and as ·we kno·w
of no effect ever having been produced without cause,
it is permissible for us to endeavor to solve this
phenomenon.
If after the lapse of the past fifty years of patient
inYestigation by many of your most enlightened
scientists you haYe failed to find a physical cause to
solYe this riddle, ·would it then not be the duty of those
who seek kno·wledge for the love of truth to look for a
hypothetical cause? At least, until you can find
so1uething better? -nrould it not be more creditable
to this, the da-wn of the twentieth century, than a display of that which 1night be construed at a later
period in history (when these phenomena "?ill most
undoubtedly be a well-recognized and better understood fact) as dogmatis1n, fanaticis1n, petty jealousy,
or a hereditary hatred of all things heterodoxical.
(For it does move, for all that.)
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While we recognize the valuable services of those
who made "this and kindred subjects a life studysuch as Hun1e, Hegel, Kant, and oth~t~s-and who
were undoubtedly well qualified to handle the question from S'u ch data as they had at hand in the
eighteenth century, and ·when we consider all the radical, fanatical, and tyrannical persecutions of those
who dared even to advance an idea not first approved
by the ruling church of those scholastic days, of
·wholesale murder, tortur·e, and in1prisonment, "·e can
only 'Yonder that they_had the te1neri ty to do and
dare as "rell as they have. But, though the mills of
the gods grind slo"rly, they still are grinding exceeding fine, and from the birth of civilization in the
vVestern hemisphere this unmitigated and vindictive
2nen1y of free thought has been bridled, and the world
no longer is required to first sub1nit its idea of truth
to those "·ho visited their " rrath on those who differed
with them, on St. Bartholomew's Eve and destroyed
the great Alexandrian library.
The greatest difficulty that those old writers of a
hund~ed years ago had to encounter, and eT"en those
of the first half of the nineteenth century, "·ere, first,
the church and its opposition; they "·ere not allowed
to investigate on any line detrimental to that power,
at least in an open and fair controversy. The
second and most important difficulty "ra.s their lack
of sufficient and reliable knowledge of those phenomena "rhich have been so abundantly distributed OT'er
the surface of the whole civilized world "rithin the
last fifty years.
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MIRA..CLES.

In those days, when the Church was so all po•werful
as to sweep up in its on,Yard march nearly all ciYilization, if it eYer had a zenith, that should certainly have
been the time to produce its so-called miracles (now
understood as spirit phenomena). Let us ask, Did
they do so? Did they, by their infallibility and
special ditine ·wisdom, convince Galileo, one of theil·
o~·n especially divine monks, that he ,yas ·wrong? Or
did they resort to the same argument as on St. Bartholonlew's E\e? Did they sho'v Kant a ~' Holy
Ghost," or any other ghost'? Did they show him ·w riting on the ~-all, or even slate-w·riting? Did they produce, for the sound consideration of so scholastic u.
mind as !{ant's, the phenomena of clairvoyance, mindreading, thought transference, materialization of the
body or voice, etherealization, spirit photography, oilpaintings, leYitation of heayy bodies, spirit-rapping,
hypnotism, and a Yariety of other phenomena that are
no longer a question of truth before your scientists
of to-day? Xo, my friend; under such a bitter
fanaticism, the atmosphere of those days ·w as not propitious for the real spirit of truth. The w·orld ~ras
just e1nerging fron1 that Inis taken policy ·where might
made right. It is not so n1uch of a '\YOnder, after all~
that the n1ud should still cling to the Christian
church, nor, as those questions were of an unkno,Yn
quantity or quality at that time, and as all things
then were looked upon in a purely physical or worldly
sense, is it astonishing that so wise a n1an as Kant
should find himself in a quandary as to the question
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of a first cause, but, like most of his predecessors,
rather incline to ignore it as a postulate in metaphysics.
.A.s J\Ir. Huxlev and a few others of a later date
"
have shown a desire to jump the question by neither
affirming or denying it, but find it_ more convenient
to stop at the so-called " protoplasm," let us hope
more from a lack of knowledge than a "rant of courage, then "·e still feel it incumbent upon us to continue our investigations along the same lines that
have carried us thus far successfully to"·ards, at least,
a rational and common-sense solution of the question,
viz: Is physical force transmittible to spirit, and vice
versa?
Force is the second principle of life, as energy or
thought is the first principle, and "rherever you find
life you find force.
The time has no"r arrived when the "rorld should
cease to move in the same old worn rut on account of its ease of travel, e~pecially if it w·ould seek
to know if there might not be other roads not only as
smooth, but perhaps shorter, which also lead to Rome.
The old theory that to move a physical body requires
physical force might be true if there w·ere no other
force in existence that could be used by man, a~d one
who labors under the old theory might be excused for
asking such a questjon. But if, as we think, we have
already established the fact of the existence of other
force than physical-namely spirit force, by so doing
you will see that it is not at all necessary to transmit
or borrow force from the physical for the spirit's use
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at all tiines, though, we are free to achnit, it is not an
unusual thing to do.
Our object in ans\Yering your question in this
1uanner was to sho"~ you how necessary it is to be
careful and frame your question so that the ans"'er
may conYey as nearly as possible the knowledge
sought for. 1Ye find yon in a quandary as to how a
spirit can go into a garden, pluck a flower, and then
pass the same through a solid "~ail and into the hand
of n. n1o1·tal with the de\\.. undisturbed on the flo"'er,
which, \Ye, your spirit friends, have done for you on
seYeral occasions.
P.A.SSI:XG :\lATTER THROUGH :\lATTER.

As we haYe before stated, no physical or object
matter is a solid, but is composed of atoms, held
together, let us say for the purpose of this illustration,
like. the honey-bee "?hen swarming. These atoms,
though appearing to yon to be solid while in the
objee:t-say of a rose--are not so by an~~ means anrl
are capable of being separated fron1 each other for a
short time hy a chemical law of spirit. These aton1s
when so divided are in the form of a spirit ether, and
are passed between the atoms of a door or "'all, "'hen
they a1·e again returned by the sa1ne la\Y to their original fol'lll; this proce~~ does not disturb the oxygen
and hydro~en w·hich form the de\Y-drop, any more
than the water " ..hirh co1npo~es the rose, and this sau1e
pro('ess is used when a white handl'-erchief is passed
through ~·our coat or a black cloth. The ato1us of the
one are passed between the atoms of the other by an
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almost instantaneous disintegration and integration
of the atoms. By bringing-this chen1ical law to bear
on the rose 'Ye are enabled to suspend the la"Tof sympathetic attraction, and, in restoring the law, eath
atom is again attracted to the same neighboring ato1u.,
and thus it is that the flower is returned to its natural
freshness.
Do not lose sight of the fundamental fact that it is ·
the spirit or invisible that is the real of life, and that
the physical is only in a temporary or passing condition; hence the pow-er derived frotn spirit far exceeds any physical pow-er. But you, who are only now
in your physical or earth state, can for1n no adequate
idea of the iln1nense po"·er of spirit, you yet having
had but little if any experience of the next state of
your being.
Forces there are in, around, and about the earth
planet yet undiscovered by man and of such immense
po"'er that if you but kne" ' and could utilize their
po1'rer you could almost becon1e a very god, forces of
'vhich the "·isest of mortals have not the faintest conception, so very :fine and insidious and yet so grand
and far reaching. Is it, then, any w·onder that these
san1e wise men of earth fail to comprehend, even in
the slightest degree, the Infinite Cause of all Physical
Effect?
But a ne'v lig-ht, my friend, is da1\rning for the
people of earth.
THE I.MJ\10RTALITY OF THE SOUL.

You have now taken another step of vi tal importance in your school of letters "·here all the forces of
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the wise spirits will be concentrated for years to come,
lending all the assistance the surrounding conditions .
will allo·w to enable your professors of psychology to
grasp and teach to the rising generation this, the
most beautiful and important of all truths, and give
to them an actual knowledge of the immortality of the
soul, and when a definite and :final ans·wer may be
given to Job," If a man dies, shall he live again?"
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CHA.PTER XXX.
AN OJER·TRUE STORY OF THE FIRST DA\YN OF .A SPARK
OF LIFE.

Wherein we locate our story ten thousand miles
a·wa.y in space and far from any other planet. 1Yhere
we represent the Life as a thing apart from matter,
and as having been slumbering for reons of ages,
awaiting its time to quicken and move, using the atop~
of matter as a bedchamber while sleeping. The moral
of ·which is: As it is ·w ith one life, so it is ·with all life.
1\fY FIRST REALIZATION OF LIFE IN SPACE.

It seen~cd to me that I did but dream that I was
dreaming of a dream; I looked around to seek a cau~e;
'T " 'as one eternal smneness, alow and aloft, to the
right and left, but sparks of life and matter. But I
a"~ake, I realize that I am. Ho'v do I kno·w I am·?
UntH I ca1ne into contact "·ith matter 'twas but n
drea.1n, a spark of life. 1Yith me, at that mon1ent, I
realized that it " 'as conquer or be conquered. Shall
this dumb, coarse, inert thing, this aton1 of substance
surpass my power? Or am I, and I alone, all po"·er?
.A.h, ha! 'cen,iJ vidiJ v ioi. Henceforth I am King, and
matter mu8t my "'ill obey. For am not I, frotn this
time on, kno"·Iedge? .A.h, and if I know) I'll reason
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thus: To increase my po·wer I 'II ha-re to enlarge, I '11
ad-ranee and advance until all po·wer shall be 1nine. ·
By this poLce1· to attract will I continue to attract all
sparks around me until I shall become a host unto
myself.
For if two are greater than one then thousands are
greater than two, until I shall ·weary of my ·work and
become a \rorld.
But I find I cannot rest, for am not I the parent of
motion, and \Yas it not through 1notion tha.t I became
azcare of mine O\'\Tn existence? Then if I cease my
labor, shall I not again sleep, die? Ah, as \Yell might
one cease to be. And co ulcl I cease to be? Alas, no !
:Tis on and on and on; worlds and worlds ·within a
\Yorld; 'tis one perpetual 1notion1 nature repeating
upon herself.
Then how shall I continue this labor of mine? Ah,
ha.! I see! I' 11 set this host (atoms of substance) of
mine to \'\·ork and "Till first organize my forces out of
this chaotic condition. I '11 place captains over tens
and captains over thousands; then shall I form this
host of mine into sixty-five or more legions, and I '11
know them as they are: Hydrogen, Oxygen, Carbon~
:Xitrogen, Iron, Phosphorous, Sulphur, Potassium,
Soda, and others. Over these, my simple subjects
(substance), I '11 place my General, Sir B"inary Cantpound) and will give to him my Caduceus "rhich shall
to him impart the mystic secrets of n1y spirit ether (or
a bnosphere), bidding him go to and discover the
n1any uses he can place my hosts for their advantage
and progression, teaching to hin1 as I had found it,
that in unity there Is strength, and by his kno·wledge
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of oon~pottnding) with all mine hosts to back him, he
shall produce a physical thing and be the evolution
of 1natter. He shall teach his captains of thousandf;
and of tens to ever and forever drill and instruct these
mighty hosts in the law of evoltttion and the survival
of the fittest, for them to gather experience on their
travels that they may becon1e possessed of an expanded reason and intelligence; "\Vhen wisdom shall
no longer be to them a dream or a subject. of annihilation, but real and eternal life.
Teach each one and all that they, as single individual members of the one infinite and eternal whole, that
should one of these my children (atoms) die or cease
to be) then shall I no longer be perfection and remember that thou, my general, art 1ny v ery vitals forUnited -we stand, divided we shall surely fall.
WHICH WAS FIRST) THE EGG OR THE CHICKEN?

If Darwin's theory of evolution is correct, i. e. on
the origin of species, can you tell me on that hypothesis which was first, the egg or the chicken?
Can man number the sands of the sea? Then ho·w
futile to attempt to grasp the infinite variation of
atomic structure! As "\Ye know that no two things arc
<~like) and reason thus: That no t-wo planets are alike,
no two animals, vegetables, or minerals are alike, then
you can reasonably infe1· that no two· ato1ns are alike.
As you only know of life by its manifestations
through matter and its being the first cause of all
motion and. motion being the ca-use of all change,
would it be at all unreasonable to suppose that no two
atoms of life were alike?
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As it "vas not our intention when we began thi~
"·ork to offer you our belief) but confine oursel\es to
knou: n, or, at least, sclf-e'uiclent) facts for your consideration, "ve find in the question you ha\e submitted
a tendency to lead us beyond our previous limitation~
and ·would also ha\e the further tendency to expose
our ·work to unfair criticisn~. For us to atten1pt to
digest the question thoroughly "~ould compel us to
go beyond (if there is a beyond) that point which we
haYe established as the kno\\·n beginning of humau
comprehension or a time previous to the existence of
Itfe. \'\.,.ere "Te inclined to attempt such a vague and
perhaps ell imerical course, it "vould only haYe the tendency to lead us into all manner of toild specula-t ions
and beliefs that "Tould serye no beneficial end, and
might be the means of retarding the advance of truth.
Ho\\·eyer, "·e will endeavor to give you such .vie"·s on
the subject as lie "~ithin our prescribed limits.
Life is the only motiYe power that we knoi\\T of and
"Te only kno"~ of its existence as an undisputed fact,
by obser\ing its action on matter-i. e. "·e see and
recognize it as (t thing apa1·t fron~ 1nattm·. Then,
"·heneyer and where\er "·e recognize motion, we must
agree that said motion was produced by some peculiar
law "·hich we are rationally compelled to designate
as the infinite, or a point in time previous to all
human or spirit comprehension. 'Ye " ·ill, therefore,
begin our explanation by observing that before motion
there must be Thought) Reason, and Intelligence. Let
the a1nount in quantity or quality be "·ith yQu of .1
secondary consideration.
It is a conceded fact that if a thing moues fruu1 one
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place to another (however short the distance) of its
own voliti~on, using its own forces or energy to ac~
con1plish a preconceived object for a definite purpose,
that that very fact establishes the evidence and is of
itself the e'Giclence of intelligence; and, as ·we have
already described to you the law of like attracting
like-i. e. gold to gold, apple to apple, etc.-it 'vill be
unnecessary for us to repeat the same. As intelligence is the result of and is produced by rea8on) then
we also know that we produce or procure our reason
from a single thought) for we hope that you will not
contend, after all '"e have previously said o~n this subject, that the child of six months of age, when it
crawled off a porch and " ?as hurt, possessed reason,
nor can you deny that it had one thought.
We will no"\\,. appeal again to your own common
sense and ask you to look around you and see if you
can for a fact recall in your o"·n experience hvo
people ",.hose reasoning faculties " ere perfectly alike.
No·. But 'vhen tested, the ,yisest minds that we haye
any record of are radically different "·hen brought
under microscopic or a crucial test. Then it follo,rs
that, as life produced reason, "·e have a perfe.ct right
to infer that life in the so-called elementary or ato1nic
state, also clijfers in its own peculiar la",.; but
~chether this difference in atomic life is produced by
another la"r' lying beyond the atom, is not "·ithin our
kno"rledge to say, and is quite sufficient data for you
to 'York upon if you confine you1· researches "·i thin the
lin1its we have established-i. e. co1n1Jrehension.
Having led you as carefully as we are able up to
the question of the egg, we \rill no1v say again that
7
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the at01n of 1natter is the egg itself of all organized
fornuttiDn, of whatsoever nature and composition, and is spherical in shape. You ·will also see that 'vhile
you are accustomed to say that these two pigeons,
apples, or twins are just alike, nevertheless such an
occurrence would in truth be a miracle. Again, very
many people are accustomed to draw a distinction
be~yeen organized life and nir. Huxley's protoplasln or organic and inorganic matter, which is only
another of those false gods to be overthrown for the
very 1noment that t"~o ultimate atoms come together,
right there you have the very beginning of o·rganization. \rill scientists dare dispute this? This being
the case you "·ill perceive that, long before atomic
matter became objectiv-e to man, the embryo object
was in a process of atomic formation, and when man,
by his ingenuity, can tell you just ho~o 1nany atoms
it takes to make an object then you may expect him to
know and be able to teach you ·where the organic and
inorganic, animation and inanin1ation, begins and
leav-es off.
If, as "~e think, "·e have established the fact that
there are no ~ro known things alike, not excepting
life, then this known fact is the very best of evidence
of the truth of the origin of all advancing and changing sz)ecics or organisn1s.
:Kow, as to the egg being before the chicken, practically speaking. Certainly no intelligent seeker after
truth can doubt )fr. Darwin's explanation, as we
understand bim. First we have the individual atomic
difference, second the struggle for existence-hybrids,
climatic, etc. Does not the alligator lay an egg? The
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·water lizard? The winged lizard? You ·will find all
this in detail fully explained by Darwin, and in
which we n1ore than agree; and it would, therefore,
only take up unnecessary space in this work. We
will quote, however, one single remark of that distinguished scholar, to wit: " That systematists will
have to decide whether any form (objective matter) be
sufficiently
.. constant and distinct from other forms to
be capable of definition and deserve a speaific name.'~
Like Darwin, we shall insist on their producing a
specific line of demarcation before assuming the right
to specify. Hence we shall be led to weigh more carefully and to value higher the actual an~ount of
difference between them.
That there may be no misunderstanding of our
position, we will say that the systematists should
be required to produce a single species that cannot be
changed, either by accident or design, in the course of
six or eight ge,n erations.
We cannot refrain from calling your attention to
l\:Ir. Darwin's predication regarding the inestimable
value psychology will assume in the future in thro"·ing light on many of the mystic la"·s of life, for "'e
can assure you it will be found the open sesame to
many beautiful truths of nature. As a partial corroboration of that great man's " risdom, "'e ·will call
your attention to his prediction on psychology made
about the year 1869,-that, in the distant future, it
would be based on a new foundation. Fifteen years
later your college of lettei"S, for the first time,
established a special chair of learning on psycholop:y,
·which, we hope, not in the distant but in the neal'
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future, and 'Yith the proper nourishment, will more
than fulfill ~Ir. Darwin's most sanguine expectations.
Please accept this as a tribute of our appreciation
to one ·who has gi-ven to man the most valuable " rork
of the nineteenth century-" The Origin of Species/'
-"·hich we hope "·ill be the entering wedge that shall
foreYer split asunder fanaticism, ignorance, and
superstition.

CHAPTER XXXI.
IF NO M.A.TTER IS DESTROYED) \\rH.\T BECO)IES OF IT AFTER
THE EARTH CAN NO LONGER ASSIST IT?

You will understand that, ·while 'ye recognize the
existence of life as a thing apart from matter, the
ontological proof of which we offer you is its essential
attributes, a thing that is not matter itself, but is
inseparable from matter, in something the same serrse
as you w·ould say that energy is not motion, and, ·while
we fin'd that energy is always found in company ,·rith
n1otion, yet it is a thing apart from the. motion itself.
\re do not ·wish to be understood as implying that all
life. is human life or that it eventually is refined into
the over-life of a human soul. ~Vith this slight e.xpla.nation for a basis "·e "Till proceed to elucidate.
As the apple has ser\ed us so well up to the present
tilne for the purpose of an illustration, ·we will again
avail oursPJ ves of its service. .After the matter is
passed off from the apple in the form of fra.grance,
a part of this advanced matter is impinged on the
animal brain, it 1na.y be, both human and brute, and
is again advanced into thought matter of which "·e
have before spoken. Now, you "Till understand that
there still remains a considerable portion of this
fragrance that is not so disposed of; a part of this
remainder, after the disintegration of the apple:
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assun1es the form of a spirit apple; the remainder
passes into the, let us say, spirit atmosphere of the
earth and assumes the form of imponderable matter.
This law applies to all advanced matter. You ·will
reme1uber that in this condition, as matter in bulk,
as you of the earth are accustomed to view and
measure it, is an indefinite an1ount which you can
probably better comprehend ~·hen ·we explain to you
that as imponderable surrounding the earth it again
assun1es the atomic form, but in an advanced condition .
.And now your attention, please. Out of this advanced n1atter, by a higher power of the la~" of life, of
w·hich you, the. unad\anced people of e!:trth, have as
yet had no experience, as you have not reached your
full earth deT"elopment, is produced a \ery great n1any
forces and spirit substances that are again in~pinged,
uy a reflecting process, on to the affairs and 1natters
of earth. In this condition matter finds itself so attenuated as to appear to your physical sense more in
the form or nature of an influence. \\.,.e, as spirits,
recognize its existence by its effect on the earth matter
in many ways that are alnLost ttnconscious to you,
but ~·e will endeavor to conT"ey a partial idea of it
to you ~·hen ~·e say it acts on the gross matter of
earth to improve its condition in the same manner
that we, as spirits, are at this moment acting on you,
our amanuensis. Does not the inforn1ation which
we have been enabled from time to time to impress
upon your mind iJnpro1:e your condition?
In conveying our thoughts to you ~·e are using a
definite force in the form of spirit-waves of thought.
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N o,Y, do not place a wrong construction on our explanation of 1natter returning to earth matter and
deduce from that that the theosophists are right in
adT"ocating the doctrine of reincarnation, for ·we mean
nothing of the kind. If you properly digest our remarks, you "'ill see that a rational and logical explanation is for the higher and more perfect matter to
syn1pathize ·with the lo"·er matter, by lending a part
of its forces to assist the "·eaker one, precisely the
same as the father assists the child and as the spirits
assist you. This is evoluNon.
Do you not follow· the same law· "·hen you graft the
rose or apple? Can you by any logical process of
reasoning claim that the real spirit of the tree from
'vhich you procured the bud has ceased to be in the
original tree and has taken up its abode in the grafted
tree? '\Ye think not. 'Yhile "·e recognize that a part
of the spirit atmosphere is acting on the earth matter
for its improvement, yet " 'e also recognize that
another part of it is passing on and on to,· w'e hope,
son1ething still higher. But as this brings us to our
dead line, so to speak, we " 'ill not indulge in speculation.
Again 've "rill illustrate it in this way: Your body,
or earth matter, decomposes or is thro"rn into the
mills of the gods after delivering a certain po1 tion of
its ·work into the spirit atmosphere, this spirit atmosphere reflects back on the earth a portion and projects
a certain per cent, on to a higher plane. This is, in a
m-easure, a constant process of evolving with a slow
advance to"rards perfection.
We will take this _opportunity to again illustrate
4
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the )Iystic Bridge that connects the occult ·with th~
physical by taking the modus-operandi of the hu1na.n
heart. Here, you ''ill obser,e, large quantities of the
blood are forced into the n1inute vein·s a.t the farthest
extremity of the body, delivering its load of \ital
energy, then returning to the lungs to be again re\italized, to then repeat, round and round the circle,
losing· a little and gaining a little, or, in other 'Yords,
it takes on a load of unprogressed atoms and in its
passage O\er th'e body adYances these atoms one circle
higher. Xo·w, if the atmosphere should not be in a
pure condition, but charged ·with ·weak and feeble substance, such as the disease germs that were thro·wn
off from other weak and imperfectly developed bodies,
then your blood and body must assume a like condition and compel you to giv-e off into the surrounding
atmosphere the same imperfectly developed spirit substance. X ow, the spirit -world is depending upon the
kind of material you of the earth furnish it to build
their edifice from. Hence you "~iu see, if you of the
lower condition for"Tard to them rotten or defective
material to ·work upon, how can you expect them to be
able to 1~efiect back to you a healthy spirit atntosphere? This applies not only to the matter, but to
the thought, and this round-and-round process of adv-ancing and receding is fro1n the first undeveloped
atom of life and matter to the highest state of spirit
condition that ·we hav-e any kno·wledge of and may be
recognized by you, just as when you ""atch the incoming tide on the ocean; you see the ·wavelets rolling up
on the sand (of time), then just as surely receding;
you will notice that, perhaps, the second and third
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waves do not reach the height of the first. This 'vas not
an accident, but was caused by other forces (disease
germs, etc.) not acting at that moment on the surface
as they should.
Ho'v n1any forces are acting on matter of ·which
you have not the slightest idea! In this manner are
the affairs of families, cities, nations, and finally the
'vorld itself, effected for its advancing and retrograding motion. When you of the earth or a. part of the
earth are involved in war, ·which again involves bloodshed, hatred, vindictiveness, then retaliation (pause
here and consider), 'vhat must be the quality of the
atmosphere you are projecting onto the spirit 'vorld
for it to refine and reflect back? dan you 'Yonder at
the retrograde motion of civilization-i. e. the dark
ages? This law acts on all organisms from the
sn1allest monad, ·whether it be anbnal, vegetable,
mineral, or spirit, the one depending upon the kind
of support it receives fro1n the other, " . .hether its progress shall be rapid or slo"r' higher or lo\\. .er. For all
strength, intelligence, and influence the spirit w·orld
( "rhich is the sun's family) is depending on the complete and harmonious unity of the single ato•ms for its
existence and po\\rer to perpetuate its·elf, and from
this known fact " . .e deduce, a priori) that this system
is continuous ad infinitum,.
If this be the truth, as it certainiy is, as far as " . .e
have any kno\\rledge, then you can readily comprehend that God is not a being, a person, or a thing, but
is the acmt11tttlation., the essence) and the result of all
that is) and has had a,n e{l}i.stence (Pantheism.) Hence
to pray to this kind of a god for a special favor by an
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indiYidual is sheer nonsense, and not common sense.
Still you can accomplish much good by prayer when
large communities unite in a sincere and purely spirit·
ual desire, by sending out large and constant "Taves of
thought matter and by keeping this sincerity up for
some tbne, and li1;ing tttp to your desires spiritually.
By so doing, you will find the same old answer : In
unity there ·is strength.
'fhere are many "rell-authenticated cases where it
would appear that a God had intervened in a personal
manner. This ·we ""ill explain in this "ray: Every indiYidual of earth has one or more spirit friends who
take upon the1nselves the pleasurable duty to accompany them through their life journey; one of these,
where there is more than one, assumes the duty of becoming your guardian spirit (Socrates Demon).
Sow, if you should possess strong psychic forces your
familiar spirit can, at times, use those forces for your
benefit, such as impressing you of danger, removing
pain, etc. Sometimes they accomplish this by means
of Yivi d dreams ; in fact, they resort to all the means
at their comrnand to accomplish their end.
X ow, what "-ould be the result of a case of this kind
"There the Christian Scientist kneels in prayer with
one " -ho ·w as entirely ignorant of the simple truth, and
has been taught that God "-as a being? The patient, being sick, and also a sensitive to spirit forces
(although una"Tare of the fact), there also· being some
one 1nember of the Christian band of scientists present
who is positive to the patient and mediumistic, the
spirit friends of the invalid use the t".,.o forces to effect
a cure. The patient knows that he felt some peculia-r
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force at ·w ork on his anatomy, and not being able to
aceount for it, he jumps to the conclusion that it ·was a
mirade, and if a miracle, then nothing but a God
could have done it. A.las, alas for the credulity of
human nature! If the Christian Scientists are right
in their belief, allow us to ask, in a spirit of fairness,
'vhy do they not cure all) as this personal God of theirs
is all potoer-? \Vhy do they often cure the so-called
'vieked and undeserving and fail to cure the just and
chosen ones-the preachers, for instance, or themselves? 'Vhy do they succeed in curing one disease
on John tTones and fail to cure another and apparently insignificant disease on this san1e John Jones? Let
the Christian Scientists and " Holy Bones " explain
this in a rati.onal1nanner.
Our explanation is this: The human body is mechanically constructed by a uniting of two or more atoms
of 1natter together for a purpose; this produces an
organ. Then two or more aton1s again come togethe1·
in the same object for another purpose; this produces
organis1n, for you must understand that it is not an
organ or an organism until at least two atoms come
together and establish a battery of the positiTe and
negative. Right at this point, by the joining of the two
nnits or atom lives, is produced or is born a life oYer
the two atom lives which we haTe designated the first
over-life. This may be a human life) apple life) or a
1nineral life) and, in this first condition, it may
continue for ages and ages before an opportunity presents 1+:elf for any further progress.
Thut ., ou 1nay fully understand us, ·we ·will elucidate
it thus: Richard joins his resources ·w'ith John and
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thereby forms an organized one body for a preconceiYed purpose; they haYe a set of laws to govern this
body1 "Thich is the over-life of this body. Now this
O\er-life or organized body can go on increasing its
membership for the mutual benefit of the whole overlife. Some of the members beco1ue obstreperous to
such an extent as to be felt by the whole body ( i. e. diseased). The organization (body) seeks to apply a
remedy. :Xo,Y, "Thetber this remedy shall be successful 01' not depends on the nature of the disease affecting the sub-organi~·ation. It n1ay be, as in the first
cure, of such a nature as to be easily subdued, and
again, it may have been so quietly at 'York, like some
seditions of state, as to be beyond control. If it "\Yas a
miracle in the first cure, w·hy does not the miracle succeed in the second case?
Ho"T 1nuch more rational to say that God or life
accon1plishes its "Tork in this way. Take the people
of darkest Africa, for instance. The civilized or
spiritually inclined and advanced nations of the earth,
by a constant and continued unity, are throwing their
persuasiYe powers on this people; not only "Tith guns
and po"·cler, but by exa1nples of Christianity, in attending their sick and those wounded in w·ar and by
the conscientious services of the true m.issionary.
You will perceive that, slowly, this is having its saving effect. All such moves require time. )lan, in his
eagerness to rush ahead, is inclined to ignore time,
while time ignores not anything, not even the atom..
Of what aYail is one 1nan's Yoice or desire in your
Congress? ''I' is but a drop in the b11C'ket. But apply
the voice of the united whole of these a fonts (people) !
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'T was they who produced your Congress, and, in like
1uanner, they (the atoms) produced your God (Life).
l\lan, in fact, is a God, if he only knew it, and of which
he may get at least a glimpse when vie·wed in this manner.
As the various nations constitute the ·whole world, ·
and it "·ould not be complete without all_, so also the
single nation "·ould not be co1nplete "·ithout the single
individual that comprises its ·whole; nor "yould the
individual or person be complete "·ithout the entire
nu1nber of atomR that constitute his entire being.
Therefore, "·e will suggest to you that you, in your
mind, separate each indiYidual atom that constitutes
the entire earth and give to them their freedom by taking away the individual atom's po"rer to attract. This
you " rill have to do, for not one or a dozen are the
tchole earth.
Now·, let us ask, "·here "·ould your boasted power of
the earth be? Is not each single atom a po"·er "·ithin
itself? Did it not come from out of space to join another atom? ...<\nd "·as it not by this very addition of
one atom at a time lending its proportion-share of
force and in tel] igence and n1atter that constitutes and
is our earth? Do you not see that it is this very principle of a unity of the units) and this alone, that produces all of vour life and over-life? Is it not the
single individual soldier (the unit) that makes up
your po"·erful army? Or the one single stone, united
to another, that constitutes your great pyramid?
No·w, please apply this principle o.f accumulative
force, matter, and thought to the universe of a "·heel
·within a "·heel, ad infinitum. Does it not convey you
outside of all human comprehension?
tJ
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Let your imagination (for at this point you have
no other evidence) conceive of all the accumulated essence of all the various systems of sun-circles within
sun·circles, as we have illustrated them else·where.
'Yould not this immense outer sphere truly represent
th'"~ Yery greatest, the last, and the end of all concentrated life, energy, force, intelligence, and wisdom?
liere is so1nething-a God) a life-that man can grasp,
hh; n1 ind can realize-a something that you know
doe.8 cx··i:st ). you are able to recognize it in a tangible
manner by its effect on matter. Now, draw you a
con1parison ·with that mythological person, being,
thing, or idea that came out of nothing. "Ex nihilo)
nih-il fit/)

If this is good logic or philosophy-that because I
kno"? I am, I must be the results of a cause. Well, to
aceomn1odate you "re· will say granted, and see where
it leads us. 'Vhy, to a first cause of a purely mystical
God. Then, by your own argument, if God is a being
and exists, he must have come from a cause; for out
of nothing, nothing comes. If this is logic or common
sense, then "re have mistaken the·meaning of common
sense.
\Vhen we come to consider the limited amount of
real know1edge those old medieval godmakers, Biblebuilders, "?hale-producers, ark stories, pancake world,
with its seYenth day or holy river of Josephus thrown
in, with a )loses "'ho buried his o"rn body, and then
returned to write about it, " rould it be any wonder if
this same )foses, gifted as he ·would have been with
such miraculous power, should go a step farther and
utter a still more brazen lie to a people gifted with
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such extraordinary credulity, and declare he had
spoken face to face with a 1nctn-n~ade God?
Can you blame Huxley for doing a little creating
on his own line ·when he creates life from a dead lobster by transferring it to a live man? And then, ·when
he finds hhnself in the same dilemma as these ancient
God-builders-such as nothing can from nothing come
-he, like these san1e ancient Bible-builders, reverses
his engine and creates life again by transferring the
dead man to the live lobster.
In those days it 'vas, Believe what I say, or follow
Joan (}f Arc, Bruno, and others to the stake. But as
no such conditions as those now confront us, 1'\·e may
be permitted to ask ~fr. Huxley's admirers if they
would kindly be a little more previous and inform us
where the lobster got its life before man existed, ana
where man got his life before the lobster existed. lf
it be so that out of nothing nothing comes, then it
would appear to us as but a fair postulate that ·what
was good evidence for the goose should be equally as
good for the gander.
What a pity it "~as that those old Bible-builders
were not better informed as regards the size of the
Dog-star and the probable extent of infinite space.
Now please consider this proble1n : 0 plus 0 equals 0;
0 multiplied by 0 equals 0; 0 minus 0 equals 0; 0 divided by 0 equals 0. This is an immutable law· of life
and matter, an.d a rational, consistent, and comprehensive God. You of the twentieth century have done
1'\ hat they should have done-i. e. you do not create
anything, but assert that neither the spirits nor mor·
tal can account for Hfe or matter. But you all know
7
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that they exist; we have the tangible, absolute, realistic facts to sustain our assertion-it is not at all
necessary to force your belief tcith burning fagots.
From whence they came or how far in the past they
ha\e existed is, from its (life) very nature, an utterly
unkno·wable question. And as w·e see that life possesses all the attributes of an imaginary personal
God, except the po·wer to create (a so-called act ·which
has neTer yet been proven), we will lay the two propositions before you for a fair and reasonable opinion;
thus, I know that I am because I exist; upon examining myself, I find that I am composed of atoms of
matter, and that these atoms possess life. I now seek
to know· the source and composition of this life. All
that I can learn is that it is not a physical thing, but,
as far as reason can go in the past, it al-ways existed.
I kpo\\~ it is the po\\Ter and intelligence that produces
and controls all 1natter. .A. s to what it is and whence
it can1e, I do not kno\\". This is human reason.
And no\Y foc the old proposition-! knO\\" that I am
because I exist; and as I know· that out of nothing
nothing c01nes, then I will trace the cause of my existence from some other cause, \\"hich compels me to
again seek a cause. Like Huxley, I find myself in a
dilenuna. X ow, ho\\T \\Till I extract myself? I ""ill do
it thus: There must be a great personal being, a God,
(must be is good, T"ery good, indeed,) and, naturally,
a mechanical God, \\"ho al\\·ays existed. (Ahem,
ahen1 ! ) About six thousand years ago, for the first
tin1e, this mechanical God awakes. Ho\\ far back in
the 1nillions of past ages this God lay sleeping only he
can say. But he instantly realizes his 1niraculous
1
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power to overcome this naught plus naught equal.~
naught, naught multiplied by naught equals naught,
naught minus naught equals naught, and create it
thus: Naught minus naught equals one. These same
ancients found that this one is also endowed with miraculous power-hence he, the one created, is a Holy
Ghost. Just what kind of a ghost that is or how they
found him out, deponent sayeth not, as no one has
ever seen this thing, gentleman or holy, sufficiently
plain to know it. Ghosts there may be, but just what
distinguishing ear-marks exist between this holy and
a common ghost, we know not. Ho"~ever, prudence,
my friend, is sometimes (especially in olden times) a
virtue, and if you do not know, then believe or be
damned, like Bruno and others (while I'll be damned
if I believe).
1\Iodern phenomena in the last half century have
produced a tangible ghost (spirit)-tens of thousands
of them; not in an obscure burning bush, but over all
the civilized ~world w·here an ordinary man can see,
feel, and hear the1n, and where you are at perfect liberty to judge from the evidence of your own sensesand no fear of being damned, either.
And now, my friend, "?e have placed the two vieVi~s
squarely before you. It is for you to exercise your
OVirn common sense and decide, as any fair and impartial juror should do, as to which is the true metaphysical solution.
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CH.A.PTER XXXII.
WHAT ARE LIFE AND l\IATTER COMPOSED OF?

(September 7th.)
Is it possible for you to cross the dead-line and tell
me ,yha.t life and matter are composed of? And if not,
can you gh·e me a reasonable conjecture?
Through this entire \\"ork, from its beginning up to
the present tin1e, little by little, as the opportunity
offered, ha--re ""e endeavored to shed such light upon
the abo-ve question as you could receive and digest.
It may be possible for us to go a step farther. We will
see.
In our last article, we frequently capitalized the
term Unit. Now " ..e ""ill ask you to try to realize how
exceedingly small and apparently insignificant a thing
a unit is. ..A. s " ·e have before stated, it is the next
thing to nothing. And, " . hile those old ancient Biblebuilders shot <;loser to the mark than they at the time
dreamed of "·hen they produced their ghost of a paradox to pro-vide a base of retreat when pressed too hard
for an anS\\"er,-i. e. their" Ex nihilo) nihili fit,"-and
as science has long since ackno\\"ledged that matter is
indcrdructible)-w·hich is to ackno\\rledge that it has
no end,-now, does not your own comn1on sense teach
you that a thing that has no end could not have a be-
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ginning? If this be the truth,-and ,ye think it is,
does it not carry you into the infinite? Hence it is unkno"rable-the dead-line.
N o"r' please consider: Is not this explanation in
perfect harmony with the philosophy of " Out of noth~
ing, nothing comes? "
'Ve will explain it in this ·way: 'Yhile the unit or
atom did not come from nothing, yet it ·was the -very
next thing to nothing-i. e. life and n1atter; and 'vhile
in this state of a single ~tnit it is of far less importance
as a thing of po·wer than is one single drop of "~ater to
the mighty ocean. That you may grasp this, ""'e "rill
say that it is a million times less than a drop of w·ater,
as one drop of ·w ater is dh~ided into many more part~
than a million. The explanation is found in the Unity.
You are accustomed to exercise your reason from a
physical thing-an object. Long habit of considering
that-only that-"'hich you see is real has beclouded
your better judgment. -n'e have endeavored to teach
you (and we kno"· that "·e have succeeded) that the
reverse is the real fact.
No"r' if you wil1 take this one single atom and follow· it on its journey as "·e have described it in the
article headed " The First Realization of Life in
Space," and at the same time keep in .your mind it~
almo'St utter insignificance, "~hen you try to recognize
it as an existing thing. Then consider this one, single,
infinite atom as the very first cause of all causation
(if there ever "·as a first cause) . Now, you have but
to change one Biblical "·ord that reads, "In the beginning "ras God," and let it read, "in the beginning
\vas an aton~." Then you ·will see all necessity for any
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belief whateT"er or subterfuge to hide your ignorance
of the simple truth is swept a·way. :nlan has been
·wrongly taught that that "·hich " ..as created cannot be
greater than the creator.
'rhis is a false and pernicious doctrine, and should
be corrected, as it only leads the young investigator
into those false roads "·hich, in turn, lead to false
Gods. There is no such thing as create)· and it should
ha\e been left, by accident or design, in Noah's ark.
To create is to produce some thing out of nothing- an
absurdity that any one claiming a modern education
should be ashan1ed to ackno"..ledge. It has the ten·
dency to cause the young student to infer that that
whieh ·was built or produced cannot be greater than
the builder or producer. No"r' "·hat a false position
such a conclusion "·ould leave the student in! He
·would find himself utterly unfitted for an inventor.
Are not all objective things or organisms produced
or built up from the very least of all things, the atom?
:\lan and spirit can only recognize life and matter
·when in a vast, accumulated form of ~tnity) and then
-very in1perfectly. You cannot see, smell, taste, touch,
or hear either life or force. You recognize them by a
certain effect that they produce on matter. Habit
makes you say, " I felt the force of a blo"r,"-but you
are "·rong. You felt the effect or sa".,. the change.
By removing the life, you have no force. Now, if
vou could instantlv remove the life of all the atoms
of your body, that moment your body "·ould vanish,
disappear, leaving not even a sign of its existence,
~o fine " ..ould be the ato1nic division. It is the power
de1ived from the atomic life that holds your body and
~

~
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all other objects together. This is as far as we can
assist your understanding as regards life, until later
on. (Bee Chapter XXXVII- the key.)
And now as to matter. 1Ye ·would say you may be
able to delve deeper into the subject possibly, if viewed
in this manner. Here 'Ye find for the first tin1-e) in this
little volume, that ·we are obliged to put forward an
a88U1nption) a p1·iori) and will caution you at this
point that ·we only do so in our great desire to assist
you in your endeavors to reach beyond the dead-line,
or into the infinite. lienee ·we shall expect you to
receive it only as an opin:ion)· for you must remember
that all beliefs are but shado"·y forms arising on the
horizon of truth, and until proven true, must be handled " rith care.
1\Iatter is the offspring or effect of life; it is the
expression of life, or life expressed. Take away the
life, which means the energy, force, motion, and intelligence, and ·what have you left? Virtually nothing,
or a thing so near akin to nothing-so far at least as
human understanding goes-as to be unrecognizable.
And if it did not cease to exist entirely, then infinite
space would be filled with a chaotic, inert mass of
atomic dust. 1Yhile your human senses cannot grasp
life, physically speaking, life itself has prepared the
way for its ow·n recognition by producing in man
(matter), through the unity of atoms, your so-called
five physical senses; and it is by your po:~yer to mechanically apply these senses to matter, which you
cannot do to life, that you are made a·ware of the existence and power of life-i. e. thought, force, and substance.
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imagine yourself standing in space, ten mil-.
lions of miles from any object excepting light. Here
you find-what? .t\..pparently nothing. .And yet you
are for t)fe first time in your physical existence surrounded by that only which is real in its first and original form-i. e. the elen1entary atoms of substance.
You have asked us, \Yhat is matter con1posed of? As
far as you of the earth have investigated it, you have
declared it to be composed of sixty-fi:ve different substances; and, ·whether it be more or less, it is sufficient
for our purpose.
You are now standing in what seen~s to you a void;
yet J'OU have at this moment all about you the very
essence of all these various substances-iron, tin, oxygen, etc., and we can only ans\ver you that they are
just "?hat you have called them. 'Tis only a name.
'Ye might offer you another name, but it would convey no other truth; and, as "?e have frequently stated~
we agree -with Immanuel Kant, that your "'orld and
all objective matter therein is not the real) first, and
unchangeable state of matter. It (your \\'Orld) is
only matter on a mission or journey, the same as an
apple or soap-bubble. For a little while you seem, to see
it, and then you don't. It is like the clouds. ·vast
quantities of atoms of oxygen and hydrogen 1.tnite for
a purpose out of the invisible, do their " rork, and
again disappear-return, "'e may say, to their real
home or condition-a 1nere passing event.
IIence, you ~Till see that it is but a waste of time to
even try to penetrate the infinite. Therefore, to be
eandid "?ith you, we are obliged to call it the DeadlAne.
NO\Y,
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'(February 20, 1898.)'
[About five months later, or on February 20, 1898,
I again asked the question, " 'Yha t is life?" forgetting that I had already asked the question.' Hence I
insert it here. The reader ·will obserYe that it is a continuation of this chapter.-0. H. FoSTBR.]
This is a question so vague and yet so far-reaching
that we feel as though ·we should be allowed considerable charity if our ·wrords shall not come up to your exp~tation, and shall deal with the question after our
own peculiar idea of free thought; and, if ·we shall
succeed in furnishing you ·with any ne"? light on the
subject, \Ye will be pleased, indeed.
First-It has been the prevailing custom of intellectual n1inds to say that they recognize the existence
of life by its effect on n1atter. No"?' is this a fact? Do
they recognize life or do they recognize thought and
force? Has the w·ord "recognized" a double meaning? Tha.t is, do they mean that they knotv, or do they
mean that they belim:e that such a thing as life exists?
If they know it for a den1onstra.ted fact, through or by
the evidence of one or more of the five physical senses,
as a scientific truth, "?here is their evidence? As they
are alw·ays very particular to demand physical evidence of the truth of any phenomena brought to their
notice, they should not object to the same rule being
applied to themselves.
It will not do for them to make an assertion on their
own responsibility that they kno"· that life exists, as
it is recognized in all so-called living things. This
would be begging the question; for, as there is no
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dead, then all things must be ali\e, and it would still
lea\e the question open-lrlwt -is life!
\rhen they use the terllll Life_. they surely n1ust
mean son1ething. They tell you that this man's life
has gone out, departed- he or it is dead. Gone out
means to mo\e, or it could not have departed. No·w
·we "·ill ask them what kind of a thing it was that had
motion. Death is supposed to be ( i. e. believed to be)
the opposite to life; and as it is with that which men
call life so it is "·ith death- you hal'e no actual knowledge of the existence of either the one or the other.
l~ou smile at the simplicity of the sun-"rorshiper.
He recognizes that, for a time, he exists, w·hen suddenly he ceases to exist. He sees the part the sun seems
to play in nature. It is a great something of infinite
power _that he can sense by his sight and feeling;
therefore, he belie\es he knows that the sun is the
c-ause of his existence. IIe, in his turn, smiles at you
"·hen you speak of life, and asks you w·hat you know
about it. You ans·wer him, "Xothing-absolutely
nothing," but that you belie&e, from what you know of
thought, that something must have caused thought
~nd so you hal'e given this bnag-inary something, this
1n 1ust ha ,;e been , the nan1e of life; and continuing your
reply to him, you say, "After all, my clear fellow,
(lon't you kno"~ that I don't know for a fact, "~hether
this imaginary thing "·hich we call li fe is a condition,
n plaee, a thing or a circumstance." Alas, poor Laplace! we wonder after all if his great sun was any .
g-reater as a truth than this same sun-worshiper's sun
on a smaller scale.
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Thought you can for a known fnrt nssert does
have an actual physical existence, and is capable of
demonstration as a thing, for it is now ackno·wledged
that it can be transferred from one individual to another and to a great distance. You have also the
po·w·er to depress or stimulate it and can demonstrate
to a certain extent its quantity and quality; therefore, it is not in any sense an imaginary thing, though
it is the actual dead-line or Undt of hun~an comprehension.
You "~in perceive by these remarks that Life is but
a name. 'l'he credulous call it God, and so.m e even go
so far as to call it a personal being. .Agnostics call it
Nature, and "Te might ask them, "·hat is Nature?
Spiritualists call it the Great Spirit. 'Ye ha.Ye, for
the sake of a point of departure, called it Life, oi·
Over-Life; but, after all is said, 'tis but a natue, and,
"·e may add, an imaginary one, for nothing is known
to haye an actual existence beyond thought.
And now', my dear friend, " Te do not w"ish to be
understood as denying the existence of a something;
still greater and far more superior than thought, for
that "·ould be to undo all of that "·hich we have attempted to do by this little volume; and " ·e do know
that it is on and on far beyond the lo"·er spirit comprehension -where more kno·w·1edge is gained, lJut
"·here that kno·wledge ends. If it has an encl, "•e inust
truthfully say " 'e do not know. Our object in 1vritin0'
.
this chapter "·as to try and haYe you realize that Life
·was but a name, and means to represent the \ery es~ence of cause, and to further show you that, whatever
It was, from its very nature it was infinite, and for
~
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man to say that he recognizes Life by its effect on mat~
ter is only an endeaYor on his part to escape the use
of the term bel i cf.
By these few additional remarks, ho·weyer, we hope
that you "~ill more fully realize the utter impossibility of )Ir. Huxley or any other scientist being able
to put for\Yard as a scientific fact that they possess
any kno·wledge of the basis of Life. Nor do ·we ob~
ject to your substituting for the ·word basis, physical
basis,· for until n1-an kno\YS wllat Life -is con~posecl of,
how is it physically possible for him to demonstrate
its physical basis? By what particular earmarks,
may ·we ask, do you kno·w that it is a physical thing?
HaYe ·we not the scientific right to demand of )Ir.
Huxley that he shall produce his unquestionable proof
that Life is a ZJlzysical tlzing before ·we accept his as~
sertion that he has found the physical basis of Life?
PSYCHO-PHYSICS.

You will perceiYe that after physical matter has
been conYerted into spirit atmosphere, spirit, or im~
ponderable matter, by its passage through the brain
cells as tltinlv, that this matter still accompanies your
physical body through its earth journey, and is, in
fact, the real part of you-the I A11-and at this
stage it is gathering other matter (thought), as well
as rejecting matter for the purpose of preparing the
way for yet another change, ·when it shall be necessary
to separate itself from the physical body and assume
a real spirit body. -n"hile this matter is accompanying your physical body, and before it leayes this body
to beco1ne a spirit, is it not at this time in an inter-
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call physical matter; neither has it advanced into
either the real spirit or soul condition (the metaphysical). Yet it is no'Y generally ackno·wledged by your
French and German scientists, through their experiments with hypnotism and lunacy, as an existing condition apart from the gray matter of the brain.
Now, conceiYe of this matter as occupying the
bridge 'vhich -vre haye frequently n1entioned in our
forn1er remarks as that "·hich spanned the chas1n
lying between the ponderable and imponderable
·world. You could not say that it ,yas physical, nor
could you call it metaphysical. Tben would it not
exist as a psycho-physical ·matter) operating in a: field
of fluid far finer than any ether that man at present
has any knowledge of, and, of 'Yhich 'Ye have before
hinted, as yet to be harnessed for the benefit of man?
Psycho-physical, or between the t~u.io ·world-s.
THE BEGINNING OF SEX.

At ·what point in thne does sex begin? In ans,rering this question, that you 1uay fully and clearly understand us, ·"·e are obliged to again appeal to your
forbearance 'rhile '"e take a retrospective vie'v of
son1e of the fundamental precepts "·hich "·e have already
.., established.
Your soul, spirit, or the I A~I of you, is entirely independent of your physical body. Your body, or any
other physical body, is composed of the original
ele1nentary atoms of 1natte.r -or substance. This Iuatter is void of sex, and assumes the same position and
responsibility in your body or any other physical
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body as the single brick in a building-simply as so
much matter in bulk, and nothing more. You ·will
probably understand us better "rhen "'e call your attention to the fact that your body is composed of oxygen, iron, sulphur, and other simple substances. Now,
you w·ill not contend that the atoms of iron, oxygen,
etc., are male and female; nor can you vt7ith any degree of reason attribute sex to any of the sixty-five
simple substances that enter into the composition of
any physical object or organisn1, and, as we have before stated, all physical matter must become an organism of at least t"ro atoms before it can become an
object. l\7 o one thing alone can of itself be an organized body. If so, how would you proceed to disorganize it?
At first the soul, or I Ani, of the germ is as unimportant and insignificant, if we may be excused for
using the expression as the germ of the object itself;
but as other atoms are attracted to the object, it rises
in importance, and in just the same ratio does the
value of the I A)I increase. Though many of the old
school of scientists are inclined to sneer at the occult
or spirit of things, and 'yould have you accept ~fr.
Huxley's idea of the protoplasm as the physical basis
of Life, yet how· can they deny that organism begins
where we have sho"Tn? Again, "Te will ask these oldschool scientists, Are these first two atoms, when they
come together, in the physical or metaphysical state?
As matter or substance, they cannot be soul or spirit.
You have the elephant on your hands, gentlemen; will
you receive it as physical, and if not, would it not be
well to kill it and feed it to the lobsrer? Dispose of it
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you must in some, let us hope, more rational manner.
With this prelude we " 'ill no'v endeavor to answer
your question of sex.
After two atoms are attracted together, this is the
beginr: 'lg o£ organism or organized Life, which you
may L ~.-ter understand as the beginning of the construction of a machine, \Yhich may also be called a
beginning of the physical organism. At this point
the la\v of positive and negative first asserts its authority over rnatter; if the positive should prove the
stronger of the two, then the sex would be male; but
if the negative atom should be the stronger, then the
sex \vould be female. You will understand that sex
cuts no figure in the great Over-soul of Life ; sex is
merely a part o.f the physical or bodily construction of
the machine--the same as the arm, the eye, or the
color of the hair, etc., and merely has its functions to
perform as on e tJCtrt of the organization.
While we use the terms positive and nega.t ive at
this sta,ge of our explanation, it is because they are
the most compr·e hensive words that we can make use
of to fit this almost insignificant stage of a human
soul, and " Te do not \Yish to be understood as implying
that the fernale from this tin1e on remains in the negative condition. You will remember that at this point
you have but t"To single atoms of matter to considerthe very dawn of a hl lllan life or organisrn. You 1nust
look at it in this light: that as the negative principle
predominates at the beginning, it will naturally have
the controlling influence during the travels of that
body in its earth deYelopment; but as it takes on
other atoms, the preponderance of influence of these
1
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innumerable atoms may be positive. Hence this female, "·hen deTeloped as a fully formed human body,
may assume the positiTe relation between man and
wife, or "·hat you may call a very pronounced o~r com·
batiTe "·oman, and this law' "rill apply to the male.
Ho"· Tery frequently you meet with effeminate men
and 1nasculine women !
Does this germ first attach itself to the male or fenlale in seeking an opportunity to unfold or advance?
\\'hen you look over the field you "·ill observe that, as
a rule, the male is by long odds the stronger a.ncl most
positive of the t"To. This is a part of the natural law
of life and is partly caused by the first germ being attracted to the male in its first effort to advance. The
ovum is only a place of habitation to protect and
nourish this incipient germ. Until this germ enters
the grain of corn after it is plan ted in the earth, there
is no quickening process takes place; in fact, this·. is
the cause of quickening. If there should be some
serious disaffection of the organized body of the grain
of corn, then there "·ould be no sympathetic a ttraction bet"·een the germ and the grain, and hence no reproduction.
In some Yegetables this is effectd by the pollen of
the male plant being conveyed by t)le wind-such as
the strawberry, etc., the blossom acting in the same
capacity to the stra,vberry as the ovum to the human
organism. Sterility in plants or animals is caused by
some irregularity in the organization of one orf the
parents "·hich preTents the various organs from performing their allotted "Tork. This is particularly
noticeable in the hybrids-the mules, for instance.
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By this disarrangement of the organs some parts of
the whole body may be extra-invigorated at the ex·
pense of some other part of the body. This w·ould induce a larger, and sometimes stronger, crop from the
first cross, when, by trying to again re-cross, you may
find complete sterility. This depends on the nature
of the two parents.
You 'vill find that this same law will apply to many
of the metals. Some it ·will strengthen while others
it will w·eaken, and in other alloys they will refuse to
amalgamate the second time; that is, they ·will lose
some of the virtue gained by the first compounding.
It not infrequently occurs that two sets of the first
organized germs find lodgment in the same ovum, or
blossom. If these two sets of organisms should be in
almost perfect harmony 1rith each other and the ovum,
or blossom, the results 1\·ould be t"·ins, or a double
fruit; 1\ hereas, if inharp}ony existed, both might be
rejected, " ?hich would compel them to again seek a
more favorable opportunity to advance.
7
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CH.A.PTER XXXIII.
EDuCATED

:\IEDIU~IS.

In looking over the field I observe that at least
ninety per cent of the mediums, or instruments chosen
by the spirits to ser'e their purpose, are from the middle class of people, and seldo1n from those highly educated. 1Yhy is this thus?
You, n1y friend, being a skilled mechanic, allo'v us
to ask, If you ·wish to perpetuate your skill and knowledge of the sa1ne to future generations, \\"hom \\"Ould
you select as the most fitting instrument to teachone who had passed the meridian of life and become
hardened and set in his ways, and \\"hose ideas had
become fossilized in ignorance of those secrets in
\\"hich you excel? or would you not select a young person ,,. hose mind \\"as susceptiQle of expansion, one
who stood to you in a negative position, and whose·
ideas had not yet had time to become set?
At this point \\"e \\"ill again call your attention to
the well-known fact that, \\"hile education is of the utmost importance to mankind, yet it has its undesirable features as \\"ell; i. e. you can educate a parrot
and teach a pig, etc. By this \\"e \\"Ould be understood
as implying that not one in a thousand who are so
completely crammed with scholasticism e\er rise to
a '\'\.,.ashington, Lincoln, Howe, etc. Why is this?
We will tell you.
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All great minds are born free, and not made so by
education alone. If this ·were not the case, "yby do
you not produce a greater per cent. of great minds
from your school of letters? By studying the early
history of all great men, you "Till find that in their
very childhood they showed a disposition to rebel
against restraint and old-fogy conventionality. Their
playn1ates knew them as odd and eccentric, "·hile
kind and gentle, as a rule; yet they -wanted to be free,
to follow the natural bent of an independent soul.
When such souls as these pass through your colleges
they never sacrifice their independence of thought.
While paying all due respect to their teachers and
their lessons, yet they can and do rise above all teachings that do not appeal to their o"rn common sense.
To tell this kind of a mind that this or that theory is
true, because all the old professors, your own father,
and your priest taught it years and years before your
time, will not be accepted by them. In fact, you are
'vell a"rare that it is a prevailing custon1 among at
least three fourths of your teachers to early impress
upon their pupils, either in scholasticis1n, religion,
politics, or mechanics, that to deviate from the old
orthodox custom is simply sacrilegious, and not to be
thought of for a moment.
With this false foundation to build on, begun in the
family in their very infancy, is it any "yonder so many
young tninds-children of rich parents generally. go
to the higher institutions of learning "·ith a set pur·
potw of securing their sheepskin "Tith as little exertiou
to themselves as may be, after all the orig·inality that
might have been encouraged to blossoin had been
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frotcnecl down in their early infancy) thereby causing
the budding mind to become indifferent to the intrinsic value of real knowledge of co1nmon sense? This
class of pupils enter your colleges already prepared
to accept any old thing as truth j for have they not
already been schooled at home or at Sunday-school
that it is heresy to deny their parents or priest. We
embrace all creeds and all political parties. vVhy,
't is even said among you, that to this day there are
still to be found men in Arkansas "~ho never fail to
cast a ballot for Andrew Jackson for President !
Ho"·ever, ·we do not vouch for the truth of that.
Having now prepared the "ray that we might be
properly understood, we "~in answer your question
in this manner: .A. large majority of those whom you
class as educated received such an education as a mere
autom a ton. It " as necessary to move in our set or to
go to Congress; in fact, "·e should be able to explain
to Pa how Joshua scientifically stopped the sun and
how K oah brought his South .A..1nerica.n menagerie
oYer the .A. tlantic Ocean to stock his ark. \Vhen you
come to interview this class of people on "'hat they
actually know about the. occult science, you will find
that they have very little to spare; yet they think they
know it all. This lea-ves them in a positive condition
to such an extent that the spirits find it almost impossible to approach them for the purpose of deve.Joping their psychic forces-i. e. the tone of the light
through their windows ·would be colored to suit their
previous set idea8) "~bile, on the other hand, if we
r-;eleet a person not so well educated, ·we find him
1nuch 1nore easily handled-that is, we have fewer
false gods to eradicate.
7
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'rake your own case, for instance. You will remem·
ber some seven years ago, when we were giving you a
series of independent writing seances through 1\lrs.
Fajrchild's forces, we cautioned you not to look at any
history of Egypt ·while we were engaged in the writ·
ings, as you would bring with you into the seanceroom such a posi.Uve elem,ent that it would hinder us
from 'vriting as ,ye w·ished to; that is, you would see
something in some history which might not be entirely true. This would become seated or fixed on your
mind, and as ,ye dre'v from you our knotvledge of English and other forces, as well as from the medium,
then our communication would be colored unconsciously by your thoughts. After we were through
with the 'vritings, then 'ye gave you permission to
compare them with history; but you found nothing in
a.ny history about the canal I had the pleasure of
describing to you until a few months ago, when you
found it in a daily paper.
You will understand that one of · the greatest difficulties the spirits have to contend ·w ith is to find an
instrument of intelligence) yet, at the san1e time, free
from a p1~iori opinion. Naturally, education brings in
its train a more or less fixed opinion. This is not so
easily overcon1e, even by the spirits. \-Ve wish it w·ere;
for we would be enabled to make far more rapid and
satisfactory progress.
'Tis often asked why females are so often selected
by the spirits. For the very reason above given,
women have not so fixed an opinion from education;
they go more by intuition. Ask a woman why she
does this or that; is not her almost invariable answer,
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there now." \\"'e find at this present time a cry is being sent forth for more educated mediums. This is
easier to ask than grant; spirits are not gods.
You will also understand that, as the uneducated
are the easiest to approach, this also leaves the door
open for the lo1rer spirits to~ enter, and as like attracts like, this \rill account for so much fakirism;
for, of course, it is to be admitted that there is a
greater deficiency of a nice sense of moral responsibility among the uneducated than the educated. As
the spirits are, by this condition of things, compelled
to seek such instruments as they can most easily mold
to their service, they naturally draw from such as offer the least resistance to their psychic forces. Taking this fact into consideration, it is not at all strange
if some of our selections should prove unworthy.
Our \York being mostly of a mental character, to
project our thoughts into a vessel already filled 'with
old ideas is far n1ore difficult than to fill an empty vessel as we are first required to get rid of the matter
that has, to a large extent, permeated the old vessel.
Much of the old matter we speak of as objectionable is
caused by your very poor and meaningless English
language, of -which -we think it appropriate to give you
a few· samples such as: If you ·want to write rite right,
you must not write it 'Wright, nor 'write, but rite j for
then you kno·w you have ·w ritten right. If the conductor wishes to -warn his passengers of danger in crossing a bridge, he tells them to look out for the bridge,
when he meant for them to look in or not to look out.
You teach of darkness, cold, inanimation, vacuum,
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and such false gods tQ your children. 'T is true you
do so in an indirect manner, as though they had an
actual existence. 'fhis 1·ubb-ish must all be emptied
from the vessel before \Ve can p1·operly use it. No"T'
please compare our old Greek language to yours.
Those of you who are fatniliar \Yith that most expressive, dear, and grand language will not hesitate to
affirm it the most beautiful ancl comprehensi?;e language that the world ever knew. 'Ye "~ould not for
a moment ha-\e you entertain the idea that the spil·its
are opposed to the \ery highest possible point of attainment in education; only let it be more comprehensive and expressi"'le of the knotcn truth) and in
SU(;h a manner as not to be misconstrued or paradoxical in its meaning. In other \YOrds, get rid of those
old obso.l ete expressions that ha\e long since outlived
their usefulness. 'Tis the la\Y of matter-especially
of the genus liomo-to seek for c.rcelsus; but ·were
you enabled to grasp all perfection at one grab, this
would be the end of evolution, and all matter would
haYe finished its mission.
Educate your 1nediums? Yes, by all means; but
do not lose sight of the fact that modern spiritualisn1
is yet in its infancy. Rome ·was not built in a day.
'.I'hcre are a great many obstacles to be 1·emoved before
this much desired end can be accomplished. In measuring the advance of evolution you must not o\erlook the fact that all past time is but a drop in the
ocean, and so it is "·ith the future. Evolution ignores
not the insignificant atom, for \Yell it knows that to
destroy the atom is to undermine its o·wn foundation
and bring· its \YOrk to a close.
The moral of
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·which is:· Yon should not sneer at the Hydeville raps
(the atom), or any other raps (critique); neither
should you cast reflections on the physical medi urns
if so1ne are required to hold their seances in the dark.
For in your eagerness to attract attention to yourself, the friends of )Irs. Drake, )lrs. Fairchild, )liss
Jenny )lore, C. ,,... )!iller, the Rock"·en family, and
many other ·well-known dark seance or physical
1nediun1s, "·ho are kno"·n to be honest, sincere, charitable, and genuine, may ask some \ery direct questions and also offer you some wholesome ad\ice such
as: \Yho is to blame when a fake medium is in-uitecl
on your platform for the purpose of drawing flies to
an unattracti\e, so-called inspirational speaker, without "·hom you could not attract a corporal's guard?
If you doubt this, let it be giYen out in ad\ance of
your meeting that tests "·ill be gi,en bef01·e the lecture begins, and :fiTe minutes' recess after to allow
those "·ho wish to retire to do so; this will be a test
in a double sense of the word; at least it will pro\e
whose bread has the molasses on it.
If you really "·ish to get rid of your fakes, first
test your o"·n officers· ability as to their qualifications
to judge behYeen a fake and a genuine medium.
\\. .hen we look OYer the field and see so many pushing
themsel\es forward as would-be officers and leaders
that are not as "·ell qualified to pass a pure spiritual
judgment on an honest or dishonest n1edium as the
fake himself, we naturally ask "·hose fault it is-the
society who selected your incompetent officers, or the
fake? \\,.bose duty "~as it to tn;, test, and know " . .ho
you were receiving and about to invite the public to
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accept on your recommendation? \Vould you hire a
clerk or teacher of your own children ·without first
carefully inquiring into and testing his abilities?
These remarks may be a little off-color for a metaphysical ·work, yet ·we feel them to be appropriate to
the present occasion (this 5th of October, 1897), and
shall offer no apology any furth€r than to add that
the physical 1nediums themselYes are not interfering
w"ith your public speakers, nor do they borrow the
influence of the spiritual press to cast reflection on
your speakers; neither are they at all concerned
about their education, but are exceedingly anxious to
be delivered from their Puseyistic friends, being well
a·ware that on them (the physical mediums) alone depends the proof of spirit return; or, If a. man dies,
shall he live again? Did the great medium, Christ,
concern hin1self as .to the educational qualifications of
his disciples, or, rather, did he not look more closely
as to their charity for others than themselves?
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CHAPTER XXXIV.
IS THE COURSE OF LIFE AXD

:\I~TTER

FOREYER OX\V.ARD,

OF DOES IT RETURN AND BEGIN AGAIN?

If matter was created ·we are obliged to assume that
it came out of nothing; then are ·we again compelled
to infer a beginning? Furthern1ore, if it had a beginning, then it must have an end, which ·would return it
to nothing.
The hun1an race, as it is represented to-day on
earth, is to the future as the ,yorm under your feet
stands as a representative of ·wisdom, when compared
to the present human knowledge.
From a point of reason, it w·ould appear to us that
"~e are obliged to ac('ept one of t"?o postulates-that
life and matter came out of nothing and return to
nothing, or that it ahvays existed, and hence cannot
cease to be or change a something to no·t hing. For the
sake of truth, we 'vould ask the student to stop at this
point and try to realize, as a fact, "?hat kind of a position, condition, or supposition a nothing is. \\7 here,
may we ask, will you go to find nothing? How will
you recognize or define it? To illustrate "~hat we are
endeavoring to in1press upon your comprehension,
just try to realize what 'Yas the state of, shall 'Ye say,
affairs just pre\ious to so-called creation. You will
perceive by this that there ·was no space nor even a
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condition; for these are things, and, as you could nut
have any knowledge or evidence, or even a reasonable
conjecture of a state of nothingness, then we have the
right to assun1e that the first postulate is altogether
untenable and not admissible of even a reasonable belief. Then we are compelled to accept the secon<"l
proposition, and see if w·e can find a rational solution
of the question: If life and matter had no beginning,
has it an end? And, if no end, does it repeat upon it~
self, over and over, by reaching a special point in progression, to again fall back to it.s. first condition? In
assuming the a:ffirn1ative--that matter has no end-we
have a so1nething tangible to begin "·itb, and as it is
unnecessary to go over the ground of known facts that
it has been our pleasure to submit to you for your con~
side:ration as regards to the truth of the evolution of
matter, ""e "·ill confine our remarks to the single ques~
tion, to wit: Does it, life and matter, repeat upon itself or continue to advance to a higher and higher
condition forever and forever on?
Now, while we have shown that you have not a
particle of evidence to support a condition of nothingness, you do have the positive evidence of the existence of matter, and as all our investigations have so
far been conducted on a purely philosophical rule of
reason, from cause to effect, in follo·wing the atom on
its upward course to the condition of the soul of
things, and as at no stage of its journey have we found
any evidence of a pern1anent reversal of this law of
evolution, but find that all known matter is slo"•ly but
surely advancing onward and upward to the borderline of the (at present) limit of human comprehen-
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sion, then we are perfectly justified in our conclusions
that man's kno·wledge and pow·er of comprehension
·will ad\ance in like proportion, as the great ·wheel of
eYolution rolls slowly oJxward in its ceaseless march
of prog·ression. For, as to-day man's kno·wledge of
matter and facts far excels that of primeval man, so
in the far distant future w'ill your progeny cast a
backward glance at your history and smile as you now
smile at primeYal man.
Take this, the dawn of the twentieth century, and
note the ·wonderful advance of kno·wledge during the
last one hundred years. ~ ay, you need only go back
fifty years, and then conceive the same ratio of the de\elopinent of kno·wledge at the end of-say only ten
thousand years hence. You will then be able to
realize that ·we are not so T'ery far out in our reckoning "·hen we designate this as the tail end of the dark
age; for it is but a fair and reasonable problem in
retrospection and prospection. \Vho among you of
to-<ht.y can form the slightest idea of the grand and
wonderful truths that no".. lie slumbering in the
''omb of time so remote? Yet you cannot deny that it
is but a rational ·d ew of what may be expected of the
future. Critics cannot justly class this as a belief, but
we are "·illing to admit that it is only evidence a zn~i
o,·i, haYing as a mathematical basis all past records of
evl·nts, which ·will allo"· us to assume sp.ch a predicatiun as not only possible but also probable. Ho"·ever,
as we haYe constantly asserted, all absolute knowledge
as regards to the future must cease at the dead-line-i. e. the h01ne of the soul of things. X e\ertheless, "·e
feel inclined to give you a metaphysical nut to crack,
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in a conjectural sense, as it \Yere, by turning the
tables on you, and asking you, my friend, a question.
The question: -nrould it be improbable that after
the lapse of-say a billion years-the physical life and
matter no'v constituting your planet earth should
gradually change into the imponderable or spirit atmosphere and assume the condition of a psycho-physical sphere or hon1e of the soul of things?
Such a sphere would naturally be composed of all,
and only that, ·which had formerly constituted your
earth. Then, "·hen this remote time should come, and
not before, 'Yould this ne"·ly born sphere assume it~
position among a higher and grander circle of the inftnite? lVould it not then appear, under this consideration, that the present spirit world is that locality
or condition of souls or spirits that the Catholic fraternity designate as Limbo, Purgatory, Paradise, etc?
Please look over this little volume and see if you can
find anything that " rould seriously colllflict with this
hypothesis.
vVe \Yould not for a moment have you think that
've are thro"ring this down to the Catholics as a sop,
as did Le Conte, to appease their wrath; for we can
assure you it is a n1atter of utter indifference to us
what they, or any other sect, may think of this work;
in fact, we fully expect all Christian creeds to take
just as kindly to this work as they did to the work of
Bruno, Galileci, ol taire, Paine, Ingersoll, and others.
But "re hope in time to place this volume on the
shelves of all free libraries, for the use of all "·ho are
free and choose to read it. However, the student "·ill
please to bear in mind that we are neither asserting

'r
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nor denying the truth of the above, but merely offer
it as a question to you; for ,we. do not know the solution.
\Ye ·would sugg·est that you first take under consideration the birth of your world. You first recognize it as a nebula, in the form of a gaseous body. In
tkis, its first condition (if it ·was its first condition),
it may haT'e, and probably did, continue for a million
years. ..:\t the end of this time it had gradually assun1ed a liquid, fiery state, in ·which it continued-say, another million of years. At the end of this period, it had formed a crust on the periphery, ·which continued to thicken for another million of years before
it had sufficiently cooled to allo"? of animal life. During this last million of years, ·we might class it as in
the volcanic state, the same as your moon at this
period of its life no"? finds itself-not dead, for there
is no dead-but not as yet sufficiently cooled to admit
of anilnal or vegetable life. While a planet is in this
process of incrustation, the physical results "rould be
a constant rending and tearing of the surface, partially caused by the ·w aters endeavoring to find lodgInent on the surface as the immense heat receded.
This sudden chilling ·would cause the surface to
crack, and the molten mass " ·ould find relief by escaping through the cre\ice. The result would be to
form a range of mountains with many active volcanoes among them, or vents similar to a volcano.
\Y'e will not attempt to fix the length of time that
has escaped since the first appearance of animal life
on the earth planet any further than to call your attention to the various scientific reports of your best
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geologists, ·who agree in pronouncing it to be se-v-eral
hundred thousand years ago (instead of seYen thousand, according to the Biblical account). ·
Again we do not deem it inappropriate to place
another question l>efore you, hoping that you "rill receive our questions "~ith the same frankness that ""'e
have endeavored to besto·w to·w·ards yourself.
If this, your physical "~orld, shall gradually change
to a spirit "~orld, so-called, it 1\"'ould by so doing be
the beginning of another change; "·e ·will call this,
for the purpose of illustration, the end of another million of years, or, it may be, a billion. This "·ould tend
to show· that you haYe not so much evidence in favor
of a solid or physical 1\"orld being the real and permanent condition of matter as the gaseous or imponder·
able condition, for \Ye "·ould haYe the first and third
condition a gaseous body and only the second a ponderab1e or physical body. Here you will see that the
evidence is as t"·o to one in favor of the invisible condition.
And no"r the conundrum: \Vhat evidence have you
got that "Tould justify you in denying that the original atoms of matter that first came together for the
purpose of establishing the nebulous condition of thi~
earth "~ere not the advanced product of another
sphere, lying lo1\~er in the scale of progression than the
earth, " ·hich had just reached the end of its life of one
1nillion years?
Can you,assert, as a fact) that the ultimate atoms of
substance as kno·wn to your chemists, are the \ery
first and original particles of matter that occupy all
space and had never undergone any other change
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whate\er until they had first come in contact 'Yith
your physical earth? If you cannot so assert, then
neither ha\e you the right to deny that the matter now
in a state of gradual change from the physical to the
so-called spirit ·world is not another ne'lv sphere in a
state of formation.
Again: ...~s this physical 1rorld merges into a spirit
sphere at the end of this, its present condition, may
not the moon at that time have reached the end of its
incrustation period and assume the animal age? This
'-rould be the child follo·wing in the footsteps of the
parent, or, as the old cock crows, the young one
learns.
You ·will perceive that '-re ·were correct in the beginning of this ·work '-rhen we fixed the limit of human
comprehension as the 'ltltintate atom of matter, and
not the infinite atom.
you are accustomed to view the various planets in
a physical state and from a physical standpoint of
consideration. Remember that it is o·nly " 'ithin the
past fifty years that the attention of your scientists
has been called to the psychic, through the Rochester
rappings, hypnotisn1, thought-transference, etc., which
is additional proof that you are but the tail of the dark
age.
To-day neither man nor spirit has any knowledge
previous to the ultimate atom or beyond the home of
the soul of that vast, boundless, amazing eternity, the
Infinite One. For the solution of one we must cross
the dead-line of the infinite past, to solve, the other
the dead-line of the future.
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CHAPTER XXXV.
A

QUI~STION

TO ASTROXOMERS.

After Bruno, LeConte, Descartes, Herschel, La·
place, Kant, Darwin, and a host of ·others who haTe
failed to account for the Cause of Causation.
Please, sirs, will you allow 111e to slide on your cellar-doors? And I'll let you chew my gum whilst I'm
sliding. And, if so be, your high-and-mightiness objects-"rell, just go ahead with your old ark, for I
guess it's not a-going to be much of a shower anyway;
and, if so be it should, then there are plenty of other
cellar-doors besides .,vour old fossilized incline. However, as we intend to pay for this little book before it
leaves the press, we '"ill take this opportunity to remind you that it is our calf, and we will lambnst it
just as much as we please, )Jother Grundy. So there
no,v!
But, joking aside, gentlemen, are you any nearer t1)
the solution to-day than Laplace and Kant were one
hundred years ago? Have you not let a century pass
without a 1nark to your credit in this direction, notwithstanding your advantage of a thirty-six-inch telescope, giant refractors, spectroscopes, etc? Anu
"·hy? 'Vas it not that you feared to antagonize the
rlergy? Allo'v ns to ask ·why :vou have not 1nore <:>arefully investigated the spirit phenomenon1 to see if this
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tl·utb would not giYe you a better solution of this
carefully aroidcd subject than your ready-made ~uu
or your Ideal Being? And no\Y, sirs, after these
prohably unnecessary prelin1inary re1narks, ·we will)
with your permission, take up first:THE

U~TRAI)lED

COMET.

It is clain1ed hy some astrono1ners-Kepler for one
-that so1ue co1nets are already effete and verging
into desolation; i. e. disintegrating. Here Kepler
takes it for granted that the at01ns of substance are
ejected from the body into the tail. If this were
known to be so, then it might in thne be r educed to
a grease-spot; if, on the contrary, the toiuet is a worlJ
in process of birth by the attrattions of atoms out of
spate, is it not more likely that it is gradually absotbing the tail into its own body? Did it not first
accumulate these atoms out of space for ~on-1-e Teasonable purpose j that is, to form a gaseous body, then
a fluid body, and so on?
.Again, we "rill ask, Is there an unrepaired waste'!
Is not all organizr-~1 nw tter constantly undergoing n.
ptocess of building up on one side to tear down on the
other, from the fi1·st joining of two atoms for a preconccired pnrpose to its full ph:rsical develop1nent,
whether it be an organized tell or a dog-star? If because some of the comets are partially held in their
present track by the inflnenre of .Jupiter, Saturn, etf'.,
does this fact justify ns in assun1ing that they 1nay be
eYflntually ejected fron1 them? If so, \Ye may be allfnn)d tn infJuire if thP :-:amr law· iR not also applicable
to Saturn, Jupiter, etc.? Is it not by a pushing and
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pulling force---i. e., attraction and 1·epulsion-t.ha t all
globes are held in their respeetiYe orbits? Then,
\Yhether it be a repelling 1nagnetic force from the sun
or an attractive force from so1ne other body that produces a comet's tail, could you rcaso1utbly expect any
other physieal result than that the main body of the
co1net is exerting an attraction to,Yards its center of
theBe finely attenuated atoms in opposition to a
counter force ·which would have a tendency to draw
out a tail?
'l'he very fact of the cornet haYing a. tail following
it on its travel through spa<.:e is the l>e~t of eYidence
that the comet possesses tltc balaucc of power and maJ?
gradually absorb its own purti<.:les. The very fact of
son1e con1ets haYing a nutnl>er of tails pointing in different directions will serve to show that as n1any different counter forces are acting on it. 'Tis true that
so1ne of the atou1s 1uay fall l>y the ,yay; hut, like tlle
earth planet, is it not ahm gathel'ing other 111atter to
compensate tbe loss? l)oes not the ea1-th te<.:eiYe the
1neteori tes?
1t bas been asked by your scientists why a comet
bec·omes reduced in size, say front 300,000 1niles iu
dian1eter to 14,000 n1iles as it draws near the s1in.
This question, \Ve think, bas neYer been satisfactorily
nu~'vered.
'Ve will offer you our opinion on the
nebular theory. You must first re1nen1ber that the
sun is in a fluid state at present, and, while this is an
apparently fiery InaBs, yet it is not a. consuming fire
·w here all is reduced to ashes, l>ut it is an anla.lg-amatirtg process ·w here all the Yarious ato1nic life and substance is reduced to one homogeneous fluid mass of
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which the people of enrth could not have any experieuee or kno,Yledge, as it \Yas at a pre·\ious period of
the eaYt.h's fluid condition- i. e. before crystal, Yegetable, or animal life could have existed. You can
readily understand that ·were it a consuming fire, the
crust of the earth ·would ha\e been one in1n1ense laval,c·d, Yolcanic rock, etc. It is a mistaken theory that
the lilolten matter discharged from volcanoes comes
fron1 the original fluid substance nO\Y occupying the
interior of the earth..That "·hich comes frotn the volcano is from chemical combustion now going on in
tlte c:r ust of the earth, and is a real consuming fire.
SHRIXKAGE OF A

CO~IET .

. . ~nd
.
now for our explanation for the shrinkage of
the co1net as it nears the sun and enlarges again as
it departs fron1 the sun. The comet is in its first
:.;tag:e as an organized body- i. e., a gaseous state.
The desire and purport of all matter is to adl'ance.
The sun, being the master center of this solar system,
or the greatest controlling body, when a babe or
young world-i. e. a comet- comes dose to the sun
it partakes of the same influence go,erning· the sun,
and the t1oser it gets to the sun, the more pronounced
this influence. ....-\.s the sun is in a fluid condition at
present, then all g;a~eou~ bodies when approaching it
are, frorn the hn-r of Ryinpathetic attraction, inclinecl
tht>reby
.. to also beco1ne fluid bodies. This inc-lination
to aclYan(·e fro1n the 'ga~eouR Rtate to a fluid one "Tould
prod nee a visi hle ~hri nkage in the lighter 1naterial
in its PndPaYor to cffe<:t a ehange into a denBel' nutfter.
•\fter eountless ages and often repeated attempts> it
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finds at each trial it gains a little, until finally success
crowns its efforts, and it becomes a fluid body, to
again go through the same struggle for incrustation.
vVe deen1 it necessary to remark that if there ·were
a resisting medium in space through which not only
the comets had to n1ove, but also all the other planets
'vould have to move, then you 1night be justified in
thinking· that all 'Yas indeed decay from friction, if
fron1 no other cause·. But all space is filled . with infinite atomic life, 'Yhich produces, and not destroys,
force-i. e. it is the beginning of or first conception
of thought) force and substance.
LAPLACEJS GREAT SUN.

vVe 'vill no"r endeavor to draw for your consideration another illustration of the law of so~-called creatioL.; and in so doing hope to assist our friend Laplace out of a dilelu1ua, where he, like 1nany other
theorists, invariably find theu1selves in trying to account fo·r a first cause) to wit, in be.ginning at the
wTong end of the question, 'vhere they are compelled
to start their edifice on mere belief or assumption of
a great son1ething, such as a great being, or, as our
friend Laplace bas it, a great ready-n1ade sun, which,
to our mind, ""ould appear to be a distinctio·n without
a. difference.
Now·, my inquiring friend, allo"' us to ask: If a
great sun 'yas the first rause of all creation or created
bodies, what, in your opinion, must have been the diaineter of such a sun? Do you not see that, by any
reasonable n1athen1atical solution, it would have to be
equal in bulk to all the rest of that which it had ere-
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a ted? Just try to conceive of all the other globes that
no,y occupy space concentrated into one immense
sphere-for this ·would be the first condition, as they,
at that time or any other, had no other resource front
'Yhich to draw" material. For by this theory all substance and all life, that now and fore-rer shall occupy
infinite space must haYe been concentrated in one in1n1ense organ i~·ecl body.
Here allo·w us to follo·w Socrates' mode of arg11ment
by asking a question: \Y.as not this sphere composed
of single atoms of substance? Did this, its first condition, just happen so? Ho·w did it happen to burst
or throw off the other globes? Did it just grow and
gro"~, as Topsy expressed it, until it could no longer
contain itself and had to burst? If so it gre,v,
where did the substance come from that enlarged it?
And no,y, my friend, as these questions lea-re you
'Yhere Laplace found hiinself, and where all others,
we think, may expe(·t to land "~ho seek for a creative
c.:ausP~ to "'Yit, :floundering in the mud, let us see where
the opposite eourse willlea-re us.
ALL BODIES C.,L\IE FRO:\I THE UNIT.

'Ye shall begin by affirming that all great things are
produced by the uniting of the \ery smallest of all
things; that is, the greater body could only con1e
into existence hy tlte consent of, or the uniting of, its
Yarious suhdiYisional parts. Out of what? Certainly not out of the clisn1eu1herment of a larger body;
for if so, then shall we he obliged to refer yon to our
fl'iend IInxley and hiR lobster paradox for a ~olntion ;
for we n1ust tan<liclly admit that there is no know:-
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edge or reasonable ground of belief that any such au
immense sphere ever had any but a chin1erical existence, while the existence of ato1uic substances is a
"·ell-kno\\·n fact.
B·aving denied such a postulate, the onus is no\\· on
us to advance a more reasonable one. In so doing "·e
'vill be required to repeat smne of our pre··dous arguments, but ·we pronlise to be as brief as our love of
truth "rill justify, and will begin by again asking questions. First: Is not mathematies one of the greatest of
existing truths? Did this g-re{lt thing burst and scatter itself over all space in the form of units (atoms)?
To be more explicit, did geometry, algebra, mensuration, etc., first exist as a great and wonderful "·hole,
to suddenly bur~t into decilnal parts, of the nuinerals, such as one, t'Yo, three, etc? Or "·as not In_atheInaties, as a great body o.f trnth, the effect or result
of a slow· process of a deli tion by the adding of one discovered process to another? In making· any mathelnatical calculation, do ~·ou not have to first seek a
single unit, or Oile) and build your greater fron1 this?
·rhen; in this r.ase, is not the first beginning the one
single unit? Could Euclid's problen1s possibly have
existed before the Innltiplieation-table? Or the multiplication-tables before the nutnerals? Here you
have for a positive fact an actual kno"·ledge that at
least one of the greatest things on earth is the effeet
of something that previously existed in an atomical
condition; and that it owes its greatness solely to the
organization of its atomical parts.
Illustration number t\\·o ("·here one man shall rep1·esent the unit or aton1) : His siluple understanding
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of the lR'Y of physics teaches him that hYo are
stronger than one. He 1rishes to aceon1plish soulething greatly b~yond his iudiYidual force; he attl·aet~
a f1·iend of similar ideas. Here you ha Ye predsely
the same first law of an orga:Jfized body that brought
the single atoms of substante together-i. e., sympathetic attraction. -n~e will only change the name, ana
call it ;.;imilarity of ideas. These attract oth~rs until
we haYe a single body composed of h,·enty units.
Here steps into existence I)ar\Yin's law of the sur\i\al
of the fittest; for you "Will percei'e that the strongest
n1ind will control this body. So we will appoint him
Captain. Xo"·, we find that the more the units colnbine, the greater the attrat:tion, and "·e 110\Y have [I
hundred units. The Captain finds that if he 'Yould
surviYe he must ha-ve fixe captains, while he becomes,
fron1 the la"· of necessity, a Colonel, and so the increase of the units goes on until "·e find a "·ell-organized ~nd great ar1ny, and at its head stands a g1·eat
n1an 'Yho is the one great goyerning life of the destiny
of this mig-hty arn1y. Question: \\'"as not this great
body the effect of a previous condition or cause?
Thirdly: Is not all the present kno"·ledge of mankind as represented on the shel\es of your great and
small libraries, the effect of a preYious kno·wledge of
silnpler things? Or, \Ye ma~· say, the effect of the organization by uniting- together the slo,Yly accumulating mass of knowledge of single discoYeries of truth?
\ra ~ not this great knowledge the €lffect of a previous
cau~e·! 'Yas not the cause produeed by one 1.nan at
a titne (the unit), adding his load to o1·ganize tlle
\Yhole, atom to atom? Or ''"as it the result of so111e
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great unknown sun or being, that finally got so large
from son1e secret process of getting something out of
nothing that it had to burst? Or, perhaps, Pandora
" ras only one of countless n1illions of box-agents, ein·
ployed for the occasion to relieve the pressure.
And now, n1y friend, "·e "~iii again appeal to your
own common sense, and ask you to look around in any
directio.n "·here it is possible for you to apply those
. senses and judge for yourself if the cause of all objective bodies that have an existence cannot be disintegrated and reduced to the atom or single unit of
substance? Is not this postulate so plain and undeniable as to cause you to actually fall over it in order
to dodge the issue of truth?
If our point of r·easoning is correct,-a.nd we think
it is,- then we 'vill avail ourselYes of this opportunity to give the friends of illr. Laplace an astronomical nut to crack: It is a " ·ell-established faet that our
sun, together with its numerous fan1ily of stars or
planets, is but one of thousands of other systems, anu,
as we have sho"rn by our rnap "'\Yhere "·e illustrate the
spheres, that our system is but one of the units that
revolve around a still greater sun (Polaris), and so
on- a 'vheel within a. wheel-as "·e have stated, thi~
sun of ours becan1e the ~eneral or governing body hy
the la"' of the survival of the fittest, or from the very
force of necessity, and so " ras the second and third
sun; and thus it goes on and on to higher stages of
progrffision--"Te mig·ht say, a sort of robbing of Pete:·
to pay Paul.
·
Infinite space, filled 'vith atomic force, thong·ht,
and substance is the inexhn nstible source of ~upply,
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the ji rst cau.se j that this process is still going on and
on foreYer, is eYidenced by the constant appearance
of so-called old and new comets or nebulae. Like the
apple on the tree, all do not reach a full unfoJd1nent,
but disintegrate, some in the form of meteorites,
others in star-dust, etc.
THE CA.USF; OF THE DECLIXATIO:X OF THE EARTH'S AXIS.

.A. nd no·w the question to astronomers.: \Vhy does

the pole of the earth, or its axis, as also. of Saturn and
1nany other planets, haYe an inclination in one constant direction? 'Ye think this question has never
been satisfactorily ans'\Yered; therefore, ·we may be excused for our presumption in offering you our vie·ws
ou the subject. You tell us that the axis of the earth
has an obliquity of twenty-three degrees tw·enty-seven
1ninutes and fifty-fh·e seconds, and, further, that this
angle is constantly but very slowly gro·wing less. If
the angle ·was growing less, and this " ..as a positive
kno\Yn quantity, then all you 'Yise men \Yould have b)
do to detern1ine when the end of the earth should arw
1·iye would be to compute this known graduation to
detern1ine the exact time. For instante, if the reduction "·as one 1ninute in one year, then in 1407 years,
it should arrive at a perpendicular, the effect of which
\YOuld be to raise the temperature at the equator to
such a height as to almost produce spontaneous combn~tion, \Yhile those in the frigid zone " ·ould be slo·wly
driven into the te1uperate zone. Just iinagine such a
population; ('hinese sampans " . onld he at a. pren1ium.
(Co uti on .- Should any Arlvflntists happen to he
p1·e~ent while you are reading this, please read it very
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easy; for "~e do not wish to be the cause of their a.gain
giving a"~ay their possessions ·when 1407 years hence
shall arrive, because of the prophecy that the next
destruction of the -world is to be by fire.)
""'
You are also told that the orbit of the earth is an
ellipsis. 1-Ve "~n1 now give you our explanation ou
the unity hypothesis.
First: 1Ve venture to say that if astronomers will
take the trouble to make four measut·etnents of this
angle-say, one at perihelion, one at aphelion, and one
at each meridian, (i.e., l\Iarch and t;eptetnber), that
thev
., will find there is a difference between Januarv
,,
anu ~Tune, and that )larch anu September are very
much alike, for this reason: these axes all point to
one greater center, around "·hieh our sun a.nd its fanlily revolve. This we show on the map as the second
sun. This second sun " ·e will call for this occasion
the General who comn1ands not only our solar systen1
but several other neighboring systems, w·hich we "·ill
call Colonels . X ow, each sphere of our system is rotating on its own axis. The ecruator is moving
through space faster than the pole. This generates
electro-magnetism, 'vhich seeks a point of escape
" ·here the least resistance is offered, which is the pole.
'Ve say generates electro-magnetism; of course, yon
"·ill understand that " rhen we use the term generate
'Ye do not n1ean that s01nething is created, only that n
certain change is produced in suhstanre hy w·hirl1 thrm,atter of e1ectro-magnethun so-called is recognized a~
an existing thing.
This substance in the ato1nic condition, as we lurv-e
before stated, occupies all space, and is the life-giving
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food and rnergy of all planets; as the world moves
througl1 space at the equato·r it permeates and energizes the entire n1ass and escapes at the pole. This
in:fiowing life-gh"ing fluid is that which Descartes eudeaYored to explain by giving it the name of the
",...ortex Force" (the Cartesian theory). By this
passage, like the atoms of the apple, it undergoes
another change which advances it into a higher condition and prepares it to pass on to the· second sun.
IIere allo"· us to state that a somewhat similar process is passing from your sun and the earth and an
the other members of your solar system, and is that
'Yhicb 1nany erroneously suppose is the physical heat
of matter in a state of combustion in the sun, "·hich
may eventually consume the sun. How~ absurd!
For b~· our explanation,-if we be correct, ahem!you w·ill perceive that there is a constant sourc~ of
supply.
Just fall back again, my friend, on your own cou1u1on sense, and ask yourself what kind of known physieal heat from combustion could possibly be produ<·ed so intense as to be able to travel 93,000,000
1niles th1·oug·h such a frigid temperature as lies between the earth and the sun that could haYe the fac1J1ty of warn1inp: the ahnosphere of the earth but ha'e
no pereeptible effect on the inter1nediate substance
l~·ing between and muc·h closer to the fire.
Xo"·, all planets are again revolving around the
~nn. Our sun is also rotating on itR o,yn axis, and
t1u·owing off a magnetic current, and at the Ra1ne thne
i~ reYol,iu~· witl1 its fan1ily around the General, or
seeonfl ~un onc-e in thirty-three years. This second sun
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is holding, by its power of attraction acting on each
n1ember of our Bun's family, our Colonel and his family in their respective places. This greater force is
exercised by and through the magnetic fluid that escapes by means of the pole of the earth. A.t the same
thne our neighboring family or solar system is pulling
us in the direction of perihelion. (See illustration.)
This being the case, then our astronomers will find,
upon . 1nore careful investigation, that the orbit of
the earth-plane is not an ellipse formed by a plane
passing through a cylinder, but is an ellipse formed
by a plane passing through a cone; the apex of this
cone is the second sun (or Polaris) around which our
sun and its family reYolYe. Now, draw a numuer of
lines from this apex through the axes of the earth
at the four quarters of its orbit, and let each line be of
the same length; then take these ends as the surfaee
of a plane. This plane would be found to be a perfect circle or the base of a cone, but let the earth be
in any position in its orbit, the pole would be found
pointing far off in space to the second sun. (See illustration.) 'l'he time required for our sun and its
family of planets to complete one circle around Polaris, called its orbit, is thirty-three years; at one
point in this orbit the earth passes through a body of
1neteorites which, your authorities claim, visit your
earth every thirty-three years, instead of the earth
visiting them. (The Leonids or 'l'empel's comet.)
Wa~ "Rastus" or Galileo rio·ht in savino· that the
sun "do " tnove around the earth or around Polaris?
Wh~ch, gentlen1en?
And now for a word to those high and mighty gen·
::...

0/

~

.........

- - -
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tle1uell "·ho claiu1 to have reached the present pinnacle of scholastic attainment: Gentlemen, you are very
well aware that after having reached sueh an exalted
position, that nowhere in all of your investigations
have you succeeded in bringing to the light of truth
. any positive or rational evidence of a previous existence-- i. e. before the so-called creatjon-or of a socalled divine 01nnipotent wisdom. Neither have you
any evidence that the present condition of either organized or unorganized n1atter is the result of chance
or front the effect of nature blindly modeling then1
into shape.
.\. QrESTIOX TO PROFESSOR GEORGE DA.VIDSON ON THIS
DECLIXATIO~J

AND HIS REPLY.

by tlze srribe.-After this chapter of a question to astrono1ners was written, I "ras some·what un~~ote

certain as to " 'hether there n1ight not be some known
cause of the declination of the earth's axis "rith "rhich
I "Tas not fa1niliar, and, to set the matter at rest, so
far as I \YUS concerned, I "Tote the follo"ring question
to Professor George Davidson:<...;

ALA:\1EDA) )larch 21, 1898.
)Jr. DAYIDSOX: Dear Sir.- "Till you kindly inform
me whether there js anv kno·wn la\V that causes the
dec-lination of the earth's axis of about 23 degrees,
and where I can find the authority, and, if there is
none, would you please inform me \Yhat is the gen(lrallJ" accepted theory of the cause, and oblige,
Yours, etc.,
0. H. FOSTER.
tJ
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In reply I receive<l the following answer:SAN FRANCISCO) )larch 28, '98.
l\lr. C. H. FOSTER) Alameda: Dear Hir.-I acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 21st. You are asking too much. 'l'he "Kebular Ilypothesis" of Kant,
Laplaee, and others undertakes to tell ho"T the universe "·as made. The whole subject is beyond human
cotnpr·ehension, and involved therein is the rotation
of the sun and planets; the revolution of the planet\.)
and relation of the satellites to their prilnaries.
Furthern1ore, the relation of the orbits of the planets to the sun and the relation of the axis of rotation
of ea planet to its orbit are ~nnong the inscrutable
things.
'Ye sl1a1l never kno'Y ho·w this and other universes
wel~e forn1ed, nor how they received their move1nenh.;
of rotation or reYolution. YrP 1nust take the fact~
as they present the1nselves to us.
So Roon as we know the cause or causes of thPsc
and other assoriated phenmnenn we shall have one of
the attributes of o1nniseience.
Please understand clearlv
... that ,_von are not authorized to publish this statement in any form or 1nethod.
ery respeetfully,

'r

GEORGE D~\ \IDSOX.

Professor Davidson is at this date probably as "·ell
info1·1ned on this subject as any scholar in the United
States, yet "·e. al'e inelined to think that his reply
bears us out in our conclusions concerninp: son1e of
the objectionable features of scholasticisn1 "·hen he
first acl\:no\\rledges the question to be among the in-
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scrutable things, a!ld then adopts the same old error
of your school professors by the dogmatic assertion
that "·e shall nerer kno"· ho"· this uniyerse was
for1necl, hut 1nust take the facts as they present thelnsel\es to us .
..Allow· us to ask, Ho"~ does he know· that the uniYerse was formed at all? )lust we take this as a fact
bee· a use he or the priest so declares?
Again
"·e "·ould call attention to what '"'ould see1u
....
to us as a graceful salaa1n to the clergy in his indirect
acknowledgment of the existence of a great-ahem--·well, let us say, Oinnipotence-,Yhen he declares that
to kno"· the cause of the declination of the earth's axis
(" an1 other associated phen01nena ") ·we shall haye
one of the attributes of omniscience. -nre ·would ask
him why a knowledge of the cause of this particular ·
pheno1nenon should in1pa:r:t to us an attribute of onlniscience any n1ore than ony other acquired kno"~l
edge of the cause of a.n effect.
\\Te "ish to say, with the greatest respect for Professor Dal'idson, that the tone and 1nanner of his answering the question is "·l1at ·we ha-ve all along contended against, "·hich is: You must accept ·what the
priest, tl1e parent, and your teacher lay down as r\.
fixed and unalterable. la"· of facts or stand the brandin~ iron of heresy.
They might just as well be as frank as Professor
Da\idson "·hen be acknowledges that "·e are asking
too 1nuch, b~~ the further acknowled~.nnent that, as a
professor, holding a responsible position as well as a
lucratiYe one, that if they 'Yish to retain th"~~.. positions they should not antagonize the \arious P< '- ntal~
<.
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creda1, and political sources of revenue and other supplies. However, the bump of caution is not alway~
to be despised.
If you are satisfied in your o·wn mind that Laplace'~
idea of a previous existing great sun representin~
this divine omnipotence is, so far as any eYidence
goes, a chimerical idea (and we think you are), then
\vhy not come boldly out and deny the false god and
prove your freedon1 of intellect lJy at least acknowledgiitg that the field of occult science is beyond your
boasted scholastic attainments, but that you hope,
through the assistanee of such discoveries in psychology as have been developed "·ithin the last fifty years
and before the expiration of another fifty years, to be
in possession of sufficient positive evidence as to foreyer ~et this question at rest-i. e: 'Vere the atoms of
infinite thought, force, and substance that fills all
spaee the l>cginning of all organized or objective Inatter? Or "·as son1e great ( an<l necessarily mythical)
previously organized body the fi1·st <.:ause of atomic
existence?
WHAT COXSTI'l'U'.fES L!Ji.,E.

We sincerely hope that in the interim you may be
able to give to the 'vorlcl a positive and analytical
explanation of "rhat constitutes and from whence
ca1ue life, if our definition should prove incorrect,
which is:-Substance of itself, if deprived of Life, ""ould be
the only thing absolutely inanimate or in a positive
state of refit. No"r' trace back frmn the substance
and we find by giving it (substance), motion requires
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force, and to procure force we must haYe energy, to
procure energy ,,-,: lliust have life, for it is only by
n1otion in matter that "~e recognize such a thing as
life exists, and only by the knowledge gained through
occult science as. established by the spirit phenomenon "·ithin the past fifty years that we no w kno1o
that life continues beyond the grave; and by this po·wer of life in its first recognition by man as thought
and force do "·e secure the first move on the chessboard of existence-i. e. the organism of the units.
This fact established, of life beyond the grave, also
furnishes the positive knowledge that mo.tion, force,
energy, and intelligence acco1npany these spirit phe-·
nomena. Comn1on sense also teaches us that there
could be no motion without something to move. So,
as "~e do not take our physical matter "~ith us beyond
the grave, then the question arises: \Vhat kind of
matter is it that 1noves and exhibits all those attributes of life? \Ve call it in1ponderable, and it must
be matter. Physical man is but an accumulation of
units \atoms) of substance "·hicb he lays down at the
graYe. The monkey, the tree, the crystal-ah! eveu
the atinospbere and water,- follo·w precisely the sa.n1e
la "~·
Xow· follo"~s an important question: Do not all of
these possess life? As we think we have conclusively
shown you that IAfe is a thing that is capable of proving its continued existence after the disintegration of
the physical object through "~hich you became a"rare
of its existence, then is not this fact also conclusive
eYidence that all organized life continues beyond the
graYe? Has science any actual knowledge of some
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other mystic la-w· by which the imponderable su ustance or matter that eonstitutes the I A)I of 1nan is
particularly separated from the matter of the rnonkey
or tre.e?
Here we shall again assert that the only positive,
tangible evidence that physieal n1an has to-day is that
all matter does pass on to higher conditions in the
course of ages. .t\.s to the time required or "·here the
final end may be (if there is an end), is, from the very
nature of the question, infinitely infinite, and cuts
no figure pro or con as to the truth of our assertion.
'rhis fact established leads us to ask, \\.,.hat, then, ls
the condition or state of this. matter after it passe8
the grave? Does it disperse itself oYer all space?
Or is it not more reasonable to suppose that the same
la"' of sympathetic attraction dra"Ts and holds like
to like, and, as it 'Yould naturally have a stronger affinity to this earth planet from "·hich it advanced
than any other planet, would not this affinity cause
it to assurne a spherical shape around the earth'?
And if so, "'ould not this, let us say, double-distilled
essence of the physical earth-matter be a truthful representative of all those ancient ideas that still cling
to this enlightened age, coneeiYed by some to be Hea-'\en, by others Hades, Limbo, Purgatory, Sheol, Hell,
etc.; for in such a sphere would be found the rcry
essence of all things and all minds of an earthly origin?
In this condition "Tould be found the eYidence of
the truth of the assertion that, as a man thinks, so
he is. for to some it ·would indeed be Hell while Heaven to others.
'-·
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Tfi.g QUESTION

If as I think that I knou; I am,
Then 'YHY am I what I am?
TO rrHE SPHYXX.

Thou silent sentinel of ages,
'YHOJ 'YHY) and 'YHA'l~ art thou?
)Iystery of the sandy sea,
Canst tell to 1ne, I pray thee,
The riddle of the Sphynx?
The folks, of yore, that have gone before
Ha\e left the "Tonder in me.
AXS\\ER.

·'· :Jiortal, whence comest thou and why?
I'n1 hut a body, it is true, how of you?
Ten million miles beyond the sky
A. spark, a lineage, yet but a cle\\r;
'T \\Tas the bed in which vou made me lie
As a spark of life, a drop of de\\".
tl

\Yas this the \\7 hence or \Yhy of cause?
This spark that was before the know,
0 r but the tcork of other l a tc8?
As to WH~~T I am? I 'm here to show
Though I know not \\Thence or tchy I go.
I

Could man reduce a point in space
By artificial means, I tro"r'
Or fi.JJ an ato1n in a place .
To lead to kno\\Tledp;e of the ho\\r?
Is nothing TnrE that has no \rhy,
Or is TO BE the proof for now ?
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Till mortal pass beyond the sky
They ne'er can kno·w hnmortal law
To solve ._his riddle 111an may try
With base so 1o'v and head so high;
Can BODY be, ·without a flaw?
A body that, can never die.
Poor, puny 1uan, you can but try
1'o solve the riddle as to " THY Am I!
For that I an1, is proof to show;
The design, though n1ortal, proves Thought ·we know;
That, is the ·w ork which thought n1ay do;
But thought of itself can 1nan construe
That out of nothinr; something grow?
Or was Force required to 1nake me so?
But the riddle of riddles, as you n1ay see,
Brings thought fron1 out of infinity,
To direct the J?orce that 1nodeled 1ne.
lUy riddle· is, as to 'YHY I BE?
Are Thought and F'01~ce) and Substance three?
Or are they one and infinity?
As thought do I exist or know?
Is force a Thing without the. blow?
As su bstr.n tial proof you all may see,
I'm, all that's 1"ea l or can ever be;
For \Vhen 1ny three parts you do unite
You'll find I'm One and the infinite.
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CHAPTER XXXVI.

(Jan. 26, 1898. )
S"CBSTA..:\CEJ A.XI:\IATIOX AND l\IATTER.

Think, reason, intelligence, energy, force, motion,
i. e., rotary, spiral, Yortex., etc.
. .~s we hR\e asserted that there is no such thing in
existence as inanimation, and have designated it as
a false God, \Ye think it appropriate, at this point
in our remarks, to devote a fe1r explanatory ·words to
this subject. 'Ye will begin by saying that, while in
the past science w·as una ware of many of the finel...
psychic laws goYei·ning the substance of matter, and
therefore, so far is excusable, yet to-day no such an
assertjon as the existence of inanimate matter is permissible.
In o1·der that you may more readily grasp our
meaning, "\Ye will pursue the same course that has
goyerned us from the beginning of this -nTork; that is,
-n·e will com1nence our inYestigation at the ultimate
limit of human con1prehension of the beginning of
things.
Fil·st, -n·e have the aton1ic life of substance, which
we first recognize as a thought; then reason; then
fro1n these is produ('ed intelli~enc:e. For you must
acknowledge that intelligence is the effect of reason.
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Hence, reason must haYe begun vdth one think, or a
single thought. The next advance is in the order fol~
lowing-i. e., energy, force, and motion,-which in
turn produces change; said change is first made manifest by a rotary 1uotion, then spiral, then vortex.
You 'vill please understand that "~e are now speaking of the single aton1 of substance or the da1\Tn of the
spark of life; that is, at the very instant that life
first acts or asserts its authority oYer substanee by a
thought. Now, you can readily conceive that all
these various conditions n1ust be brought forward,
developed or produced in the exact order as "·e haye
nan1ed then1-i. e. a single think, tl1en reason, intelligence, energy, force, motion, and change, after ·w·hich
comes " 'isdon1 fro1u the experience of repeated
change; for what is wisdon1 but the accumulated
knowledge of truth gathered by a prolonged and useful life of observing the application and effect of
change.
It is at this stage that an erroneous idea or false
God again finds an opportunity to erect that hoary
head of his in the nan1e of instinct. \Ve will endeaYor
to decapitate this instinctive gentleman by asking you
a fe"' questions. Is it instinct ·that causes the creeping vine to fasten to the wall? Is it instinct that
causes the young quail to hide from danger? Is it
instinct that causes the young 1nother trout or salmon
to jump five feet out of running ·water over rocks
which it probably never Sf1.1\' or experienced before to
find a. suitable place to spa1\rn? Finally, is it instinct
that causes one atom. of substance to deliberatelv
., seek
another aton1 of substance to form the matter of
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"·ater; that is, an atom of the substance of oxygen
and another atou1 of h~·drogen?
HPre you "·ill perceiTe that substance and matter
are two separate things; for, while they are in a ph~·
sical sense in~eparable, like foree and motion, yet~
in this artiele, if ·we "·ish to get at the very essence
of our suhjeet, we must treat the1n as two distinct
things- the first l>eing eternal (at least, as far as we
know) and intapahle of annihilation, while the ~IAT
'IER of "ATEH is subject to annihilation; and if not.,
allow us to ask \Yhat becon1es of the "·ater after you
take a way the substance of oxygen? Is not water
matter?
B Pre a slight explanation is nec-essary to the student. 'Ye ha\e generally thtoughout this work been
uccu~ton1ed to speak of matter as indestructible, but.
ha,~e done so to sin1plify our re1narks to you in our
elementary eJ·planatiou. and had reference to atomic
:.:nbstanre: for, at the early stage of this "·ork \Ye had
n· t brouo·ht Tour
reason sufficientlT
for"·ard ' nor di<l
"'
.,
we dee1n it wise at that time to segregate the t\YO;
also, in our use of the wor(t animation, \Ye had reference to n1.otion and not soul; but in this chapter we
shall be n1ore. explic-it.
To continue our subject of instinct, you will see
that there is no plac·e for instinct to exist only in imagination; for it would ha\e to make its first appearance after change, as a product of c-l1ange; the san1~
as experienee is produced only from and after
changes, which in turn produces wisdom of the spirit
of 1uatter.
You will now obser\e the question from this point
;::")
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of vie"~-that matter iB the effeet or result of a union
of b\·o or more single atoms of substance. And now,
may it please the Court, we "rill give you the substa·nce of the whole n~atter)· that is, we will reduce it
to its last subdivisional part. You may call it "·isdam, intuition, or instinct, soul or spirit. )Ian only
recognizes these attributes by their effect on organized Ru bstanee; but before substance "~as organized
(a joining together of two or more parts) we find
positive evidence of the existence of a think, reason,
and intelligence, in the fact of the 1notion in the atom.
And, as reason "'as before motion and before organisnl, therefore before matter; for the single atom of
substance proves it is in possession of intelligence
which is the effe.ct of reason which is again the effect
of a think, from the known fact that it moves or
changes its position in space for a prcconceircd purpose of joining f~)rces " 'ith another atom, and thereby
establishes the very firtit 1nove or tnotion to organize
matter. You 'vill also bear in 1nind that this precedenee accompanies all kinds of organized rna tter
whatsoever, for the atom must think before start·
ing on a journey for a definite rntrpose.
WHAT IS A SOUL?

And, as it is the empericnce of Infltter that produres
wisdom and spirit, and spirit produces soul; then>
instead of soul producing a.nhnation, which existed
before and is the cause of soul; then animation produced soul, and not soul animation-just the reverse
of your previous teachings. For it is not generally
conceded in metaphysics that a single atom of sub·
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stance is a body, o:r at least not an organized body;
and if a soul has an existence, it must be something
of a higher order than the LEA..ST of all kno\rn things.
Henre it must be the effect of something pre-viou~;
and, as that something was the da"~n of organized
matter, 'Yhich is your first recognition of a body, then
the bodv is before the soul. .A. nd if the bodv
.., existed
before~ the soul, "~hat quickened it? or gave po·wer to
it before the souln1ade its appearance? if not life?
To put a very fine point to it, allow us to ask at
"~hat precise point in the life of this body did a souJ
first enter it?
In this analysis of ours, ·we are trying to confine
our solution within the boundary of huntan comprehension; that is, the ultimate, and not the infinite.
Ho"~ 1nuch n1ore rational it "~ould read that the bodY
..
animates the soul, instead of the soul animates the
body. It appears that reason a.lone "~ould suggest
that this "Toulcl be in perfect accord "Ti th the order
of ceaseless progression or evol n tion. 'T is true.,
physical man c-an have but the faintest conception of
"·hat a soul, practically speaking, is. And when you
come to consider that the ROUL of things is the ultinlate limit of human comprehension as to the fullness
of the future, so also is the aton1 the limit of the beginning o.f things.
This investigation of the subject, W"e find, carries us
from one extre1ne beginning to one extreme end, and
yet does not con1pel us, for a practic·al solution, to go
out8irle of human comprehcn8ion, nor is it at variance
with all the kno"·n Jaws of the philosophy of evolution or the survival of the fittest, but lea,Tes the chain
~
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of fad.s unbroken-i. e. the body is responsible for
a goou spirit and the spirit is responsible for a good
soul.
Yon ·will notice that in this article "~e have parenthesized the question: If tltrre is a srHtl. And, as ·we
have frequently reinal'l\.ed, ·wo1·ds and ua1nes are but
man-1nade and are 1nerely conyeniente to truth; and
whether the nan1e o.f soul fits that <·ondition of the
state of the " I a1n,'' after it has passed to a higher
position than the spii·it ·world, "~e are unable to inform you. All that the denizens of the spirit world
can positively infor1n you of is, that ·we octasionally
miss from among us the presence of those highly advanced spirits whon1 we have been accustomed to recognize as wise teachers to us of lowe1· degree. But,
while we miss then1 in pe1·son, the same as you of the
earth miss your physical friends at the passage yo~1
call death, yet w·e, the lower spirits, can and do hold
cointnunication "·ith then1, "-hieh is cridence of a
state of being beyond the spirit world, the same as the
fact that "·e, the sph·its, can conununieate with you
is evidence to you of a state of being beyond the grave.
~Ian recognizes the existence of life by its effect on
1natter. As we trace this effect to cause, we find that
the last or ultilnate of hu1nan comp1·ehension is a
single thought. 'fhis· would tend to sho"· that life
and thought were, as far as human comprehension
goes, synonymous tenn.rs. At any rate, it is the very
first eonception of an existing thing p1·evious to
thought, "'hich we call Life, God, or the Infinite.
Can man, by searching, find out God? Xo. :Now,
let u!::l., for the purpose of illustration, call this the
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first recognized appearance of the I A11. \Vhat do
you first recognize? \\"hy, a thoug·ht. Then, in the
so-called beginning ·was thought the least and yet the
greatest of all kno·wn things.
X ow, take the other extreme end, as you pass
through or enter on to the passage \Yhi<.:h you call
death, ~ou seen1 to Iniss your thoug·hts (life.) Sorrowing friends exclaim; " l-Ie is dying." " 7hen you
find you have made the <.:hange into spirit, ·what is
the frrst thing you recognize?
Thought, the I .A. 1I
(life). ""hen, as spirit, you reach out and attempt
to grasp soul, w·hat do you first recognize? Thought
or life, only this, and nothing more. Here ·we find
that, as it "·as in the beginning, SO· it is in the end ;
for fro1n thought we ca1ne and unto thought do \\Te return. \\~e are speaking no\\T in \\·hat you may call a
literal sense of only that \\?hich your 1Jhysical senses
can recognize, or, at least, as nearly literal as metaphysics \\·ill admit.
Here we feel that we are again obliged to repeat
in order that the student may not lose sight of the
main object sought-i. e. the first comprehensive
cause of existence.
If out of nothing nothing comes, and, as \\'e know
that something does exist, all that finite man can possibly do, in searching; ba<.:l\:\\rards (in our opinion,
ahem!) is to trace frmn effect to cause in the order
we have here followed ·where "·e find that we are compelled to halt ·when '"e arrive at a think, the representative of life and lintit of human comprehension;
for, difl man have the power to con1prehend the infinite, and you assu1ne, as a postulate, that out of noth-
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ing nothing COJ:r..es, then there never could have been
a tin1e or place of a state of nothingness. But, by so
assun1ing, you are absolutely compelled to admit that
thought and substance ahyays existed. You may
probably comprehend us better ~when· ,ye say that if
an ideal being, or an ideal condition, "·as the cause of
life, then this ideal 'vould have had to exist as a some·
thing previous, "rhich would carry you acl infinitunt,
and then leave the finger-board pointing to something
still previous. However, 've are not speculating in
the ideals or " must have beens," but the limit of prac.
t1~cal contprehension and are perfectly willing to leave
the speculative to the theologian.
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CHA.PTER XXX\TII.
(:~lar.

DESO.\.RTES.

YORTEX.

10, 1898.)

YEUSES.

XE\\TTONJS GRAVITY.

Question: Is the Cartesian law of vortex or the
:Xe·wton law of gravity the nearest to correct? A.ns.
If the earth is, as ·we suppose, a liquid or plastic mass
on the interior, its centrifugal force ·would be more
than sufficient to overcome its centripetal force or
gra\itation attraction, "·ere there no other forces acting against it. )lany inYestigators claitn that the
flattening at the poles is the result of the difference
in te1uperature.
If 1uan ''"ere not so hasty in jumping at his conclusions, he "·ould look deeper aud satisfy himself "·hether or no there 1nigh t not be other forces at "rork in
the long lapse of thne that "·ere slowly at work to accomplish the same result. Now, let us peep a little
deeper into the :Newton law of centripetal force or
gra\ity by asking ·what is this la"r; "rhat causes your
so-called centripetal force? Is it anything more or
less than that which -we haYe described as sympathetic attraction or that life principle in th3 single
atom that first gave to it force and motion?
Centripetal, forsooth! Allo"· us to ask: is it centripetal force that holds your physical body together
and all other ohje·c ts of gro"·th? If this "·ere so, that
it "~ere a merely mechanical force or a question of
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foot pounu8, i. e., a uefinite or given force acting on a
given quantity of ruatter and a centrifugal force "·ere
acting in the opposite direction and thereby establish·
ing a balance 9f forces to such a nicety that man
is unable at this late date of centuries on top of cen·
turies, to distinguish any fractional increase or diminution of this globe, then 'vhy does not this 8an1e centl·ifugal force prevent an increase in the bulk of a
rnan's body?
rre ·will adn1it that heat has a tendency to expand
a bo( . np to a certain mechanical per cent.; that is,
a given amount of heat, when applied to different substances, atfe(·ts their expansion in uifferent ainounts
and that this is a known quantity. But you must
acknowledo·e
that centrifuo·al force is a known quanb
tity and, like heat, is governed b~r pu1·ely 1nechauical
or phJ Sical hnv; and yon will pet•tei ve that \Yhcn you
apply this to such an ilumense plastic body as the
earth at the equator that the centripetal force is but
a trifle "·hen reckoned as a counter force.
" But," say the K ewtonians, " \Ye have also the centripetal force of the sun to assist us." 1.'his is an error, for the sun does not exert any <·ohesive force on
the aton1s that for1n the earth's bodv of n1att~r. Centrifugal for('C is deriveu from a body rotating on its
own center or a rotarr 1notion and in no sPnse is it8
"
cohesive force affected by its revolving 1notion around
so1ne other body. Again, )Ir. :Xewton tell8 us that
the earth i~ reteiving· a force of gravity (we believe he
calls it all gra,'ity) fron1 those spheres lyin~ on the
opposite side of the earth fro1n the sun and that this
force it is that holds the earth in its present orbit.
~

7

.
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'Ye lla-\e but to call vYour attention to one fact in this
case that is recognized as such by all philosophers,
'Yhich is, that Descartes, long before Newton's time,
adyocated the Yortex theor:r as the actiYe force in
"
holding this ·world in its o~·bit. 'l'his is kno\Yll as the
Cartesian theory. In Descartes' time, the printing
press was a V"ery expensive luxury, which made it difficult for him to place his work before the public; but
Xewton, a little later, being English, succeeded
mostly through English pride in securing the ear and
press of the EngJish speaking people; a.nd, as at that
time, England ·was taking the lead in literature, Ne"r_
ton's theory became, more by this means than _by the
intrinsic value of his theory being correct, the accepted doctrine. Descartes' I•"'rench admirers at the time
and even to-day ha\e challenged the correctness of
Xewton's law in ·what \Ye consider a most emphatic
manner by asking ::.\Ir. Newton a shnple question:
''If this w·orld is held in its present position in space
by the sun on one side and by the planets on the opposite side, as a counter force, then tohat holds those
outer pla-nets in their z1lace? ))
1\.,.e consider that Xewton's la-w· of gravity was simply forced onto the public, not by its real merit so
much as by what is equiv-alent to brute force, or in the
same manner as the Church endeavored to prove Galileo wrong, i. e., " renounce it or follow Bruno." In
the one case, it was that kind of force better known in
America as the "political pull," ye kno"T; in the
other, pure and simple brute force of burning fagots.
\\'llile the shrinkage of the crust of the earth at the
poles is in a slight measure caused by the difference
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of temperature the principal cause is the centrifugal
force of the earth ·which takes up the difference in
shrinkage of the crust as the earth is gradually cooling from a liquid to a solid state. N o·w, while 'Ye find
much of Ne,vton's la-w of inestimable value to truth
so do we :find much truth in the vortex theory; but
neither theory has all the truth) and it is just barely
possible that Jfr. Ne"rton, in order to secure the ear
of the public at that time, found it advisable not to
antagonize Laplace's great sun theory.
PHYSICAL

OR

MECHANICAL

FORCE

YERSUS

ATOMIC

E~ERGY.

'iVhile it is highly proper to keep a jealous eye on
those forces recognized an1ong you as physical forces,
or perhaps "~e 1nay be better understood if 'Ye say in
conjunction ·with this article, 1nechanical forces; yet,
in weighing the eridence us regards to the power that
is holding this " rorld in its place, 'Ye claim that the
question has not as yet been settled, therefore we shall
take the liberty of advancing our theory.
It is a very common thing for man to assert that
he has created or made a certain force through this or
that combination. This is entirely "Tong. You can
neither n1ake nor destroy one particle of force any
more than you can destroy substance; for force, acting on substance, is the m~ans by " yhich life expresses
itself to man or matter. In other words, force,
thought, and substance is life itself; and, as "~e
have elsewhere stated that thought was the :first
representative of life by producing reason and
intelligence in one direction, so do 1Ye advocate
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that energy is the first representative of life by
producing force, motion, and change; and, as
"·e think that "·e have clearly and comprehensively
established as a known fact that these attribut,es of
so-called life are "·hat constitutes the infinite, though
liYing beyond the reach of hu1nan comprehension,
yet Inan actually knOWS for a fact that they UO
have an existence, and that beyond this fact, he has
no further knowledge, but all is pure and simple conjecture.
As the object of this work, from the very start has
been to strictly confine our investigations "~ithin the
boundary of only that which "·e know and endeavor to
harmonize and apply a rational cause to all effect,
therefore "·e feel ourselves justified in asserting that,
as all substance in the atomic form :first existed and
was :first acted upon by thought) reason and intelligence, "·hen secondly this intelligence then pron~pte(l
this aton1 of substance to join another atom for a definite purpose, but, being unable to produce motion to
carry out this purpose, it-this so-called inert substance--was compelled to call to its assistance energy. :X ow· if energy "·as not a co-existing thing "·ith
substance--hence equally infinite--then "·here, may
" ·e ask, did substance get its force from to produce
1notion? For the atom of substance had to :first move
before it could join another ato1n and by this union
we ha\e our first KXO\YLEDGE of matter or organism.
(The student "·ill probably better understand us at
this point "·hen "·e say that you can segregate the
sub.<Jtanr:e of n1ost matter and therehv
... arrive at itf;
component parts, but you "·ould :find it somewhat
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difficult to separate the matter from the substance
and still ha-ve a remainder.)
Here you "?ill preceive that force is a thing independent of substance but not independent of matter;
for it is by the consent of force that matter exists.
This being the case, we " ?ill ask: " 1Yhat do you know
of force of itself? 1Yhat is it composed of?" You
see that you find yourself as de-void of kno,vledge a~
to force as you do of life. You are only aware of it~
existence by its effect on matter. Hence "·e make the
assertion that thought and foJ·ce are "·hat constitute
life, and that this life occupies all space by a prior
right of possession and that it is the only thing that
hold::; all forn1s or objects tog-ether and does so independent of what we call meehanical forces, such as
centripetal and centrifugal force; for this kind of
force is produced from matter acting on or in conjunction w"ith 1nattcr, something after the nature of
symP.athetic attraction.
The Cartesian theory of a Yortex is also correct so
far as the circular Inotion is produced. To illustrate:
Let b\·o cannon balls meet 'Yhile .mo-ving in opposite
directions. The mechanical force at the instant of
impact is a whirling or vortex 1notion before it
assumes a straight line, the same as two bodies of
1vind, for the very :first instant or atomical fraction of
time that force is applied to a so-called inert body it
is diffused all over the body by a whirling motion.
The force that keeps this 'Yorld in a spherical form is
applied in the -vortex form. So much for vortex.
But force 1oas before. and was the cause of vortex,
the motion being only the expression of force. What
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we would be understood to n1ean by this is, that at the
first instant of time that force atternpts to manifest
its presence on substances or n1atter, it begins by a
rota1·y 'Yhirling· or vortex motion.
As all space is already filled, we may say, to the
brim, with force, then you could not produce any more
or any less. You 'yould have to go outside of space for
your raw· material, and if you think you can reduce
the quantity, pray ten us 'vhere you "WOuld deposit
that "·hich you abstract. Infinite space and the
spheres may be likened to the ocean and its family of
fish and other organized bodies. that have their growth
"·ithin its depths. .All their "rants are supplied by
this parent, the sea. The sea or world in turn is the
inhabitant of space in whieh it finds all that is requisite for its maintenance and, like all other organisnls, each requires its own peculiar diet wherein
thought is the nurse, substance the food, and force
the 1nodus operandi.
'Ye "·ish to call your attention to what, at the first
glance, n1ay seen1 an inconsistency in our general
hypothesis as regards to our use of the terms mechanical force and infinite force. Our object in producing
this "WOrk was to build a bridge that should show you
there "·as no gulf between the ponderable or material
worlu and the hnponderable or immaterial " rorld;
therefore we are using the ter1n n1echanical force as
representing S ewton and Descartes' physical force;
or, as n1eehanieal foree represents or is applied to
matter and in-finite force as applied to the atoms of
~uh~taner---holding as we do that substance 'vas hefore rnatter and that after rnatter 'yas produced as a
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secon7:.lary result of a precious cause there was also,
by the production of Jnatter, a secondary production
of force or energy, "Thich is physical, mechanical, or
Descartes' beginning of mathematics:
\Ve hope you "·ill perceive ho"· necessary it is that
you should not he too exacting in your criticism of
our poverty of 'Yords and try and utilize the spirit of.
our remarks.
For this, it appears to us, "·as ·where both Ne,vton
and Descartes stun1bled; :xe,Yton, in failing to recognize the fact that anything existed beyond so-called
physiral matter and yet asserting as an axiom that
third la'Y that "for all and every action, there is an,
equal reaction," and then failing to explain by thls
la"T "'hat reaction it is that is acting on the outermost
planet. His Inaterialistic tendencies, we fear, ·w arped
his bC'tter judgment and compelled hiin to put forward his first la"· of in crtia, for mec-hanical calculations. liis term inert 111ay be sufficiently correct
"·hen applied to matter if "·e consider that matter i~
the beginning of physics only! But our object is to
try and adYance further and silo"· you that metaphysics is 1nerely a continuation of physics. Yet
inertia is certainly uot an a.rion~. You Tdll observe
that w·e haYe used the term inanimation in lieu of
inertia, and "·e insist on the truth of our assertion
that all life, all substance, all1natter, and all thought
is in ceaseless m.otion.
'Y as is for creed or blind deyotion
This " rhale was brought from out the ocean?
Here Ne-wton blundered in his notion,
f'or 'yhat 's inert 'Yhen all 's in motion?
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Descartes, in his reply to Princess Elizabeth, "·e
think sho"·s his inability to connect the physical with
the metaphysical "·hen he asserts that "the 1natter
attributed to thought is not thought itself and that
the c.rtcn8ion of this matter is quite different frou1
the extension of thought." And yet, in the face of this
assertion, he hold:s that the soul is united to all parts
of the body, but fails to identify the t"·o substances.
It \Yould appear· to us that, "·hile :Xewton may have
been slightly influenced in his materialistic ideas in
one direction, that just so, had Decartes a "reather
eye on those burning fagots (for it required a brave
man to attempt to fill Bruno's shoes in those days)
when he makes the following remarks: "The
particles of matter to "·hich the Creator originally
imparted rectilinear motion, are distributed in vortices forming stars. The material world is a machine,
an indefinite chain of movements, the origin of which
is in God/}
II ere "·e find that Descartes is still "·edded to that
old traditional creatit~e God} that great personal
something-, to account for a first cause, which lea.Yes
him, like all the rest, floundering in the mud until
they produce some tangible e1:idence of the existence
of such a being, sun, ideal thought, force or soul of
thin~s.
The trouble has been that all of vour
v
old school of philosophers leaye a gap in their
philn~ophy by first beginning with the a.cknowledgmPnt that there is or "·as a preYious first cause fr01n
\\ hid1 all came and to 'Yhich all return, for w·hich they
offer ~ou no e1:idenre; and then they find it ronvenient to jun1p this gap and begin again at physi('s,
~
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rnatter or :\lr. IIuxley's protoplasm. Here they take
ott their coats, roll up their sleeves and begin with
"ex ni.hilo, rtihil fit." But to-day n1odern thought
call~ for this gap to be bridged, and whether we have
stH·eeeded any better than the old school of thought
by and with the assistance of such additional knowlBdge as has been developed "~ithin the last half
century through the spirit phenomena is for you to
Jccide for yourself.
0 UR RESPECTS TO DESCA-RTES.

"\"\Te feel that we should not drop this subject w·ithont a kind "·ord for Descartes, and "·ill begin by taking our sun. .A. round the sun revolves our solar system of bodies in--"·e " ·ill say-a vortex "·hirl; then
around one of these bodies, for the purpose of illusti·ating, \Ye will select the earth, is revolving the moon
in a vortex. .c\.gain, around 1.he moon are revolving
other smaller bodies, and still we find the vortex, and
around these revolve ...vet smaller bodies. Now continue this principle on down, down to the very single
spherical atom. This atom attracts another atom.
1\lay not the condition and position of these t"·o
atoms just before a junction is effected be a revolving
n1otion of the one around the other, but gradually
drawing closer together until a union is formed,
when, by this union of two atoms of substance, they
become the embryo of an organized body of matter?
No"r' if this be the physical condition of substance in
its first evolutionary advance into matter, "·e would
ask you to try and surround our sun and its solar
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systern of a wheel around a wheel, would not this, as
a whole body, be the Yery essence of a Yortex or whirl·
ing ruotion? Then, if we haYe a(lvanced a reasonable
theor·.v backward from the sun to the atom, ·would it
not appear that our sun was but one of the minor
wheels of a still larger system, and so on to infinity?
The student should bear in n1ind that Descartes,
·when advancing the vortex theory, did not stop at )Jr.
Huxley's protoplasm, i. e., the first physical recogni ·
ti(ln of an organism in the form of a cell, and then
jump to the conclusion that he had discovered the
l)hy~ical basis of life. But Descartes easily recognized
that a cell, in ho·wever s1nall a boundary or space you
n1ay find it, is but a -,;ast accumulation of atoms ·whieh
proved their previous possession of life when they display<:d thought, force, 1notion and intelligence in
coming together in space to produce this very cell.
f'or a cell must be possessed of a bottom and sides;
hence is subject to division and commensuration.
So, my friend, you will preceive that, "-bile your
so-called up-to-date modern philosophers may not be
too seYerely condemned if they, like the common run
of the genus Homo, should think that those old fogies
were Homewhat fossilized in their researc-hes after the
cause of things; yet "·e find such minds as Descartes
had already passed far bPyond )Jr. Huxley's halfw·a.y
bouse of the cell or protoplasm when he points out
to us the vorte~r that formed the 1na~ter of the cell.
As "·e have maintained from the start that it is no
part of our work to chase a will-o'-the-wisp by a clahn
of ornniscience,yet we are free born and part white nntl
have a habit of endeavoring to penetrate even that
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·which to-day may appear as. inscrutable eyen to )lr.
Davidson.
How shall ·we proceed if not by inquiry? Thus :
Is ~fr. Huxley's protoplasm or cell an existing fact?
Answer: Yes. '\Vas this cell produced by or through
the Cartesian vortex? Answer : Yes. 'Yas this vor·
tex or whirling motion the result or expression of
force? Is not energy 01 forte directed by thought,
and is not thought, at the pres€nt stage of evolution;.
the lim,it of fhuman comprehension of life as expressed
to man?
If this be the truth, you ·will perceiYe that it is not
necessary for n1an to possess one of the attributes of
omniscience, nor yet attempt to penetrate the socalled inscrutable or cross the dead-line of infinite in
order to kno"r and to comprehend that the beginning
of things starts fro1n the aton1 of life and substance,
and, by becon1ing united, they, the atoms, are tht~
cause of all things that are greater than a single
atom, even though the thing 1nay assutne the condition of a very God, a great sun or ideal being. While,
up to the atom, "·e shall claim that we haye kept upon
the debatable ground of the :first cause of things, yet
" re are free to admit that beyond this point it :w·ould
appear to us that man must necessarily enter the fielu
of inscrutability.
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CH.A.PTER XXXY.III.
PLACING THE KEYSTONE.

Hoping that ,,.e haYe succeeded in n1olding your
understanding up to the question as to whether there
is in existence such a thing as Life, ·we feel justified
at this point in our philosophy in answering you in
the negatiYe and will endeavor to support our position
in this 1nanner :If you \Yill asslune that all force and all thought
have been annihilated from out of space, what then
may we ask \rould stand or be presented to your
understanding as an expression of life?
)Ir. Xewton's la\Y of inertia, that for every ·expressed force there is a counter force, is perfectly correct when applied to n1atter,-i. e., physical matter,but no further. To this extent, as we have already
stat.ed, it is purely a Ineehanical question of footpounds. But this faet in physics does not explain or
account for the existence of force previous to the

existence of 1natter.
...-\II physical matter has form, and as a form it is
subject to conunensuration,-i. e., it must have length,
breadth, and thickness.
Length is a space between tu;o points; an atom of
~nbstance can only come within 1nnnan comprehension as one point without distance,-for if it had dis-
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tance or extension it ·would be again subject to division; therefore, it must be without form.
(As we have already explained to you our object in
using the term n~atter in the early part of this work
in lieu of substance, so do '"e explain our object in
calling an atom spherical.) Here you will see that
while substance in the atomic state occupies· all space,
it is without form; and as the atom is not measure or
commensuration in itself, but only the beginning of
them, so also does all space represent the other extrenle end of commensuration. But it is not the three
or any part of the three din1ensions, as it is eertainly
beyond comn1ensuration.
The fact that the atoms move toward each other for
a purpose is absolute evidence of the presence of
thought and force. But how any sane man can assume
the presence of a third factor as existing previous to
thought (or substance) and force, and give it the
name of a definite thing, such as Life, and yet be unable to advance any solvable evidence of such presence, is beyond our comprehension.
Again, 've would suggest that if you take a1\""ay your
thought, ·which is the parent of reason and the grandparent of intelligence, what is there left of yon or the
I AlVl 'vorth the preserving?
Physically speaking, or as a so-called disembodied
spirit, how ·would you establish your identity to your
earth-friends, taking it for gr~.nted that intelligent
spirit communication i8 an establi.shed fact?
In our use of the term Life in the early part of this
work, such as atomic life, obje('t life, over-life, etc., ·we
will adrnit that we lead the student to infer that there
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and apa1-t fro1u any other thing, which \Yould cause it
to appear to one " ·ho only studied fror 1 t-l superficial
point of ,·iew that the preceding ct .~ .o1 ! :: •:n Gravity
\Yould leave our philosophy in a parade _ ·· (~.i position.
In order to ren1ove any such impression, we will say
that nny advocate who starts out to pro1nulgate such
a radically reYolutionary and heterodo•x ical philosophy of Evolution, if he wishes to have and to hold the
attention of.his audience (i. e. to have them to understand his remarks), he should address them in such
language as they ha\e inherited.
In otl1et words, it is conceded that, in order to be
a successful diplon1at, you must first approach your
opponent b;r achuitting that his vie"\"\'S are correct by
convincing hhu that he entertains precisely the sa1ne
Yiew of the subject under consideration as yourself.
Then the only apparent difference is in the position
that each occupies at the mon1ent of observation, and,
if he was c·o1npelled by circtnnstances over which he
had no control during his ~'outhful education to occupy his present position, the stability of such position 111nst be determined bv the evidence of such axio"
matic fa('ts as are presented for all human consideration ~ueh asFirst: Is it not no"· a eonceded fact that Thought
is a definite existing thing, and has extension?
Second: Does not force have an absolute existence
apart fron1 thought and substanee?
Third: Does not suh~tance in infinite division haYe
an existr-n<·P and occupy all space, independent of
thought and fore:e?
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Again: Are not the three capable of de1nonstratiug
their physical presence to man by a practical application of his senses?
Now follo·ws the question : Is life a thing that 1s
capable of proving its existence as an entity apart
fron1 foree, thought, and substance? Or, rather, is it
not the effect or expression of the three first named
when acting in combination, and, like water and
atmosphere, owes its present existence to the consent
or cause of some thing previous,-i. e. merely the product of something else and not the producer-the
effect, and not the cause.
Ten years ago, or about the beginning of 1890, it
was tbat we first had the pleasure of your acquaintance, and, knowing your exceeding desire for a practical explauat ion of spirit phenon~ena) we recognized
that, in beginning our explanations of the cause of
things, it ·would be necessary for us to use diplomacy.
N o,w, as one of the difficulties would be to find a word
or term that would the most quickly and clearly convey to you the simple truth as ·we found it to exist,
it wouldrequireustofrequently makeuse.oftermsthat,
while they did not contain the absolute essence of such
facts as we ·wished to convey to you, yet, ·we hope, they
still answered the purpose or object of the particular
subject then 'Under consideration.
Having advanced so far in our ·work as to find yon
prepared to receive our assertion as to the non-existence of Life as an entity without too great a shock to
what may remain of your orthodoxy, and still being
unable to coin the proper words to clearly convey this
truth, we ·will endeavor to do so by illustration.
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For instance: Imagine yourself standing just outside of space and facing so-called creation. 'Yhat is
the first thing you perceive? All space. What next
appeals to your sense of comprehension? Thottght,
force_, a.ncl substance; or nature divided into three
separate and distinct infinite entities_, each divided
into its last unit One, yet working harmoniously
together and for a. purpose: But, search as you may,
you find nothing beyond or previous to these. Then
:ron can but co1ne to the conclusion that these three
"'
entities, so far as human understanding goes, are the
very germ, spark, or embryo of all other expressions;
'Whether it be in the nature of Life, conscience, will,
spirit, or 1natter of for1n.
'Yhile "·e have been compelled to apply the tern1
in~ponderable substance to thought, spirit, and soul
for the want of a "·orcl that you could comprehend,
you now· perceive that Thought and Fo1~ce have an
infinite existence "·ith substance and, as they exist,
they must be so1netbing other than substance.
There n1ay come a time in the far-distant future
"·hen man and spirit shall kno·w ·what they are composed of; but all that is kno·wn of them to-day is
that they do c;r-i.t;;t as primary elementals, and are not
subject to annihilation.
)Jan in his SPlf-in1portance is inclined to think that
the only thought in existence is human thought. As
well 1night he claim that the only force is human
forf'e or the only substance lnunan substance.
X O\Y, please stop here and allo"· ns to ask: What
do you knou·· a8 an actual far't as to the composition
of eitller thought, force, or substance in its elementary
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condition,-i. e. when brought to its last ultimate
division of the atom? Can the physical senses recognize ej ther one of the three other than by inference 1
You see a comet's tail, and infer that it is composed
of particles of substance in the ato1nic ·condition because it appeals to your sense of sight, while none of
your other senses recognize it; and if your inference
is logically correct, then you are by this inferential
law co1npelled to recognize that each atom or particle
is moved in its definite course by an atom of force; for
you only recognize atomic force by this one sense of
sight,-i. e. you see the tail, and see it in motion, for
you can neither smell, taste, touch, or hear it. Therefore, if you have a logical right to infer the one, you
cannot reject the other; and if so far our philosophy
is correct, then it would appear to us that as this tail
or the body 'vas moving in a definite direction for a
specific purpose, we have the unqualified right to also
infer that this establishes the fact of an intelligence
in atomic form which is accompanying and directing
the atomic force; and as 'Ye further infer from our
experience and kno·wledge of physical force as we see
its effects on ponderable bodies of matter, that it of
itself) like the matter, displays no evidence of thought
or intelligence.
Even when we crook our finger we find that it requires thought to direct the force.
You will also bear in mind that we are not claiming
that either the thought, force, or substance, in this
its atomic or infinite state, is a fully crystallized
thought or a fully developed 1nechanical force capable
of acting on an organized body of matter, but only
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nccon1pnnies the n to1nic substance; for the apple, the
ro5:(.), the earth itself, in the atomic state are but as a
point in space. (See Chapter XL, on )lax
ller's
philosophy of thought.)
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CHAPTER XXXIX.
LO'\VER PHYSICS) PSYCHO-PHYSICS_, .AND HIGHER OR
l\1ETAPHYSICS.

There is childhood, manhood, and ripe old age;
spring, summer, and winter; past, present, and
future, and many other like comparisons; and while
the science of language has seemingly made three distinct divisions of these conditions, yet it is not a faet.
Take, for instance, the first three. Is there a definite
point in the age of a child ·where it ceases to be a child
and becomes a man?
And so it is " 'ith time. Can you illustrate, to the
exact fraction of a second, the space separating the
now or present from the past or future?
In this light, you must vie"r the physical, psychophysical, and metaphysical; or, if you "·ill allo"r us,
we will designate it the gross, or lo,Yer, physical
matter, the fully developed physical matter, and the
comprehensive lin1it of perfection to all physical
matter, for 1na.tter it unquestionably is.
~Te will again ask you: Is there a definite point in
time ·where the one condition leaves off and anotl:ter
begins, or can man to-day, with his present knowledge, c1efine " here substance, after it is organized into
form and recognized as physical matter, ceases to be
matter?
7
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And if you succeed in sol-ving this riddle, then prny
tell us how or through what channel force demonstrates its existence to man: such as the transference
of thought, clairvoyance, hypnotism, etc.
As there is evidently motion ( i. e. vibration), if not
matter, what is it that receives the force? In other
words, what is it that -vibrates?
\Ye can understand that the matter of electricity
"
moves on a material ·wire and are in harmony with
each other.
It "·HI not do for the philosophers of to-day to deny
or pooh-pooh the ~ruth of these phenomena, for they
are no longer confined to som~ one obscure village, ·but
are now toell-esta.blishcd facts) and are being produced and acknowledged as such by the most eminent
minds of all parts of the civilized "·orld.
If ~Ir. Darwin's investigation of the origin of
species :filled a gap left open by your philosophers,
then why not carry your investigations on these lines
still further, and endeavor to as rationally solve the
question as to the origin and n~odus operandi of all
forms?
V\1fiy halt at species? Do you kno"y of any definite
gulf that separates the formation of a crystal fro1n
the formation of a 1nastodon? Of course, you "·ill
understand that ''e are endeavoring to carry your
reasoning into the metaphysical or limit of comprehension.
V\1ly has this chimerical idea of a gulf been permitted to exist in the minds of the people? \'Vas it not
in the first place for the want of positive kno,Yledge of
a continuation of thought, force or the I .A.::u, after
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the disintegratiou or death, (so called) of the form or
body of matter other than by the way of the protoplasm?
Your scientists heretofore have generally-and, we
may say, ahnost to a man-fallen into the same error
in assuming as a postulate that all substance held no
other relation to the infinite than as recognized by
then1 in the condition which "'"e have designated as the
lower physical condition. \Ve are now speaking of
the tirne in which that most excellent philosopher,
Immanuel Kant, dwelt among you of the earth, and
"!hose \Yorks, though written over one hundred years
ago, are still considered as the best and highest
authority, at least so far ·as the lower physical formation is concerned. 'Vba.t a grand work that old man
would have produced bad he li ,·ed to investigate the
various spirit phenon~ena, of to-day!
But the sun do move! We are free to admit that,
in the absence of those phenomena in his day, 8cicnco
concluded that \Yith the end of the earth-life of all
1natter, form, or body that that was the last of its
existence as matter, and that it then was returned to
the n1ills of the gods, earth, in the atomic state as substance, to again repeat upon itself.
One of their arguments advanced to sustain this
hypothesis "·as the fact that :\Jr. Iluxley's human
protoplasm passed into the fish, the fish passed into
the ·wild duck and its egg, aud tl1e duck o:r egg ·was
returned back again into the human form.
And another that l\fr. Darwin might offer you to
support his philosophy of the survival of the fittest
is: first, that the spider feeds upon the slimes of a
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dungeon, the toad upon the spider, the snake feeds
upon the toad, the hog feeds upon the snake, and man
feeds upon the hog. Hence we presume that this fact
leads ::\Ir. Huxley into the belief that he had discoYered the dead matter of life--i. e. protoplasnl!.
'Ye cannot refrain from calling your attention at
this point to the corroborative eYidence here giYen to
substantiate the truth that all primeval matter is
slowly rnoving upward, but is in this case compelled to
pass through the lower rnills of the gods; i. e. the
spider, 'Yhich progressed or prepares it for the next
mill, the frog, and so on, leaving a little but taking
more.
Here you will perceive that that which ·would have
been highly deleterious to the human stomach in its
first stage has become, by the law of evolution, wholesome and nutritious food for man. Or, if it so please
the Gospel sharp, he may here find that man not only
evoln:d from the monkey but also from the slimes of a
dungeon.
If they could gi\e an account of all the substance,
or eYen all of the 1natter, for1ning the protoplasm,
sho·wing to an exactness that all did actually pass
from the defunct body of the n1an into the fish, and
fl:on1 thence into the duck or egg, and then back into
the htnnan forn1, then they might be justified in assuming such a postulate. But ha1.:e they done so?
That is the first and most important question for yon,
1ny friend , to deride.
\\.,.e do not wi~h to Rtand on an exact technicalit.v
and confine our dernandR to the fish or duck alon(>o, fm·
some of the matter might have passed into oxygen,
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iron, phosphorus, etc.; but science does not carry a.
stock in trade of 1night-have-beens. This law deals
only in known truth. Therefore, we insist on your
aneient and 1nodern philosophers accounting for all
the substanee that was In the human body after it
entered the \Yater. This, and only this, is strict
scwnce.
To these scientists we ·\Yould say: Gentlemen, you
exact your pound of flesh from me, and that is correct
law. But see that you render unto n1e an exact
equivalent by accounting for the presence of spirit,
1naterialized voices, n1oving of heavenly bodies, independent -writing, raps, hypnotism, healing, materializatiou, passing one solid body-so-called-through
another, bringing a letter or purse from a distant
roo1n, say half a n1ile away, into a locked room of
another house; clairvoyance, prophecy, and all the
var:ious phenomena. no"r occurring all O\er the civilized and uncivilized world. .And while you are so
engaged, please do not seek to avoid the facts or beg
the question by explaining how a. fake or counterfeit
dollar is produced, for that is not our question, but
rather ho"~ the genuine dollar is produced.
. For again we repeat that these facts have presented
then1selv.es for your ronsideration, and, as philosophers, you "~in excuse us. w·e sincerely ho·pe, when "·e
say meet them you 1n1ud. for avoid them you can not,
as they are here to stay and increase in numbers.
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OHAPTElt XL.
A CO)I:\IE~T 0~ )lAX l\IULLERJS PHILOSOPHY OF

THOUGHT.

\Ye cannot refrain from making a fe.w remarks in
reply to F. ~lax: )Juller~s paradoxical idea that there
is no such a thing as reason and then almost immediately ( i. e. before be bas uttered sixty words.), deliberately asserts that rea8on is son~ething) namely,
language; that it is the work of man, that there is no
rea sou or conception without language; he appears to
lay some stress on the fact that we cannot tell ·what
reason is made of, hence it has no existence, therefore
as we do not kno·w \Yhat Life, substance, and space are
n1ade of, per se. they have no existence; he appears
anxious for some philosopher to give him a de:fini tio.n
of what language is without reason, or reason without
language.
\Yhy not ask ·what motion is ·without force, or force
without n1otion; matter "~ithout substance, or substance without matter? But we will ask him: Did
the atom possess a language or words before it concei red a thought to form an organized cell? Does the
babe need a language when it displays thought to
creep to the fire?
He asks us "·hat reason is composed of. We might
retaliate by asking him 'Yhat ~words are composed of.
In. this case, 'Ye think he will be obliged to admit that
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they are composed of the "'fibration of atoms; and as
Yibration is but an effect of substance in motion, it
has no real existence as a thing. We take it that )lax
niuller intended to illustrate this assertion when he
quotes Abelard·s rmnarks that language is generateJ
by the int~llect, and. generates intellect. So does Huxley illustrate his protoplasm by the live lobster eating
the dead man or dead protoplasn1, and thereby con·
'r.erting it into live protoplasm, "·hen the liYe n1an eats
the dead lobster or dead protoplas1n, and again reconverts it into Life; henrc this proves from ""hence
came the liYe cell.
It is possible that we do not understand ~lax
l\Iuller but we hope he, as a specialist on '"ords, at
least understands himself when he asserts that with·
out language n1an could neYer have co1ne to his senses
(·which 1neans, " ·hen stripped of its ing.enuity, that w·e
could neither see, sn1ell, taste, touch, or hea.r). And
to hi!n, l\lax )luller, it always see1ned incredible that
thought should haYe been considered as possible "·ithout language, or that animals think if w·e define thinking by speaking; he also asserts that animals haYe no
language--hence no senses.
Let a strange dog enter a barnyard ""here chickens
are feeding, and listen to that peculiar cluck-ux-cluck·
cluck of the cock, uttere-d as a word of ~warning to the
hens of danger: a poultrytnan tnay be out of their
sight and a hundred yards ;:nyay, and he, the hun1an
a.s " ·ell as the brute, instantly knows and understand.~
the "·orcl or sound of danger.
I....et the cock find a. tooth,
son1e n1orsel , and listen to his call. Ho"r readily the
hen understands him! Observe fo"\'\rls in any part of
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expression to thoughts of joy and fright, produced
frotu an application of their sense of sight, is ahYays of
the same number of vi!Jratory \Yaves (of substance),
and is the human voice, more or less) "~hen used to con~ey the sa1ue thoughts to others orally-i. e. merely a
1nechanical or physical force acting on matter to impart 1notion or Yibratory "~aves of more or less. intensity. nian's vocal organs being more highly developed than the cock's, can produce a greater variety
of sound.
\Ye n1ust admit that JJax )Iuller, though some,vhat
ingenious in the use of words as a 1neans of expressing
his thoughts to others, has certainly failed to be as
readily understood as the cock, and, after a perusal
of some of his works, we find oursel\es somewhat disappointed in our expectations, for w·e certainly exJJecf('d that he) as a specialist on the origin of \Yords,
''"ould at least be sure to so form his o"?n words into
language that ordina1·y mortals could not possibly
fail to understand hiln at least as comprehensively
and as quickly as a co1nmon barnyard fo"·l can understand its mate. To quote one of his expressions, he
says
thou~·ht
that never came to birth
... that en1br-vonic
.,
'
is not thoug-ht at all, but only the material out of
which thought n~ay spring (which he borrow·s fro1n
Descartes) . As he seems to lay great stress on the
fact that "~e cannot tell of what 1naterial reason is
1nade, \Yould it not be h iqhl !J propf1~ for this expert
of language and 1ronls. if he does not ·wish to be conl'lidered paradoxical, to ~xplain to a com Jnon ntinrl
what constitutes the 1naterial of an embryo thought?
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The object of his three lectures. on the science of
thought as
understand him, is to demonstrate the
physical basis of thought; then should he not begin
at the beginning, the embryo itself, and explain the
difference bet-ween infant dead thought and how it i~
1nade alive; ho"' are \\-'e to recognize the pro·mise) of
a thought, and, if this promise should fail to materialize, what becomes of it? Is this promise, then, transmogrified into sotne other thing or do~~ it meet with
total annihilation?
It certainly would seem to us that if 've wished to
arrive at the first cause or beginning of an existing
thing, that we should seek the cause of the embryo
itself and satisfy ourselves whether, if this embryo
should fail to develop into a thought, it w-ere possible
that it might not slide off at a tangent and become
something else-one of Davidson's ·i nscrutable tkings)
for instance?
If there could be no thought without language, then
we are obliged t o assume that language was a thing
that existed previous to thought, in order to be in a
position to produce this embryo or prorn·i se of a
thought, \\rhile w·e shall contend that just the opposite
\s the fact and shall endeavor to maintain our position
in this manner :As one ( 1) is not mathematics itself, but the beginning of mathematics, and as the end of a yard stick
is not measure or extension itself, but the beginning
of extension, just so is an atom of any kind not the
1natter or fonn, but the beginning of them and, as an
atom can only come within human comprehension a:-:;
a point in space; and as a point is without length,

,,re
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b1·eadth, or thickness, hen<.:e it is the one ( 1) or last
division of things co·m prehensible to man that occupies space as an entity to ,,~hich you may practically
appl~--. your senses. Therefore, it will naturally follow·
that an atom of substance 'yould require but an aton1
of for(·e to ilnpart to it its first fraction of motion;
this atom of force, while not physical or mechanical
force itself, is the beginning of force or the prontise of
a forcc- i. e. the embryo.
But even this atomic force ·we find requires an atom
of thought to intelligently direct it, and 'vhile it is
not a fully crystallized thought itself, it is the beginning of thought.
(See Descartes letter to
Princess Elizabeth on the extension of this matter of
thought, etc., to whom, let us hope, ).fax )J uller forgot
to giYe the proper credit for the idea. \l,.e think that
bad Descartes made a distinction bet\Yeen 1natter and
atomic substance, he could have avoided his blunder
in giving extension to embryonic thought.) Here you
find the unquestionable evidence of the presence of
thought coincidental with force and substance as the
actual beginning of coJn]Jrehcnsion.
X ow allo·w us to ask: How ".,.ould you proceed to
atomize language?
As languag·e is not an entity, the question of extension has nothing to do \Yith it, hut when first recognized it is as vihratorv
"?aves of n1atter in motion art·ing on the auditory nerYe, and hut an effect caused by
the combined action of thought, force) and substance
in m.otion.
Either an entity or the fiye l'lens.es ran exist as a fart
or truth without the use of " . .ords, language, or human
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reason, and as it is now an acknowledged fact that
thought is an entity and subject to motiou} you are
con1pelled in tracing its origin to go to the atom or
one of mathematics and not stop at J:i". ~I~~ )luller's
half-way house by starting your inYestigation at the
1natter out of which thought may spring, for this
would leaYe you still another question to sol-ve lying
previous to the existence 0f matter, namely: From
whence came 1natter if not from the atom of substance?
.As regards the promise of a thought} or whether
such a thing has a tangible existence or not: \Yell,
to be as charitable as exaet science will allow, we must
eonfess that all of our researches have been confined
to those truths lying within the limit of physics,
psycho-physics, and 1ne.taphysics; therefore, we do
not feel justified in risking an opinion, pro or con, a~
to \Yhat tnay spring- from the beyond, or the what-orhow this promise 1nay present itself to the human senses for a recognition of its existenre.
\Ve are \Yi1ling to concede that language stands as
a representatiYe of thought in a limited degree, yet
it is not a perfect representative; while, on the other
hand, a thought, if it, like force and substance, be
infinite, is in the superlative degree; for though
force and substance may differ in quantity, yet they
could not diffe.r in quality if ato1nized; and as we
think we have conclusively shown tl1at force has an
existence as an entity apart fron1 substance, so do we
assert that thought is an entity other than sub~taner.
and beyond the fact that they prove their existencr:
to man by their apparent effect on matter as separate
entities of nature, man has no further knowledge.
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HoweYer, we feel inclined to give you one other
illustration as to how the 1natter of fonn ·was produced from the atom of substance where one aton1
shall represent the beginning; two, the dawn, spark,
or )lax )luller's prmnise of a form (thought) ; three,
the embryo; and four, a full -bor-n thought or body.
In order that you may clearly comprehend us, ·we
will suggest that you take four marbles in your hand.
~ow, consider that each of these marbles represent~
one single atom of substance, thought, or force (as
a the process of evolving is the same). Now, lay
~ down one atom (marble) on the table (Fig. 1);
Fig. 1. this of itself, being a point in space, is without
length, breadth, or thickness, the beginning IIi{),~
or pr01nise of extension. Next place the -~
second atom (Fig. 2) beside it, and just F ig. 2 •
touching it; here you find length or extension, but neither breadth nOT thickness.
This would repr-e sent the dawn, spark, or
1Jrondse of a form, i. e. the 1natter of extenFig. 3,
sion, or birth of matter. You will now
place beside these two, and just touching them both, the third atom, here we
find length and breadth, but no thickness
(Fig. 3). This "~in represent the birth
Fig. 4.
of fonn (a triangle), but not a body
itself, as it yet ~acks thickness. Finally, you
place the fourth aton1 (or marble) on the top of
these three, when you perceive for the first tin~e a full
fonnecl body (Fig. 4) of either force, thought, or a
1nolecule of matter subject to the three dimensions of
space, and from t11ence on a full-fledged entity, a drnizen of space. At this stage of the nni ting of the first
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four units or atotus is ab~olutely the very first appearance or birth of an organized body) and "~here it ceases
to be atomized substance and is the birth of a body of
matter, this we may call the first step or beginning
of the evolution of matter. .A_fter this follows involution, to again evolve.
'\Vhen these minute· bodies acting in harmony with
other bodies produce or give birth to 1nechan-ical
foree, such as gravity, magnetic attraction, friction,
heat, light, etc.,-and in this condition is ·what is
termed the lowest or first molecule of matter,-is not
this an organ·ized body?
And, though embraced by the three dimensions of
space, many cycles of time shall yet roll by before man
shall be able to perceive it by his sense of sight, and
then only by artificial means far superior to your
microscope.
.Also, while matter is in this its first condition of
forn1 it is the physical basis of so-called organized
life, as 1\fr. Huxley's cell could not appear on the
stage of existence "rithout the aid of these bodies; for
you could not place these four marbles (atoms) in
such a position as "rould fortn a cell; in other words,
as one marble "rould represent one atom of substance,
just so w·ould the uniting of the four marbles represent the single rnolecule of m.atter or embryonic
thought.
It is a com1non thing for physical scientists to put
for"~ard the follo·w'ing as a postulate: " Before :.1
thing can evolve it must first be involved." This, yon
will perceive, is an absurd hypothesis when vie·wed
fron1 its ab8olttte point of beginning,-that is, as a
Ringle atom of anvthing.
L

V

'-
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"It seemed to me that I did but dream that I was
dreruning of a dream,"-i. e., the spark of life and ·
matter. The Yery first conception in the hu1nan mind
of a thing is its last division or single state of one
( 1) or oneness). this would precede involution; fur
a thing to involYe, it n1ust enter into some other thing
that already existed as an entity.
To illustrate this w·e will conceive of a single atom
standing alone in space. In this condition it is but a
point, haying neither length, breadth, nor thickness,
it attracts unto it, not into (for it could not enter a
thing that had no inside) another atom. This is the
'&ery first 1nove on the chessboard of physics) at least
so far as hun1an co1uprehension can go, and at this
point it begins to eYolve, advance, change, or progress; for we find that by being joined by another
atom, it bas doubled its quantity, its intelligence, and
its in1portance as a factor in the evolving of all other
things that man has any kno·wledge .of. Here-from
·we deduce that involution is the natural sequence of
evolution; for involution could only apply its potency to nuttter as it changed from one fonn to
another; and as form did nort make its appearance in
space so as to be recognized as a form until the joining of the th ircl aton~_. then it naturally follows that
involution is the second 1nove on the chessboard of
things that be,-i. e. matter of form and body or
breadth and thickness. To extend or to add to a line
is not to involve, but to evolve; by this view of the
rase yon \Yill perceive that Dar·w'in, the father of
evolution, is still on deck.
And no'v as to our explanation in regard to ·what
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F.

~Iax ~luller

probably had reference to in his
prontise of a thought; this ""\Ve deem an act of justice
to Descartes as \Yell as to I'. :\Ia.x :\Iuller.
The object of pro1nulgating a philosophy is to place
lJefore the lay mind, or co1nmon mass of people, sueh
plain explanation of the truth as ·will not only appeai
to, but satisfy, the reasonable con~mon sense of an
ayerage mentality. If it fails to do this, it subjects it~
adYocate to a fair, just, and impartial criticism frou1
others, as 1·egard to the truth or probability of such
philosophy.
It ·would therefore appear to us that we are conlpelled to begin all of our investigations at Descarte:s'
mathematical one (1), or unit, which is coneeivL d
to be a point,-i. e. a ::;ingle atom. Then ~re find fil'>"t
an ato1n of· thought; this thought acts upon or directs an atom of force; this force acts upon an atom
of substance, to produce motion. Here ·we think that
Descartes erred in assun1ing that an atom of substanee was matter itself alreadv
.., made to hand and
extended, because he assnn1es that thought is 1natter,
but not subject to extension.
"""hile "re declare that, though thought does actually exist a.s a.n entity in space, and is a subject of extension by the adclition of other atoms of thought, yet
it, like force, exists as s'Ome thing ofh('r than substanc-e~ and in its first recognized state of one thinq.
it is ·tcithout extension, be that one thing; thought,
force, or substance.
And at this point of the tJhysi('al beginninp: of
tll'in.rJ8, is for a fart not only the pron1ise of a thoup:ht, .
as ·per F . l\Iax )Iuller, or the so-called matter out of
1
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which thought may spring, according to' Des<.:ru:te~, .
but the promise of all else that is subject to human
cognition.
\\"re will illustrate it in this 'yay : By assuming the
atom to be a single brick in a loose mass of brick:-J,
this brick is the prondse of a building only) or that
single unit out of which a building n~ay spring. bnt
you could not say that it ·was a building in embryo,
from the fact that as an embryo it must be extended,
which "Tould require two bricks at least to pre~estah~
lish an organism of matter-i. e. a building-where
the first two units have come together for a precon~
ceived purpose. This would be the birth) and not the
pron1ise, of a thing, such as thought, force, and
matter; for at this stage it ceases to be atomic substance and becorne~ the 'l natter of extension.
Again 'Yere there nothing there "vha tever, there
could l.Je no conception of a promise; for "vere it only
in the nature of a feather, "?e n1ight ha\e the promise
out of "·hich a goose may spring, etc., by 'Yhich 'Ye
mea!l there 1nust be sonte one thing present of the
natute of the form pro11~iscd or co1ne to the conclusion
that the feather could ft:v off at a tangent by foree,
blindly acting in the clark, and become a meetin~
house, or one of those in8crutable thin.g.s that present
not even a promise.
By this explanation (if it be the most plausible
one), you "vill be enabled to understand why "~.e credit
:\Iax 1fu1ler with having great ingenuity in the usP.
of words; for while he traced his einhryonic thought
to thP -prmni~e of a thoup;ht, hP "·a~ ingenious enough
not to trace or explain front whence can1,e this
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prontise) as he is compelled to acknowledge that smne
things 1nust precede a promise of a thing, else how
are we to expect or recognize that this promise exists
at all?
Is sound a thing, an entity? Is language or words
anything else than sound?
Is sound anything else than an effect of some thing
in motion (substance) ?
Now, how are we to recognize even the promise of
a word or sound without thought? FOT if language
produced thought) it must precede or exist before the
work it produces) and naturally in the atomic state
of the one ttnit before it is extension.
Certainly some one thing must previously exist to
1Jroduce this effect called vibra.tion; and again we
ask, \rhat is the recognized nature of the preceding
thing that holds out this promise?
If the answer be that language is not a thing) then
allow us to inquire by what process nothing can produce so1nething? For thought undoubtedly is some~
thing, from the fact of its being subjeet to transportation-that is, thought-trans.ferenC'e-some thing upon
'vhich forC'e 1nust act before we C'an recognize 1notion.
In short, after a careful study of :\Iax l\Iuller's patnphlet entitled " Science of Thought,"-i. e. his lectures given at the Royal Institution of London iu
1887,-the thought intrudes upon us that had he
changed the title to the " Science of ~Ieaning," he
could have avoided in a m&'lsure the creepy chills
traversing his spinal colu1nn when others speak in
his presence of language as ·m ere words. Surely no
one will dispute the fact that nwaning is the founda~
tion as well as the capstone of all tha.t is.
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Hence the question is, in our endeavor to disc:o-rc1'
a proper place for all capstones, \Yhich of t.he yarious
roads to Rome shall we select? Shall ·we call to our
assistance thought, that \Ye may conce·i·ve a ·word to
express a meaning, or shall \Ye conceive a word tbnt
·we may think a. 1neaning?
A.nd if it be found upon further inquiry that neither
road is correct, pray do not refer us to such profound
logics, as that we reason by reasoning, see by seeing,
hear by hearing. Hence ·we conceive by concei,ing
thought-words as word-thoughts, in the same manner
that Huxley accounts for the protoplasm of the
lobster. Furthermore, to the student \Ye \Yill say that
we are not \Yilling to concede that it is at all probable
that either ~Ir. Galton, the Duke of Argyle, or ourselves have 1nisunderstoo(l the professor's meaning,
for we find he has as it ·were, placed before us the two
horns of a dilemma onlv
.... one of \\.,.hich must be chosen
d. w. t.
Either that concept and a think axe synonyrnous
terms preceding ~vords by w·hich we coin a "·ord (or
sign) to express said concept~ or think; or concept
and \Yords are synonymous terms preceding a think
out of ·which a thought is first produced.
For this think-·words, or \Yord-thinks, is merely
Legging the question; it is neither philosophical nor
1·easonable co1nmon sense, and the most palpable error
he makes is in asserting that n~an could not ha·&e co1ne
to hi~ senses tcithout language.
It would haYe been 1nore of the philosopher had he
said that n1an eould ne,er have come to his F. Jlax
::uuller's sense that language precedes Thought.
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Not that we srould intimate that jlax )1 uller was
in the slightest degree tinctured with the hereditary
teachings of Kant, that those who do not conceive as
I conceive by my process of rational common sense
'' are those who from the rank and file of shallo·w
fools) who measure their strength ·with the profouncl
thinker."
Ho\Y unfortunate it may be for the rank and file of
mortals that as yet are unable to determine ''ho these
JJrofound thinkers ar~, after giYing reasonable atten.
tion to so rational a thinker as our friend )!ax )luller,
or is it probable that Kant's age of criticism is to be
considered as a thing of the past?
Ho·w strange it is that such profound thinkers as
Kant, Osw-old, Beattie, and others should deem it
necessary to intply that those who concei¥e a thought
to express a conviction as to the reliability of the
evidence of their 01Yn senses are not as ''ell qualified
to arrive at a 1 easonable solution of truth as Kant,
Reid, Ste·wart, and others, unless they Yiew it through
the same glasses as themselves. It is certainly not in
good taste to i1nply) that those ·who differ 'Yith then1
·were merely bidding for th e appla1l8e of the rabble.
for after all it would seetn to us that the difference
(if any) lay between the tweedle-dee and the t'veedl<~
dum of Hun1e's good sense and Kant's rational
thought.
To appeal directly to Kant's o'vn words, he asserts
"that common sense is a precious gift of God) but ·we
must prove it by its acts, by deliberate and rational
thought and speech, and not appeal to it as an oracle,
"rhenever reason fails us."
4
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:Xcrw, allo"? us to ask of

~lr.

Kant has he and company any rational knoll/ledge of the truth of his assertion that cr, God presented himself and friends " Tith
this precious thing he calls co1n1non sense and withheld it from the average mentality; and in giving it
did he also convey to them so1ne mystic key which
enables them to arrive at all absolute truth unalloyed
by past hereditary teachings?
Is it not the po,ver that is inherent in all n~ortals
to exercise the fi G·e senses that they may conceive a
thought the prinutry condition necessary for the de'Gelopment of ratio!llal reason?
. .~nd is a reference or appeal to co1nmon sense anything other than rational reason?
This co1npels us to inquire as to
TI"HAT IS RATIONAL REASON?

V\'"hen all of the :fixe natural senses, or so roony of
them as are applicable to the subject-matter under
consideration, have had rea-sonable tin~e to report to
the entire brain their o·wn cognition of the phenomena
as presented to th(llll for their reception, thus giving
eaeh natural sense a fair and reasonable time to be
heard by the entire brain. And you then give the
entire urain a reasonable time to receive the five, or
less, reports.
This of itself is the act of producing a crystallized
human thought. This, ·we infer, is ·w hat Kant and
others Dl(lant "·hen thev tried to draw a distinction
"
hetween conunon sense and rational r eason.
. .\nd no"? to the point: -Does reason or rom,Jnon
sense offer an:v eddence of the existence of either an
"
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oracle or a giving God! \Yhen he (Kant) is in want
of so1nething that he does not possess, does he appeal
to this giring God or oracle and deny me the right to
the san1e appeal to n1y oracle?
\Vhile we entertain the highest regard for the
philosophy of Immanuel I{ant, a.nd lJelieve that he
1neant to advance the truth only of the things that
arc) yet l{ant was mortal and subject to the shadows
aud tinctures of tho~e who passed before) and it re·
<1uires but little .effort on the part of the student to
detect the finger-marks of scholastici~m) still having
its baleful hereditary influence on one ·who ~cished to
be free .
.A..nd how could it he otherwise? Let the stud.ent
begin his investigations with Thales, some six hundred years before Christ, and follow those who followed 'l'hales until you reach the tiine of l{ant. Each,
you will per<:eivc, is tiucturcd with the philosophy of
his prede<:eHsor, but is slowly advandng out of darkness--i. e. gaining a little. By "\Yha t, if not the
reasonabk application of his conunon ~ense?
And when Kant produced in priJLt his particular
philosophy, to what did he appeal when solic-iting our
j udymcnt) if not to out co nunon sense?
Or we1·e it neeessarv
for Jrou and I ' n1v
friend ' in
J
..
ca.~e we did not eonceiYe as he conceiYed to haYe recourse to an orarle or that giYing God?
By way of a parenthesis we would ask is not J(a.nt
appealing to this s~une ch eap notoriety when he appeals to his ~iving God? lias he proved the existence
of sueh a God b~T his partieular system of 1Yttional
rcct.~ou r ~f'hose who liYe. in glass houses should not
throw stones.
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F1·on1 the~Se remarks we ·wish it to be clearly and
<listinetly understood that we fully recognize the dif·
fcrcllcc between a hasty conclusion regarding the
truth of all pheno1uena and that slo1'·, cautious, and
patient process that all rational pioneer thinkers
should (if freed fro In hereditary influence) exercise
in arriving at a philosophical conclusion regarding
the actual facts, either in a scientific or rational con1mon-sense Yiew. ...\_nd, if this be the fact, "·hat is the
first precept to be established? Is it not absolute
freedom fron1 all hereditary or preconcei~;cd ideas·?
'\"hich for a fact is an impossibility, for do you not
depend (we may say) ahnost entirely upon your past
hereditary experience in arriving at "·hat you think
is the exact truth of anv
.., solution- i. e. the evidence
( suclz a~ it is) of your five natural senses?
X ext comes the question, Does not the teaching
that you receiYed fron1 your parents and your public
or Sunda:v-school teachers, to a certain extent, still
have an influence on your mind, conscience, or "·ill?
Then if this be a philosophical fact, allo"· us to ask
~Iessrs. ICant, Beattie, Ste"·art, Oswold, Reid, and
other~ of like opinion, in what miraculous manner
they were enabled to throw off this taint of heresy
sufficiently to authorize then~ to say "·hat the difference is between, we reason by reasoning, and acquire
comrnon sense fron1 experience; in other words,
gentle1nen, pray impart to us the secret of ho"· you
becan1e freed from this hereditary disease, in order
that tre. the rabble. may also hecon1e free. If so be,
you labored for the benefit of the world.
For 've assume that you were perfectly aware, that
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there would accrue to you no financial profit from the
mere sale of your books. In fact we are not aware of
a si:1gle work on philosophy that ever returned to its
author the cost of its issue. This being the case ·we
are forced to the conclusion that the sole olJject ·was
to benefit the people of earth without regard to rae<),
creed or those holding scholarships in particular universities.
Be.f ore lluxley or ~lax :\fuller are entitled to a
serious hearing as to their explanation of the physical
basis of either life or thought. It would appear to us
as incumbent upon thmn to first estalJlish as a fact
that such a thing as physics, of itself, had an actual
existence and by what particular earn1arks they or tbe
lay ·world are enabled to recognize it as a something.
IIaYing continued this artjcle to greater length
than we first intended, the student "·ill percei-re that
it resolves itself into the following questions; and
"-e are indinej to think that a direct answ·er "·ould
be of inestimalJle value to this same rabble "·ho now
find themselves within the en1bra.ee of the dark folds
of this metaphorical cuttltlfish, such asFirst-Did physics exist before matter?
Second-Is there any kno·wn 1vay to recognize
1natter before it is extended?
Third-Did it require 1notion before it could hecome extension?
Fourth-"'Yas it extended for a purpose?
Pifth-Could there be purpose ·without thought?
RiAi:h-Did it move or becon1e extended before it
thought, or did it tl1ink first and 1nove afterw·ards?
If tb eir ans,vers be, that all change having a de.fi ·
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nite object in \iew for a specific purpose is of itself
the e':idence of the presence of thought (and ~c e cannot 8ee how the ansll;er oouhl be otheru;ise), then as
question,Se-ven- Is not thought the_ basis of physics as it
existed before physics?
Eighth-Could it (substance), e\en stal't to moYe
for the purpose of beco1ning extended without force?
Xinth- Is thought of itself any part of force, nr
force any part of thought, or is substance a part of
either?
Tenth-Does not the fact as elucidated i. e., that
it requires the presence of the three to establish an
action, pro-ve of itself the presence of, or constiimte
that ·which you recognize as Life?
EleYenth- \Yhen this action takes place, and the
~ubstance fir.st becomes the matter of extension, and
uefore it becomes a body of matter, is this the first appearance of quickening, animation, or the dawn o.f t:he
life of matter?
Twelfth- If this be the first recog·nized appec'lrance
of life, \Youlcl it not be the basis nf life and did not this
c-ondition first exist before the cell or protoplasm
could con1e into existence?
Thirteenth- Then, is not the ·matter of extension
the physical basis of life and not the matter of a cell
or body the basis?
Of the great teacher, Christ, it is said that he came
to those who were not saYed (educated) and not to
tho~e "~ho ~~ere alread-v
Therefo1~e under this
._ sa-ved.
Yiew we ~~in close this article by inquiring: \Yhy do
you waste so much 'aluable space in your books on
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pllilosophy (if really intended for the pul>lic) by so
frequently interjecting Greek, Latin, and other words
long since dead to this class of people yon are plcasc(l
to tenn the rabble if you are sincere in your desirl~
to advance then~ out of this condition of ignorance?
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CHAPTER XLI.
IS IT RIGHT TO KILL?

\Ye will begin by asking you, Is it wrong to kill?
rre "~iu assun1e that you mean morally right.
First, it "Till be necessary to arrh·e at a definite understanding of the word right and wrong. \V.ho is the
judge of right but yourself? No one has even the
moral right to fix a standard of right for another, as
it is a. matter of personal opinion only. If a personal
God or being created all things, then the property
would, of course, belong to him, and he or his agent~
would have the right to say how it should be disposed
of.
This, then, places the onus on you to produce your
owner, and also proce ownership; and until you do
so, each individual possesses a. squatter's title to all
that he has in his possession.
Here you "Till perceive that all men of average intelligence possess a monitor, spirit, or conscience, if
you please to so designate it. These men will ackno"Tledge that, irrespectiYe of the opinion of others,
there is a something indescribable which seents to be
within them, that, when called upon by themselves
for an answer as to the right or "Tong of an act "·hich
tl1ey are about to perform, never fails to give, at least
to them, a satisfactory response.
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In this f'Onnection it is sometimes said that the
wish is father to the thought, and so justice is
blinded; but wherever reason is given an opportunity
to assert her sway, this little monitor never fails to
respond, and by so doing proves that the spirit is
superior to, and would govern and improve, the physical or animal in man.
Next comes the question to kill. Here we would
ask the counter question, Oan you kill? If to kill
means to destroy life or anilnation, then we would
answer that as ·we think we have established the fact
that there is no death, it follows, then, as a matter of
course, that yoru can not destroy life or animation ;
hence the question, when viewed in this light, is selfcondemnatory. But when you view,. it in its proper
relation to matter or organizecl ato1nio substance,
which is to interfere with the regular law of sympathetic attraction that produces an organized body or
form of any and all kinds whatsoever that come together for the purpose of advancing their condition,
then our answer would be both yes and no, just as
your spirit or monitor should dictate to you.
You will probably grasp our meaning more clearly
if we should put our answer to the question, " Is it
right to kill? " in the form of a counter-question, as
follows: Does not man ldll the lion and eat thereof,
that he may advance his physical form?
Now please follow this analysis down the line. The
lion kills the do~ for the sa1ne purpose, the dog the
cat, the cat kills the chicken, the chicken the bug-, the
bug kills the insect, the insect kills the microbe, thP
microbe feeds upon the monad, while the monad or
cell owes its existence to the atom.
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This Eame law of form or being applies also to the
regetable and mineral kingdom. And it is a "Tell- ·
known fact that the wisest minds among you up to
the present day have failed to draw or discover the
line of de1narcation just where the mineral leaves off
and the vegetable organism begins, or where the vegetable leaYes off and the animal begins.
Ilcretofore scientists have endeavored to draw a
distinction between their so-called animated and inanimated life; but we shall still insist that they have
failed in c~taulishing such a line.
Tt is true that it is altogether unnecessary for them
to point out to us the difference between a meetinghouse and a lobster. 'l'he cell or protoplasm is in the
ve~etable as well as the animal and mineral fornlation. For every one hundred forms killed or disinteg·rated, nature produces more than a hundred bodies
to ta h:e their places, but of a slightly higher order.
There was a tilne when there were no human forms
on the earth-only forms of a lower order; but as
substance evolved round and round the "·heel of
e\olution, the human form as well as many others,
sfflnds as lit;ing evidence of the truth that all matter
is in1proving or advancing higher, and nearly all
formR advance only by this process of killing or feeding upon one another.
a

Large :fleas have little :fleas,
And these have ficas to bite 'em_;
W'"hile these again have smaller :fleas,
And so ad infi·nitum.n
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These remarks we hope will serve to show you the
a.Lsurdity of some of the various cults or creeds "·hieh
advocate the doctrine that it is not only wrong to eat
meat of any kind, but also wrong to kill any animal;
yet these very same people will not hesitate to kill
and f eed upon the vegetable.
If, us they advocate, a Holy Ghost created the animal, did he not also create the vegetable in precisely
the same manner?
The maw, or stomach, is only one of the many mills
of the gods, with its eternally gri:p.ding motion, the
force to operate the same being supplied by nature's
positive and negative law of attraction and repulsion.
Fire is another important mill. 'Yhat is the light of
fire but the rapid separation of the atoms of sulJstanee
by the law of repulsion? How does it purify 1natter?
Only by giving individual freedom to the atom to be-gin another form.
You will, we hope, perceive that to kill under this
definition is not to destroy either life or animation,
but is merely tbe regula.r order in which n1atter
changes from one form or shape into another, or i-ntegrates to disintegrate. Does not the vegetable feed
upon the minute animalcule, which, in turn, feeds upon the disintegrating atoms of the manure or carcass?
1.'his is not death but a conthntation of life. You will
understand that the over-life of the form or body is
still in existence in an imponde·rable condition or
spirit.
\Ve think we see upon your 1nind the thought: If
this over-life is in existence after the separation of its
physical atoms, then show us this life in son1e
n1Untier.
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In reply it is only necessary to ask: Can you s_ee
or sense your present life in a. physical manner?
A_re you yet inclined to forget that all of that -which
is real is in an in"Visible condition to your physical
senses? Then, to kill under these circu1nsta.nces is the
infallible la·w, or e"Volution must cease.
\\'"e -would ask : If you can kill a body, would it not
be necessary to first ha~;e a body to kill? Xow, go
back in this our philosophy and ans"~er the question
in the affirmatiT"e, if you can, At "'"hat time did it become ct body) or form, ancl at -what time did it cease to
be a body, and by just what physical process clid this
change take place?
If it was not the intention of nature to kill in this
manner, then all forms w·ould continue to enlarge;
for nature abhors a state of rest as ·well as a \acuurn.
'Yhere, then, ·would she procure her material? Not
only ·would we ha"Ve one of Laplace's great suns, but
countless n1illions of them.
Round and round the circular vortex we pass in a
spiral manner, both in the process of i.ntegTation as
well as disintegration. Seat yourself in a still roo1n
by the window where the sun's rays are passing in;
light a cigar; then ~lo,Yly eject the smoke; no\Y ouser\e the atotns as they are set free from the body of
the eigar in the form of smoke. You will observe that
they are gradually losing their sympathetic attraction
for each other and separating farther and farther
apart. You "rill also observe that thev
... do not move
in a straight line but in a vortex whirl.
From thif.i fact you will infer that the la-w of repulsion or disintegration is the same ?nodus operandi as
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attraction or integration. I . et the time of one revolution or ·whirl be a secondary consideration, it may be
a second or a million years; thus we are justified in
our deductions ·when you consider that tile full life of
son1e objects is but a fe\V n1inutes while other forms
continue for years.
All for1ns have an object,i ve poi·n t in the future to
attain their full physical gro·wth, called their ayerage
age; this age of the form is, as you are a \Yare, very
various.
The earth itself has a point of tin~e in the far distant. future " ·hen it, as a physical form, shall have
reached its full develop1nent as physical n1atter. 'Ve
are justified in this hypothesis from the known faet
that it had a beginning_, hence it must have an end,
and we are further justified in this assu1nption frou1
the fact that all the 1ninor forms it produces, such as
the apple, man, etc., have a physical limit; and as the
spirit of man conUnues to exist after the so-called
death of its physical form, then why not all other
fonns which had their origin in precisely the san~e
1nanne1~) even the earth itself.
The spirit l\7 hjch is left after the dissolution of the
physical, being still matter though itnponderable, collected its matter from the earth; then, if this drain
shall continue, as it certainly must unless the earth
form is replenished from some other unknown source,
is it not apparent that there n1ust come a time when
there shall be no n1ore physical earth-matter to dra-w
fron1?
~Phis fact will serve to illustrate to you that the age
of a physical form is an inoon~prehensible quantity)
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fro1u its first t"~o organized atoms to the earth itself.
~\.nd thus do the 1uills keep slo"·Iy moYing, round UIHl
round, in this vast boundless a1nazing swirl of evolution, giving a little but taking 1nore.
'-'

And as physical lire is but a span
Then solve this riddle, you who can.

CHARITY.

As no one reaches perfection that we have any
kno"·Iedge of, it -would seem to us that not alone
Socrates, but those that have atte·mptecl to folio"· hiln,
have overlooked this branch of -rirtue as related to
temperance; for "·hen a 1nan has reached that exalted
height that he can positively assert as a truth that he
is a just or good man, this state would be physical per·
fec:tion, which "·ould bring us to the end of evolution
-i. e. perfect!on,- so far as the object of physical life
is understood.
Then, to be ten1perate in our association with oue
fello"~man is to exercise such a proportionable
amount of charity in every individual case as 1nay present itself for our consideration, hence we de<lnee
that charity is a fundamental function of virtue anfl
justice, to be meted out as the exigency of the occuRion may require.
\l,.hile these remarks are a little foreign to our par·ticular line of philosophy (or the road that we have
seen fit to travel in our end.e avor to reach llmne), yet
we cannot refrain from railing
. .vour attention to thi~
apparent fact; Ho"· little progress in philosophy
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your modern thinkers have made over and above that
·which "~as first promulgated by Socrates, the father of
philosophy; i. e. "rhen you strip your modernly bespangled garments from off the crude production of
one who was not ashamed to acknowledge that he teas
guided by a spirit.
For be that spirit demon, devil, or angel, to him, a
ttv,i se 1nan of his thne, in the evolution of things, it
mattered not, so long as the teachings "Tere superior.
to the present egotistical sophistry of the time and
had a tendency to make men better by a know1edge of
truth from an application of the common sense of
things that are.
And no"T' in these few brief remarks, we take occasion to say that if in the future development of knowledg.e it shall appear that " Te have dealt unjustly with
those "rho advocate a different philosophy from ou1·s,
"'e hope that they 1nay have so developed that charity
of "rhich " Te speak as shall convince them that if we
have so erred it ""'as from ignoran<.:e of, shall we say,
the hypothecated truths of the spirit of n1atter as we
understand its presentation to tlt is generation.
For we do find at this day all kinds of opinions emanating from those who should be, if they are not, reasona hly ""'ell educated in the seience of tneta.physics;
some denying and others affirming the truth of spirit
forc-es--preachers, bishops, and lay1nen. However,
it is easy to see the egoist merely fears for the loss of
his occupation,-i. e. his bread and butter,-for ""'hile
the more just among them adntit tlzat spirits do con~
rnunicate, their opinion is (and it is only an opinion)
that they are bad spirits.
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If they were correct in this opinion, then the contrary or negath·e of good holds the balance of pou:er
beyond the gra,e, and it would behooye mortals to
determine just ho"- far the good could encroach on the
domain of the bad and not be bad, and, in like manner
how had a 1nan could be to just miss the gates of hell .
.~.\.s there is no definable line between the insect that
steals the body of a microbe and the man 'Yho steals
the body of a lion, it would seen1 to us that to locate
this line of demarcation would stag·ger the rhetories
of a Protagoras, the philosophy of Socrates, or the
common sense of justice--i. e. according to Hume or
Kant's 'rational c01nm.on sense.
'\Ye contend that a temperate or moderate course in
all things is to the best interest of the individual or
community, either in a spiritual or material sense,
at the present stage of eYolution, as from a backward
glance we see the same old reliable mill of the gods is
still grinding out such a grist as is suitable to the
exigencies of the time and people; and just where
mortality closes the book at the graYe, at that page it
is opened in immortality to continue the ·work on a
higher plane of comprehension.
But we find the differentiation from the lowest extreme is one continuous advance to higher and higher
unfoldment on the spirit-side of life precisely as it is
on the mortal plane.
The cause of the misconception among mortals as
regards their ideas of what so-called hea\en and hell
should be, is their hereditary teaching which, you are
a\\·are, is as many and various as the entire number
of mortals now peopling the earth, for no t1ro tlz ings
or ideas are alike.
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Hence man, in his egoism, has taken the responsibility upon himself to say just 'Yhat shall constitute
the attributes and essence of God by setting up as the
standard of 1neasure by "·hich all men shall be judged
the follo,ving: Justice, truth, Yirtue, conscience, reason, kno"·ledge, ("thou shalt not kill." Kill ,yhat?)
'rhis is nothing more or less that a n~an ntade God.
That these attributes are the best that man has in his
shop up to date is not to be denied, and if, as the
credulists affirm, there is no communication between
the physical and the spirit world, ho"r then can they
assert that the8e h~ particular are "·hat constitute a
"'hole or any part of the infinite system of eternal progress.
The ego in its relation to the infinite, what its purpose is, or 'Yhat the exact nature of infinite perfertion
is, is absolutely beyond all spirit of human comprehension. :\Ian only infers that these attributes arc
good from his power of obseryation of the yarious effects that change produces in and on physical matter.
How absurd, then, to say that this or that is good and
godlike for, of a truth, it is only like them as you conceive them to be, for you cannot liken or co1npare a
thing to that "·hich neither the so-called mind, conscience, ego, or spirit can perceiYe, either subjectively or objectiYely, as haYing an opposite.
For instance, to place the highest human construetion on "·hat is God 'vould be to say it is the entire
amount in quantity and quality of all that be or is
(pantheism). N o"r the opposite to this would he
nothing, or a state of nothingness, and as the n1ind
cannot for a fact grasp these hYo extremes, eYcn as an
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idea, then it follows that you cannot form or concei~e
the slightest knowledge of what perfection is or
whether evolution has yet had time to bring all that 1~s
face to face with infinite perfection, (perfection not
yet l>eing born). This in turn would be sufficient eyi~
clente that you could not conceive of a thing that did
not exist, or dra"· a comparison of something that did
exist " ·ith son1ething that did not exist.
Let us inquire a little further. Is it right to loye
the Good and Beautiful? \\.,.hile "·e do not "·ish to be
frivolous, J:et we feel inclined to ask you a very practi·
cal question that will in a measure apply to this
article as regards the right to love the Good and
Beautiful; i. .e. are these things) and have they real
existence, or are they mere ideas or opinions?
By "·ay of illustration "·e "·ill say: here stand a
dozen hungry cannibals. Before them is a w.ell~
roasted, fat 1nissionary. To these cannibals four
absolute truths present themselves for their con~
sideration, d. ""· t. is it right to admire and love the
Uood and Beautiful?
These people have as undoubted a right to satisf.v
theil· hunger on roast missionary as you have on roast
monkey or any other roast. Then follows as a question of truth, is it not good to the1n, and do they love
it? A. t that stage of their appetite, is it not one of
the most beautiful of things? ~ow·, please consider
thi~ n1issionary's ideas of truth, right, etc., before the
roasting. \\'"as it not just the opposite? Then allow
n~ to ask if these things be other than 1nere irlC'a8, beL

lirf.~. Of'

'

O]Jinions?

Then, how can an existing thing be its o"·n opposite
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at one and the same time? vVe can not conceive of
how a thing can be right and the same time \Yrong, or
love and hate, good and bad, etc. This ·will serve to
show that all of those so-called attributes of conscience are derived entirely from your hereditary
teachings and surroundings; that ·which your surroundings teach you to conceive, to be right and good.
Their conditions lead the1n to conceive the opposite,
and only omnis·cience may ans·wer or determine this
question.
With space as ou1· canvas and time for a pencil
We've traced from a point the atom I ween.
vVith tho1.tght as a factor, and fo1·ce as the actor,
The substance of matter the Ego's unseen.
Through the long lapse of ages and the work of your Sages,
Is conscience or will a thing to be bought?
And if thus disposed of the remainder we know of,
As we seem but to reason by adding a thought.
I conceive by a think that the spirit may link
Not the will but the soul to the Ego may be.
For to reuson by reason were a paradox treason
To the mind, the I A:NI, that strives to be free.
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CHAPTER XLII.
A REVIEW AND ADIEU.

Veritatis sintplex oratio est.
The atoms of substance that compose a single drop
of blood are but the functional parts of that organized
drop of blood; the drops of blood that compose the
body are but functions of the organized body; the
bodies that compose the community a.r.e but functions
of the organized community; the community are but
functions of this organized planet; the innumerable
planets that occupy all space are but the functional
parts of one stupendous organism or whole, of which
the spark of Life in the single atom is the integral
part of all intelligence, force, and change. And, as
you see and comprehend its 1nodns operandi in the
unity or organization of the lesser atoms of matter
and life, so it is 'Yith the greater-at least as far as
the "'leil of the infinite has been removed for our consideration. 'Therefore, the effect of the uniting of all
the life, of all atomic matter, should, from a natural
course of reasoning·, produce an over-soul, or one

great over-life, or God.
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LU1 E AND

~L\.TTER

PRODUCED GOD.

Hence you will perceive from this course of reasoning that instead of a personal God or being creating
Life and matter out of nothing, that life and matter
prodttcecl a God (over-life) out of something, i. e., the
atom. (See Volney's Ruins, 12th chapter.) On the
one hand you are co1npellcd to create a purely chitnerical being out of notlt ing_, or assume that he always
existed, a supposed existing thing that, from its -very
nature, is not susteptible of any kno·wn proof or e,~cn
a reasonable conjecture; on the other hand, if you a1·e
obliged to resort to suppositions, is it not more rational to suppose that life and matter always existed,
does it not furnish a real, tangible something that,
while you can realize that life and matter do haYe an
actual existence, and, as far as known, are indestructible-i. e. having no end hence no beginning-then,
is it at all at variance with the natural law of analogical deductions or contrary to all knou.;n human rules
of reason?
If you are going to shoot, is it not better to shoot
at even a real shadow than to shoot at nothing whatever?
After having begun our investigations fro1n the
least of all ex isting things kno·wn to men and traced
this little insignificant atom upwards in a philosophical as w'ell as a scientifical manner, to the best of our
ability, from cau8e to effect_. "?e find that it leads to
tl1e liinit of human kno,vledge, the over-soul of all
thing~.

And now "Te would ask the student or the lover of
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truth to begin at this exalted point to which we have
endea,ored to lead him-i. e., the O'ler-life-a.nd with
that spirit of canuor and fairness to \Yhich all lo\e1·s
of free truth are ·wedded, trace this, our philosophy,
baekwards from known eff'ect to knou;n cause) carefully, -rery carefully, and see if you can disco-rer a
reasonable inconsistency or a missing link in the
chain of e'lidence which it has been our great pleasure
to wea'le and place before you for your consideration.
And now, before bidding you adieu, 'Ye would suggest
that you get all the joy out of life you can, but not at
the expense of another.
Thanking you for your fidelity to our cause and tho
patience which you have displayed to·wards me and
1nine,
Allo"T 1ne to remain forever thine,
VIVE, VALE.
P. P.
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THE

OBITUARY.

What sound is this I hear at last 'f
'T 'is Royal Charon's bugle-blast
Warns m.e my sands are falling fast.
Land n1e, good boatman, at the 1nole
The light of truth I may behold;
Ferry me gently o'er your sea
To one " 'ho 's tcaiting there for me.
The eye grows dim, I cannot hear,
I 'm drunk ,yith joy and haYe no fear.
Then, hail, brave Charon, boatman bold,
Come pilot 1ne o'er this new threshold
Of fields unlimited by dimension
To a higher plane of comprehension
And, as " 'e dra'v near thy royal moat
Wind y.e a loud and louder note.
As I " ras first, just so I 'm last
Of this ever-changing column,
For all that's earth must heed thy blast
Farewell! I '11 close the volun1e.
CHAS. H. FOSTER.
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APPENDIX.
INDEPEXDENT SPIRIT WRITING.

(April 14, 1890.)
(This is a copy of a series of spirit writings, or in·
dependent pencil writing, by the Spirit Sylvia, as di<:·
tated by her father, the Spirit Ptolen1y Philad.elphus,
through the forces of ~Irs. Helen Fairchild.)
Attest, 0. H.

FOSTER.

)ly beloved friend: -n~at a great pleasure this is
to n1e to open the chapter of these "rritings that we
expect to give you in these sittings. ·yve will have
other "~ork also to thoroughly organize your band and
lay the foundation of the great edifice "Thich ",.e hope
to reach in time; it "ill not be accomplished in a
mon1ent; but fidelity and patience must be our motto,
for we shall not al"~ays be able to give you writings
at e-very sitting, as there is much you do not under·
stand concerning the laws through w·hich " re operate,
and we cannot always govern them.
First, we "ill introduce Ptole1ny Philadelphus, ·who
has no'Y joined us in our work, and is henceforth one
of ~Tour guides. -n.,.e "·iH open "'ith a description of
the splendid festival given by Ptolemy Philadelphus
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to the people when he ascended the _throne as King of
Egypt. This po1npous solemnity continued a ·whole
day and 1ras conducted through the whole extent of
the City of ..:-\..lexandria; it was diYided in to se-veral
parts and formed a variety of separate processions.
Besides those of the king's father and 1nother, the
gods had each of them a distinct caYalcade, the decorations of ·which """ere descriptions of their history.
The proc.ession began with a troop of Sileni, son1e
habited in purple, others in robe.s of deep red; their
en1ployment "·as to keep off the crowd and make "·ay.
Next to the Sileni can1e a band of Satyrs composed of
twenty, in two ranks, each carrying a gilded la1np;
these "·ere succeeded by '\,..ictories, with golden "·ings,
carrying vases in "·hich perfun1es "·ere burning, niue
feet in height, partly gilt and partly adorned "·ith
leaves of ivy; their habits ·were embroidered ·w ith the
figures of anin1als and eYery part of them glittered
"·ith gold. After these can1e a double altar, nine feet
in height and co-vered with a luxuriant foliage of iY-y
intermixed "·ith ornaments of gold; it ·was also· beautified ·with a golden crown, composed of Yine leaYes
and adorned on all sides "rith ·white fillets.
:1\.pril 20, 1890-The Second Sitting.

A hundred and tw·enty youths ad-vanced next,
clothed in purple vests, each of the1n hearing a golden
vase of incense, myrrh, and saffron; they "·ere followed by forty Satyrs, "rearing cro"·ns of gold which
represented the leaves of ivy, and in the right ha.nrl
of each was another cro"rn of the same metal adorned
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with \ine-leayes; their· habits were dhTersified with ~
Yariet\·
., of colors.
In the rear of these 1narched two Sileni, arrayed in
purple mantles and "·bite dra"·ers; one o.f them wote
a kind of hat and cm:ried a golden saduceus in his
hand, the other had a trumpet. Between these two
"·as a tnan six feet in height, tuasked and habited like
a tragedian.
He also carried a golden cornucopia
and "·as distinguished by the appellation of the year.
This person preceded a Yery beautiful "·oman, as tall
as himself, dressed in a magnificent tna.nner, and glittering all oYer with gold. She held in one hand a
erown con1posed of the leaYes of the peach-tree, and in
the other a bunch of palm. She "·as called Pentiteris.
The next "·ere the Genii of the four seasons, bearing
characteristic orna1nents and supporting two golden
Yases, color·s, adorned "-ith iYy leaYes, in the 1nidst of
them was a square altar of gold. A hand of Satyr·s
then app~ared, \Yearing golden crowns, fashioned like
the leaYes of iYy and arrayed in red habits, son1e bore
,·essels filled with \Yine, others carried drinking cups.
In1mediately after these came Phileseus, the Poet and
Priest of Bacchr:.s, attended hy comedians, n1usicians,
dan(·ers, and other persons of that class; two tripods
were carried next, as prizes for the Yietors at the athletic eombats and exercises; one of these tripods, being thirteen feet and a half in height, ·was intended
for the youths, the other, which w·as eigbteP.n feet in
height, "·as designed for the 1nen. A car of an extraordinary size follow·ed these; it bad four "Theels-
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April 26th-The Third Sitting.
and was twenty-one feet in length and twelve in
breadth and " ..as drawn by 180 1nen; in this car "·as a.
figure representing Bacchus, fifteen feet in height, in
the attitude of performing libations ·w ith a large cup
of gold. He was arrayed in a robe of brocaded purple
which flo·wed dow·n to his fe€t, over this \\·as a transparent vest of saffron color and above that a large
purple mantle en1hroidered with gold. Be:fore hiln
was a great vessel of gold, finished in the Lacedenlonian fashion and containing fifteen n1easures, call(ld
metretes. This "·as accompanied "·ith a golden tripod on "·hirh " ·as placed a golden vase of adorus, with
two cups of gold full of cinnamon and saffron.
Bacchus "·as SPa ted under the shade of ivy and vine
leaves internlixed with the foliage of fruit trees and
frmn these hung seYeral rrowns, fillets and thyrsi,
with tin1brels, ribands and a variety of satiric, comic
and tragic 1nasks. In the sarne car came the priest
and priestesses of that deity, ·w ith the other ministers
and interpreters of 1nysteries, dancers of all classes
and women bearing vases.
These "·ere follo"·ed by the Bacchantes "·lto
n1arched with their hair disheYeled and wore cro"·ns
composed, some of serpents, others o:f branches of the
ye"·, the vine and the ivy; so1ne of these "·on1en carried knives in their hands, others grasped serpent:-:.
After these advanced another car, twelve fe.et ln
breadth and dra"\\·n by sixty men; in this was the
statue of Nysser, sitting twelve feet high and clothed
with a yello"· vest and embroidered with gold over
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which was another Laconic habit; the statue rose by .
the aid of some machines " ·ithout being touched by
any person and, after it had poured milk out of a
golden cup, it resumed its former seat; its left hand
held a th\rsus
adorned with ribands and it "~ore a
..
golden crown on \\·hich were represented leaves of ivy
with clusters of grapes, co1nposed of various gems; it
"-as covered ·with a deep shade formed of blended foliage and a gilded lamp hung at each corner of the car.
After this came another car thirty-six feet in length
and twenty-four in breadth, drawn by three hundred
men; on this ·was placed a -rrine press, also thirty-six
feet long and twenty-two and a half broad, this ·was
full of the produce of the vintage; six Satyrs trod the
grapes to the sound of a flute and sang such airs as
corresponded \Yith the action in which they were employed.
Silenus was the chief of the band ana
streams of "·ine flowed from the chariot thrO'llghout
the whole procession.
.Another car of tl1e same magnitude was drawn by
600 1nen; this carried a \at of a prodigious size n1ade
of leopards' skins se"·ed together; the vessel contained 3000 measures and shed a constant effusiOIIl of
\Vine during the procession.
April 27th-The Fourth Sitting.
This troop "·as in11nediately succeeded by a silver
vat, containing 600 metretes, placed on a car dra\\rn
by the same number of n1en; tl1e vessel "~as adorned
with chased "·ork and the rim, together "·ith the two
h~.ndles and the base, were embellished with the fig-
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ures of anin1als; the tniddle pa1t or it was e.ncoinpassed "·ith a golden coYer adorned with je,Yels.
Next appeared two silYer bowls eighteen feet in
dian1eter and nine in height; the upper part of their
circumference was adorned "·ith studs and the bottonl w'ith small anin1als, three of "·hich were a foot
and a half high and many 1nore of a lesser size.
These "Tere follo,red by ten great vats and sixteen
other vessels, the largest of which contained thirty
n1etretes and the least five. There were like"Tise ten
cauldrons, twenty-four Yases with two handles dh;played, and five sal uees; two silver wine presRfls, on
which 'vere placed t'yenty-four goblets; a table of uut~
sive silYer, eighteen feet in length, and thirty more
of six feet; four tripods, one of n1assiye silver and a
cir('umference of t'renty-four feet, the other three
were s1naller and 'rere adorned 'vith predous stones;
in the nlidclle of these ean1e eighty Delphic tripods, all
of silver, something less than the pre<.:eding, they 're"!.>e
likewise aecornpani;ed by twenty-six ewers, sixteen
flagons ancllGO other vessels, the largest of which contained six 1uetretes and the smallest two, all of these
Yessels 'vere of silver.
After these came the golden Yessels, four of whieh,
ealled Laconic, were crowned 'yith Yine lNtYeH.
'rhcre " Tere like"Tise bYo Corinthian yases whose rhus
and 1uiddle circumference w·ere eu1bellishe.d with the
figures of anhnals, these contained eight 1netretes; a
wine press on which ten gobl.ets were placed, two
other vases each of which contained fiye 1netretes and
two n1ore that held· a couple of 1neasnres; twenty-two
vessels for preserving lignus crol, the largest of which
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contained thirtv
Two
., 1netretes and the least one.
golden tripods of an extraordinary size; a kind of gol- ·
den basket, intended as a repository for vessels of
gold, this ·was enriched with jewels and ·was fifteen
feet in length, it 'vas likewise diYided into six: partitions, one above another, adorned with various figures
of anbnals about three feet in height. Two goblets
and two glass bo"~ls "·ith golden ornan1ents; two salvers of gold, four cubits in diameter, and three others
of le~s dilnensions, ten e"·ers. ...~\.n altar four feet and
a half high and byenty-five dishes .
.._\fter this rich equipage 1narched 600 youths, habitecl in ·white vests and crowned, son1e of then1 with
ivy, others 'vith "branches of pine;
niay 3d-Fifth Sitting.
two hundred and fifty of this band carried golden
vases and four hundred \ases of silver, three hund1·e,l
Inot·c carried silver l"essels 1nade to keep liquor cool.
.._\.fter this appeared another troop bearing large
<h·inking \essels, twenty of whieh were of gold, fifty
of ~il \er and three hundred di\ersified with various
l'Olors. Thet·e ·were likewise seYeral tables six fe()t in
length and Bnpporting a T"ariety of renu1rkable objec-ts; on one "·as represented the heel of s~nnuel on
"·hith were disposed several vests, smne of golden bro<·ade, others adorned with predous stones.
I n1ust not on1it a car thirty-three feet in length anti
1wenty-one in breadth, drawn by five hundred men; in
thiR waR the representation of a clec~p (·avern surrounded "·ith iYy and T"ine leaves, from " ·hich several
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pigeons, ring-doyes and turtles issued out and flew
about. Little boards were fastened to their feet so
that they 1night be caught by the people.
Around
them two fountains like·wise, one of milk and the other
of wine, flowed out of the cavern. .All the nymphs
who stood around it ·wore crowns of gold.
l\fercurv
.. "\vas also seen with a caduceus in his hand
and clothed in a splendid manner. The expedition of
Bacchus into the Indies was .exhibited in another car
"There the god was represented by another statue
eighteen feet in height and mounted upon an elephant; he "\Yas arrayed in purple and w·ore a golden
cro·wn intern1ixed ·with t\Yining ivy and vine leaves;
a long thyrsus of gold \\Tas in his hand and his sandals
w.ere of gold; on the neck of the elephant \\ras seated n.
Satyr about seven feet high, with a crown of gold
upon his head formed in imitation of pine branches
and blowing a kind of tru1npet n1ade of a goat's horn.
The trappings of the elephant " rere of gold and Iris
neck \vas adorned \\Tith a crown of gold, shaped like
the foliage of ivy.
This car ·was followed by five hundred young virgins adorned with purple vests and golden zones; a
hundred and t\venty of them, "Tho con1manded the
rest, w·ore crowns of gold that seemed to be compos<)tl
of the branches of pine. Next to these came a hundred and t\\renty Satyrs, armed at all points, some in
silver, others in copper arms; to these succeeded fine
troops of Sileni and Satyrs with cro·wns on their
heads, n1ounted on asses some of whom weJ.~e entirely
harnessed with gold,. the rest \\rith silver.
After this troop appeared a long train of chariots,
~
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twenty-four of which were dra-wn by elephants, sixty
by he goats, eight by ostriches, t\Yelve by lions, six
by aryges, a species of goat, fifteen by buffaloes, four
by 'Yild asses and seven by stags. In these chariots
were little youths habited like charioteers and wearing hats with broad brims; they \\·ere acco,ln panied by
others of a lesser stature, armed \\ it.h little bucklers
and with long thyrsi and clothed in mantles embroidered with gold. The boys w·ho perforn1ed were
cro\\·ned "·ith branches of pine and the lesser youths
with ivy.
On each side of these "~ere three cars
dra\\·n by camels and follo\\red by others dra\\rn by
n1ules; in these cars w·ere several tents resembling
those of the Barbarians, "·ith Indian women and thobe
of other nations habited like slaves. Some of these
camels carried 300 pounds \\ eight of incense, others
200 of saffron, cinnamon, iris and other odoriferous
spices.
A little distance from these 1narched a band of Ethiopians armed w'ith pikes, one body of these carried
600 elephant teeth, another 2000 branches of ebony,
a third sixty cups of gold and silver w·ith a large quautity of gold dust. After these came two hunters carrying gilded darts and marching at the head of 2400
dogs of the India variety, Hyrcanian and 1\Iolossian
breed, besides a variety of other species. They " 'ere
Rurceeded by 150 men, supporting trees to which wer~
fastened several species of birds and deer; ca.ges "·ere
also carried in which w·ere parrots, peacocks, turkey
hens, pheasants and a great number of Ethiopian
birds.
After these appeared 130 sheep of that country, 300
7

7
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of the Arabian breed, twenty of the Island. of Enboen,
twenty-six white Indian oxen, eight of the Ethiopian
species, also a large ·white bear, fourteen leopards, sixteen panthers, four lynxes, three small bears and. a
cameleopard and an Ethiopian rhinoceros.
Bacchus a<lvanced next, seated in a car and. wearing a golden crown e.1nbellished with ivy leayes; he
was represented as taking sanctuary at the altar of
Hhea fron1 the prosecution of Juno; Priapus was
placed near him, 'Yith a crown of gold formed like the
leaves of ivy. The statue of Juno ''"as crowned ·with
a golden diadem and those of ..\..lexan<ler and Ptolemy
'vore cro,vns of fine gold, rep1·esenting iYy leaye~.
The image of Virtue 'Yas placed near that of Ptolen1y
and on her head "·as a crown of gold made in hnitation of olive branches. Another statue, representingthe City of Corinth, was also near Ptolen1y ''"ith a
golden <liaden1 on its head. ..At a little distance fro111
each of these was a great yase ftlle<l with gol<len cup~,
with a large bo,Yl of gold which contained :fiye ruetretes.
This car "·as follo"yed by several "·omen richly arrayed and bearing the names of tue Ionian and other
G-reek cities in .A.sia " ·ith the Islands 'Yhich had formerly been conquered by the Persians. All this traiu
'vore cro"Tns of gold; in another car ·was a golden
thyrsus 135 feet in length and a silver lance ninety
feet long. In this part of the procession " ..ere a variety of wild beasts and horses and twenty-four lions of
a prodigious size and also a great number of cars in
which were not only the statues of Kings but those of
several deities.
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After these c-an1e a l'ho1·us of GOO men among who~u
"~ere 300 who played on gilded harps and wore golden
(·rowns; at a s1nall distanee from this band marched
3000 bulls, all of the sa1ne color and adorned with golden frontlets, in the 1niddle of
:Jfay 4th-Sixth Sitting.

which rose a ero,Yn of the same metal, they w·ere also
adorned with a collar and an aegis hung on the brea~t
of eaeh bull, these trappings were of gold.
The procession of ~Jupiter and a great number of
other deities advanced next and, after all the rest,
that of Alexander, "~hose statue of n.1assiYe gold "-as
placed in a rar dra.,-rn by elephants; on one side of thi.s
statue stood \ ... ictory and on the other :JlinerYa, the
proee~sion ''as graced ·w·ith seyeral thrones of gold
and h·:v, on one of "·hich was a large diade1n of gold
and on another a erown of gold, a third supported a
crown and a fourth a horn of solid gold.
On the throne of Ptolemy Soter, the father of the
teigning princfl, was a golden ero·w·n "~hieh "·eighed
10,000 piN·fls of gold.
In this proeession were like·wise 330 golden yases in "·hich perfu1nes "~ere to b~
hurned; fifty gilded altars accompanied with golden
crowns, four couche~ of gold fifteen feet in height,
were fa~tened to one of the~e altars; there were like·wi~e twelYe gilded hearts, one of "·hieh 'yas eighte.en
fe(lt in circ-umference and sixty feet in height and
another ·was onlY twentv-t"·o feet and a half high.
Xinc- Delphie tripods of ~old appeared next~ ~ix feet
in height and there ·were six others nine feet high, the
t_.

. ;

..
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largest of all "·as forty-five feet high on which were
placed several animals of gold, seven feet and a half
high and its upper part -was encompassed "·ith a golden crown fortned of a foliage of -rine leaves. After
these -were seen seYeral gilded palms twelve feet ln
length, together ·with a caduceus, gilt also, sixty-six
feet long; a gilded thunderbolt in length sixty feet, a
gilded te1nple sixty feet in circumference, a double
horn twelve feet long, a \ast number of gilded animals, several of which "·ere eighteen feet in height.
To these ·were added several deer of a stupendous size
and a set of eagles thirty feet high. Three thousand
t\YO hundred cro·w·ns of g;old "·ere likewise carried in
this procession, together "·ith a consecrated cro\\Jl of
120 feet in eireu1nference; it "·as adorned with a profusion of gems and surrounded the entrance into the
ten1 ple of Berenice.
There w·as also another golden aegis; se--r.eral large
crow·ns of gold ''ere also supported by young Yirgins
richly habited; one of these cro\\·ns was three feet in
hejght and t"Tenty-four in circumference; in this procession "·as also carried a golden ciersas eighteen feet
in height, another of silver twenty-seven feet high on
which latter was the representation of two thunderbolts of gold eighteen feet in length; an oaken crown
en1bellished "·itb je,Yels, twenty ~olden buckles, sixtyfour cotnplete suits of g-olden armour, two boots of
gold four feet and a half in len~th, t\\Telve golden basins, a great nu1nher of flagons, ten large vases of
perfumes for the bath, twelve ewers, fifty dishes and
a larg·e nu1nb~r of tables; all of these "Tere of gold.
There were likew'ise five tables covered with golden
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g·oblets and a horn of solid gold :fifty·:fi\e feet _in
length. ...\.11 those. golden vessels a.nd other ornan1ents
were in a separate procession from that of Bacchu~,
which has already been described.
There \\~ere likewise four hundred chariots laden
\\~ith vessels and other works of silver, t\\~enty others
filled with golden vesS€ls and 300 1nore appropriate
to the carriage of aro1na tic spices. The troops that
guarded this procession \\~ere composed of 57,000 foot
and 23,300 horse, well dressed and armed in a magnificent 1nanner.
During the games and public combats, \\ hich continued for some days after this pompous solemnity,
Ptolemy Soter presented the victors \\~ith twenty
rro,Yns of gold and they received twenty-three from
his consort Berenice; it appeared by the register of
the palace that these last cro\\~ns were valued at 2330
talents and :fifty mina, about 334±00 L. sterling, fro1n
which some judgment may be forn1ed of the immense
sun1s to which all the gold a.nd silver employed in this
splendid c-eremonial a1nounted.
..:-\..fter the excite1nent con8equent on such a display,
Ptolen1y Philadelphus, accompanied by chosen
friends and two wise men and a sensitive, retired to
his palace to enjoy rest and comn1une \\Tith the hosts
of jnvisible forces; the evening of the third da.y of the
n1onth a.nd of the third dav
., after their arrival at the
palace~ Ptole1ny and his friends retired to a spacions
upper chamber; all the doors and all the means of ingress and egress were made secure, all -were assigned
to seats of repose formin~ a large circle around the
roon1; at one end of this spacious chamber "~ere siA<t7
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tioned twenty-three 1llUSICians who 'Yere instructed
to render at stated intervals soft and sacred music
'vhich vibrated to tl1e 1najestic eeilings, filling the
large audience cha1nber ,yith the sweetest strains of
har1nony.
One of the \\'ise men no·w took his place inside of
the circle, soon he began a waving motion of the body
in accon1panying the strains of music and there appeared a se,c ond form of a 1nan and they both moyed
about the circle, "~hen another and another, joine\1
then1 until there "~ere thirteen occupying the inner
cirele, . 1noving about, conversing and gesticulating
with those occupying the outer circle. After thirty
minutes spent in
1\fa.y 1Oth-SeYenth Ritting.
this manner there came a rushing like the sound of a
mighty wiud, \Yhh.·h :filled eyery part of the chamber,
and fleecy "'bite elonds floated about and gathered together bright flecks of light 'Yhich gre\v jn size, until
it se€Ined to fill nearly the whole space of the inner
circle, "\Yhen lo! hYelYe of the figures dissolve(} and di~S
a.ppenred in the one great ball of light; after n fe'v
1ninutes there appeared an opening in the ball of light
and a figure, br·i~hter than any light floated out, separated and spoke in a voice that filled eyery part of
the cluunber, prophesying the 1·eign of Ptoletny, giYing advice and speaking of the darkness that wonld
fall over Egypt, of 'vant and 'voe and 1nany oth~r
rYents that have hren fulfilled .
. .\fter this all the palac.e was illuminated and a
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great feast 'Yas gi-ven all the guests, retainers and offi~ers of honor.
~-\.fter whit·h Ptole1nv
.. and. three
c·hosen friends retired to fast for three claYs
.. and eoJltinued his de\otion in pri-vate for that length of tilll('.
IIaYing gathered together in still another inner thmnber of the palace, this apartlnent being held sacretl
to such occasions, the de\otions ·were o·p ened by all sileutly offering prayers after "~hi<.:h sweet lo"~ strains
of music filled the apartment, nine musicians being
t'tationed near, in fact, only separated by heaV"y draperies... \rhen an influence of rest and harmony "~as
established, faint glittering lights floated about and
from these lights white fleecy clouds formed and many
Yoices spoke and conversed; invisible voices aecompauied· ~trains of music not rendered by Yisible
ngen(-y, the prophet Daniel appeared and held conYei·se with Ptole1uy and eallecl his attention to how,
two thousand years before his reign, he, Daniel, had
p1·eclieted it; he spoke freely of the darkness to fall
over Egypt and of the want and Yrar to con1e. to the
rising generation; he also spoke 'Yords of encourageIueut and spoke of den th as only a change to a higher
deYeloptnent and the awakening and renewing of
tlw~e for<:es agnin, ·when Ptolemy should return to his
p(•ople, eYen as had Daniel to him, and again establish
the prineiples of his people.
At this tilne he eounHeled aepositing in vaults of safety a portion of the
great "·ealth of the kingdon1, certain treasures of gold
anfl siiYer and precious ~tones; he directrcl how out of
iron and brass these Yaults should be constructed that
these treasures might rest in seeurit.) until Ptol~1n.v
himself should divulge their place of concealment,
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which should be made kno"~n to no one but the "·ise
men. ~fuch other valuable information "Tas given,
also explanation of the mother veins of the preciouH
n1etals and of the beds of gems, also of Solo1non's.
treasures.
At the approach of evening of the third day of their
devotions, Ptolemy and his friends returned again to
the bustle of life and the ·world of eare and strife but
a . wiser and nobler man because of the divine strength
and purifying po"·er. To Ptolemy this communication was a very angel of deliverance, a living redeemer, hosts of fine and wise spirits ''ere there and
are still trying ceaselessly to help humanity to grow
God-like in character and God-ward in destiny; your
o"Tn angels and beloved spirit g-uides behold your natures unveiled and all revealed. A conscientiousness
in Ptolemy here of this fact was a powerful incentive
to strive to grow angel-like, also kno". .ing that
thought reflects thought and life reacts upon life.
Life then "·as invested with a double sacredness,
holding conscientious communion "rith purified immortals and believing in the presence of beloved spirits, he was thus strengthened greatly to ov.e rcome
every imperfection and strove to reach ideal perfection, which became each day more real and w·as made
manifest in his daily life.
l\lay 17th and 18th-'l'he Eighth and Ninth Sittings..
Ptolemy Philadelphus, after the death of his father,
became the sole master .of all his do1ninions, "~hirh
"·ere con1posed of Bgypt ancl1nany provine<:c., depend-
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ent on it, that is to say: Phoenicia, Cale, Syria, A.ra~
bia., Libya, .t\..ethiopia, the Island Cyprus, Pamphylia·,
Cilicia, Lycia, Coria and the Isles called Cyclades.
'fhe tlunult of wars which a diversity of interests had.
kindled muong the successors of Alexande1' throughout the whole eY.tent of his territories did not prevent
Ptolemy Philadelphus from devoting his uhnost attention to the :noble Library which he had founded in
.-\..lexandria, wherein he deposited the 1nost valuable
and curious books he \Yas capable of collecting fro1n
all parts of the "~orid.
This prince, being infor1ued that the Jews possessed
a work "-hich contained the laws of )loses and the history of that people, formed the design of having it
translated out of the Hebrew language into the Greek
in order to enrich his 1ibrary. To accon1plish this deSifrn it became necessary for him to address himself to
the high pries.t of the Jewish nation, but the offer happened to be attended "·ith great difficulty.
There
"·ere, at that time, a very considerable nutnbe:r of
Jews in Eg·ypt who had been reduced to a state of
slaYe1·y by Ptolemy Soter during the invasion of Judaea in his time and it ·was represented to the King
that there ·would be no probability of obtaining fron1
that people either a copy or a faithful translation of
their la"' while such a number of their countrymen
continue in their present servitude. Ptole1ny, who al"·ays acted with the ut-uost generosity, and ·was extremely solicitous to enlarge his library, did not hesitate a moment but issued a decree for restoring all the
.Jp"·ish slaves in his domJnion to their liberty, with
orders to his treasurer to pay hventy drachms a head
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to their masters for their ranson1; the sum expended
on this occasion amounted to four hundred talents,
"·hence it appears that 120,000 J e"'S recovered their
freedom.
The King then gave orders for discharging the children born in slavery, 'vith their n1others, and the sutn
en1ployed for that purpose amounted to about half
the former. These advantageous prelhninaries gave
Ptolemy hopes that he should easily obtain his request from the high priest, "~hose name ·was Elazar;
he had sent ambassadors to that pontiff ·with a very
obliging letter on bis part, accompanied by magnificent presents; the an1bassadors ·were recei-ved at Jerusalem with all imaginable honors and the King's request ·was granted with the greatest joy, upon ·which
the-y returned to .Alexandria \vith an authentic copy of
the ~losaic la\l", ·written in letters of gold, given them
by the high priest hin1self; "·ith six elders of each
tribe, that .is to say, seve.nty-t\\.. 0 in the w·hole ani!
these were authorized to translate that copy into the
Greek language. The King was desirous of serving
these deputies and proposed to each of the-In a different question in order to make a trial of their capacity;
he "ras satisfied with their answers, in \\'hich great
"·isdo1n appeared and loaded them " ..ith presents and
other marks of his friendship. The Elders w·ere th<'ll
conducted to the Isle of Pharos and lodged in a house
prepared for their reception where they ·were plentifully supplied "rith all necessary accommodations:
they applied themselves to their work \Yithout losing
time and in seventy-two days completed the vohnne
which was called Septuagint version; the ·whole wns
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afterwards read and appro\ed in presence of the
King, ·who particularly admired the ·wisdom of the
laws of )loses, and dismissed the se\enty-two deputies
·w ith extremely magnificent presents, part of which
·were for themsel,es, others for the high priest and the
ren1ainder for the temple.
This \ersion, therefore, ·which rendered the Scriptures of the old Testament intelligible to a Yast number of people, became one of the most considerable
fruits of the Grecian conquests and "'"as evidently
comprehended in the design "·hich God had in \iew
"·hen he delivered up all the East to the Greeks and
supported them in those regions, not"'"ithstanding
their di,isions and the jealousies there were and the
frequent re,olutions that happened among them.
In this manner did God prepare the " ray for the
preaching of the gospel, " '"hich "·as then approaching,
and facilitate the union of so many nations of different languages and manners into one society and. the
same "·orship and doctrine, by the instrumentality of
one language; the :finest, most superior and most correct that was e\er spoken in the "·orld and which becanle common to all countries that were conquered by
Alexander.
Ptolemy, being solicitous to enrich his kingdom,
conceiYed it expedient to draw into it all the maritime
commerce of the East, which, till then, had been in the
possession of the Tyrians, who transacted it by sea as
far as Elath and from thence b:v land to Rhinocarurs
"
~nd from this last place by sea again to the City of
Tyre. Elath and Rhinocarurs "·ere t1\'"0 sea ports--
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May 24th-Tenti?- Sitting.
the first on the Eastern shore of the Red Sea and the
second at the extremity of the ~Iediterranean,
between Egypt and Palestine and near the mouth of
the river of Egypt.
Ptolemy, in order to draw this comm.erce into his
O\vn kingdom, thought it necessary to found a city on
the ,western shore of the Red Sea, from whence the
ships ·wer,e to set out; he accordingly built it on the
frontiers, almost, of Ethiopia and gave it the name of
his n1other, Berenice, but the port, not being very com·
modious, that of ~Iyos-Harnus 'Was preferred as being
very near and much better and all the commodities of
Arabia, Persia, and Ethiopia and India ·were landed
here; from thence they ·were conveyed on camels to
Coptus ·where they ·were again shipped a.nd brought
do\vn the Nile to Alexandria \Vhich transmitted thetn
to all the West in exchange for its 1nerchandise, ·which
was afterwards exported to the East. But as the
passage from Coptus to the Red Sea lay across the
desert where no water could be procured, and which
had neither cities nor houses to lodge the caravans,
Ptolemy, in order to remedy this inconveni-ence,
caused a canal to be opened along the great road and
to communicate 'With the Nile that supplied it ·with
water; on the edge of this canal houses ·were erected
at proper distances for the reception of passengers
and to supply all the necessary accommodations for
then1 and for their beasts of burden.
The following article was clipped from a newspaper
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eight years after Ptolemy ga'e this independent wd_t.
lng :,. History tells us,~' says the :New York Ledger,
" that the canal kno·wn as the Bahr J oussuf was construrted 4,000 years ago, and is yet fulfilling the purpose for ·which it was made. The canal runs almost
parallel ·with the River Nile for about two hundred
and fifty miles. It turns and curves, creeping through
meadows and along the foothills, carefully preserving its leyel until it reaches a point ·where it turns
west"?ard, and running through a narro"' pass,
reaches a district "·hich ''ithout it would be a desert
incapable of cultivation and devoid of vegetable products \rhich ·would sustain life. Of course the statement that it "~as really built by Joseph, the son of
Jacob, may or may not be true, but that it is of untold
hnportance to that region need not be stated. There
are traditions that this canal ''as originally intended
to supply a lake "~hich "·as nearly five hundred miles
in circumference and that this lake ·was the source of
fish supply of that region, and that the value of this
product was at least 250,000L. a year. )fodern
engineers are giYing much more attention to old tinw
1nethods than they did half a century ago."
ITseful as all these labors "~ere, Ptolemy did not
think them sufficient for, as he intended to engross
all the traffic bet"·een the East and the -nrest into his
dominion, he thought his plan w·ould be imperfect unless he conld protect what he had facilitated in other
respects. -nrith this view he caused t"To fleets to lw
fitted out, one for the Red Rea and the other for the
)lediterranean; this last ".,.as extremely fine and sonH!
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of the vessels which composed it much exceeded the
comn1on size; two of them, in particular, had thirty
benches of oars, one twenty, four rowed w-ith fourteen,
two with twelve, fourteen ·with eleven, thirty with
nine, thirty-seven with seven, five with six, and seventeen ·with five. The number of the "·hole a1nounted to
112 vessels; he had as many more "·ith four and three
benches of oars, besides a prodigious number of
smaller vessels. \Vith this formidable fleet he not
only protected his commerce from all insults but kept
in subjection as long as he lived tnost of the maritin1e
provinees of Asia )Iinor, as Cilicia, for instance,
Lycia and Caria, as far as the Cyclades.
l\fayas, ICing of Cyrene and Libya, growing yery
aged and infirm, caused overtures of accomn1odatiou~
to be tendered to his brother Ptolemy with the pr•)posal of a marriage between Berenice, his onlJ·
daughter and the eldest son of the l(ing of Egypt and
a promise to give her all his dominions for her do"T~'·
The negotiations succeeded and a peace "·as concluded on, those terms. 1\Iayas, however, died before
the execution of the treaty, having continued in the
government o·f Libya and Cyrenaica for the space of
fifty years; tow·ards the close of his days he abandoned himself to pleasure and particularly to excess
at his table, which greatly impaired his health.
l-Tis ·wido·w Apa.me resolved after his death to break
off her daughter's marriage -with the son of Ptole1ny,
as it had been concluded v.rithout her consent. \Vith
this view she employed persons in l\facedonia to invite
Demetrius, the uncle of King Antigonus Coratus, to
come to her court, assuring him at the san1e time that
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her daughter and crown should be his. Demetrius
a.rrin?d there in a short tilne but as soon as Aparne
beheld him, she contracted a violent passion for hin1
and resol-ved to espouse him herself. From that
1nou1ent he neglected the daughter to attach himself
to the mother and, as he ilnagined that her favor
1·aised him aboYe all things, be began to treat the
young princess, as well as the ministers and officers
of the a1·my in such an insolent and imperious manner
that they formed a resolution to destroy him;
Be1·enice herself conducted the conspirators to the
door of her mother's apartments, ·where they stabbed
him iu his bed, though .Apame employed all her efforts
to save him and even co-vered him with her own body
.. .
Berenice after this ""'ent to EgJ7pt ·where her marriage with Ptolemy was consummated and Apame was
sent to he1· brother ....-\.ntiochus Theos in Syria. This
princess had the art to exasperate her brother so
effectively against Ptole1ny that she at last spirited
him up to a 'Yar which continued for a long space of
time and "·as producti-ve of fatal consequences to
Antiochus, as ""'ill be evident.
Ptole1ny did not place himself at the head of his
arn1y, his declining state of health not permitting hhu
to expose himself to the fatigue of a campaign and
the incon,enience of a camp, for "·hich reason he left
the '"'ar to the conduct of his generals. Antiochus,
who was then in the flower of his age, took the field
at the head of all the forces of Babvlon
and the East
"
.
with the resolution to carrv
.. on the "·ar "·ith the ut1nost -vi~or.
rtolemy did not forget to improve his library, not-
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withstanding the " rar and continually enriched it
with ne-w books. He "~as exceedingly enYious in pichlres and designs by great masters. Aratus, the
famous Sicyonian, was one of those who <.:olle<.:ted for
him in Greece and he had the good fortune to gratify
the taste of that Prince for those "~orks of art to such
a degree that Ptolemy entertained a friendship for
him and presented him ·with bYenty-fixe talents which
he expended in the relief of those nec~ssi tous Sicyonians and the redemption of such of them as w-ere detained in captivity.
\\rhile Antiochus ·was employed in this war with
Egypt, a great insurrection was fertnented in the East
and his distance at the thuc rendered him incapable
of taking the necessary steps to check it "·ith sufficient expedition, the re--rolt, therefore, daily gathet'€d
strength till it at last became incapable of remedy;
these troubles gave bil'th to the Parthian Empire.

~lay

~rv·
..

29th-Twelfth Sitting.

dear friend: I have concluded to discontinue
the writings for the present and turn these seances
into the positive and negative sittings. I have tuuth
valuable infor1nation which I expected to be able to
give you in these con1munications but we can do so
in the future through your o"rn forces. (Here I 01nit
a part of Ptolemy's letter as purely private. C. II.
Foster.) But we will do the best we can with such
conditions as we can conunand and if our work is slo\Y
we shall be steadily gaining and "·ill reach the
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principal of our highest aspirations i.n time. )!y
fondest " ·ish is to uplift mJ· people and restore then1
their lost inheritance. (..:\.gain I will skip. C. II. F.)
Our adherents shall be of all faiths, denominatiolls
nnd nationalities, for these teachings are to conYince
all men of all things.
Let 1ue again express my appreciation of your en~
dea-vors and devotion to me and mine; most sincerely
PTOLE::UY PHIL.d.DELPHUS.
thine,
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